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ABSTRACT
A central research theme in commitment theory is the use o f attitudinal surveys, which for the 
most part, are designed to measure organizational commitment (Mathews et al, 2002). As an 
alternative to a unitary concept (i.e. organizational culture and organizational commitment), 
this thesis has explored both the commitment and cultural concept o f occupation and 
organization to a self-percept o f chefs working for 4-and 5-star hotels in the UK.
Methodologically, the research followed a dualistic-approach using a ‘nomothetic method’ 
for quantitative-deductive inquiry and an ‘ideographic method’ for qualitative-inductive 
inquiry. The results o f the nomothetic inquiry (n=135), revealed behavioural consistencies 
recurrent to commitment. It provided cues to chefs’ cultural practices and norms. Drawing 
from these findings, the quantitative constructs were converted to qualitative constructs 
addressing the issue o f why things happen. The data elicited from multiple-case studies: 6 
hotels, a total o f 30 participants, was analysed in a number o f ways. These were: ‘strength o f 
association ’, ‘consistency ’, and ‘specificity ’for attitudinal and behavioural commitment in talk. 
This was followed by commitment analysis to phenomenon and the ad-hoc in ‘talk’. 
Essentially, chefs gave their perceptual thoughts on commitment through narrative based on a 
series o f cognitive maps. As mutual-equivalence, chefs described cognitive schemas, which 
were attitudinally ‘valuable ’ to their occupation (Becker 1960).
In contrast to occupation commitment, chefs’ commitment to organization was, in most 
cases, behavioural. Enactments o f commitment revealed behavioural ‘side-bets ’ (Becker 1960) 
to themes o f discourse. Conversational ‘talk’ revealed discourse markers depicting ‘well’, 
‘actually, ‘in fa c t’ and ‘oh’. As a result, the chef self-percept reveals cognitive schema 
attributable to five operational themes: opportunity, occupation, reputation, hard work and 
skills. This revealed rich data, which showed that chefs are, in many cases, highly committed to 
their occupation. This is mainly because they seek opportunity for occupational development: 
gaining professional experience is a key factor. Chefs aspire to be inspired by their occupation 
and not by their organization. In addition, the research reveals that chefs display a mutual- 
equivalence without necessarily enacting cognitive sharing with their organization.
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Star rating systems
Glossary of terms
Star classifications are a quality scheme at five levels. The assessment rises from one star 
denoting hotels with the simplest range of facilities to five star denoting large, luxury 
hotels with a range of services and facilities that meet the best international standards 
(online: Automobile Association 2000).
**** p our star hotels
‘Expectations at this level include a degree of luxury as well as quality in the furnishings, 
decor and equipment, in every area of the hotel. Bedrooms will also offer more space 
than at the lower star levels, and well designed, coordinated furnishings and decor. The 
en-suite bathrooms will have both bath and fixed shower. There will be a high enough 
ratio of staff to guest to provide services like porterage, 24-hour room service, laundry 
and dry cleaning. The restaurant will demonstrate a serious approach to its cuisine’ 
(online: Automobile Association 2000).
***** Five star hotels
Here you should find spacious and luxurious accommodation throughout the hotel, 
matching the best international standards. Interior design should impress with its quality 
and attention to detail, comfort and elegance. Furnishings should be immaculate. 
Services should be formal, well supervised and flawless in attention to guests’ needs, 
without being intrusive. The restaurant will demonstrate a high level of technical skill, 
producing dishes to the highest international standards. Staff will be knowledgeable, 
helpful, well versed in all aspects of customer care, combining efficiency with courtesy 
(online: Automobile Association 2000).
Kitchen terminology 
Brigade
‘The team of cooks and their assistants under the partie system is commonly called the 
‘Brigade” (Fuller 1962 (ed.) 1981, p. 46).
Partie system
‘The essence of the partie system is the division of work into sections, each section or 
partie being controlled by a chef de partie...’(Fuller 1962 (ed.) 1981, p. 46).
Note: see definition for ‘chef de partie’ (next page).
Chef titles (titles in use today - explained)
Executive chef/Head chef /Chef de cuisine
In hotels, the kitchen department head can be named the executive chef, head chef or 
chef de cuisine. In the UK, the most common is the title executive chef. In addition to 
self-culinary skills, the person ‘...will be selected for his (sic) position and will retain it 
more for his (sic) organising and executive abilities’ (Fuller 1962 (ed.) 1981, p. 51).
Sous chef
‘The sous chef or under chef, is the principle assistant to the chef de cuisine (Fuller 1962 
(ed.) 1981, p. 52).
Chef de partie
This position is a junior ranked chef in 4 and 5 star hotels. ‘The chef de partie is a 
working cook in charge of a clearly defined section of activities within the kitchen 
(Fuller 1962 (ed.) 1981, p. 53).
Demi chef
‘The same duties as the chef de partie, usually acts as the chef de partie's deputy on the 
opposite shift. This is fairly new terminology, which has come about with the move 
from split shifts to straight shifts’. (Foskett 2004, *HCIMA).
*HCIMA = Hotel and Catering International Management Association.
Commis chef
‘Dependent on the partie concerned, the sectional chef [(chef de partie)] will be assisted 
by one or more trained cooks who have not yet reached full chef status’ (Fuller 1962 
(ed.) 1981, p. 53).
Apprentices and Trainees
‘On each partie there will be found appetencies or trainees who will, whilst learning, also 
be helping the practical day-to day work of food preparation and cookery’ (Fuller 1962, 
(ed.) 1981, p 53).
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.0 Setting the Scene
Despite the long established history of chefs working in UK hotels, and with the 
exception of written profiles of Grandee chefs, (Fuller 1962, ed. 1981, Domenburg and 
Page 1995 and Taylor 2003), ‘...remarkably little systematic analysis of the work of 
chefs and cooks has been undertaken’ (Wood 1991, p. 83). A similar sentiment has 
been put forward by Lockwood (2001, p. 101) who commented, with the exception of 
‘celebrity chefs, ...there is very little written about the life of the normal chef. 
Notwithstanding, Chi vers (1973) provides one of a few methodical studies, which make 
specific reference to chefs working in hotels. Following this seminal study by Chivers 
(1973), there have been a number of other ethnographic analyses of chef culture. These 
studies (e.g. Fine 1987; 1990; 1996) do not focus directly on hotel-organization. They 
do however, provide an occupational relationship to chefs’ work in restaurants. 
Moreover, Fine’s work clearly shows how chefs in the United States (US) see their 
status within categories of self-percept and perceptual images within society. In 
contrast, there are few studies of restaurant chefs in the United Kingdom (UK). Pratten 
(2003a) for example, has completed a qualitative case study based on secondary data, 
which raises societal assumptions as to ‘what makes a great chef?’ In a separate, 
unrelated inquiry Pratten, (2003b) has also conducted a series of interviews in the UK, 
which explored ‘the training and retention of chefs’ working in the restaurant sector. In 
contrast to restaurant chefs, Lee-Ross has undertaken quantitative research using 
Hackman and Oldman’s (1974; 1975; 1980) ‘Job Diagnostic Survey’ (JDS) and ‘Job 
Characteristic Model’ (JCM), which maps amongst others, the ‘internal work 
motivation’ of hospital chefs in the UK (Lee-Ross 1999). He later conducted a similar 
study in Australia (Lee-Ross 2002). On a different theme, Gabriel (1991a) provides an 
ethnographic study on catering workers, in which he examines the working lives of 
cooks and chefs through a narrative of storytelling. In addition, Cameron (2001) 
conducted a qualitative study in the UK, at a time of economic recession in the 1990’s, 
by using Douglas’s (1978) grid-group analysis. The research observed, amongst others, 
the culture and occupational behaviour among 4- star executive chefs.
1
Chapter 1
1.1 Thesis aim, objectives and research process
This thesis is developed to offer a contribution in the field of chef research. The 
theoretical foundation of this study is principally concerned with commitment and 
culture. Based on these components, the title of the thesis is:
Organizational and occupational commitment: exploring chefs from a cultural perspective.
The research aim is to explore chef commitment within 4 and 5 star UK hotels. In 
support of this aim, the objectives are as follows:
1. to evaluate where commitment resides amongst chefs; either to the organization
(in-group) and/or the occupation (out-group),
2. to provide a better understanding of the reciprocal relationship between
behavioural and attitudinal commitment from a perspective of commitment 
and culture,
3. to contribute methodologically to the study of commitment,
4. to contribute to management research related to commitment.
The research process for achieving objectives 1 and 2 will be:
To review and identify commitment inconsistencies evident from mainstream literature. 
The process will observe under-researched areas and/or notable gaps in behavioural 
and attitudinal commitment related to either organizational and/or occupational 
commitment. The objective is to identify notable research challenges which, if not 
addressed, could otherwise inhibit an appropriate inquiry into the research of chef 
commitment. Thereafter, a review of the diversity and complexity of cultural concepts, 
including theories related to identity and climate will be discussed. The purpose, 
amongst others, is to provide a clearer appreciation as to what is contextually meant by 
the term occupation. Thus, there will be an informed review on concepts such as self­
percept and the subsequent relationship to self- and social- categorization. These 
concepts are to be related to chef-occupational identity where appropriate. Therefore, 
the research challenge is to provide a cultural framework that will be capable of 
addressing commitment issues, relevant to the research of chef commitment.
2
Chapter 1
The research process for achieving objectives 3 and 4 will be:
To present an appropriate methodology for this thesis. Objectives 1 and 2 will assist 
in establishing the research methods and techniques capable of facilitating a 
quantitative and qualitative dual-methodology. The aim will be to adopt a traditional 
quantitative-commitment inquiry. Thereafter, a cultural framework will provide for a 
multiple-case study design that is geared towards addressing inconsistencies and/or 
gaps in the commitment literature. With a clear methodology in place, the thesis 
objectives move to the empirical research. Expressed briefly here, the results and 
findings of the primary data will be presented for critical analysis and discussion. This 
will be followed by a conclusion that incorporates thesis contributions as well as 
recommendations for future research.
1.2 Overview of the research approach: chapters
To summarise, the thesis is structured as follows. First, a detailed overview is 
provided in Table 1.1. Chapters 2 and 3 provide the literature review for this thesis. 
Chapter 4 sets the case for a dual-methodology including, amongst others, the 
methodological appropriateness and method and techniques relevant to this thesis. 
Chapter 5 represents the analysis and findings for the quantitative inquiry and 
Chapters 6 and 7 the qualitative inquiry. Chapter 8 links the quantitative and 
qualitative inquiries for discussion. Finally, Chapter 9 provides the conclusion and 
recommendation for future research. This chapter also includes the strengths, 
weaknesses and contributions of this thesis.
3
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Chapter 1
An introduction to each chapter
Chapter 2 will provide an in-depth review of mainstream commitment 
literature in relation to organizational and occupational commitment. This is to 
be based on under-researched areas and/or gaps in the literature related to 
behavioural and attitudinal commitment. The review thereafter, is to present a 
series of critical summaries, resulting from the evidence of commitment 
inconsistencies. Together with relevant chef research, this will provide data 
for the way forward - including a commentary for conclusive remarks.
Chapter 3 brings forward the cultural concept and with it diversity and 
complexity of culture. Identity theory will be introduced for purposes of 
relating cultural inferences to occupational commitment via self-percept. This 
is to include the relationship between social- and self- categorisation including 
their association with personality theory. For organizational analysis, theories 
related to identity are to be extended to in-group (e.g. organizational 
commitment) and out-group (e.g. chef-occupational commitment) cultural 
processes. The goal is to apply group processes to dynamics of cultural 
typologies. The aim will be to unravel cultural complexity to conceptual forms 
of organizational and occupational culture. Here, the objective is to provide 
an appropriate cultural framework, capable of addressing commitment issues - 
identified in Chapter 2. However, before reaching this juncture, the review is 
to consider literature concerned with organizational climate i.e. a recognised 
conceptual tool for the processing of discontinuous change. This area of 
research is important to acknowledge as concepts of identity, culture and 
commitment are subjected to socio-climate influences. Finally, the chapter 
recognises pertinent issues for which the cultural concept is to provide a 
suitable methodology for this thesis.
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In Chapter 4, the research objective will be to provide a methodological 
framework. The purpose will be to identify culturally where components of 
commitment reside i.e. in the occupation and/or organization. It should be 
noted however, that in general, mainstream literature benchmarks commitment 
research to quantitative methodologies and culture to qualitative 
methodologies. Moreover, it has been argued that methodologies in 
mainstream commitment research are ‘... too simple to cover culturally 
relevant issues in organization studies...’ (Virtanen 2000, p. 353). Mindful of 
the two different research routes, this chapter will examine the culture and 
commitment relationship from the perspective of a quantitative and qualitative 
dual-methodology. Therefore, as a middle way, the chapter prepares for the 
preliminary inquiry based on mainstream quantitative research methods for 
measuring organizational and occupational commitment. This will be 
followed by a qualitative inquiry, based on a multiple-case study design. In 
accommodating culture, the qualitative approach aims to facilitate a design 
that will explore commitment within a narrative of discourse and/or 
conversational talk. With the premise set, the methodological process i.e. the 
core objectives of this chapter will be:
• First, to reflect upon the philosophical perspectives of the research 
processes.
• Second, to articulate the philosophical considerations with methodological 
appropriateness for this thesis.
• Third, to present a research design that will guide the fourth objective, the 
methods and techniques i.e. the research tools for this thesis.
Overall, Chapter 4 demonstrates that the methodological route chosen is a 
suitable way forward in that it does not become overwhelmed by cultural 
complexity.
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Chapter 5 considers a commitment questionnaire that is firstly renowned for 
reliability and validity and secondly, for its research use for measuring 
organizational commitment. It should be noted that commitment research is 
primarily orientated to developing better survey measures (Virtanen 2000, 
p.359). In contrast, questionnaires for measuring occupational commitment 
do not appear to have the same longevity in mainstream literature. Here, 
constructs for occupational commitment are to be drawn from Chapters 2 and 
3 and with methodological considerations, which are to be outlined in 
Chapter 4. Thereafter, Chapter 5 provides an analysis of findings from 
questionnaires. The findings are to include a retrospective discussion of the 
literature on culture and commitment and where appropriate, on identity and 
climate.
Chapters 6 and 7 present a qualitative multiple-case study design. The method 
and techniques from Chapter 4 are to have an important role in ensuring that 
data can be compared alongside the findings of the preliminary inquiry in 
Chapter 5. Here, for example, questions from the preliminary inquiry are to 
be converted into why questions for the multiple-case study design. The core 
objective of Chapters 6 and 7 is to present the qualitative findings resulting 
from interviews.
Chapter 8 brings together the dual-methodology process for analysis. As the 
discussion chapter, it provides a series of evaluations as to the findings, 
observed in Chapters 5 to 7. In addition, the evaluations will address 
commitment inconsistencies that were pertinent to the research of chef 
commitment. Thereafter, the chapter’s overall aim will be to consolidate the 
reliability and validity of the culture and commitment relationship from the 
perspective of chef self-percept.
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Chapter 9 provides the main conclusions of this thesis. It begins by offering a 
summary of all chapters. This is followed by a series of conclusions based on 
the research process. The aim will be to demonstrate how this thesis has 
contributed to the knowledge of chef research. Thereafter, an analysis 
referring to the strengths and weaknesses of this thesis will be presented. The 
chapter will conclude by noting the addressed research inconsistencies within 
mainstream literature, which were pertinent to chef commitment. From this 
point the discussion then proceeds to address the continuing research 
challenges ahead. The chapter will come to a close by stating the thesis 
contribution to research. Finally, this is to be followed by recommendations 
for future research.
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UNTYING COMMITMENT
2.0 Introduction
This chapter will provide a review of mainstream commitment literature. The course 
of this investigation will identify under-researched areas and/or notable gaps in 
commitment research literature. The focus will be on the inconsistencies evident from 
the mainstream literature. Moreover, the analysis aims to identify the challenges 
ahead in the research of attitudinal and behavioural commitment. As applied concepts 
for organizational and occupational commitment, the aim will be to unravel the 
commitment literature to a point where research can be appropriately related to the 
research of chef commitment. To achieve these goals, the process of examination is to 
be divided into three principle sections:
First, (2.1) the review begins with an examination of the conceptual distinctiveness 
between attitudinal commitment and behavioural commitment debates, which evolved 
from the 1950’s up to the time of the completion of this thesis. The literature on 
organizational commitment, and particularly occupational commitment, is then 
discussed to demonstrate overall research progression in these fields. Thereafter, a 
subsection (2.1.1) provides a summary of commitment inconsistencies.
The next section (2.2) is to provide ‘the way forward’ for this thesis. The review will 
concentrate on conceptualising both attitudinal and behavioural commitment within 
the boundaries of organizational and occupational commitment. Firstly, (2.2.1) as a 
concept in chef commitment, both attitudinal and behavioural commitment will be 
applied to the activities and prospects of commitment. Secondly, (2.2.2) a short 
review of mainstream hospitality research related to commitment theory will be 
discussed.
The final section (2.3) will focus on the research challenges ahead. The aim is to 
provide a theoretical platform for Chapter 3, where a literature review on culture is to 
be explored. The research outcome for Chapter 3 will provide an appropriate cultural 
framework capable of addressing relevant commitment inconsistencies.
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2.1 Untying commitment: examining components of commitment to 
organization and occupation
Setting the scene
Virtanen (2000, p. 339) comments, ‘...the concept of commitment can best be 
connected to those of organizational climate and culture...’ and continues to say, 
‘...that study of organizational commitment needs a more multidimensional 
framework than is currently available’. Legge (1995) also sees a similar connection 
with concepts of culture. In particular, Legge (1995, p. 179) observes organizations’ 
assumed intentions to try and encapsulate commitment by developing a strong unitary 
corporate culture.
In comparison, Abbott (1989, p. 280) comments that there is ‘...remarkably little 
knowledge of real occupational commitment’. To elaborate, Abbott speaks of 
‘organizations increasing supremacy in the world of work...’ which ultimately 
undermines ‘...the bases of occupational solidarity...’ (1989, p. 276). Instead, 
traditional management studies for both commitment and culture have a tendency to 
use unitary or nomothetic approaches that have a research preference for 
organizational commitment and organizational culture respectfully. For commitment, 
‘...virtually all research conducted on organizational commitment, per se has used 
affective conceptualisation and measure offered by Mowday et al (1982)’ (Legge 
1995, p. 182, Mathews and Shepherd 2002). With regard to culture, prominent 
academics are critical of the ‘unitary concept’ of culture that is all exclusive to 
organization (Pettigrew 1979, Turner 1987, Hunt 1989, Harris and Ogbonna 1998, 
Hassard 1999). They claim such an approach only leads to a lack of analysis. Instead, 
they encourage research to focus on the existence of multiple cultures that invariably 
exist within organizations.
Forms o f Commitment
The concept of commitment has been studied for more than three decades (Beyer et 
al., 2000, p. 323, Singh and Vinnicombe, 2000, p. 229). Through this period two 
analytical forms of commitment have evolved. These are known as attitudinal 
commitment (e.g. affective commitment) and behavioural commitment (McGee and 
Ford 1987, p. 638). Thus in contrast to attitudinal commitment, ‘the second most
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popular form of organizational commitment studied has been behavioural - calculative 
commitment’ (Mathieu and Zajac 1990, p. 172) pioneered by Becker and Carper 
(1956) and Becker (1960). Although a less researched area in mainstream literature, a 
recent paper of behavioural commitment can be seen in Peccei and Rosental (1997). 
There research was interestingly based explicitly on a behavioural definition of 
commitment to customer service. However, the results indicated an ‘affective... 
phenomenon .. .rather than overtly instrumental considerations’ (Peccei and Rosental 
1997, p. 66) i.e. the constituents with behavioural commitment.
Integrating both forms of commitment can be seen in Lincoln et al., (1996, p. 40) for 
which commitment is divided for research purposes into two distinct components: 
identification (affective) and attachment or continuance (behavioural or calculative) 
commitment. Lincoln et al’s, (1990) research was influenced by, among others, 
O’Reilly and Chatman (1986, pp. 492-492) who discussed psychological attachment 
with importance to identification and internalisation should compliance to 
organizational goals and values be achieved.
Behavioural commitment and attitudinal commitment
In Mowday et al., (1982) the authors ‘...expanded their conceptualisation by 
suggesting behaviours can also lead to commitment...’ (Beyer et al., 2000, p. 332). 
However, Legge (1995, p. 182) although noting Mowday et al’s (1982) comments, 
does not make such distinctions. Mowday et al., (1982) for research purposes is still 
therefore concerned with measures for attitudinal commitment, i.e. ‘...created by 
Porter et al., 1974...’ (Mathews, 2002, p. 369) and later pioneered in Mowday et al., 
(1979).
When comparing attitudinal and behavioural commitment literature, Cohen (1999, p. 
285) argues ‘... that we are still much in need of a conceptual and empirical work in 
sorting out how forms of commitment are related and how they relate to work 
behaviour’. For Mathieu and Zajac (1990, p. 185) empirical forms of commitment 
for example, ‘attitude’ (e.g. affective, a component of attitudinal commitment) and 
‘behaviour’ (e.g. behavioural commitment) appear to be separable. Even as early as 
the 1980’s, there were calls by academics to address the ‘conceptual chaos’ 
concerning classifications of commitment, their typologies, methodology and
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measurement (e.g. Morrow 1983, p. 486). Meyer and Allen (1984, pp. 379-389) and 
Allen and Meyer (1990, pp. 1-18) took the task of untangling methodological usage 
between components representing attitudinal and behavioural commitments. In 
particular, Meyer and Allen’s (1984) goal was to defend Becker’s (1960) accumulated 
side-bet theory based on expectancy. With this aim they questioned Ritzer and Trice’s 
(1969) paper, which claimed findings of continuance commitment based on side-bet 
theory. They argued that their findings were not behavioural commitment but in fact 
affective commitment ‘a component of attitudinal commitment’ (Legge 1995, p. 180; 
Vitranen 1999, p. 342). In citing Buchanan (1974, p. 533) Meyer and Allen (1984, pp. 
373-377) claimed affective commitment is rooted in what an individual is prepared to 
give the organization ‘...for its own sake, as part from its purely instrumental worth’. 
This is an important distinction offered by Buchanan (1974). It places self-percept to 
‘affective’ internalisation and affinity with ‘organizations goal and values’ (Buchanan 
1974, p.533). This assumption suggests self-percept would likely, for the sake of the 
organization, disregarded behavioural side-bets, which otherwise could have been of 
some worth to that individual. On a different note and arguably applicable to chefs, 
Buchanan’s (1974) concluding remarks point out that much additional research is 
needed to understand how commitment is maintained at mature career stages 
(Buchanan 1974, p. 545). He points out that a way forward could be amongst others, a 
conceptual application of Becker and Carper’s (1956) side-bet theory (Buchanan 
1974, p.535).
With many commitment concepts thus uncluttered writers, for example Cook and 
Wall (1980), Morrow (1983), Mathews and Shepherd (2002), provide common 
indexes of generic consensus as to their classification. However, new models are still 
emerging e.g. Yoon and Thye (2002) and earlier indexes of commitment categories 
such as Morrow (1983) have been revisited (e.g. Cohen 1999). Although previous 
forms of research have taken positive steps to clarify commitment concepts (e.g. 
Buchanan 1974, Meyer and Allen 1984) there is still, according to Cohen (1999), 
much to be done in terms of sorting forms of commitment to appropriate empirical 
components. Notwithstanding, what does remain constant are the key elements that 
define methodological distinctions between attitudinal and behaviour commitment.
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Attitudinal commitment in practice: example with a hotel corporation
The attitudinal concept in managerial practice reveals a contradictory and contrasting 
picture. For example, in Kelly and Kelly (1990) ‘...conditions for attitudinal change 
are rarely considered by managers...’ (cited in Lashley 1997, p. 132). Management 
invariably attempts to control levels of commitment by structural inferences, while 
disregarding attitudinal commitment. The approach is more in line with Becker’s 
(1960) theory on behavioural commitment. Subsequently, organizations lend 
themselves to overtly concentrate on behavioural consistencies, which by nature 
replicate cultural practice and norms. Related to the hotel industry, the Hilton Group 
pic depicts an example of behavioural commitment for organizational means. For 
example, organization and employee motivations appear to be based on expectancies 
and, in this case, through systems of monetary reward. In this scenario commitment 
arguably resembles stimulus-response processes. From the management perspective 
employees are monitored against structural norms i.e. a policy ‘that is to be’. 
Achievers are awarded a series of Marks and Spencer vouchers with monetary 
amounts dependant on their level of accomplishment (Tucker 1997, Open University 
video).
Although apparently related to behaviourism, it is argued that attitudinal elements of 
commitment to organization and/or occupation can be present within practice and 
norms. The problem could be that management is unaware or does not develop 
potentials of attitudinal commitment. This may be due to operational sophistications of 
commitment or cultural complexity.
Occupational and behavioural commitment and Becker’s side-bet theory
In contrast to attitudinal commitment, the works of Becker and Carper (1956) compare 
commitment with elements of identification and occupation. In addition, Becker 
(1960) compares commitment to attributes of side-bets an expectancy that is subjected 
to consistent or deviant behaviours. Becker (1960, p. 33) speaks of the characteristics 
of consistent behaviour as being a useful explanatory variable. This is opposite to 
what Becker calls ‘deviant’ behaviour (Becker 1960, p. 34). Deviant behaviour by an 
individual may be an expectancy that has not been fulfilled. In other words ‘what is in 
it for me’? Individuals and groups within an occupation instinctively make side-bets 
(Becker 1960). Should the expectancy be correctly read and within management’s
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power to grant, then it would be possible for consistent behaviour to be orchestrated 
by management by imposing mutual, rational order. However, this is often governed 
by organizational climate. The classical works of Becker and Carper (1956) address 
occupation and identity as being ‘ongoing with social structure’ and would arguably 
be similar to aspects of organizational climate. For example, Becker (1960, p. 39) 
suggests that ‘. . .esoteric systems of value need to be discovered if the commitment of 
group members are to be better understood’. Arguably to simplify complexities of 
cultural values, Becker (1960, p. 39), later in his text, refers to the term ‘value’ to 
mean what is ‘valuable’ to group members (Becker, 1960). This therefore proposes 
that chefs, as an intra-organizational group, also have their own climate. Moreover, it 
would suggest that there are limits as to how much change, temporarily or otherwise, 
management can impose.
Commitment and application to occupation
From a multiple culture perspective, and by way of extending Buchanan’s (1974) 
concept, attitudinal commitment can equally be extended to occupation. Moreover, 
both behavioural and attitudinal commitment can hold a mutual-equivalence with 
occupation and organization. Wallace, (1961, p. 40) indirectly goes some way to 
support Becker’s (1956) commitment conceptualisation to occupation and Becker’s 
(1960) commitment theory to behavioural side-bets.
Wallace comments:
‘Evidently, groups, as well as individuals can integrate their behaviours to 
reliable systems by means of equivalence structures, without extensive 
motivational or cognitive sharing’ (Wallace 1961, p. 40).
In line with Becker (1960), behavioural side-bet theory is based ‘on consistent lines of 
activity’ (Meyer and Allen 1984), where personal instrumental worth can take 
precedent over organizational gratification. Therefore, a precedent for occupational 
culture may have an attitudinal affect on organizational culture. Moreover, on further 
scrutiny, it may be grounded on a mutual-equivalence that is behaviourally 
accumulated to side-bets.
Inquiring as to the affects of attitudinal commitment by quantitative method for 
organizational measurement would provide an important indicator about an 
employee’s intention to stay or leave. However, deeper analogies based on
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behavioural commitment are best served according to Meyer and Allen (1984, p. 378) 
by using ‘. . .measures that more directly assess the individual’s perceptions regarding 
the number and magnitude of the side-bets they have made’. They critically point out 
‘Becker’s side-bet commitment theory is saturated with affective commitment and, as 
such, does not allow the theory to be tested appropriately’ (Meyer and Allen 1984, p. 
378). A solution would be to present a methodological inquiry that has a dualistic 
process, which for methodical purposes address attitudinal and behaviour commitment 
from both quantitative and qualitative inquiry.
Commitment, application to chef-occupation: considerations
Becker and Carper (1956) and Becker (1960) discuss relationships between 
occupational and organizational commitment. Their study in Becker and Carper 
(1956) implies functional imperatives, which link workers to forms of occupational 
and organizational identification. To elaborate, Foote (1951) and Strauss 
(unpublished) cited in Becker and Carper (1956, p. 341), comment that ‘individuals in 
identifying themselves—answer the question “Who am I?”—in terms of the names 
and categories current in the groups in which they participate’. Recent research along 
these lines in relation to chefs has been undertaken by Fine (1996) for which chefs 
often describe themselves as being either quasi-professional or quasi-artist or 
businessmen or manual workers. Becker and Carper (1956) and more recently Fine 
(1996) are concerned with an individual’s identification within an occupation and the 
functionalist issues that effect an individual’s commitment to (1) their occupation (2) 
the allegiance to an organization and (3) their identity to a wider society. From a 
chefs viewpoint, occupational rhetoric, as stated in Fine (1996), aims to provide 
structure by which commis, junior chefs, and higher-ranking chefs are able to 
determine and/or define their competence.
A structural attribute can arguably represent an agent of organizational climate and as 
such, does not always take into full consideration the psychological needs of 
occupations. This can be further compounded if organizational climate represents a 
change agent that is of a radical nature (Cameron 2001). Clearly, when it comes to an 
occupation and organization relationship, social-psychological factors of sub-cultures 
would need to be considered from proximity of equivalent terms.
Note: a more detailed discussion of organizational climate will be presented in Chapter 3
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From an occupational perspective a voice for psychological aspirations can cause 
rhetoric, which attempts to sustain a climate of cultural identity. Culturally, it can be a 
productive force for both the occupation and the organization. When related to 
occupational commitment, chef rhetoric by cultural means often aims to sustain 
among others, values, beliefs and norms. However, chef rhetoric that is not conducive 
to an organizational commitment may operationally create tension and friction. 
Furthermore, rhetoric does not always mean spoken terms. For example, a form of 
rhetoric can also be a dissonant action. Thus, by engaging in dissonant behaviour a 
chef may enact to a form of behavioural commitment (e.g. side-bets) to leave one 
organization in favour of another.
Raelin (1985, ed.1991) describes such symptoms as ‘overspecialisation’. For example, 
in the pursuit of wanting to be creative e.g. to be ‘quasi-artist’ (Fine 1996) a chef 
might manifest a low psychological attachment or loyalty to any one organization in 
favour of their occupation.
Characteristically, overspecialisation can incur:
‘Calls for loose attachment between the employer and employee [...] ...can 
discourage the development of intimacy and loyalty to one’s organization 
[...] ...Hence, professionals need to keep moving [...] ...If management is 
not trained in the speciality, how can it offer advice, control procedures, and 
understand how one function really relates to another’? (Raelin 1985, ed. 
1991, pp. 32-33)
Such observations reinforce Simms et al’s, (1988), Riley (1991), and Riley and Jones
(1992) ‘notions of labour mobility’ in which chefs will up-skill. Raelin’s (1985) 
characterisation (above) also reinforces Hofstede et al’s, (1990, p. 312) model (see 
Figure 3.1, Chapter 3), depicting values to one’s occupation, which are likely be 
stronger than to any one organization. As such, behavioural ‘side-bets’ (Becker 1956) 
from an occupational perspective, may culturally regulate rhetoric to continuous forms 
of conversational banter. Moreover, as a series of self-calculative side-bets, members 
of an occupation would invariably have a capability of ‘...relating self and its 
workings to an ongoing social structure’ (Becker and Carper 1956, p. 341). Notably, 
the emphasis here implies that occupational and organizational goal setting in terms of 
their commitment is likely to be achieved through processes of mutual-equivalence.
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Organizational Commitment
The most used measure of organizational commitment in literature is attitudinal 
commitment provided by the works of Porter, Mowday, Steers and Boulian. As a 
pioneering tool, Mowday et al., (1979) in their study of organizational commitment 
use a construct instrument developed by Porter et al., (1974) called (nine-item) 
‘Organizational Commitment Questionnaire’ (OCQ). Assisted by the Likert scale, the 
task was, in Mowday et al., (1979), to measure commitments among 2563 employees 
in nine divergent organizations. Subsequently, the (now 15-item) OCQ instrument was 
found to produce reliable and valid measurement. There is a further OCQ, in Mowday 
et al., (1982). The three organization commitment questionnaires demonstrate 
capability in measuring commitment based on employees’ identification and strength 
of association with organization membership. Renowned for good reliability and 
validity scores, OCQ used in Porter et al., (1974), Mowday et al., (1979) and Mowday 
et al., (1982) continues to be used in multi-dimensional studies by many researchers.
For example:
Cook and Wall (1980, p. 40*); Morrow (1983, p. 487*); Morrow and McElroy (1986 
p. 144*); Curry et al., 1986, p. 850*); O’Reilly and Chatman (1986 p. 494**); Mathiea 
and Zajac (1990 p. 172 and p. 859); Lincoln and Kalleberg (1996, p. 47); Price (1997, 
p. 336); Arnold et al., (1998, p. 210); Singh and Vinnicombe (1998, p. 231); Benson, 
(1998, p.362**); Omdhal and O’Donnell, (1999, p. 1354**) and most recently in 
Mathews et al., (2002, p. 369).
Note 1. ** = Researchers have opted for empirical use - Mowday et al’s, (1979) OCQ
instrument.
2. * = Discusses Mowday et al’s, (1979) item-constructs from OCQ.
3. With no asterisk, the researcher has opted for Mowday et al’s (1982)
OCQ instrument.
Notably from 1982, there have been some instances where Mowday et al’s (1979)
OCQ instrument was used in preference over Mowday et al’s (1982) OCQ instrument.
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The choice in some cases to use the 1979 OCQ over the 1982 instrument may have 
been influenced by Allen and Meyer (1990, p. 2) who comment:
‘The affective attachment approach is perhaps best represented, however, by the 
work of Porter and his colleagues (Mowday, Steers and Porter, 1979); Porter, 
Crampon and Smith, 1976; Porter, Steers, Mowday and Boulian, 1974)...’
Note: The term ‘affective’ is a component of attitudinal commitment and is sometimes used in 
synonymous terms for attitudinal commitment (e.g. Virtanen 2000, p.342).
Moreover, in a later paper, Mowday et al’s (1979) OCQ instrument has been explicitly 
reinforced by Meyer et al., (2002, p. 28) in which they comment:
‘...the Organizational Commitment Questionnaire (OCQ) (Mowday et al., 
1979) [is] the most widely used unidimensional measure for organizational 
commitment’.
Occupational commitment
Although not as popular among researchers as organizational commitment, there have 
been limited studies concerned with occupational commitment. Following on from an 
earlier discussion of Becker and Carper (1956), research directly pertaining to 
occupational commitment does appear in Morrow’s (1983, pp. 489-490) commitment 
index under the focus of career salience (e.g. Greenhaus 1971; Sheldon 1971). 
Although related to a person’s ‘career’ the research in Greenhaus (1971) and Sheldon 
(1971) has a close association with areas of organizational commitment. Briefly, these 
studies explore the attachment that one gives to an occupational group (Greenhaus, 
1971, p. 209) or profession (Sheldon 1971, p. 143 and 147). In later research, Meyer et 
al., (1993) expanded attitudinal components traditionally developed for organizational 
commitment in Meyer and Allen (1991 p. 61), namely affective- continuance- and 
normative commitment, for research inquiry into occupational commitment. It is 
argued that the empirical research of Meyer and Allen (1991) and subsequently, 
Meyer et al., (1993) and Meyer et al., (2002), has been an influence in promoting a 
multidimensional theme, for which occupational commitment has been recognised as 
being an important variable. Their three-dimensional model for organizational 
commitment suggests it would be possible to use similar methods to assess 
‘generalizability’ within other domains (Meyer et al., 1993, p. 539). However, when 
applied across national cultures for example, South Korea ‘revised sets of items’ (Lee
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et al., 2001, p. 596) as to their constructs i.e. ‘typically reported in North American 
studies’ (Meyer et al., 2002, p. 41) would need to be considered.
The works of Meyer and their associates are advocates of ensuring that forms of 
behavioural commitment are considered within constructs of attitudinal commitment. 
For example, the component continuance commitment can incorporate measures of 
Becker’s (1960) side-bet theory (e.g. Meyer et al., 1993, p. 539). In their study, based 
on ‘student and registered nurses’ Meyer and Allen (1993) observed continuance 
commitment as being:
‘...consistent to Becker’s (1960) suggestion that “the existence of 
generalized cultural expectation provides penalties for those who violate 
them” and therefore serves as a type of “side bet” (p. 36). Thus, feeling a 
need to live up to others’ expectations can contribute to either an obligation- 
based or cost based-commitment, or both’ (Meyer et al., 1993, p. 547).
Drawing from the above and from a cultural perspective, continuance and affective 
commitment (i.e. components within attitudinal commitment) can clearly reflect a 
relationship based on mutual-equivalence (e.g. Wallace 1963). With the noticeable 
exception of Tam et al., (2000), almost all mainstream literature to date for 
occupational commitment, is of quantitative method. However, it is argued that 
cultural inferences, particularly sub-cultural values, or at best ‘valuables’, (Becker 
1960, p. 39) require a proportional qualitative analysis within methodological process.
Moving steadily along with this the review, Cohen (1999, p. 306) acknowledged the 
work of Meyer et al., (1993) and others by commenting that ‘...literature provides 
conceptual as well as empirical support for a relationship between occupational 
commitment and organizational commitment’ (Cohen 1999, p. 290). This shortly 
followed a ‘meta-analytic review of occupational commitment’, which revealed 
‘person- and work-related variables' to a ‘psychological link .. .based on an affective 
reaction to that occupation’ (Lee et al., 2000, pp. 799-800).
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While acknowledging an earlier commitment synthesis by Morrow (1983), Lee (2000, 
p.800) takes particular note by commenting:
‘Although researchers have examined occupational commitment in 
relation to a wide range of variables, there has been no quantitative 
synthesis of this information’ (Lee et al., 2000, p.799).
Briefly, the overall theme of Lee et al’s (2000, p. 799) review reported:
... ‘First, *OC was positively related to job-focused constructs such as job 
involvement and satisfaction, suggesting that attitudes toward the job 
itself may be a central concern in committing to one’s occupation. 
Second, consistent with previous work, OC and organizational 
commitment were positively related. This relation was found to be 
moderated by the compatibility of the profession and the employing 
organization. Third, OC was positively related to job performance and 
had an indirect effect on organizational turnover intention through 
occupational turnover intention.’ ... (Lee 2000, p. 799).
* OC = Occupational commitment.
With reference to the hospitality literature, Lee et al’s (2000) first and second 
explanation can be compared to an empirical study conducted by Riley et al., (1998). 
In a rare paper in this field, Riley et al., (1998, p.l) focused research on organizational 
commitment with occupational culture to the implications of labour turnover and 
moreover, the intention to stay. In particular, Riley (1998, p. 2) speaks of the 
relationship between job satisfaction and organizational commitment as being ‘close 
cousins’ and treats them for research purposes as two ‘distinct variables’. This notion 
is recognised Meyer et al., (1993) for which they comment:
.. .commitment is often included as a variable in studies where it is not 
the primary focus of attention. Indeed, commitment has begun to rival 
job satisfaction in this regard. (Meyer et al., 1993)
Riley (1998, p. 2) indirectly reinforces the above notion, for which ‘job satisfaction’ 
has ‘lineage’ with ‘motivational research’, while ‘organizational commitment’ can 
provide for empirical data for ‘organizational functioning, which has brought a new 
emphasis on retaining core workers’.
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By separating both variables, Riley (1998) noted:
‘The fact that the highest levels of job satisfaction were found in those 
*employees with ambition only reinforces the need to account for the career 
variable in studies which attempt to relate satisfaction, commitment and 
labour turnover. This study ‘.. .offers evidence for loyalty to the industry and 
the fact that job satisfaction was more closely linked to industry commitment 
than to any other form is strong evidence’ (Riley 1998, pp. 8-9).
* = Occupation represents publican workers.
Riley et al., (1998) findings closely fit with data noted by Lee et al (2000) in that:
...‘It appears that our ability to predict organizational turnover is enhanced 
when both occupational and organizational variables are considered’ (Lee et 
al., 2000, p. 808).
Occupational commitment: examples o f recent research (Tam et al, 2000 and Blau 2003)
Tam et al., (2002) in their empirical study have used a dualistic research model based 
on on-site field research, semi-structured opened-ended interviews and self­
administrated questionnaires (Tam et al., 2002, p. 782 and 795). Their questionnaire 
utilises Mowday et al’s (1982) OCQ instrument for organizational commitment and 
MaCloskey and MaCain’s (1987) measures for occupational commitment (Tam et al 
2000, pp.791-2). As noted in Lee et al., (2001, p. 802) McCloskey and McCain 
(1988) reflect a research interest ‘on how occupational commitment might increase 
performance by increasing the likelihood that individuals [(nurses)] will acquire skills 
and knowledge’. In addition, Tam et al., (2002, p. 794) considers job satisfaction as 
‘pay satisfaction on work effort’, with measures adapted from Quinn and Shepherd 
(1974).
Briefly, Tam et al’s (2002, p. 795) empirical findings support, among others, that 
‘...occupational commitment is higher than organizational commitment’. 
Quantitatively, the Cronbach alpha for occupational commitment showed a score at 
‘.82’ and for organizational commitment a score of ‘.63’ (Tam et al., 2002, p. 799). 
Although their research is not directly from perspectives of culture, Tam et al., (2002) 
findings would support the conceptual line offered by Hofstede et al., (1990, p. 312). 
For example, similar to Hofstede’s (1990) notion, they reveal ‘occupational 
commitment is higher than organizational commitment’ (Tam et al 2002, p.795). In
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contrast to the quantitative data, their field research including semi-structured open- 
ended interviews, explored amongst others qualitative ‘macro- organizational culture 
and strategy’ and ‘mezzo- work organization history (e.g. by interviews), key roles 
and functions’ (Tam et al., 2002, p. 797). With the use of a market model and a 
dualistic- quantitative and qualitative model, Tam et al., (2000) have provided 
plausible findings in their research on knowledge workers, work attitudes and their 
commitment.
Blau (2003), using hypothesis testing, has adapted Meyer et al’s, (1993) continuance 
component for commitment to represent separately, ‘accumulated costs and limited 
alternatives’ (Blau 2003, p. 484). Blau initially draws from the earlier works of Meyer 
and Allen (1991) for which continuance in later works represents a ‘three-component 
conceptualisation for organizational and occupational commitment’ (Meyer et al.,
(1993). Notably, Blau’s (2003) work demonstrates an in-depth study for attitudinal 
commitment. In his research section on occupational continuance the study solicits, 
using a 4-point Likert scale, a series of responses that seek to measure ‘changing 
profession (occupation)’ (Blau 2003, p. 497). An example of a typical question is as 
follows: ‘it would be very costly for me, income-wise, to switch my profession 
(occupation)’ (Blau 2003, p.479). The research addresses, to some degree, Meyer and 
Allen’s (1984, p. 378) concern that affective commitment should not saturate 
components of behavioural commitment. In effect, Blau (2003) has applied a limited 
application of Becker’s (1960) behavioural side-bet theory (e.g., Blau 2003, p. 470) to 
forms of ‘emotional costs’ and ‘occupational investment’ within measures for 
‘accumulated costs’ (Blau 2003, p. 472). By separating constructs for continuance 
commitment, Blau’s (2003, p. 484) work found ‘a consistent correlation between 
normative commitment and accumulated cost dimensions’. Critically however, Blau 
has acknowledged that his ‘prior research has not examined this relationship’ (Blau 
2003, p .484). In offering an explanation, he comments ‘one can speculate that greater 
perceived accumulated costs may lead to a greater sense of obligation to one’s 
occupation’ (Blau 2003, p. 484). Overall differentiations between attitudinal 
commitment representing affective, normative and continuance and their notable 
connections and distinctions continue to be a challenge for researchers. In particular, 
it reaffirms a critical review made by Legge in 1995, in which she commented ‘...to 
date, their results suggest that whilst affective and continuance may be distinguished
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empirically, there is no conclusive evidence of a normative commitment distinct from 
affective commitment’ (Legge 1995, p. 180). Similar thoughts still persist in relatively 
recent literature notably, for example, in Meyer and Herscovitch (2001, p.305) in 
which they comment:
‘There remains some disagreement however, about whether affective and 
normative commitment are truly distinguishable forms of commitment, 
and whether continuance commitment is a unidimensional construct’ 
(Meyer and Herscovitch 2001, p. 305).
From a quantitative viewpoint Blau’s (2003) work is of interest. However, this 
research uses a different direction based on a dual-methodology, which combines both 
quantitative and qualitative inquiry. Noticeably, the objective for this thesis is to 
explore chef-percept for organizational and occupational commitment from a cultural 
perspective. From this viewpoint, this would require proportionally qualitative input. 
In addition, for the purpose of this research it is important not to overtly ‘saturate 
Becker’s (1960) side-bet theory [to a deferment of] individual’s perceptions regarding 
the number and magnitude of side-bets they have made’ (Meyer and Allen, 1984, 
p.378). In more recent research and related e.g. to the intention to stay, Meyer et al., 
(2002) comments that:
‘...continuance commitment presumably develops as individuals make 
side-bets (Becker 1960) or investments that would be lost by 
discontinuing a course of action. We found that few studies that measured 
investment directly’ (Meyer et al (2002, p. 42).
Meyer et al., (2002) research in this area was from a quantitative perspective. The 
authors comment ‘the fact that investments can be very idiosyncratic might explain 
both paucity of the studies and weak correlations’ (Meyer et al., (2002, p.42). This 
suggests that quantitative research might struggle in providing culturally idiosyncratic 
answers. Moreover, there appears to contradiction in the literature as to where 
continuance commitment lies. For example, Legge (1995) purports Meyer et al’s 
(1990) three components of attitudinal commitment to be: affective, continuance and 
normative. In contrast, Aven et al., (1993) cited in Virtanen (2000, p.342) purports 
continuance commitment to be within behavioural commitment.
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2.1.1 Summary: inconsistencies in the study of commitment research
This subsection is to reflect on the literature review presented so far. The aim is to 
assist the remaining sections of this review by addressing directly or indirectly 
relevant commitment inconsistencies.
Attitudinal and behavioural commitment as applied concepts to organizational and 
occupational commitment
It has only been since 2000 that there is less of a literature gap in research for 
occupational commitment due to work by Meyer et al., (1993). This said, the research 
area for occupational commitment continues to be significantly under-researched. As 
a relativity new area, there have been some notable inconsistencies, where research 
components associated to continuance commitment have been extended in an attempt 
to explain reliabilities for attitudinal commitment. To elaborate, researchers in the 
quantitative field have attempted to deconstruct side-bets theory in attempting to 
provide a clearer connection continuance commitment has with attitudinal 
commitment. Traditionally however, side-bet theory is in the research domain of 
behavioural commitment (Becker 1956, 1960). What is interesting for research 
purposes is the observation, noted in two recent research papers; one for 
organizational and occupational commitment (Meyer 2002), and the other for 
occupational commitment (Blau 2003). In both papers there appears to be a reversal 
effect for occupational commitment, in that behavioural commitment has potentially 
saturated proportional analysis for attitudinal commitment. Based on the premise that 
the majority of attitudinal commitment research is directed towards organizational 
commitment (Legge 1995, p. 182, Mathews and Shepherd 2002), provides for a stark 
contrast. Invariably research for attitudinal commitment has been noted for having a 
tendency to saturate any potential analysis for behavioural commitment (Meyer and 
Allen 1984, pp. 379-389, Allen and Meyer 1990, pp.1-18). Compounding these issues 
is the lack of debate between components for attitudinal and behavioural commitment. 
For example, Legge (1995) purports Meyer et al’s (1990) continuance commitment as 
attitudinal, where in contrast Aven et al., (1993) cited in Virtanen (2000, p. 342) see 
continuance commitment as behavioural. A similar sentiment, notably offered in 
Lincoln and Kalleberg (1996) is that ‘attachment’ or ‘continuance commitment’ is 
representative of behavioural commitment. Further exacerbating the problem is the
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proposition that ‘attitudinal commitment may have a reciprocal relationship with 
behavioural commitment and vice versa’ (Mowday et al., 1982 cited in Legge, 1995, 
p. 180). At the time, these authors recommended much more research in this area. 
However, there is little evidence to suggest that their calls have been heeded. Instead, 
there has been more concern by researchers to ensure that higher reliability alphas can 
be achieved for attitudinal commitment within quantitative surveys for organizational 
commitment (Virtanen 2000, p. 353). Subsequently, ‘the content of these concepts is 
too simple to cover culturally relevant issues in organization studies’ (Virtanen 2000, 
p. 353).
2.2 Commitment: the way forward
Drawing from the commentaries outlined in Section 2.1.1, the position of this thesis 
will support the premise that chef self-percept of continuance commitment may be 
either reciprocal or circumstantial to findings of attitudinal commitment and/or 
behavioural commitment.
A way forward would be to use a dual-methodology, which could be applied to 
observe quantitatively reasons to how cultural practices and norm(s) occur. 
Thereafter, with a combined ideographic inquiry, it is possible to note cultural 
practices or at least cultural valuables (Becker 1961, p.31) to reasons of why and 
where attitudinal and behavioural commitment reside i.e. in organization and/or 
occupation. This method would address a key criterion of Lee and Allen’s (2000, 
p.800) who recommend amongst others, that ‘cultural experience’ go beyond the 
‘boundaries of organization’. Moreover, they comment ‘that given the construct for 
occupational commitment extends beyond boundaries of the organization, an 
investigation of its relations with extra-organizational variables would be a useful 
compliment to existing research’ (Lee and Allen (2000, p. 808). Thus, in contrast to 
relying solely on a quantitative approach, an idiographic theme that is qualitative in its 
inquiry, can relate more readily to forms of behavioural and/or attitudinal 
commitment. For example, when referring conceptually to idiosyncratic positions ‘a 
high degree of behavioural commitment could produce affective [(e.g. attitudinal)] 
commitment through a process of dissonance reduction’ (McGee and Ford 1986, p.
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640). In particular, this can be afforded ‘through side-bets or sunken costs’ (McGee 
and Ford 1986, p. 640). This proposition and others can be explored by utilising 
conceptually the following four commitment components.
• Accumulated ‘sides-bets’ Becker (1960) and supported by Meyer and Allen 
(1984, p. 372) and Allen and Meyer (1990, p. 4).
• Lack of alternative employment opportunities, developing the work of Becker 
(1960) by Allen and Meyer (1990, p. 4).
• Sunken costs (McGee and Ford 1987, p. 640).
• Lack of perceived (*or attractive) alternatives (McGee and Ford 1987, p. 640). 
*Lack of attractive alternatives’ refers to Legge (1997, p. 181) - a description 
to describe McGee and Ford’s (1987) Tack of perceived alternatives’.
2.2.1 Applied to chefs
When conceptually applying these concepts to chefs, and to begin with side-bets, 
younger chefs are inclined to flit from one establishment to another (Wood 1997, p. 
187) for purposes of career development. In comparison, older experienced chefs may 
have already accumulated side-bets sufficiently. Subsequently, with the older chef 
their intention to leave, and therefore continuance, may be low. Moreover, chefs’ 
enactments to commitment should not be confused in an arbitrary sense, with 
attitudinal commitment to organization. Other intentions of chef circumstance should 
be considered. It may be, for example, that continuance is determined by the lack of 
employment opportunity, which persists for some chefs. Chefs in this predicament 
may therefore find themselves behaviourally committed to the organization e.g. to a 
given wage and perceived job security. With such considerations, the researcher is 
advised to annotate. For example, in a qualitative analysis, it would be important to 
determine whether attitudinal commitments are sunken costs or behavioural 
accumulated side-bets, or lack of alterative and/or attractive opportunities.
To expand on this theme, Wood (1997, p. 128) comments, ‘...the development of skill 
at unit level is rigid to occupational structure...’ and goes on to say for various reasons 
that ‘...not all workers wish to improve their skills’. In the case of chefs this is 
unlikely to be the norm, but instead a scenario of chef movement within hotels can 
align negatively to lost opportunity or, in the case of accumulated side-bets,
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opportunities for optimum skill-acquirement. Literature suggests that in a pursuit for 
optimum ‘skill-requirement’ (Simm et al., 1988, Riley and Jones 1992) chefs, like 
other hotel occupations, are required to use the ‘weak internal labour market’ (Riley 
1991 p. 243). A weak internal labour market implies in this context a role undertaken 
by occupational members to seek career opportunities on their own account. The 
objective is to accumulate a series of positive side-bets for further personal career 
advancement. By implication the ‘magnitude’ of these side-bets (Allen and Meyer 
1990, p. 4) is dependant on a chefs perceived valence of an expectancy realised. This 
is therefore likely to be one of behavioural commitment to organization. In contrast, 
attitudinal commitment is likely to reside in many cases to occupation.
More critically, when linking issues to a multiple cultural dimension (i.e. occupation 
and organization) it would appear that Mowday et al’s, (1979, p. 226) assumption ‘as 
to the strength and identification of commitment’ per se (should correlations be 
positive) may not always be attributed to organization through attitudinal 
commitment. With a likely strong affiliation to chef-occupation, the cultural 
relationship may reveal the attitudinal strength, identification to occupation. 
Therefore the commitment conundrum may well be a relationship to processes of 
mutual-equivalence. Notwithstanding, there is likely to be an attitudinal commitment 
given to their organization by some chefs. For example older chefs, coupled with 
experience and position, can enact behaviours to positive sunken costs. This is 
however, retrospective to accumulated side-bets obtained by a chef planning their 
career path towards a personal goal. This viewpoint, although not directly referenced 
to chefs, is supported by McGee and Ford (1987, p. 640) who comment ‘a high 
degree of behavioural commitment could produce affective [(attitudinal)'] commitment 
through a process of dissonance reduction’.
As chefs get older, they become less dissonant to the organization, although scenarios 
to circumstances may be numerous. To elaborate, older chefs who have experienced 
lack of ‘attractive alternatives’ (McGrew and Ford, 1989) may stay with the 
organization for the sake of regular income and job security. These are negative as 
sunken costs, where accumulated side-bets have been lost or unrealised, and are more 
aligned to behavioural commitment. In contrast, as with some executive chefs, their 
optimum career path has been satisfied. The latter example could therefore transcend 
an attitudinal commitment to organization.
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In a way, this supports Mowday and Steers (1982) who confirm speculative accounts 
offered in Mowday et al., (1979, p. 245), that there indeed exists a reciprocal 
relationship between attitudinal commitment and behavioural commitments. The path 
to more closely understanding the reciprocal relationship requires, as this thesis 
acknowledges, that multiple cultures do exist within organizations. Moreover, to date 
the majority of commitment literature fails to address this issue favouring instead the 
unitary concept of culture in the research of organizational commitment.
2.2.2 Commitment and cultural complexity: mainstream hospitality research
Other than Riley (1998), mainstream hospitality literature e.g. Deery and Shaw (1997), 
and Tepeci and Bartlett (2002) invariably associates commitment with labour 
turnover, job satisfaction and/or with the employees’ intention to stay or quit. 
Notably, issues such as ‘labour turnover’, can easily become embroiled in complexity 
of culture. For researchers, culture can become ‘...a nebulous concept’ (Deery and 
Shaw 1997, p. 375) in that the links to ‘organizational culture are less well defined’ 
(Deery and Shaw 1997, p. 379). Notwithstanding, quantitative inquiries in these areas 
do offer symptoms as to ‘what occurs’. Moreover, and by inclination, this brings to the 
surface areas of cultural complexity which in turn can illuminate research opportunity 
for other researchers. However, there is a need to attain different research 
methodologies beyond quantitative inquiry if ideational elements of culture are to be 
reasonably addressed. Such connotations are present in the research of Tepeci and 
Bartlett (2002). In a study based on quantitative method, their inquiry explored the 
effects of organizational culture, individual values, and a person-organization fit as 
predictors of job satisfaction and behavioural intentions. In a list of ‘limitations’ they 
acknowledged the research lacked a ‘...clean fit between perceived culture and 
preferred culture...’ (Tepeci and Bartlett 2002, p. 168). Both research papers 
demonstrated the difficulties of extracting cultural complexity based purely on 
quantitative method alone. It further suggests that nomothetic inquiry alone, i.e. a bias 
to quantitative inquiry would not be sufficient should research wish to go beyond the 
unitary cultural concept.
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2.3 Conclusive remarks
This review has observed both traditional forms of commitment as well as more 
pioneering forms of commitment, which seeks to explore, among others, occupational 
commitment. From a contemporary viewpoint, empirical studies pertaining to 
occupational commitment compared to studies of organizational commitment are still 
in their infancy. The most dominant form of commitment research for both 
organizational and occupational commitment is attitudinal commitment. 
Consequently, opportunity for observing behavioural commitment is lost or overtly 
saturated for the research preference for attitudinal commitment. However, it appears 
in the research for occupational commitment that there could be a reversal effect, in 
that attributes for behavioural commitment (side-bets) have in some cases saturated 
components for attitudinal commitment. Moreover, it was noticed that despite the 
contradictions in literature, continuance commitment could be instrumental to both 
behavioural commitment and attitudinal commitment.
The review observed for occupational commitment, with an apparent idiosyncratic 
representation to sub-cultural dynamics, has restricted a traditional route for 
quantitative analysis. This was noticeably the case for research on continuance 
commitment, where academics in some cases were only in a position to speculate. 
Remarkably little qualitative research has been undertaken within the spheres of 
organizational and occupational commitment. This could be construed to be a 
significant literature gap. Notwithstanding, an overall research opportunity for 
qualitative inquiries has been avoided by traditional researchers, who arguably have 
been more concerned with developing ‘better survey measures of commitment rather 
than broaden theoretical instruments (Virtainan 2000, p. 353). With the advent of 
occupational commitment research, traditional quantitative surveys are beginning to 
show certain limitations, particularly on the cultural front. The idiosyncratic nature 
provides for occupational commitment research an opportunity to address current 
inconsistencies in more quantitative approaches.
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Issues to address
Table 2.1 below, highlights five principle areas, considered to be commitment 
inconsistencies for chef research. Although distinctive, these inconsistencies are to be 
as considered as variables that are in some way interrelated. For example, related to 
items 1 to 5, what is perceived as ‘valuable’ (Becker 1961, p.39) may well be effected 
by a chefs cultural experience. The perceived valence expectancy is likely to 
influence where attitudinal and behavioural commitment reside e.g. to the organization 
and/or occupation.
Table 2.1 *Commitment inconsistencies: identified research items
* = Applied to organizational and occupational commitment (Abbreviations to the main chapter)
Research
items
D escrip tion Area of under­
researched
Gaps in the 
literature
1 Identify com ponents of attitudinal and behavioural 
commitment.
V
2 Distinguish continuance commitment to analytical 
com ponents capable of classifying cultural attributes to 
either attitudinal commitment and/or behavioural 
commitment.
V
3 Avoid, by using a qualitative method, a  potential problem of  
data saturation betw een potential research findings for 
attitudinal and/or behavioural commitments;
A ddress a s  to what is ‘valuable’ (Becker 1961, p. 31) to 
chefs;
Apply an appropriate cultural framework capable of 
identifying where com ponents of attitudinal commitment and 
behavioural commitment reside i.e. to organizational 
commitment and/  or occupational commitment.
V
V
V (Qualitative 
method)
V
4 Qualitatively, unravel continuance commitment from 
perspectives of both attitudinal and behavioural 
commitment.
V ( in 
occupational 
commitment)
5 O i i U S m a 4  a U a I  1 a  f l i A A A i i r A A  a a a I u a Ia  T U I a  l i m A  A ^ouujcoi oiici leocaiuu luuiouuuioc anaiyoio. 1 1 no lyp cu i
process could facilitate the calls for different research  
approaches - one being the exploration o f ‘cultural 
exp eriences’ (Lee and Allen 2000, p. 808).
\ l  ( f rn m a/ Micrnnrco nnt1 i u i w w v i i  v w  • iv %
cultural
dimensions)
researched in 
this field)
V (Chefs, 
commitment 
and cultural 
experience)
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Reserved for Chapter 3, an analysis of culture will now seek relevant conceptual tools 
for which the above ‘research items’ can be addressed in this thesis. As was noted in 
Chapter 1, associated theories such as identity and climate are to assist the cultural 
process. Conceptually the aim will be to extract a closer understanding as to what is 
meant by ‘self-percept’ within an employment relationship and moreover, the social 
effects with occupational and organizational commitment.
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DIVERSITY AND COMPLEXITY OF CULTURE
3.0 Introduction
This chapter will review, analyse and subsequently identify a cultural framework for 
commitment research. It will begin by:
Providing a focused review of occupational and organizational culture. Identity theory 
will be introduced for purposes of relating cultural inferences mainly to occupational 
commitment. An exploration of sub-cultural dynamics to self, social categorisation and 
an applied relationship to chef-occupation will be outlined.
The Chapter will go on to:
Identify and analyse cultural typologies that are to contribute to a cultural framework 
that is capable of addressing commitment inconsistencies outlined in Table 2.1 (See 
Chapter 2). In addition, a literature review of organizational climate is provided, noting 
processes of discontinuous change. This area of literature generally acknowledges 
concepts associated with culture and relationships with identity and commitment (e.g. 
Ashkanasy et al., 2000).
To achieve these goals, the process of examination will be divided into five principle 
sections: First, (3.1) a discussion introduces occupation, self-percept and social-
categorisation through the conceptual use of identity theory. The concept of ‘self and 
‘identity’ is further developed and examined from personality theory. These assessments 
however, will remain focused on the socialisation and positioning of ‘selfhood’ from the 
‘adolescent’ to ‘mature adult’ and subsequent implications to identity (e.g. Allport 1937; 
Allport 1961 cited in Hall et al., 1985). Thereafter, it will include an examination of 
identity constructs to chef-percept, occupation and the subsequent effects on 
organization and occupation identity. Concepts are then related to theories of ‘ social’- 
and ‘self - categorisation from perceptive discourse, discursive acts and identity in talk. 
Here, a subsection is provided (3.1.1) to discuss research highlights.
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Second, (3.2) the chapter explores definitions of culture and their complexity from the 
perspective of organization theory; it further examines concepts of organizational 
culture and occupational culture. Thereafter a subsection is provided (3.2.1) to discuss 
further key features. Third, (3.3) an in-depth examination of cultural typologies 
represented from an anthropological viewpoint will be provided. These cultural 
typologies (five subsections of 3.3) are then extended to sub-cultural inferences with 
applied examples to identity and occupational culture. A discussion which makes sense 
of the typologies follows (3.3.6). Fourth, (3.4) the chapter will discuss the distinctions 
between organizational climate and organizational culture. Notably, this section will 
include a discussion related to self-percept and occupational culture. Thereafter, a 
subsection is provided (3.4.1) to discuss key considerations in this area. Finally, (3.5) 
there will be a section for conclusive remarks, which includes the culture framework 
(3.5.1) relevant for the facilitation of commitment research.
3.1 Culture: relationship with occupation, identity, social categorisation and ‘self
The complexity of culture is associated with diversity. The proceeding discussion 
highlights cultural interconnections between occupation, identity, social-categorisation 
and ‘self.
Influenced by Meyer et al., (1993, p. 539), and as a point of reference for this thesis, Lee 
(2000, p.800) in defining or categorising sub-cultural groups (for commitment research) 
aims to provide the following clarification:
‘The terms occupation, profession, and career have been used somewhat 
interchangeably in the commitment literature. Although this may well be 
a matter of taste, our view is that occupation best fits the notion under 
consideration...’.
From a critical perspective the term occupation within commitment literature is rarely 
defined as to its operational meaning and status within organizational commitment. 
This somewhat lucid approach within commitment literature still persists even in recent 
research, which undertakes the study for occupational commitment.
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A more in-depth investigation reveals that terms for occupation are determined, among 
others, by society. Here, it can be observed that occupations are defined directly or 
indirectly by government statistics and are often presented in the form of classifications. 
For Whalley and Barley (1997, p. 4), social classifications are often criticised as being 
crude and naive. An example of naivety was illustrated in a revision to the census 
classification in the mid 1970’s, by the ‘Department of Labor’ in the US. The 
occupational status of ‘chefs’ was changed from ‘domestic’ to ‘professional’ (Julian 
1986, p. 37 cited in Fine 1996). Recently, Britain has replaced the social-economic 
class system of ‘A’ to ‘E’ categories to a 17-tier classification system (Poulter 1998, p. 
22). This new system focuses more on worker-occupations rather than social classes 
(Rose and O’Reilly 1997, pp. 1-20). Among other considerations, the 17-classification 
category favours status based on ‘occupation, size of organization and the differences in 
the way employers treat employees’ (Poulter 1997). The new classification system, 
based on the report called 'Constructing Classes \ was intended to be introduced in time 
for the 2001 population census and replaced the socio-economic class system dating 
back to 1921 (Rose and O’Reilly 1997; Poulter 1998, p. 22).
Preview o f historic class-systems, changing times and occupation
During the industrial revolution, occupational classifications tended to segregate 
workers holistically according to their socio-economic status. Moreover, a nation’s 
division of labour was often referred to either as white-collar i.e. supervisors- 
management or blue-collar workers i.e. manual-working classes (e.g. Whalley and 
Barley 1997, p. 26). Many developed societies today are experiencing the 
‘technological age’. This has resulted in the decline of manufacturing industries. 
Subsequently, many nations have sustained their economic wealth through the 
development of the service sector. These growing industries have been spurred on by 
the ‘technical-information age’ creating with it increasing global markets. This has in 
effect redefined the division of labour for many nations and has consequently expanded 
perceptual white-collar communities. Today, in Britain, most people consider 
themselves as middle class (Poulter 1998, p. 22). As a result of these changes, white- 
collar worker positions are no longer characteristically restricted to management. 
Indeed, the term ‘white-collar’ is a classification more relevant to the manufacturing era.
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In this present technological age, individuals within society tend to be judged by the 
quasi-functional nature of their work and the level of career status they have attained 
within the occupation in question. According to Raelin (1991, p. 13) the numbers of 
professionals are likely to increase within the services sector. In the past, the term 
‘profession’ in Britain would have been unlikely to be used to describe a chefs 
occupation. In today’s society many ‘named’ chefs such as Marco Pierre-White or Nico 
Ladenis see their craft as a profession. This does not mean however, that all chefs can 
claim professional status. For example, Salaman (1974, p. 23) observed ‘people who 
see themselves in terms of a particular occupational title will do so only when they have 
satisfied themselves and others of their right to this title’. This implies that professional 
occupational status for chefs is reserved for individuals who can prove their standing in 
a hierarchy of high culinary skills.
Status, viewed through career development, can be seen as goals to be achieved. For 
example, many aspiring chefs will often use the internal- external- labour market to 
fulfil quasi-professional identity. The term internal labour market implies the notion of 
restricted entry (Simms et al., 1988). For chefs this refers to positions within the partie 
system, which have been earned through processes of learned skills and experience. 
Executive chefs are renowned in stating that experience takes years. For example, such 
a statement was made by Executive Chef Bourdian at the ‘Connaugh’, London who 
commented, ‘It takes 10 years to produce a sous chef...’ (MacDonogh 1998, p. 22).
As well as skills, the term status implies a levered position of self where the individual 
seeks greater autonomy which arguably, is an important variable in determining 
professional recognition. To illustrate this supposition Raelin (1985, ed. 1991) 
comments that:
‘Some occupations, therefore, may attempt to gain professional status -  perhaps 
by using the power approach -  even though the majority of their members do 
not full-fill the functional conditions. Yet such occupations qualify as 
professions on many of the key functions or may have enough professional- 
leaning members to qualify them as emerging or quasi-professions’ (Raelin 
1985, ed. 1991, p. 11).
It would stand, therefore, that not all chefs could claim as similar a recognition as chefs 
such as Nico or Pierre-White. Moreover, an underlying behavioural trait to claiming a
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professional status or, at best, a quasi-professional identity is likely to be determined 
within market boundaries. Such characteristics have been implied by Chivers (1973, p. 
636) by noting that chefs and cooks differentiate their standing and status to colleagues 
operating in lower levels ‘popular establishments, such as the smaller or less 
distinguished hotels, boarding and guest houses....’. This strongly supposes that hotel 
classification systems i.e. 1 to 5 star hotels, can be an agent for organizational climate 
(e.g. structure, market position), which assists in the determination of a chefs status. 
By self-positioning, building a reputation and/or progressing one’s career, pre-supposes 
induced notions of rhetoric within occupations. Fine (1996), in a study of cooks and 
chefs, speaks of ‘occupational rhetoric’ in which chefs attempt to describe and justify 
their occupational cosmological world. In essence, rhetoric is an active 
communique, a banter, within organizations and society. Rhetoric, therefore, can be a 
powerful phenomenon. It can determine a structure, competence and occupational 
identity within organizations.
Cosmopolitan Professionals
Assisted by the hotel classification systems, chefs within 5-star establishments can often 
command a cosmopolitan, professional status. The difference between cosmopolitan 
and quasi-professionals is that the latter, by nature, build degrees of autonomy and 
therefore, would not be subjected to stringent rules and policies set by the organization. 
In contrast, according to research conducted by Raelin (1985 ed. 1991 pp. 16-17), 
cosmopolitan professionals are likely to be more committed to their specialised skills 
than to organizational loyalty, which in turn, can lead to potential conflict within the 
work environment.
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Raelin (1985 ed. 1991 pp. 16-17) provides a checklist highlighting a preliminary 
indication of emerging or actual cosmopolitan predispositions (see Table 3.1 - below). 
Raelin suggests that should an occupation predominately indicate ‘yes’ then ‘greater 
care has to be taken in understanding and managing the respective professionals’ 
(Raelin 1985 ed. 1991, p. 16).
Table 3.1 ‘Why Professionals Turn Sour and What to Do’
Yes No Cosmopolitan Checklist
The person believes he should be able to make his own decisions in regard to what 
is to be done on the job.
The person would probably stay in the profession even if h/s/her income were 
reduced.
The person’s best friend tends to be a member of his/her profession.
The person has little interest in moving to a predominately administrative position in 
the company.
The person believes his/her professional colleagues or professional association are 
better equipped to evaluate his/her performance than management.
The person is primarily interested in advancing his/her professional reputation rather 
then a corporate reputation.
Source: Raelin. J. A., (1985, Ed. 1991 p. 16) The Clash o f Cultures: Managers Managing Professionals. 
Boston. Harvard Business School Press.
Cosmopolitan and quasi-professionals indicate that rooted values exist within 
occupations that may all be common or indifferent to organizational culture.
Moreover, Hofstede et al., (1990, p. 312) sees occupational culture in terms of values as 
a half way juncture between national and organizational culture.
Cultural values and practices
LEVEL PLACE OF SOCIALISATION
Nation Family
VALUES
Occupation School
PRACTICES
Organization Workplace
Figure 3.1 ‘Cultural differences: national, occupational and organizational level’
Source: Hofstede, G., Neuijen, B., Ohayv, D, D. and Sanders, G (1990) Measuring organizational 
cultures: a qualitative and quantitative study across twenty cases. Administrative Science Quarterly. 35, 
pp. 286-316
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For Hofstede et al., (1990), values are less deeply rooted at the occupational level than 
they are at national and family levels, but are more deeply rooted (occupation) when 
compared at organizational level. Practices however, are less rooted at the occupational 
level than they are at organizational level and even less so at the national or family 
level. This leads to the following questions in terms of behaviour. Does socialisation 
and, indeed, change in behaviour at organizational level truly alter a person’s perceived 
set of values or is change in behaviour at organizational level merely compliance? Is 
the notion of compliance more difficult to manage as autonomy increases? Do head 
chefs sustain a cosmopolitan status within 4-5 star hotels? Based on these thought- 
provoking propositions, it could imply that organizational culture is characteristically 
geared towards worker-compliance. Should this be the case, this would infer the 
management of organizational climate rather than seeking equilibrium with sub-cultural 
values.
Occupational compliance e.g. ‘The commis chef *
Drawing on Figure 3.1 above (p.37), compliance arguably exists within all occupations. 
For example a commis chef, through an apprenticeship, training, and/or education can 
be induced into occupational-cultural practices. Levels of compliance can therefore 
manifest cultural-value creation towards an occupation. For example, head chefs can 
often constrain or push forward the level of learning that a commis chef achieves in 
their domain. This, in turn, increases a head chefs status. Often, commis chefs and 
other junior chefs will move within the internal and external hotel labour market in 
order to gain new skills and build on personal reputation for learning. This is often 
commonplace where career prospects are inhibited at any one establishment (Cameron 
et al., 1999). Such characteristics often display weak internal personnel functions 
among organizations. This suggests that a person’s loyalty to their occupation is likely 
to be greater than it would be to any one organization, although this may not always be 
recognisable to management.
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The diffusion o f identity within dynamics o fself group and organization
The concept of ‘self-percept’ can link synonymously to ‘...a given person’s self­
construct’ (Kelly 1955, p. 80). As an applied process self-percept can psychologically 
‘postulate’ towards (among others) ‘anticipation’ (Kelly 1955, p. 72) or expectancy. In 
an employment relationship this can concur with ‘functional autonomy’ (e.g. Allport 
1937, pp. 191-195), where for example, chefs may relate cognition to expectancy for 
personal achievement.
Individuals, throughout their lives, are subjected to making perceived judgements of 
their world. At the same time they are frequently judged and categorised by society. 
Within such environmental descriptors the question of self-identity and self­
categorisation emerge. Moreover, individuals seek to find answers to questions such as: 
‘what is my identity to myself?’ and ‘what is it to others?’ How much this matters to an 
individual would depend on the questioning of ones own perceived values. To 
elaborate, an individual will often link ‘self-concept’ to a ‘self-evaluation’ and/or with 
their conceived ‘real-self to an evaluated ‘ideal-self (Breakwell 1985, pp. 12 -13). 
Therefore, the term ‘self has an interaction with other perceived concepts within 
society. Put simply, this implies that people strive to be social partners by becoming 
associated with, or members of, various groups for which self-concept plays an 
important role.
Self-concept within a broader picture infers membership with others. The percept and 
concept relationship facilitates group attachment. These associations can concur to an 
identity. The identity can have strong attachments to an ideology. Identity can also have 
an inducement that serves belongingness to a sub-culture (Riley 1981), for example, a 
profession or an occupation or perceptual attachment to a quasi-profession. More 
specifically self-percept and self-concept establish work protocols. These provide for 
enactments of in-group (e.g. organization) and out-group (e.g. occupation) processes. 
Moreover, by implication they are likely to determine where aspects of commitment 
reside. This is a protocol that can be seen as ‘public-self for whom many waiters 
(Goffinan 1957) and/or chefs (Fine 1996) perceptually attach themselves to sub-culture 
and project identity to occupational and/or quasi-professional status.
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The average person
Allport (1879-1967) worked on the ‘average person’ from the perspective of physical 
and mental biological transformational processes from childhood through adolescence 
to adulthood (cited in Hall et al., 1985).
Allport (1961) uses the Latin term ‘proprium’ to describe ‘own’ from the viewpoint of 
human discontinuity by processes of biological growth and a developing conscious. 
The proprium focuses on the human life-cycle that stretches a bodily and conscious self 
from birth to adolescence (Allport 1961, cited in Hall et al., 1985). Thereafter, 
‘functional autonomy’ takes form where, as a young mature adult there is a need to 
display autonomous-self. Allport (1961 cited in Hall et al., 1985) describes this process 
as:
‘...the ability to identify oneself and one’s interest and with others and their 
interest; with the ability to project into the future - to hope and plan’
(Allport 1961 in Hall et al., 1985, p. 362).
By contrasting Allport’s (1961 cited in Hall et al., 1985) comments, Breakwell (1986) a 
social-psychologist, describes components of self and identity as:
‘. . .initially, ...the interaction of the biological organism’
(Breakwell 1986, p. 11).
Breakwell (1986, p. 11) relates the biological growing and duration of an individual 
from birth to infant, child, teenager, adult to senior citizen. From this comment it can be 
seen that a resembling parallel is not too distant from Allport’s (1961 cited in Hall et al., 
1985) conceptual view.
Breakwell’s (1986) contextual term ‘initially’ implies that in later years there comes a 
time when an individual needs to assert functional drive(s) that objectively seeks an 
autonomous self. Although Breakwell (1986) does not directly speak of ‘functional 
autonomy’ a common and contrasting theme does emerge in relation to the notion of 
biological time. For example, Breakwell (1986, p. 11) comments ‘as time accumulates 
experience and knowledge for the individual, the biological organism comes to be a less 
and less sizeable proportion of identity’. The consequence of the term ‘sizeable 
proportion’ to an identity suggests that society is a key player in determining the actions
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of a person’s functional and autonomous self. The aim of social-self is to assert or to 
strive towards the perceived ideal-self within society. For an individual this provides an 
arena for a public identity. For example, public identity strives to communicate a 
perceived ideal-self to society as to ‘this is who I am’. This may, however, be in contrast 
to a societal perspective, which only sees an individual through categorised 
representation. Viewed from a society perspective public identity can be party to 
shaping a person’s actions. For example, a community life more often insists that adults 
sustain ‘a living’ by obtaining a job. Consequently, adults can become associated with 
or attached to occupation(s).
Concepts o f ‘se lf to organization and occupation
Returning to Allport’s (1937) conception of ‘functional autonomy’ it is possible to 
connect ‘self-percept’ with ‘public-self and with ‘ideal-self. Culturally, these 
perceptions interact within ‘ideational’ and ‘socio-cultural’ systems. Goffinan (1959) 
offers an example, among others, of a waiter. Thus from an organization and job related 
perspective, a person’s perception of ‘self and identity by way of intra and/or inter­
group behaviour portrays a ‘public-identity’ to others (Goffinan 1959). The example of 
the waiter exhibits behaviour, which is expected to belong to that role; including 
adversarial ethnocentrisms of playing out that role to the public (e.g. Goffinan 1959, p. 
66). A public identity therefore, may be expressed by a person’s identification and self­
persona to a given organization and, moreover, to the subsequent level of attachment 
and self-esteem given to the relationship between organization and self-goals. The 
degree to which a person becomes attached to a particular organization would 
theoretically depend on the level of commitment they are prepared to give to any one 
organization. From a pluralistic perspective, this extends a self-direct drive towards 
achievable and/or desired goal(s) in every day life.
To further investigate the phenomenon of self and identity it will be necessary to grasp 
notions of public identity within the conceptualisation of ‘autonomous self engaging 
with functionalist parities. By way of an example, organizations seek wittingly or 
otherwise a unitary culture which represents organization culture and, by extension, 
corporate culture. This process embraces by its very nature nomothetic characteristics, 
which from a socio-psychological perspective ‘.. .seek only general laws and to employ
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those procedures admitted by the exact sciences’ (Allport 1937, p. 22). Put simply, a 
self within society adheres to conformity to which identity can be suppressed. Based on 
a psychological viewpoint Allport (1937, p. 22) in defence of realities of personality and 
self-percept is critical of nomothetic formalities and comments:
‘It is reasonable to assume that all people (even those belonging to one “type”) 
do in fact possess the same basic construction of personality? Must the foci of 
organization in all lives be the same? Must the factors, expecting for 
differential weighting, be identical?’ (Allport 1937, p. 244).
Allport (1937, p. 244) infers that nomothetic impositions can suppress and presuppose 
people to lose their identity. Thus if related to organizational culture Allport’s (1937, p. 
244) critical viewpoint indirectly suggests that individuals ‘...dispositions are mixed 
with every one else’s dispositions (...) These factors thus obtained represent only 
average tendencies’. This implies from a socio-psychological standpoint that the idea of 
a unitary culture can be seen for what it is, flawed. At best, it suggests that research 
would only reveal common structures e.g. objectives, policies that accommodate the 
nomothetic good of the whole. This could be functionalist parity for which 
organizations exist merely to serve society (e.g. Malinowski 1944) i.e. the corporate 
identity.
Allport (1937, p. 244) suggests nomothetic theories are to be ‘...open to challenge’. 
Defending the individual from a socio-psychological standpoint Allport infers forms of 
ideographic inquiry. Conceptually translated to self-percept to, say, an occupation, it 
suggests that this method would stand for ‘.. .the single person, (...) the particular truth 
that stands revealed...’ (Allport 1937, p. 61). Put simply, it suggests research should, in 
addition to nomothetic investigation, offer reciprocal ideographic representation that by 
process should be capable of revealing, amongst others, suppressed identities.
As an applied concept, chefs’ self-percept, and an individual’s relationship to 
organizational culture (characteristically nomothetic) is one with occupation 
(characteristically ideographic). The cognitive and symbolic standpoint will be one of 
cultural mutual-equivalence. Allport’s notion to ‘average tendencies’ arguably can give 
way to an ideographic front. This assumption provides what Allport (1937) describes 
as:
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‘Dynamic psychology... [which, for example] ...regards adult motives as 
infinitely varied, and self sustaining, contemporary systems, growing out of 
antecedent systems, but functionally independent of them’ (Allport 1937, p. 
194).
To summarise at this juncture, it is possible to conclude that neither identity nor culture 
represents a singular concept. They both in a way compliment each other from 
psychological, social and cultural dimensions. However, as an applied concept it is 
possible to see how these concepts can merge by way of methodology to a given 
research scenario. With the view of understanding more clearly facets of commitment 
to perception of identity, this next section will illustrate the strength and identification of 
group affiliation from both nomothetic (e.g. stratifications with social categorisation) 
and ideographic perspectives (e.g. stratification from self-categorisation).
Social and self categorisation
Tajfel (1971, p. 51) refers to social-categorisation as:
‘relevant aspects of social environment having been categorised in terms of 
pertinent social criteria for the divisions of people into ‘us’ and ‘them’, into 
ingroups and outgroups’.
Tajfel shows (above) how influential ‘social criteria’ can play on: ‘us’ and ‘them’. To 
illustrate, Tajfel et al’s, (1971) conceptual description, two unfolding themes will be 
offered. The first will demonstrate the process of self and social identity through 
Allport’s conceptual ‘proprium’ and Erkinson’s (1968) description of ‘identity 
confusion’ (cited in Hall et al., 1985, p. 69). This will be related to Sack’s (1979) study 
called: Hotrodder i.e. a group of comparative and perceptual differences to terms of 
self-categorisation and social-categorisation. Highlighting research by Saunders (1981), 
the second theme discloses stereotypical constraints that can be imposed on workers by 
organizations and society as a whole.
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‘Hotrodder’: (Sacks 1979) - scenario and implications
For Sacks (1979, p. 11) the term teenager is a category administered by adults and is 
one, which fits more within the boundaries of social-categorisation. However, this was 
not what the members of Hotrodder perceived themselves to be. They perceived their 
identity and membership to a specific group to be more than simply the name teenagers. 
Arguably, Sack’s study has exposed the broadness and weaknesses of social 
categorisation by highlighting differences posed by systems of self and group 
categorisation.
His research predominately focused on group members sustaining their identity through 
‘...discursive actions done in talk, and performative (sic) of talk’s current business’ 
(Edwards 1998 in Antaki and Widdicombe 1998. p. 17). Sack’s research was, therefore, 
an observation of ‘identities in talk’, which used conversation analysis to discover 
evidence of discursive actions.
Social Stigma: (Saunders, 1981) - scenario and implications
The second theme refers to Saunders study (1981) of ‘Social Stigma in Occupations’. 
This research identified the constraints imposed on kitchen porters to perceptions of 
social-categorisation. Saunders (1981) indirectly highlights how organizations act-out 
their roles when it comes to sustaining society’s norms from a functionalist perspective.
Implications within Saunder’s study clearly indicate imposing and restraining 
circumstantial effects as to where kitchen porters are to stand within society. By nature 
organizations and the wider community are able to define and sustain a low status of 
being by acts of stereotyping identities within occupations. A functionalist dogma 
within organizations is clearly acknowledged by Saunders (1981, p. 95) when he refers 
to the conceptual viewpoint of Radcliffe-Brown and Malinowski.
Note: date of reference - not offered by Saunders.
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Avoidance o f social stigma and chefs
In a way, Fine’s (1996) work on rhetoric implies an occupation-identity ‘in talk’ 
whereby chefs seek to reinforce their identity and status through discursive actions 
(through rhetoric), for the purposes of protecting structure, practices, tradition and 
defined levels of competence. This could be said to be ‘performative’ actions whereby 
verbal categories (e.g. We or I  am an artist) maintain notions of who we are (e.g. 
structure via symbolic cognitions). The challenge for management is to interpret the 
consequential effect of discourse within interpretations of rhetoric. How conducive it 
can be to productivity and overall organizational goals may lie with a relationship that 
depicts mutual-equivalence.
Discourse, discursive acts, talk and conversation
Discourse as an applied concept, covers a wide spectrum of research interests within the 
social sciences. Observed within cultural and identity concepts, discourse analyses are 
able to assist in identifying perceptual group positions within society (e.g. Malinowski 
1999 and Goffinan 1999 ed. in Jaworski and Coupland, 1999). By way of conceptual 
transfer chefs, as a way of dealing with stress, frequently use discourse when operating 
busy commercial kitchens. The language released reinforces social structure and 
therefore, communication between chef-occupation, other out-groups (e.g. waiters) and 
overall organization (e.g. in-group). From a broader perspective, practices of discourse 
by chefs facilitate occupation as a self-categorised group. This provides a sense of 
equilibrium or otherwise (e.g. Hotrodder) between group self-categorisation and 
society’s forms of social-categorisation (e.g. Rose and O’ Reilly 1997; Raelin 1985. ed. 
1991).
Harvey Sacks, discourse and conceptual applications
The work of the late Harvey Sacks has been a pioneering force in literature on 
discourse. Many influential academics frequently cross-reference with aspects of Sack’s 
classical works when speaking of discourse in relationship to conversational analysis 
and/or ‘identities in talk’ (e.g. Atkinson and Heritage 1984; Antaki and Widdicombe 
1996; Edwards 1998; Woodilla and Forray 2002; Samra-Fredericks 2003), to name a 
few.
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As an applied concept identity and cultural phenomenon can be expressed 
occupationally by chef-percept in ‘talk’. This, together with ‘cognition’, may provide a 
useful methodology when inquiring into chefs’ levels of commitment, both 
behaviourally and attitudinally with organization and occupation. For example, Sacks 
study e.g. Hotrodder shows that social-categorisation can facilitate consistency with 
ideation and socio-cultural system(s). Society sees groups of individuals as a reflection 
as of what they are and not always what you think you are or what you want to be. 
These social conditions can have consequences on where chefs’ commitment resides.
Chefs as a sub-culture are able to transmit a strong identity due to a perceived 
‘pedagogical’ force to their occupation. The term ‘pedagogical’ is used by Bernstein 
(1996, ed. 2000) to explain uses to discourse ‘framing’, which by their manifestation 
conform to ‘symbolic control' and identity (Bernstein 1996, ed. 2000, e.g. pp. 5, 13, 54). 
Although Bernstein (1996, ed. 2000) does not speak of occupation in his theory the 
concepts can nonetheless be applied to an out-group framing. For example, occupation, 
by its sub-culture, is likely to have a ‘regulatory force’, (Bernstein 1996, ed. 2000, p. 
13) with cultural practices, norms and values. Applied to Bernstein’s (1996, ed. 2000) 
theory, chef-occupation is likely to have rules of discursive order e.g. operationally the 
way it is and/or in the language as it is told. Using Bernstein’s (1996, ed. 2000) theory, 
discursive behaviour is likely to use reference points with: ‘selection, sequence, pacing, 
and criteria of knowledge’... [(a process called)] ...‘instructional discourse’; and ‘social 
order’ e.g. ‘rules of social order’ ... [(a process called)] . . .‘regulative discourse’ 
(Bernstein 1996, ed. 2000, p. 13). Drawing from these concepts it suggests a chefs 
working relationship with hotel-organization is likely be one of cultural ‘mutual- 
equivalence’ (i.e. Wallace, 1961). Put simply, regulative discourse would remain 
prominent to chef-occupation. Should this be the case then it is probable that strength 
and identification of commitment will reside more favourably in occupation.
3.1.1 Research highlights
Identity in the work place can represent a socio-psychological form of self- and social- 
categorisation. Allport’s (1937) notion of ‘functional autonomy’ i.e. ‘the average self 
arguably engages with cultural ideation i.e. ‘within the mind of culture bearers’ (Allaire
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and Firsirtou 1984); as well as enactments, among others, socio-cultural ‘functionalism’. 
Transferred to the group-concept, it can be argued that chefs as an out-group, 
particularly in 4-5 star hotels, tend to have an upper hand when it comes to social 
categorisation, status and identity. Arguably, chefs within 4-5 star hotels are able to 
sustain identity and status by transferring enactments of rhetoric to forms of discourse. 
For example, discourse for sustaining occupational identity is capable of challenging 
negative infringements of social-categorisation. However, should self-categorisation via 
an occupation be weak then society and organization may have the upper hand. As 
Sacks (1979, p. 11) points out this is not always a clear-cut process. Identity is often 
defined by the dominant culture (Sacks 1979). In this case it would be organizational 
culture, and one viewed as a unitary concept with corporate identity. This implies that, 
in general, social-categorisation from society’s viewpoint has, in many cases, 
supremacy over a directed self-categorisation. An example of this was observed 
(above) i.e. when comparing Saunder’s research on kitchen porters to chefs. However, 
chefs, unlike porters, arguably seek to avoid social-stigmatisation by using acts of 
rhetoric. Kitchen porters on the other hand are in a weaker position. They are in most 
cases unable to rise towards a higher status. Referring to Fine’s (1996a) analysis to 
rhetoric, it was observed that chefs often describe themselves as being either quasi­
professional or quasi-quasi-artist or businessmen or manual workers. Therefore, chefs, 
in this sense, by way of identities in talk, project ‘...a set of public behaviours and 
attitudes (...) that one shares the abilities and values with one’s fellows...’ (Fine 1996b, 
p. 49). This implies symbolic and cognitive camaraderie. Arguably the greater the 
skills -  the greater the levered status one has. Moreover, chefs, as a cosmopolitan 
profession, (supported by the generic 4 and 5 star hotels) are able to state their 
occupation and status as to ‘this is who are we’. Psychologically this unionises a ‘self 
to a group via occupation, which, in addition, requires the industry as organizations, and 
society, to take a degree of notice. Whereas, in the case of kitchen porters, having a low 
status subsequently driven by low skills, arguably can limit how far a person can aspire 
to rise in their occupation. This therefore, can reveal kitchen porters self-percept as a 
maze resembling occupational stigma. It can therefore be said that organization and 
society are party to the stigmatisation of kitchen-porters in Saunder’s study.
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3.2 Definitions of culture and their complexity
Many academic writers clearly struggle in offering a concise definition to the meaning 
of culture. To place this within a management context, Ogbonna (1992/93) and 
Hofstede (1991, ed. 1994, p. 5) adopt the definition of culture for organizational use as 
being ‘the interweaving of the individual into a community and the collective 
programme of the mind that distinguishes members of one known group from another’. 
Hofstede (1991, ed. 1994, p. 48) speaks of the term ‘the collective programming of the 
mind’, as being similar to Bourdieu’s (1980, pp. 88-89) concept of ‘habitus’ that evolves 
as a system which is collective, orchestrated, permanent and transferable (cited in 
Hofstede, 1991 ed. 1994, p. 18). They form components that are often held together by 
such things as norms, beliefs and customs. These definitions parallel others such as 
Kilmann (1982, p. 5) who see culture as ‘the shared philosophies, ideologies, values, 
assumptions, beliefs, expectations, attitudes, and norms that knit together a community’ 
(cited in Meek 1998, p. 457). Moreover, they have a strong resemblance to classical 
definitions such as anthropologist Tylor (1924) cited in Hofstede (1991 ed. 1994, p. 
203), who defines culture as ‘a complex whole, which includes knowledge, beliefs, art, 
law, customs and other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society’. 
This demonstrates that over time, definitions of culture have been developed to offer a 
wide range of dynamic and interpretative challenges for business practitioners wishing 
to manage culture.
As can be seen by the above definitions, understanding cultural dimensions within an 
organizational setting is a complex process. Hofstede (1991, ed 1994) speaks of people 
carrying ‘layers’ of culture. It infers people have cultural identities. However, managers 
often misunderstand the management of cultural dimensions within an organization. 
They see the term ‘culture’ as being a single or, at its best, a narrow mental 
programming entity that requires little, or no, consideration. They often ignore, or are 
unable to distinguish between, the diversities of national, organizational, industry, 
occupational and customer cultures.
Culture, for managers, is a function often controlled by the corporate imagery of vision; 
mission and value statements which tend to create and/or take ownership of culture for 
the purpose of sustaining a competitive advantage. Vision statements aim to consolidate
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and activate an organization’s strategic corporate mission. Mission statements, 
according to Swales and Rogers (1995) aim to foster strategic agendas. Value 
statements aim to project a set of company ethics and business morals within an 
organizational and consumer-marketing context. Constructed by the leadership of an 
organization, these elements serve to promote the symbolic message and ideology for 
which the company stands.
The aim of corporate imagery is to manifest a shared philosophy among workers for the 
purpose of eliciting measurable levels of employee commitment and empowerment. 
Most modem organizations try to achieve such goals by adopting a ‘learning 
organization’ (Senge 1990). Senge sees this concept as a shift in the mindset of 
employees to readily foster generative learning and ultimately, a personal mastery of 
their job. Employees, often inspired by leaders, work in multi-functional teams and are 
invariably encouraged to see the company, its environment and its systems as a whole 
rather than in parts. Workers are encouraged to model their thinking around an adaptive 
and discontinuous mindset in order to embrace environmental change more readily.
A problem occurs however, when the vision is not totally shared. This may arise for a 
number of reasons. From a cultural perspective, dilemmas could emerge when 
management manoeuvring is perceived by workers within an organization not to be 
conducive to their sub-culture(s).
Culture as a metaphor and culture as a variable
Contemporary research in this field has often described culture in descriptive terms as 
either a metaphor or variable. A metaphor provides a paradigmatic focus by which 
sense can be made of a phenomenon which otherwise may be too paradoxical. For 
example as a metaphor, Smircich (1983, p. 347) speaks of ‘culture as something an 
organization is’ and as a variable ‘culture as something an organization has’. These 
statements offer the researcher two clear distinctions. However, when viewed in 
isolation they demonstrate, operationally narrow possibilities. As a dual process 
understanding and accepting both forms of culture is likely to increase management 
ability to influence culture. After all, if an organization is culture, how can we change 
what we are?
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Notwithstanding certain authors, such as Meek (1988, p. 470), limit this definition by 
hypothesising that culture is something that an organization is and not has. This again 
limits managerial power. Unlike the variable has, the metaphor is sees culture as being 
deeply rooted in the minds of the individual and therefore cannot be created as ‘an 
independent variable, nor can it be created, discovered, or destroyed, by the whims of 
management’ (Meek 1988, p. 470). The metaphor has however, implies culture can be 
managed or at best influenced for which the planning and managing of change within 
organizations would be highly dependent.
3.2.1 Key features
It is apparent that there is no common consensus on how to define culture. Nonetheless, 
organization literature offers operational definitions for organization culture (e.g. 
Ogbonna 1992/93; Hofstede 1991). As an operational tool, culture has been described 
as a variable (Smircich 1983). From this standpoint, culture can be influenced. In 
contrast, it can also be described as a phenomenon (Smircich 1983). This infers culture 
is difficult to interpret and therefore not easily influenced.
The complexity of culture derives from its multiple layers. For example, to say cultural 
practices and norms have changed does not necessarily mean cultural values have. 
Cultural values are highly tacit (e.g. Hofstede et al., 1990). Therefore explanations to 
certain cultural behaviours can be difficult to codify by others should they not belong to 
that culture or sub-culture.
Transferred to identity, values can be represented as a self-percept. For example, 
individuals often affiliate or evaluate ‘self to a shared concept e.g. work identity. The 
‘self will in most cases identify and select membership with others. Culturally, group 
memberships within society are often representations of sub-cultures. It appears evident 
from the literature that chefs belong to a distinctive occupation. Chefs as an out-group 
are an occupational sub-culture within overall organizational culture. Moreover, chefs 
are likely to demonstrate stronger cultural values to occupation than to any one 
organization (e.g. Hofstede et al., 1990). Supported by identity, chefs are known to 
project a quasi-identity via use of rhetoric (Fine 1996). Furthermore, cultural
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dimensions associated to identity can be observed in Wasti (2003). For ‘emic’ inquiry 
(cultural specific) in-depth interviews were used to observe culture to organizational 
commitment. Similarly, qualitative interviews were used for occupation and 
organizational commitment in Tam et al., (2002). In contrast, quantitative inquiries, 
which have recently explored occupational commitment e.g., Meyer et al., (2002) and 
Blau (2003), have encountered culturally, idiosyncratic inferences, which challenge 
some quantitative methods, which traditionally relies on commitment surveys.
3.3 Cultural typologies
This section examines eight cultural typologies derived from two conceptual models by 
Smircich (1983) and Allaire and Firsirotu (1984). In addition to exploring the culture 
concept with organization theory, these models will be used to assist understanding of 
chefs and the social connection with organization and occupation. It will be assisted by 
the following systematic review, which will:
1. Introduce and discuss each cultural typology.
2. Critically extend concepts from anthropology, organization theory, organization 
culture to chef-culture and occupation.
3. Provide a cultural typology critique as a summary table, depicting cultural 
comparisons to chef-culture and occupation.
Allaire and Firsirotu (1984): ‘A typology o f the concepts o f culture ’ (eight typologies).
Figure 3.2 (p. 53), shows Allaire and Firsirotu’s (1984, p. 197) model ‘a typology of the 
concepts of culture’ which highlights the cultural schools within two categories. They 
describe culture as belonging to two distinct schools of thought, the ‘ideation system’ 
(within the mind of culture-bearers) or the ‘socio-cultural system’. Both schools infer 
the existence of social constructs. For this chapter five typologies have been discussed. 
They are cognition, mutual-equivalence, symbolic from the school of ‘ideation system’ 
and functionalist and historical-diffusionist from the school of socio-cultural system. 
The remaining 3 cultural typologies i.e. structuralist, (ideation) functionalist-structuralist 
and ecological-adaptationist (socio-cultural) have been examined. They do not feature 
heavily in this thesis and therefore will be referred to in Appendix 1.
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Smircich (1983): ‘Interactions o f culture theory and organization theory
Figure 3.3 (p. 54), shows an earlier study by Smircich (1983). Here five of the same 
typologies represent ‘current’ cultural themes with organization and management 
research i.e. functionalist, radical-structuralist, cognitive, symbolic and structuralist. 
Smircich (1983) in her paper transcends these cultural typologies from anthropology to 
themes of organizational theory.
In all, both conceptual frameworks of Smircich (1983) and . Allaire and Firsirotu (1984) 
complement each other by extensively contributing and linking the concepts of culture 
from anthropology with organization theory.
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Chapter 3
CONCEPTS OF 
CULTURE FROM 
ANTHROPLOGY
Culture is an instrument 
serving human biological 
psychological need s, 
e .g . Malinowski’s  
functionalism
THEMES IN 
ORGANIZATION 
AND MANAGEMENT 
RESEARCH
Cross-Cultural
Or
Comparative
Management
Culture functions a s  an 
adaptive regulatory 
m echanism . It unites 
individuals into social 
cultures.
e .g . Radcliffe-Brown's 
structural functionalism
Culture is a  system  of 
shared cognitions. The 
human mind generates  
culture by m ean s of a finite 
number of rules, 
e .g . G oodenough’s  
eth noscien ce
Corporate
Culture
Culture is a system  of 
shared sym bols and 
m eanings. Symbolic action 
n eed s  to be interpreted, 
read or deciphered in order 
to be understood, 
e .g . Geertz’s  symbolic 
anthropology
Culture is a  projection 
of mind’s  universal 
unconscious infrastructure 
e.g . Levi-Strauss’ 
structuralism
Organizational
Symbolism
CONCEPTS OF 
ORGANIZA TION FROM 
ORGANIZATION 
THEORY
Organizations are 
social instruments for 
task accom plishm ent, 
e .g . classical 
m anagem ent theory
Organizational
Cognition
Unconsidered 
Processes 
and 
Organization
Organizations are 
adaptive organism s 
existing by p rocess of  
ex ch an g e with the  
environment, 
e.g . contingency theory.
Organizations are sy stem s  
of knowledge.
O r g a n iz a t io n  rests in the  
network of subjective  
m eanings that 
organization m em bers 
share to varying d eg rees , 
and appear to function in 
a rule-like manner, 
e.g . cognitive 
organization theory
Organizations are patterns of 
sym bolic d iscourse. 
O r g a n iz a t io n  is maintained  
through sym bolic m odes  
such a s  language that 
facilitates shared m eanings  
and shared realities, 
e.g . sym bolic 
organization theory
Organizational forms of 
practices are the 
manifestations of  
unconscious p ro cesses , 
e.g . transformational 
organization theory
Figure 3.3 Interactions of culture theory and organization theory
Smircich, L., 1983. Concepts o f culture and organization analyses, Administrative Science Quarterly 2, 8, p. 342
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3.3.1. Cognition
Goodenough (1971) sees learning as a series of cognitive constructs that can be 
discriminated against, depending on their usefulness within moments of time. Culture 
therefore becomes a product of human learning. For Goodenough, people will ‘organise 
their experience of their phenomenal world so as to give it structure’ (1971, p. 62). He 
does not attempt to answer the question of how individuals relate to patterns of learning 
as he considers this as a matter for psychology and not for anthropology (1971, p. 53). 
Instead, Goodenough views culture as stemming from ‘ideational systems’, as 
represented in Figure 3.2. Putting this into an organizational context, individuals as 
employees would look for structure in order to make sense of their real world. This 
implies that organizations are seen as systems of knowledge, as outlined by Smircich 
(1983, p. 342) in her model (Figure 3.3).
Culture is therefore, generated by individuals mapping out cognitive routes. These may 
be shared by others but not necessarily by all within an organization, and therefore has 
potential for confrontation within an organization. People are likely to develop their 
cognitive thinking by observing, familiarising and learning. Ultimately, a person may 
conform to a given set of norms and practices. Goodenough sees such actions as 
standards, which may, or may not, meet an individual’s set of rules or social obligations. 
From a critical perspective, when organizational culture is viewed beyond a unitary 
concept, perceptual cognitive goals and objectives may represent differences between 
corporate vision and perpetual vision. For example, an apprentice’s or aspiring commis- 
chef s values may be an inducement in the first instance to occupational culture. It 
suggests ‘a shared vision’ would require an incorporation of multi-value systems. In other 
words, organization should take into consideration occupational inferences. Should 
organizational culture be in confrontation with occupational beliefs, practices and norms, 
then it is likely the cognition as to what is ‘valuable’ (Becker, 1960, p. 39) to chefs will 
be at odds with the vision of the organization.
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For cognitive process, it seems problematic to assume that systems, policies and 
procedures within an organization are willingly shared. Cognitive interpretation can be 
influenced by competing cultures within an organization and therefore can, at least in 
the short-term, be manipulated. Considering this assumption, dysfunction could occur 
if cultural diversities are at odds with company objectives. As a management tool, 
training that understands diversity of occupations, should have the capability to create 
reciprocal alignments towards degrees of cultural compatibility. Dilemmas for hotel 
organizations often occur when weak internal training policies are implemented, 
through which workers see little, or no, reason to become socially obligated to an 
organization.
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Chapter 3
3.3.2 Mutual-equivalence
Wallace’s (1961, p. 40) conceptualisation of mutual-equivalence relates to standardised 
cognition but not necessarily cognitive sharing. In other words, individuals formulate their 
world so that it has mutual predictability to standardise outcomes. The term ‘mutual 
prediction’ strongly resembles ‘expectancy theory’ in which an individual looks for 
personal benefits. Wallace’s (1961) term ‘equivalence’ is closely related to valence within 
expectancy theory. The possible benefit could be, in terms of motivation, intrinsic or 
extrinsic.
Mutual-equivalence in relation to a worker’s occupation such as chef may have 
motivational drives that preserve predicted standards and outcomes. For example, it may 
not be unreasonable to suggest chefs see their profession as an art as well as a science. As 
artisans, chefs are likely to show forms of behavioural commitment to an organization 
should they be satisfied with the product and services they create. Should economic 
circumstances put pressure on management to modify these standards, e.g. trading down, 
then an individual’s or an occupation’s expectancy could come into confrontation with 
changing organizational needs.
The culture that mutual-equivalence manifests can therefore hold deeply rooted 
behavioural constructs based on a profession’s tradition and ideology. For example, Lewin 
(1951, p. 79) speaks of the importance of valence, particularly when dealing with change 
criteria. He comments:
‘anyone who wishes to influence likes and dislikes has to be aware of the 
change in valence’ [...] ‘It has been one of the fallacies of classical 
behaviourism to describe a change in physical aspects only to neglect the 
great effect of the psychological setting’ (Lewin 1951, p. 79).
Therefore, a change in ‘physical aspects’ e.g. an introduction of new technology could 
imply chef de-skilling. This, in turn, could threaten group solidarity should an 
occupational culture become indifferent to desired managerial change within an 
organization’s culture.
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Both psychological and physical contexts would have a prominence with mutual- 
equivalence. For example, central to Wallace’s (1961) mutual-equivalence theory are 
individual precepts to ‘minimal cognitive maps’ (Wallace 1961, p. 34). They can 
perceptually provide symbolic orientations as to what is meaningful to an individual. 
Represented as processes to ‘minimal cognitive mapping’ a chef may formulate cognitive- 
schema by placing a perceptual valence (degree of preference) to expectancy. Should the 
outcome be a positive experience then perhaps, the ‘intention to stay’ with an organization 
may be greater than if a chef received a negative experience. However, from a critical 
viewpoint this may not always be the case due to processes with non-cognitive sharing. To 
elaborate, hotels instrumentally and structurally facilitate craft and quasi-artist identities. 
From this perspective ‘a chef cooking’ and producing fulfils the needs of the occupation 
and organization but for different reasons.
For the organization, a contribution to services (e.g. cuisine provided) has been objectively 
monitored and realised in line with corporate identity. For chefs they are for the most part 
mapping career aspirations with their personal reputation. For the chef remaining loyal to 
one organization is unlikely to facilitate the entire valence for expectancy to be achieved. 
A chefs perceptual concern would be to construct minimal cognitive mapping with 
‘primary structure’ (Wallace 1961, p. 32) e.g. to the occupation. This provides a platform 
for non-cognitive sharing in which chefs would accumulate culinary experiences. This 
presumption would suggest chefs are likely to leave one organization for another based on 
the premise of expectancy and mutual-equivalence. Based on this assumption, 
organizations are perceptual gateways for chefs. Organizations from a chefs perspective 
represent ‘secondary structures’. Paradoxically from an organization perspective chef- 
occupation would be perceived as ‘secondary structures’ (Wallace 1961, p. 32). Placed 
within an operational context this infers to in-group out-group processes. As such, both 
‘interpret acts’ (organization and occupation). Through their interpretation they come to be 
‘instrumental acts’ and ultimately ‘consummatory acts’ (Wallace 1961, p. 32). Put simply, 
both primary and secondary structures allow for non-cognitive sharing to occur in which 
goals and objectives for both organization and occupation can become realised.
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Chapter 3
3.3.3 Symbolic
Corporate cultures can derive a complex range of symbols, rituals and stories. Symbols 
can collectively exist and be derived through paternalistic values of organizations, the 
occupational-cultures within, and by the environment. For Turner (1986, p. 13), ‘The 
study of organizational symbolism... [is] .. .what is revealingly called ‘corporate culture’.
Organizational symbolism can assist to promote what an organization stands for  e.g. 
morals and vision. Symbols can be commonly shared among workers and management 
but should disagreements occur they could become perceptual vehicles for confrontation.
Symbolic disputes can be closely related to what Geertz (1957, p. 53) calls a symptom of 
‘static functionalism’. This functionalist typology ‘fails to realise that cultural structure 
and social structure are not mere reflexes of one another but independent, yet 
interdependent, variables’ (1957, p. 53). Often ‘causal-functional integration’ (e.g. 
synchronic social structures) often discriminates or fails to recognise Togico-meaningful 
integration’ (Sorokin 1937 cited in Geertz 1957 p. 34, p. 55) (e.g. symbolic cultures and 
sub-cultures). Geertz (1957, p. 53) therefore calls for a ‘dynamic form of functionalist’ 
approach that treats ideational systems (a product of symbolism) and socio-cultural 
systems (e.g. functionalist-structuralist - changing norms) on equal terms.
Dimensions of symbolic organizational theory can be observed within the hotel industry. 
The Savoy Hotel, London for example, often promotes past famous employees such as: 
Escoffier (1846-1935) and Cesar Ritz (1850-1915) as professional symbolic icons. For the 
organizational culture and corporate identity they represent symbols of quality and 
standards (Savoy 2003, Online). Indeed, the term ‘Ritzy’ is cited in the Concise Oxford 
Dictionary (1976, p. 972) defined as ‘high-class, luxurious, and ostentatiously smart’. The 
term ‘Ritz’ infers the name of luxurious hotels named after the Swiss hotel owner - Cesar 
Ritz. From a paternalistic viewpoint ‘The Savoy Hotel’ is what Allaire and Firsirotu 
might phrase as an organization, that ‘...secretes and sustains its own system of symbols 
and meaning’ (Allaire and Firsirotu 1984, p. 207). Using Geertz’s (1957) terminology it 
could be argued that the Savoy hotel has applied dynamic functionalism for which 
tradition fits well with the market, consumer and employees.
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Symbolically, icons such as Escoffier and Cesar Ritz extend beyond the Savoy Hotel in 
London. Predominately, some of the finest chefs in the world base their trade on classical 
cuisine doctrines and by doing so manifest a system of symbolic culture for others such as 
commis to aspire to.
Turner comments that the study of symbolism, for example in case studies, has shown a 
qualitative legitimacy in organizational investigations (Turner 1986, p. 102). Symbolic 
meaningfulness as a progression to ‘significant symbols’ (Stacey 2001, p. 108) can be 
facilitated in ‘storytelling’ (e.g. Boje 1991). They can culturally provide day-to-day 
thoughts grounded in the perceived past, present and future (e.g. Martin et al., 1983; Boje, 
1991). Storytelling can hold powerful phenomenon with the present. Viewed from a 
positive perspective, and extended to conversation ‘talk’, storytelling together with 
perceptual symbolic meaningfulness can expel gestures ‘that moves people’ (e.g. McKee 
2003, p. 51). As significant symbols they can provide visionary platforms shared or 
otherwise for organizations and occupations.
In contrast, confrontational or negotiable enactments can be expressed by discourse to 
forms of rhetoric (e.g. Samra-Fredericks, 2003). This kind of communication, although 
not always operationally or symbolically obvious, can state in-group and/or out-group 
positions or standpoints. Hence, from a less positive viewpoint, symbolic encounters such 
as ideation to rooted-beliefs and values could cause problematic dilemmas for 
management when wishing to modernise functional working practices. This would likely 
to be termed by Geertz to be ‘static functionalism’ in a sense that structure or 
organizational climate has failed to understand Togico-meaningful’ dynamics of symbolic 
culture or as Wallace (1961) might describe as mutual-equivalence. As Sackman (1991, 
p. 20) has pointed out ‘symbolising behaviour is close to ideational perceptive’. To 
highlight this Whyte (1948) observed potential structural or climate dogmas that could 
occur should management intervene in changing symbols without fully appreciating the 
consequences of their actions. As a tentative remedy Whyte (1948, p. 340) advises ‘. . .no 
symbols should be changed without consulting members of the organization, and the more 
important the symbol, the more important it is consultation takes place’.
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Changes in symbols imply changes to an organization’s climate. Climate in this sense 
infers variable functional changes that an organization needs to undertake from time to 
time if they are to remain competitive. This however, can be compounded from the 
market and industry even though change may be demanded from a functionalist 
perceptive by a wider society. An example of this can be observed when the market 
measures standards and style through the 1/5-star hotel classification system and for the 
executive head chef and his/her brigade culinary rosettes. Dynamic functionalism 
therefore could persist motivational and mutual-equivalence factors within an 
organization’s culture.
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Chapter 3
3.3.4 Functionalist
From a functionalist perspective, based on Malinowski, ‘culture is an instrument - serving 
human biological and psychological needs’ (Smircich 1983, p. 342). For Malinowski, 
‘society or ‘culture’ should be regarded as a complex whole...’(Burrell and Morgan 1979, 
p. 50). Therefore, a ‘functionalist’ organization exists merely to serve the good of society. 
This concept can be linked to classical management theory, which views organizations as 
‘social instruments for task accomplishment’ (Smircich, 1983, p. 342). Organizations 
serve human needs by applying scientific methods to management practice. From this 
perspective, to facilitate a society’s needs, organizations will seek to find cost-benefits to 
socio-cultural outcomes in relation to the capital and labour employed.
Allaire and Firsirotu (1984, p. 200) acknowledge that authors or schools have proposed 
different prescriptions to achieve a more harmonious fit between an organization and its 
members. For example, in contemporary times, management use tools such as mission and 
vision statements to reinforce a humanistic ideology within an organization. The objective 
is to achieve efficient and effective scientific processes from the workforce. Mission and 
vision statements therefore, aim to induce and orchestrate workers to a shared culture that is 
not too dissimilar from the organization. Its approach relies on soft human resource 
techniques, which in turn supports ‘hard’ human resource management outcomes, which are 
based on primarily scientific positivistic inclined processes. For Malinowksi (1944) this 
type of approach would have significance, but from the viewpoint of organizations, e.g. 
both external and internal customers are representations of society as a complex whole.
For Malinowski (1944) therefore, society is culture and culture is society. Based on the 
organization and occupation relationship Malinowski (1944, p. 59) comments:
‘This [(occupational ability)] clearly, is a far less specific type, because the 
distinctions as regards occupation, training, and differentiation of typical 
activities vary more from culture to culture than differences in reproductive 
or territorial necessities’ [...] ‘It is clear that, as a culture advances, the 
various occupational and specific functional tasks become gradually 
differentiated and incorporated into specific institutions’ (Malinowski 1944, 
p. 59).
These above comments by Malinowski would support other writers on culture (e.g. 
Pettigrew 1979; Turner 1987; Hunt 1990; Harris and Ogbonna 1998; Hassard 1999) who
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have criticised organizations’ culture for representing a too restrictive unitary concept. 
Although Malinowski (1944) would have been likely to be sympathetic to the concept 
above he would still give precedence to the nomothetic viewpoint. For example it infers 
that occupational functions are part of a bigger picture i.e. the complex whole, for which 
occupational practices and norms would take a subservient role within an organization. 
In other words, the cultural relationship conforms or is constrained to socio perspectives 
of functionalism. For example, for Burrell and Morgan (1979, p. 26) the sociological 
description functionalism holds paradigmatic characteristics in terms of ‘order, 
consensus, social integration ... realist, positivist, determinist and nomothetic’. Under 
these parities a nomothetic unitary culture concept takes the dominant role over 
ideographic sub-cultures, for example chef-occupation.
Cameron (2001) observed in 1994-1995 functionalist parities and their complexity to 
organization and occupation in an earlier research study before the undertaking of this 
PhD thesis. The case study observed, due to recession and the fall-out of the first Gulf 
War, a price conscious consumer seeking to trade-down. The repercussions are clearly 
reflected in the annual report of ‘Trusthouse Forte’ in 1991. Spurred on by a prolonged 
recession, management was given little option but to cut costs. Workers were 
encouraged to adopt ‘short time working and unpaid leave’ (Forte 1991, p. 10).
These ‘new conditions’ subsequently threatened skills retention. Functionalism with 
nomothetic representations was at odds with the subservient sub-culture i.e. chefs. For 
example:
‘Chefs skills were no longer regarded as matching the company’s desired 
basal competences. A new external climate [(an agent o f functionalism)] was 
at odds with the existing organization climate. The challenge for management 
thus lay in trying to deal with organization culture that was entrenched with 
symbolic and cognitive tendencies drawn from the traditions of the chefs’ 
occupation’ (Cameron, 2001, p. 105).
The scenario reflects functionalism as a regulative organism dictated by societal needs. 
The overall approach to functionalism therefore, ‘seeks to provide rational explanations 
of social affairs’ (Burrell and Morgan 1979, p. 26). Functionalism from a management
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perspective aims to find economic and competitive appeasement by engineering 
businesses to society needs. However, the dilemma for the functionalist is to determine 
what is past and subsequently left to history and what aspects of functionalism remain? 
Such dilemmas have been highlighted by Leach (1954, p. 282) in Geertz (1957, p. 33) 
who attempts to explain that ‘we functionalist are not ‘anti-historical’ by principle, it is 
simply that we do not know how to fit historical materials into our framework of 
concepts’. This dilemma between organization and occupation can be clearly observed 
in the ‘Forte Crest’ scenario (Cameron, 2001).
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Chapter 3
3.3.5 Historical-diffusionist
Historical-diffusionist holds diachronic attributes to historical development. Although 
developmental it was noticed for example, that functionalist theorists struggle when 
determining what has past in terms of practices and norms. Contextually, change can have 
an impact symbolically and cognitively on perceptual cultural beliefs and values. For 
example, Wallace’s (1961) mutual-equivalence and Geertz’s symbolism as an ideational 
system, may serve to support historical dimensions such as tradition. Therefore, the 
‘traditional ways of doing things’ such as the partie system, the division of labour within a 
kitchen setting, reinforces historical dimensions in which other cultural typologies might 
come into play.
It can be noted in Hofstede (1990) that people carry layers of culture from which people 
make culture their own. From the historical-diffusionist perspective, cultural layers are 
built. For example, Salaman (1974) speaks of ‘people seeing themselves of a particular 
occupation’ (Salaman 1974, p. 23). Occupations are likely to manifest a ‘status, skill...’ 
(Salaman 1974, p. 29) and workers will be likely to ‘see themselves in terms of their 
occupational role’ (Salaman 1974, p. 29).
The origins of an occupation could refer to Kimberly’s (1983) analogy of an organization 
marshalling resources towards the formation of an ideology (Quinn and Cameron 1995, 
pp. 39-40). The term ‘organization’, in this context, can refer to an emergence of a 
culture. For example, British hotels, which, historically were greatly influenced by 
French culture in the formulation of French cuisine, became the dominant culture of the 
upper classes and the great houses of that period (Riley 1981, pi 02). A prominent chef of 
these times was Antonin Careme (1783-1833), ‘who profoundly affected cookery in 
Britain as he did in France’ (Fuller 1962, ed. 1981). The trend continued in the 19th 
century by ‘grandee chefs’ such as Alexis Soyer (1810-1858), ‘whose greatest days were 
at the ‘Reform Club” (Fuller 1962 ed. 1981, p. 15). Soyer orchestrated a self-fulfilling 
limelight for publicity by demonstrating artistic temperament, confidence and with 
innovations to cooking processes (Fuller 1962 ed. 1981, pp. 13-16).
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Some of these attributes can still be seen today, to a degree, typifying historical and 
symbolic cultural traits in contemporary chefs. Some practitioners and writers see chef 
behaviour as a restricting culture that is ‘tyrannical’ (Zetie et al., 1994). Other examples, 
exhibiting the tyrannical nature of chefs depict disagreements between management for 
which named chefs have undertaken a lease and subsequently rejected management 
control (Hallan and Baun 1996). Historically, such traits can be seen as an all - too- 
common characteristic. For example, Saunders (1981) observed:
‘If the hotel has made a name for itself in a particular specialism, the kitchen 
department will bathe in the halo effect transmitted from it. Sometimes, the 
quality of food cannot be maintained, particularly when an esteemed chef is 
lost and irreplaceable’ (Saunders 1981, p. 113).
Moreover, Saunder’s comments could imply a scenario of chef(s) ‘building a stature’ by 
achieving consumer awards such as ‘Michelin Stars’ and ‘AA Rosettes’ for levels of 
outstanding cuisine. Consumers can therefore be said to be party to sustaining the skills 
and behavioural traits of chefs. Such behaviourism and skills lend themselves to 
historical-diffusion that is based on tradition and knowledge acquired by aspiring chefs 
from past disciplines. Moreover, cuisine and/or practice (i.e. the partie system) in many 4 
or 5-star hotels characteristically reveal a prevailing French culture. The language used 
for not only describing the menus, but also ‘the occupations (Chef de Partie), the work 
ethic (se debrouiller), and the mode of technology (a la carte) has become French’ (Riley 
1981, p. 102). For some up-to-date research it would be interesting to discover whether 
global corporations seek to sustain a ‘European Style Cuisine’ (e.g. Durand 2002). 
However, in many cases the work ethic, division of labour, mode of technology still has 
occupationally a predominantly paternalistic French influence.
Overall for occupation and to organization, historical-diffusion is likely to have engrained 
‘pedagogic-regulatory discourses’ (e.g. Bernstein 1996 ed. 2000). This is similar to the 
symbolic and mutual-equivalence typologies but for different and interrelated reasons. 
From the historical perspective, discourse would be language setting with paternalistic 
inferences.
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Chapter 3
3.3.6 Making sense of the typologies
The section above has discussed five main cultural typologies. However, all eight cultural 
typologies have an interrelated effect to both organization and occupation cultures (see 
Appendix 1 for the three remaining cultural typologies).
Significantly, chefs and their occupation are explained more effectively when sub-cultural 
entities are viewed from an ideographic perspective. This is facilitated by offering 
comparatives to culture beyond organizational culture by extending the process with 
appropriateness to occupation and chefs’ relevance. This was demonstrated by providing 
a table, which summarises the critical discussion of each cultural typology. To summarise 
operationally, organizational culture demonstrates a tendency towards a unitary concept. 
From this perspective the unitary concept tends to prevail in some way to all the cultural 
typologies represented. Although not the most extreme, the literature particularly points to 
the functionalist typology as being unitary and nomothetic in nature.
The unitary cultural concept, although conceptually dynamic, can provide for one 
dimension. Taking this approach does not necessarily reduce cultural complexity. Instead, 
research could by default fail to identify the significance of sub-cultures within 
organizations.
Therefore, extending the cultural typologies beyond the nomothetic to the ideographic has 
provided a useful insight into the chef sub-culture. Moreover, the examination of cultural 
typologies has made available plausible propositions, for example, the conceptual use of 
mutual-equivalence, and how chefs are likely to interact within hotel-organizational 
culture.
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3.4 Distinction between organizational climate and organizational culture: the 
self-percept and occupational culture.
Introduction
This section follows the debate, which brings into consideration the distinction between 
organizational culture and organizational climate. To keep within the theme of culture, 
examples between climate and culture will draw connections, as appropriate, to the 
cultural typologies discussed thus far. Finally, concepts of climate will be extended to 
socio-cultural inferences relevant to chef-culture.
Differences in organizational climate and organizational culture
Denison (1996, p. 645) offers some distinction between organizational climate and 
culture as being the ‘... differences in interpretation rather than differences in 
phenomenon’. In other words, climate and culture share the same phenomena. Albeit in 
some cases contradictory, demarcation between climate and culture therefore appears to 
be in the methodology. To reinforce this viewpoint Denison (1996) asked:
‘Why is it, for example when Chatman (1991) asked questions about risk 
taking as an organizational trait, the field of organizational studies labelled 
it as “organizational culture”, yet when Litwin and Stringer (1968) asked 
similar questions about risk taking, that the field labelled it as 
“organizational climate”? Why is it that when Joyce and Slocum (1982) 
examined person-environment fit, this was perceived as “climate study”, 
but when O’Reilly, Chatman and Caldwell (1991) examined person- 
environment fit, it was called ‘culture study’? (Denison 1996, p. 620).
According to Denison (1996), studying culture from an anthropologist’s viewpoint is 
grounded in qualitative research methods. These studies require reliable interpretative 
data. This was demonstrated in Allaire and Firsirotu’s (1984) model (Figure 3.2) of 
cultural typologies. Allaire and Firsirotu (1984), along with Denison (1996) and Verbeke 
et al., (1998) see a close relationship of climate with the cognitive school. Cognitivism 
can provide interpretative challenges to management should an employee’s cognitive 
route be adversely and radically disturbed. Arguably, the cultural functionalist and 
functionalist-structuralist typologies would sit just as comfortably with climate 
dominating objective environmental change criteria.
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Climate literature, according to Denison (1996), focuses more on social psychology. 
Complexity manifests itself when psychological perspectives become interchangeable in 
meaning with sociology and anthropology and ultimately management theory. Thus 
climate, according to literature, is more concerned with social psychology such as 
individual motivation (Hofstede 1998; Denison 1996). Culture literature, on the other 
hand, is more concerned with anthropology. However, Hofstede (1998, p. 486) sees 
sociology as belonging more to climate. Denison (1996, p. 625), on the other hand, 
indicates the opposite view conceptualising sociology with cultural studies. 
Notwithstanding, it can be argued that anthropologists who see culture as ideational 
systems are less concerned with time constraints than anthropologists who see culture as 
socio-cultural systems. By their nature, cultural studies become less quantifiable due to 
their subjective nature.
Here, methodological distinctions are beginning to emerge. Organizations are objective 
and positivist agents. They seek to maintain a functionalist structure and cognitive order 
for the good of the wider society. Organized structures infer complexities that need to 
integrate social psychology, sociology and anthropological make-up that determine what 
is best for society as a whole. By definition this can weaken sub-cultural representation. 
A prime example was the root of the miners’ dispute in Great Britain in the 1980’s in 
which occupational cultures and communities were sacrificed for the good of society as a 
whole.
Organizations are therefore more concerned with the management of climate. 
Organizational culture tries to become functionalist in nature i.e. ‘culturally something an 
organization’ has (Smircich, 1983) so that change can be readily orchestrated. 
Occupational culture may be, as in the case of chefs, more likely to represent a ‘culture 
that an organization is, (Smircich, 1983) for which differences may exist within a 
corporate culture.
Conceptual analogies to organizational climate tend to be rooted within Lewinian’s 
(1951) field theory and learning. However, it will be argued here that Lewinian’s theory 
is not all-exclusive to organizational climate. It can also be used to analyse the ‘reflection 
of the direction in which an organization is going’ Verbeke (1998, p. 315). A 
measurement (climate) or an interpretation (culture) can be represented in Lewinian’s 
field theory as offering two variable constructs; one viewed from organizational climate
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and the other from the occupational viewpoint. Arguably, the nearer to convergence the 
closer a representation of shared values there is within organizations. To offer an 
example it is possible to refer to two cultural typologies that may fit within the framework 
of Lewin’s field theory. The first being Wallace’s (1961) ‘mutual equivalence’, which is 
related to the cognitive school since both are derived from ideational systems that is, ‘the 
minds of culture-bearers’. The second is Radcliffe-Brown’s (1952) ‘functionalist- 
structuralist’ theory, a radical change agent, which belongs within socio-cultural 
system(s), which is synchronic in nature.
Consequently, within Lewin’s field theory the concept ‘foreign hull’ represents an 
external area beyond a person’s ‘life-space’ i.e. ‘the world as it physically exists or is 
perceived by others’ (Hall et al., 1985, p. 269). In the pursuit of change, a person’s 
foreign hull has become exposed to a positivist new order such as a ‘functionalist- 
structuralist’ need to adapt to a new technology. However, a radical agenda, taken as an 
example of a person’s foreign hull, cannot cause a change in behaviour until it has an 
effect on the life-space of an individual. The permeability of the issue(s) will determine 
the effect on the individual member’s behaviour. Instances of behaviour, however, do not 
always represent a change in attitude, or in a person’s values. The complexity arises 
within a person’s ‘life-space’. Life-space represents a person’s psychological past 
(historical) and a psychological future. Compatibility may lie within the ‘mutual- 
equivalence’ that could exist between the individual member who, within this context, 
represents firstly a profession and thus, an occupation and; secondly are also members of 
a larger organizational structure, namely, the corporate culture. Should an experience 
(e.g. a radical issue) sustain a 'contemporaneity', then the experience will, according to 
Lewin, represent a fact that is either subjective and/or objective in meaning. A fact may 
stir a need in the form of motives or drives. This can become integrated within the ‘inner- 
personal region’ of self. Valence, on the other hand, represents the external environment. 
Mutual-equivalence persists a ‘quasi-need’, which may be a management-controlled 
ideology within a corporate culture and the need for an individual to maintain an 
occupational identity. In this way it links the inner personal region with the external 
environment. For an objective outcome, a quasi-need will require a positive valance 
towards expectancy. Organizational culture therefore, is a corporate ideology that 
expresses ‘a reflection in which an organization is going...It also indicates the degree to 
which norms are shared’ (Verbeke et al., 1998, p. 315).
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From a management perspective, organizational climate aims to moderate work 
perceptions and norms so that organizations are better placed to serve an adaptive society. 
The difficulty however, can arise with the inability of climate to either cope with, or 
recognise the restraining role cultural values have on sustaining long-term change criteria. 
To elaborate, Verbeke et al., (1998) recorded category frequencies between the definitions 
of culture and climate from a sample of articles and books from 1960-93. In the Verbeke 
et al., paper it was noticed that all 32 sampled definitions of ‘organizational climate’ 
failed to recognise the importance of cultural values but instead, provided category 
descriptors that imply ‘what is to be learned’. This goes some way to support Denison’s 
(1996) view that organizational culture and organizational climate share the same 
phenomenon but not necessarily the same methodology. Notwithstanding, Denison (1996) 
suggests that contentious issues still exist as to the labelling of some previous research 
methodologies with respect to whether it pertains to culture or climate.
Organizational climate does go some way to explain the distinctions between 
organizational culture, corporate culture and occupational culture. Organizational climate, 
through the process of implementing discontinuous change is arguably an operational 
agent by way of policy, objectives, vision, etc, for sustaining corporate culture and 
identity. In the words of Turner (1987) ‘I suppose corporate culture is looking for control 
through cultural anthropology’ (full transcript by the late Turner, in Hassard 1999, pp. 
566-77). Conversely Turner, like many writers, for example Hunt 1989; Pettigrew 1979, 
as noted within the cultural typologies, ‘is sceptical about the unitary organization culture 
concept and culture-driven programmes...’(Hassard, 1999, p. 561). Here, by using the 
example of chefs, it is possible to emulate the importance of recognising the diversities of 
multiple cultures within an overall organization culture. Chefs as an occupation are able to 
project an out-group identity that is often seen as ‘ethnocentric’ in behaviour to others.
3.4.1 Considerations
It is evident from the literature that research in most cases ignores the strategic integration 
of out-group cultural-identities despite for example, chefs existing as a distinctive 
occupation. Instead, research directed to management would prefer to deal with the 
policies of a one-culture organism. In particular, it was noted that organizational climate
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within socio-cultural system can become an agent for functionalist operational change 
parities. Moreover, radical change agents by management are enactments of functionalist- 
structuralism (see Appendix 1). However, with the notion of increasing levels of 
commitment, management would be wise to recognise that climate is not all exclusive to 
the images of corporate culture. All descriptors of culture engage some way in intra­
group cultural values. These derive principally from social and ideational cultural 
systems. With this view in mind, the occupation of chefs will invariably enact identity on 
organizational culture. Furthermore, this would suggest chefs through sub-cultural 
governance are capable of dictating the pace and conditions in which norms, practices and 
beliefs, etc, contribute to change within organizational climate.
3.5 Conclusive remarks
Chefs’ identification and relationship with organization reveals, theoretically, a strong 
ideographic association to occupational culture. This is frequently supported with 
examples shown within the cultural typologies. Moreover, all cultural typologies have 
relevance. They all enact in someway to both organization and occupation behaviour. 
Some cultural typologies however, show more significance with chefs and their 
commitment to occupation and organization. For example, symbolic culture has for 
different reasons an integrated significance with cognition and mutual-equivalence 
typologies. These typologies in particular would greatly assist commitment research 
identify what is ‘valuable’ (Becker 1960, p.39) by way of attitudinal and behavioural 
commitment to either organization or/and occupation.
It would appear that chefs have a sense of 'belonging’ to their occupation and in many 
ways an identity to which they see self-percept with quasi-professional status (e.g. Fine 
1996). It is not therefore unreasonable to concur that the relationship with organization is 
likely to be one of mutual-equivalence, which by definition would interact with cognition, 
symbolism and the socio-cultural system. In other words, chefs like other cultural entities 
carry cultural layers of identification.
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Chefs’ relationship with organizational commitment and occupational commitment is 
likely to be one of mutual-equivalence. Moreover, the theory of mutual-equivalence 
purported by Wallace (1961) relies heavily on cognition and symbolism to forward his 
theory on mutual-equivalence. From chef self-percept the relationship to functionalism, 
the synchronic ‘here and now’, provides for interesting behavioural dynamics. For 
example, cultural mutual-equivalence is likely to be exposed where components of 
commitment are likely to reside i.e. organization and/or occupation.
Importantly, mutual-equivalence from a qualitative standpoint would address gaps in the 
commitment literature, where notably from a quantitative stance attitudinal commitment 
invariably curtails an appropriate analysis for behavioural commitment (e.g. Meyer and 
Allen 1984).
For organization, the socio-cultural functionalist typology lies at the heart of 
organizational fitness. The functionalist perspective would rely on an organizational 
climate that should be naturally discontinuous and one based on consensus for change. 
Culturally, these conditions would be noted in the analysis of commitment research for 
example, quantitatively by measuring the intention to stay or qualitatively by exploring 
idiosyncratic inferences to say components of continuance commitment e.g. side-bets.
Finally, corporate culture is heavily dependent on processes pertaining to and meaningful 
of significant symbols. To the employee these can be decoded to mean a shared vision. 
However, reality often shows the nomothetic viewpoint to a unitary cultural concept. This 
can curtail or suppress ‘lesser groups’ such as occupations affiliated to occupations. By 
doing so organizations fail to embrace a truly shared vision. What is more critical 
however, is should a strong identity prevail to occupation or to a perpetual quasi­
professional status then it is likely to have an effect on the level of commitment to 
organization. For example, does attitudinal and behavioural commitment reside in 
organization or occupation? Is the relationship one of mutual-equivalence? To assist in 
answering these types of questions an appropriate use of cultural frameworks are now 
presented in preparation for the methodology chapter. These frameworks will be adopted 
primarily for the multiple-case study design.
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3.5.1 A cultural framework for the facilitation of commitment research
By mapping and evaluating the literature on culture, identity and climate three principle 
areas have emerged. They are:
Item
1 The unitary culture concept - A criticism by many academics for which, sub­
cultures are invariably ignored (e.g. Pettigrew 1979; Turner 1987; Hunt 1989; 
Hassard 1999).
2 Worker quasi-identity - This is related to employment, where statistics reveal an 
overall perceptual increase of quasi-identities in the US and UK. Particularly 
prevalent in 4- and 5- star hotels and based on status, literature suggests that chefs 
represent a distinctive occupation (e.g. Chivers 1973). Moreover, chefs use rhetoric 
(e.g. Fine 1996) to express ‘identity in talk’.
3 The study of cultural typologies adapted for use as a cultural framework -
Making sense of chef commitment between organization and occupation would 
require the conceptual use of mutual-equivalence. As indicated in Table 3.7 below 
(p. 80), Wallace (1961 p. 34) underpins mutual-equivalence by utilising cultural 
cognition, symbolism and mainly functionalist socio-cultural systems. Finally, the 
historical-diffusionist typology enacts as a discretionary variable and sometimes- 
intervening variable, which addresses constructs for sustaining occupational 
identity throughout the literature.
Conceptually, items 1, 2 and 3 have the capability of successfully connecting 
commitment inconsistencies to the culture concept. Moreover, in their analytical 
presentation, Table 3.7 (next page) shows conceptual linkage between the culture and the 
commitment research process outlined in Table 2.1 (Chapter 2).
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Table 3.7 Method: a cultural framework for commitment research
Culture Application to commitment research (Abbreviations to the main chapter)
Mutual-equivalence
( Id e a tio n a l)
e.g .
Utilising
Cognition
( Id e a tio n a l)
Symbolic
(Id e a tio n a l)
Functionalist
( S y n c h r o n ic  a n d  s o c io ­
c u ltu ra l)
and
Organizational climate
(an agent for 
functionalism)
( S y n c h r o n ic  a n d  
so c io -c u ltu r a l)
e.g .
e .g .
e .g .
e .g .
Historical-diffusionist e .g .
(D ia c h ro n ic  a n d  
s o c io -c u l tu r a l)
A s a process for self-percept ...an  individual formulates their world s o  
that it has mutual predictability to standardise outcom es but ‘not 
necessarily with extensive cognitive or motivational sharing’ (W allace, 
1961 p.40). Therefore, mutual-equivalence would conceptually be  
capable of distinguishing and separating forms o f attitudinal and 
behavioural commitment between organizational and/or occupational 
commitment.
To address all research items in Table 2.1 (see Chapter 2)
Cognitive p ro cesses  have the capability of distinguishing what is 
‘valuable’ (Becker, 1960, p.39) i.e. to organizational and/or occupational 
commitment via ‘minimal cognitive mapping’ (W allace 1961, p.34).
To facilitate research items 3 & 4 i.e. for commitment comparatives 
(See Table 2.1, Chapter 2).
Sym bols which are perceived a s  ‘significant’ and ‘meaningful’ (Stacey, 
2 0 0 1 ) are capable of identifying layers of culture, which m ay support 
reasons a s  to why chefs enact forms of behavioural and attitudinal 
commitment to organization and/ or occupation.
. To facilitate research items 1 to 5 i.e. for commitment comparatives 
(See Table 2.1, Chapter 2).
Functionalism ‘...ap proach es general sociological concerns from a  
standpoint which tends to be realist, positivist, determinist, and 
nomothetic. (Burrell and Morgan, 1979, p. 26). Organizations ex ist to 
serve society. For Malinowski (1944), culture is society  and soc ie ty  is 
culture.
Functionalism can be demonstrated in a manner of organizational 
commitment, which is comparable to nomothetic - quantitative research  
(to be d iscu ssed  in Chapter 4).
Organizational commitment can be an instrument in the m anagem ent for 
organizational climate (Virtanen 2000, p. 354). A s an exam ple, the 
m anagem ent of commitment is likely to be m easured against operational 
con sistencies that are discontinuous and receptive to adaptation but yet 
invariably stable to practices and norms.
Example: see Chapter 2, page 13 (The Hilton Group).
In contrast, an idiographic qualitative inquiry for occupational com m itm ent 
is likely to dem onstrate sub-cultural or occupational practices and norms. 
Culturally, th ese  are likely to be more static in nature; b ased  on what is 
symbolically ‘valuable’ (Becker 1960, p.39).
To facilitate research items 3 & 4 i.e. for commitment comparatives 
(See Chapter 2, Table 2.1).
Chef culture will represent paternalistic and/or ‘pedagogical and  
regulatory d iscourses’ (Bernstein 1996, ed. 2000).
To facilitate research item 4 i.e. for commitment comparatives 
(See Chapter 2, Table 2.1)
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In offering research beyond the unitary concept directs this thesis to a dual inquiry. For 
occupational commitment the issue of identity needs to be conceptually understood within 
analogies of self-percept. In an idiographic inquiry, research questions related to self­
precept through mutual-equivalence would assist the cultural framework identify more 
clearly enactments of attitudinal and behavioural commitment and where they reside i.e. 
to organizational and/or occupational commitment. In Chapter 4 these principle areas are 
now to be articulated within a multiple case study design.
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METHODOLOGY: RESEARCH RATIONALE, DESIGN & PROCEDURE
4.0 Introduction
This chapter presents the research methodology for this thesis. The rationale, design and 
procedure draw upon discussions raised in Chapters 2 and 3. The process of examination 
is divided into six principle sections. The first section (4.1) examines the philosophical 
and methodological appropriateness of this thesis. For a structural and social 
understanding, Burrell and Morgan’s (1979) matrix depicting ‘four sociological 
paradigms’ is used to expand upon sociological inferences within cultural functionalism. 
Explanations are given as to why the functionalist paradigm is ontologically the most 
suited to merging ‘nomothetic’ and ‘idiographic’ inquiry to commitment. Linking culture 
and social identity, the discussion moves on to explain the philosophical and research 
rationale within positivistic- and metaphysical- social domains. Three subsections at this 
stage are introduced.
They provide firstly, (4.1.1) an examination process for ‘meaningful data’ and secondly, 
(4.1.2) a rationale for a dual-methodology, by comparing philosophical considerations for 
both ‘nomothetic’ -deductive and ‘ideographic’-inductive inquiries. Thirdly, (4.1.3) 
principles of reliability, validity and generalisation follow with a rationale associated with 
chefs working in 4- and 5- star UK hotels. With these subsections conceptually set within 
the functionalist paradigm, the chapter moves forward (4.2) to provide the preparatory 
stage for the research design. Represented as a dual-methodology, Study 1 is to represent 
the first phase of the research, which is a quantitative inquiry (referred to as the 
preliminary inquiry). Study 2 is to detail the qualitative inquiry, which adopts a multiple- 
case study design.
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The next section is to represent the method and techniques for the preliminary inquiry 
(4.3). It will include, among others, the questionnaire design for measuring 
organizational and occupational commitment. Thereafter, the method and techniques for 
the multiple-case study design (4.4) follows. Thus, the research method for the 
qualitative research will be guided by the cultural framework, which is outlined in 
Chapter 3 (Table 3.7). The objective in this section will be to provide a methodical and 
distinctive line of inquiry. The process will be to use amongst others, research techniques 
representing ‘strength of association’, ‘consistency’ and ‘specificity’ (Hill, 1965 adapted 
by Miles and Huberman 1995). Placed within a functionalist paradigm, the above 
components are to align analytically with mutual-equivalence. As a collective concept, 
they are to examine chef self-percept with attitudinal and/or behavioural- commitment. 
The goal is to record narrative of participants’ comments and/or conversational ‘talk’. 
The aim will be to identify where commitment resides i.e. to organization (e.g. in-group) 
and/or occupation (e.g. out-group). Conclusive remarks (4.5) will thereafter, follow.
Finally, this section (4.6) moves from explanations of the intended methodology (above) 
to providing explanations and reflection of the actual research process i.e. the events 
encountered in both the quantitative and quantitative research inquiries. This will be 
followed by a conclusion of the research process (4.6.1).
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4.1 Methodological appropriateness and philosophical rationale
Silverman (1998, p. 7) speaks of qualitative and quantitative research as not being polar 
opposites. However, problems can occur when distortions override ontological focus. 
This could happen when researchers make erratic paradigmatic shifts. Patton (1990, p. 
39, p. 61) argues for a pursuit of ‘paradigm of choices’ along-side ‘methodological 
appropriateness’. Silverman (1998, p. 18) is of a similar view. Unlike Burrell and 
Morgan (1979, pp. 24-25), Silverman (1998) and Patton (1990) don’t advocate strictness 
to one paradigm discipline; they do however, assert that combined quantitative/qualitative 
method (or vice versa) is to be ontologically focused. Mindful of these comments, the 
sociological focus in this thesis is the functionalist paradigm. The paradigm is able to 
research analytical parities with ‘structural-social context’ (i.e. positivistic and 
nomothetic) and ‘social meaning’ (idiographic and interpretive) between chef-occupation 
and their commitment to organization. Although not advocators of epistemological shifts, 
Burrell and Morgan (1979, p. 27) acknowledge academics and practitioners have forged 
the functionalist paradigm (that is predominantly positivistic) with ‘at least less 
objectivist regions of the paradigm’ (see Figure 4.1 -  below). From this view, 
functionalist paradigm takes on an evolving and cautious process in understanding and 
serving society.
S o c io lo g y  o f  R adical C h a n g e
‘Radical
structuralist’
‘Radical
humanist’
SUBJECTIVE OBJECTIVE
‘Interpretative’ ‘Functionalist’
Sociological positivism
S o c io lo g y  o f  R egu lation
Note: Influence = emphasis is in number of arrows:
Figure 4.1 (Applied): ‘Sociological paradigms’ (Burrell and Morgan. 1979) and 
Methodological appropriateness’ (e.g. Patton, 1990, p. 39, p. 61).
(Merged models): Four paradigms for analysis of social theory (Burrell and Morgan 1979, p. 23); 
Intellectual influences upon the functionalist paradigm (Burrell and Morgan 1979, p. 27). Source: Burrell, G. 
and Morgan. G. 1979. Sociological paradigms and organizational analysis. Arena. England.
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4.1.1 Meaningful data
As a rule, research methodology correlates an investigation firstly with ‘...a qualitative 
approach and verification with a quantitative’ (Baumard and Ibert 2001, pp. 79-80). In 
contrast, researchers can equally adopt a reversal approach (Baumard and Ibert 2001, pp. 
79-80). To elaborate, these authors contend and support their comments by adding ...
‘There is non-fundamental clash between the purpose and capabilities of 
quantitative or a qualitative approach whether they are constructing or testing 
(Baumard and Ibert 2001, pp. 79-80). . . .‘Each form of data is useful for 
both verification and generation of theory’ Glaser and Strass, (1967 pp. 17- 
18) cited in Raymond-Alain (2001, pp. 79-80).
Culture is invariably dynamic and complex. Therefore, an appropriate research 
methodology needs to be carefully thought through. To begin with, knowing some 
reliability and validity forms of behavioural consistencies for organizational and 
occupational commitment would, from a quantitative perspective, be an important first 
step. A preliminary research focus on commitment and culture can be explored by 
comparing consistent behaviours directly or indirectly with cultural practices and norms. 
Moreover, enactments of commitment and their consistencies are likely to operate inter- 
and intra-dependently to forms of organizational and occupational climate. Thus, by 
using commitment constructs and by using a quantitative preliminary inquiry, the results 
from a questionnaire for organizational and occupational commitment can provide the 
basis for an in-depth qualitative inquiry subject to a multiple-case study design. The 
goal amongst others would be to identify and explore why certain components of 
attitudinal and behavioural commitment occur. It would include their impact 
operationally on organizational and/or occupational commitment. Moreover, as a process 
within qualitative method, the aim will be to identify discourses by adopting narrative 
and conversational analysis.
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4.1.2 Nomothetic and ideographic methods
Below, Gill and Johnson (1991, p. 36) provide a useful table of comparison, which 
compares the research method and inquiry from an experimental process of nomothetic 
process with ideographic phenomenological process.
Table 4.1 A comparison of nomothetic and ideographic methods
Nomothetic methods emphases
1 Deduction
2  Explanation via analysis o f casual 
relationships and explanation by covering- 
law s (etic) -[e.g. ‘g e n e r i c ’ c o r p o r a te  p o l ic y  -  
‘r e s e a r c h e d ’ a s  t h e  w a y  fo r w a r d  -  fo r  e x a m p le  
p r e s s u r e  fr o m  t h e  e x te r n a l  e n v i r o n m e n t  a n d  
c o n s e q u e n t ia l  a d ju s tm e n t  b y  a d a p t iv e  
o r g a n iz a t io n  c lim a te ] .
3 Generation and u se  of quantitative data 
(Analysis of Macro events)
4  U se of various controls, physical or statistical 
s o  to allow a  testing of hypotheses
5 Highly structured research m ethodology to 
en sure replicability o f 1 ,2 ,3 ,  and 4
Ideographic methods emphases
vs. Induction
Explanation of subjective meaning system s  
and explanation by understanding (emic) -  
v s [e.g. in te r n a l  e l e m e n t s  a n d  th e ir  f u n c t i o n s . . . 
r a th e r  th a n  a n y  o v e r t  in f l u e n c e  b y  e x t e r n a l  
s c h e m a ].
vs. Generation and u se  o f qualitative data 
(Analysis of Micro events)
Commitment to research in everyday settings, 
v s to allow a c c e s s  to, and m axim ise reactivity 
am ong the subjects of research.
vs. Minimum structure to en sure 2 , 3 , 4 ,  (and a s  a 
result of 1 )
Note: Model (not including italic) by: Gill. J., and Johnson, P. (1991, p. 36). Research Methods for  
Managers. Paul Chapman publishing limited. UK.
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Gill and Johnson’s (1991, p. 36) model (applied to this thesis - Table 4.1) refers to:
Item
1 ‘Deductive method’ (e.g. nomothetic) - which describes scientific theory through 
‘logic of knowledge’ (Popper 1959, p. 30) ‘but only with questions of justification or 
validation’ (Popper 1959, p. 31) to which ‘conclusions are drawn by means of logical 
deduction’ (Popper 1959, p. 32). In this thesis, positivistic -  logical deduction is 
supported by quantitative-statistical method with an outcome revealing structural- 
behavioural consistencies set within the functionalist domain. ‘Inductive method’ 
(e.g. ideographic) refers to ‘the psychology of knowledge’ (Popper 1959, p. 30) for 
example, socio-cultural phenomenon -  in this case a metaphysical inquiry with 
identity i.e. chefs in talk. This infers that ‘inductive inferences are probable 
inferences’ (Popper 1959, p. 29) which ‘serve to decide upon probability’ (Popper 
1959, p. 29). Inductive inquiry can therefore assist in the development of theory 
testing alongside deductive inquiry. Multiple-case study also has capability in 
producing deductive data. To elaborate, case studies can assist in hypothesis testing, 
theory testing or theory building by allowing a comparison with the combined 
quantitative study.
2 ‘Etic’ is associated with objectivity - has bias with the logic of knowledge.
Example: has a ‘research’ perspective (Denison, 1996, p. 625).
‘Ernie’ has association with phenomenon - bias to the psychology of 
knowledge’.
Example: has a ‘native point of view’ (Denison, 1996, p. 625).
3 ‘Generation and use of quantitative and qualitative method’ - In this thesis a 
structured questionnaire and multiple-case study will be used. Hence, by virtue of 
‘comparing data [(e.g. quantitative and qualitative)] reliability and validation can be 
achieved - in which different bearings give the correct position of an object’ 
Silverman (1993, p 156).
4&5 ‘Controls vs. Everyday Settings’ - In the quantitative questionnaire, the statistical
significance will be measured to Likert ’s 5-point scale with inquiry based on 
attitudinal commitment. Replicability of 1, 2, 3, and 4 is anchored to the intention to 
stay (the dependant variable). In comparison, the case study protocol aims to ensure 
consistency beyond meaningful objectivity in questions of why. Therefore, the process 
of 2, 3, 4, should assume the same structural conditions as iteml.
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4.1.3 Reliability, validity and generalisation
Kirk and Miller (1993, p. 20) define reliability and validity as follows:
‘Reliability is the degree to which the finding is independent of 
accidental circumstances of the research, and validity is the degree to 
which the findings are interpreted in a correct way’.
One form of validity is theoretical or ‘construct validity’ (Kirk and Miller 1993, p. 22). An 
example of construct validity for attitudinal commitment is the Organization Commitment 
Questionnaires (OCQ) by Porter, Mowday, Steers and Boulian in Porter et al., (1974), 
Mowday et al., (1979; 1984). Using the Likert scale will allow for a test measurement for 
‘instrumental validity’. Transferred to research methodology it suggests that organization 
commitment due to extensive research provides an
‘...assessment of content validity in an existing instrument [(would)] 
depend[-] on available explanations of theoretical perspective(s) driving the 
instrument and on the way in which the theory has been used to develop 
items to address the area of interest comprehensively’ (Brewerton and 
Millward 2001, p. 90).
In contrast to organization commitment there is a general lack of research with regard to 
‘content and instrument validity’ in research studies for occupational commitment. 
Therefore, a challenge for occupational commitment would be to obtain a statistical device 
for ‘content validity’. This is further compounded by limited literature referring to 
quantitative and qualitative research for studies on chef-occupation and their commitment. 
More specifically, it was indicated in Chapter one that the closest literature to the 
commercial chef or cooks can be observed by only few ethnographic studies e.g. Chivers 
(1973), Fine (1987; 1990; 1996) and Gabriel, (1991).
The inference for content- and construct- validity for occupation in many ways supports the 
remarks by Abbott (1989, p. 280) who commented that there is generally a lack of 
information and ‘knowledge of real occupational commitment’ and more remotely, 
knowledge on commercial chefs (Wood 1997, p. 83; Lockwood 2001, p. 101).
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Arguably there is still much research that needs to be done in determining the path for 
content- and subsequent construct- validity with occupational commitment. Notably for 
Meyer and Allen (2001, p. 229) ‘there still appears to be considerable confusion and 
disagreement about what commitment is, where it is directed, how it develops and how it 
effects behaviour’. Although recognising recent works of Tam et al., (2002) and Blau 
(2003) for occupational commitment, there is a need in research for understanding 
complexities of sub-cultures, e.g. pertaining to either uni-dimensional or multi-dimensional 
out-group perceptions.
One way to assess reliability is to empirically explore quantitative- and qualitative- inquiry 
for culture content using a dual-methodology to determine what is occupationally 
‘valuable’ (Becker 1960, p. 39) to chefs. This, in many cases, is likely to be culturally tacit 
i.e. ‘within the minds of the cultural bearers’ (Allaire and Firsirotu, 1984). Therefore, 
being aware of such constraints, the scope of this research will be to analyse less distant 
coefficients for occupation in addition to ‘data of significance’, which may be 
demonstrated within the preliminary- quantitative inquiry. This will be achieved by 
examining within the qualitative multiple-case study design ‘cultural meaning’ as to how 
chefs, e.g. using information from the quantitative data, identify themselves attitudinally 
and/or behaviourally with commitment.
In common with Mowday et al’s, (1979) Organizational Commitment Questionnaire OCQ, 
quantitative constructs for occupation will be developed (guided by the literature) to test 
and identify cultural practice and norms. The goal from a commitment perspective, for 
both quantitative and qualitative inquiry, is to identify ‘multiple consistencies’ (e.g. Meyer 
and Herscovich 2001, p .300). In the qualitative inquiry mutual-equivalence along with 
discourse analysis will be used for identifying symbolically, what is culturally ‘valuable’ 
Becker (1960, p. 39) to chefs.
Generalisation and validity: occupation
Hussey and Hussey, (1997, p. 58) define generalisation as ‘the extent that you can come to 
a conclusion about one thing (often a population) based on information about another 
(often a sample)’. Conceptually, generalisation indicates whether research can be verified 
as being reliable or valid. To elaborate, the occupation of chefs as a broad definition is 
highly cosmopolitan. However, generalisation measured against external validity would not
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perceptually be equitable to all chefs when it comes to occupational status, artistic 
temperament and passion, etc. It is most probable that chefs working in a 5 or 4 star hotel 
would not see themselves at the same status or ranking as chefs working in 1, 2 or 3 star 
hotels. Put in this perspective, Salaman (1974, p. 23) observed that ‘people who see 
themselves in terms of a particular occupational title will do so only when they have 
satisfied themselves and others of their right to this title’. It is plausible however, that 
some 3 star hotel chefs may wish to aspire to 4 or 5 star hotels, but whether they will be 
allowed to do so would be measured against correct occupational competence and 
commitment. Although all chefs are members of an occupation, their affiliations as out­
groups would be different. Therefore generalisation would remain culturally restricted to 
Salaman’s (1974, p. 23) observation for which occupation remain as communities. This 
infers social categorisations as to where chefs reside within the star rated system. 
Consequently, and with this in mind, the sample population represents a measurement of 
external validity of both the combined quantitative and qualitative inquiry to chefs working 
in 4 and 5 star hotels in England and Scotland.
Synchronic and diachronic reliability: organization and occupation
Kirk and Miller (1986, pp. 41-42) describe three components of reliability: Quixotic, 
Synchronic and Diachronic. Kirk and Millar (1986) dismiss quixotic reliability, as 
representing narrow method, and therefore yielding outcomes that are either ‘trivial’ and/or 
‘misleading’. Both synchronic and diachronic reliability is highly interrelated within 
socio-cultural systems (Allaire and Firsirotu, 1984). Synchronic theory represents the 
adaptive now. Within this field of culture synchronic can be functionalist (Malinowski, 
1944) or fimctionalist-structuralism (Radcliff-Brown, 1952) or, in sociology it is known as 
‘radical-structuralist’. Both are positivistic in nature and can be change agents for 
organization climate. They are also key sociological components within Burrell and 
Morgan’s (1979) two-dimension four-paradigm matrix see Figure 4.1 (above - p. 84).
Diachronic reliability for research can have significance in determining ‘measurements of 
features and entities that have remained unchanged in the changing world’ (Kirk and Miller 
1986, p. 42). In other words diachronic reliability refers ‘to stability of an observation 
through time’ (Kirk and Miller 1986, p. 42). Applied to this study, this could be chefs with 
their traditions. For example, ‘the partie system, albeit modified, was proffered by
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Escoffier (1846-1936) and although rooted in history, a functionalist utility arguably still 
remains today’ (Cameron 2001, p. 108). ‘The dilemma for the functionalist (an agent of 
organization climate) is to determine what is past and part of history, and what aspects of 
functionalism remain’ (Cameron 2001, p. 108). Based on the nomothetic and ideographic 
inquiry, both diachronic and synchronic reliability would seek a social reality to a 
consensus within the functionalist paradigm.
Generalisation, reliability and evaluation
The preliminary inquiry is to offer a nomothetic-behavioural account of how and what is 
occurring. By way of identifying behavioural consistencies with organization commitment 
the preliminary inquiry can be said to be able to offer to some degree a summative 
evaluation to elements of synchronic reliability. From an organizational perspective, 
summative evaluation ‘examines programs, polices and products in order to generalise 
about the effectiveness of human action under investigation’ (Patton 1990, p. 155). 
However, from a critical perspective, the preliminary inquiry would not completely hold to 
synchronic reliability and therefore to a definitiveness of positivism. In other words, 
reliability has a dependency on sociological and cultural trade-offs. From a research 
viewpoint this takes a predominantly nomothetic inquiry on to a formative evaluation by 
way of multiple-case study.
Formative evaluation can be closely related to ideographic inquiry. Formative ‘does not 
seek to generalise at all beyond the specific intervention being studied’ (Patton 1996, p. 
156). This infers that the evaluation process has a function ‘to improve human intervention 
with a specific set of activities at a specific time for a specific group of people’ (Patton 
1996, p. 156). From this perspective, the term ‘specific group’ can contextually represent 
chefs and their out-group. Arguably both the formative and summative would have a 
dualistic engagement. This premise, by implication, confers interaction with in-group 
(organization) and out-group (occupation) processes.
Formative evaluation arguably would represent a mixture of diachronic/synchronic 
reliability. Complexity can arise, however, with socio-cultural constraints to diachronic 
reliability. For example, a diachronic trait such as tradition can be culturally symbolic. 
Cultural interactions within group processes can go beyond the explicitness of cultural 
practice and norms. Culturally they can be tacit and operationally difficult to adequately
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decode by the in-group. Formatively, ‘the more complex such rituals and symbols are, the 
more understanding of them is likely to remain exclusive to the social world of the 
occupation in question’ (Cameron 2001, p. 105). The nearest to a decoding sequence 
would be to interpret (multiple-case study) a reasoning behind complex occupational values 
and/or ‘valuables’ (Becker, 1960, p. 39).
Critical account o f reliability and validity
It would be important to note reliability does not automatically confer validity. From a 
critical perspective, reliability can always be subject to falsification. For example, for 
many centuries our ancestors thought, “the World was flat”. At the time, many 
philosophers wisely believed this. Consequently ancient societies considered the 
information to be reliable. The analogy tells us that through evolution of knowledge this 
was scientifically proven to be untrue and therefore invalid (falsification). Therefore, 
significance with synchronic and diachronic reliably within social sciences and science will 
always subject reliability and its data to falsification. Related to commitment, presently 
Porter et al., (1974); Mowday et al., (1979; 1982) ‘Organization Commitment 
Questionnaires’ (OCQ) for organization commitment is considered by many academics to 
be a reliable and valid method (see Chapter 2). Put simply, for contemporary research OCQ 
has stayed the test of time - synchronically and diachronically as being the most reliable 
and valid method for measuring attitudinal constructs for organization commitment.
Summary
It is doubtful that the preliminary inquiry will indicate commitment beyond cultural 
practices and norms. To find out more, research would need to get closer to the subject by 
way of ideographic inquiry. In relation to nomothetic and ideographic research domains, it 
was noted that functionalism is neither all exclusive to organization nor occupation, but 
rather a system within the environment. From a philosophical viewpoint, the nomothetic 
setting represents ‘etic’ characteristics where culture, for example, can be environmentally 
seen as a unitary concept e.g. national culture. At a micro level, the unitary concept for 
organization resembles an in-group representing a corporate culture and/or corporate 
identity. From a positivistic perspective, management would adhere to objectives of an 
organizational climate based on functionalist rationalities (see Figure 4.1 - p. 84). The
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opposite of etic is emic. From this perspective society is characterised as multiple 
subcultures and identities (see Table 4.1, p. 83). As Chapters 2 and 3 observed, chefs can 
hold a distinctive occupational sub-culture within hotel-organization as a process of self- 
and social- categorisation. However, as an out-group, chefs would be obliged to project a 
shared vision for the good of corporate identity. This does not always infer that chefs are 
committed to organization. To confirm, or otherwise, that chef self-percept is positively 
attached to organizational commitment would require (following the preliminary inquiry) 
an ideographic inquiry. By adopting mutual-equivalence within the multiple-case study 
design, it will be possible to examine both attitudinal and behavioural commitments to 
emic domains. Moreover, the use of dual quantitative and qualitative methodology 
strengthens research reliability and validity by explaining why chefs enact culturally to 
forms of organizational- and occupational- commitment.
4.2 Research design
This section provides the preparation stage for research design. It begins with a brief 
overview of research methods for this thesis. The purpose will be to re-emphasise the 
objectives for this thesis through processes of dual-methodology. The aim is to provide a 
research design, which progressively asks deeper questions in order to meet overall goals 
of this thesis. Figure 4.2 (next page) outlines the synopsis completed. Notably each data 
collection point outlines the methodical analytical phases, which when combined provide 
the dual-methodology processes for this thesis.
To begin, following from Figure 4.2 (p. 94), the methodological linkages for both 
quantitative and qualitative design are now discussed. Thereafter, section 4.3 follows 
which depicts the methods and techniques for each design phase.
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R e se a r c h  S ta g e s  D ata  co llection
H o w  Q u estio n s  
A n aly sis  by:
S tatistica l m e a s u r e s  via: L i k e r t  s c a le  
Strength  o f  identification ( in d ep en d en t variable) 
T h e intention to s ta y  (d ep en d a n t variable)
D e d u c t iv e  
I n d u c tiv e  
▲
W h y  Q u estio n s  
A n aly sis  by:
Multiple m eth o d s  o f  a na lysis: in 
m eth od ical s e q u e n c e .
S trength  o f  A sso c ia tio n  
C o n sis te n c y  
Specific ity  
S p ecu la tiv e: p h e n o m en o n  and  a d -h o c
The commitment of chefs within 4 and 5 star hotels (UK) from a cultural perspective of organization and occupation 
Figure 4.2 Research design and levels of investigation
S tu d y  2
M u lt ip le - c a s e  s t u d y  
d e s ig n
Q ualitative
5  c a s e  o rga n iza tion s
Total 3 0  participants
S tu d y  1 
P r e lim in a ry  in q u iry
Q uantitative
Structured q u estion n a ire  
1 3 5  re sp o n d en t returns
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Quantitative: details o f the structured questionnaire
For reliability and validity (see Section 4.1.3), it was noticed that researchers use for 
attitudinal- organization commitment, in the majority cases, item questionnaire constructs 
provided by Porter et al., (1974), Mowday et al., (1979) or Mowday et al., (1982).
In referring to Chapter 2, it was noted in Allen and Meyer (1990, p. 2) that:
‘The affective attachment approach is perhaps best represented, however, by the 
work of Porter and his colleagues (Mowday, Steers and Porter 1979, Porter, 
Crampon and Smith 1976, Porter, Steers, Mowday and Boulian 1974).
Aide-memoire (Chapter 2): For clarification, affective commitment 
represents a ‘component’ (Allen and Meyer (1990, p. 4) of 
attitudinal commitment and resembles ‘emotional orientation’
(Meyer and Allen 1984, p.373). Affective in relation to attitudinal 
commitment is rooted in what an individual is prepared to give the 
organization ‘...for it own sake’ (Buchanan 1974, p. 533; [and 
developed in] Meyer and Allen 1984, p.373). For more details see 
Chapter 2, Section 2.1.
Based on the above premise, this thesis opts to use in the majority of cases, constructs 
borrowed from Mowday et al’s, (1979) Organizational Commitment Questionnaire 
(OCQ).
In line with this protocol, the preliminary inquiry will principally measure organizational 
and occupational commitment with the dependent variable, the intention to stay or leave. 
Questionnaire constructs for occupational commitment will mainly seek measures for 
attitudinal commitment. These are to be drawn from the literature presented in Chapters 2 
and 3.
The measurement for organization commitment and occupation commitment will be based 
on the Likert scale. The analysis is to research causal behaviour consistencies with 
organization and occupation commitment. The objective is to record reliabilities and 
validities as to ‘what is occurring’. Less significant realities and validities will also be 
noted as some may be revealed in the qualitative inquiry as passive cultural sets i.e. those 
which may assist a broader interpretation of symbolic happenings (e.g. culture as a 
phenomenon).
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In the preliminary inquiry the dependant variable is represented in the questionnaire by ‘the 
intention to stay or leave’. The preliminary inquiry will measure attitudinal commitment to 
behavioural patterns consistent to organization and occupation structure. Therefore, this 
entity is likely to have a socio-technical relationship that includes ‘service precision’ with 
principles of scientific management. Scientific management has an instrumental 
relationship with positivistic rationalisation. Scientific managerial practice can be 
supported and controlled by methods attributed to consistent behaviour, for example, 
efficient practices to work outcomes.
The preliminary inquiry can therefore provide clarity as to what the boundary between 
organization and occupation may be. This data should give clearer direction to the 
qualitative route that will question self-percept as to why these attitudinal or behavioural 
enactments occur. In comparison, where researchers initially start with a qualitative 
approach, they more often ‘struggle’ as to “what is my case” according to Miles and 
Huberman (1994, p. 25). The methodological approach of conducting the quantitative 
inquiry first can readdress this issue by providing a clearer phenomenological challenge to 
the idiographic inquiry.
Quantitative to Qualitative
By combining statistical scores with the qualitative inquiry this research should be able to 
determine the involvement and attachment chefs give to organization and occupation 
commitment through: (1) affective (attitudinal) commitment - leading to behavioural 
consistencies (quantitative questionnaire) of - how it is ...and... (2) affective (attitudinal) 
and behavioural commitments leading to (qualitative multiple-case study design) of - why 
it is.
Yin (1993, p. 32) comments case studies should provide ‘...empirical inquiry in which the 
number of variables exceeds the number of data points’. For these reasons case studies in 
the form of multiple-case study are considered the most suitable method, as they would 
allow inquiry with symbolic orientations.
As a basis, symbolic interaction ‘...places great emphasis on the importance of meaning 
and interpretation as an essential human process in reaction against behaviourism and 
mechanical stimuli response psychology’ (Patton 1990, p. 75). Moreover by applying, in
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the first instance, a quantitative process this would address the concerns of Yin (1993, p. 
59) who comments, case studies are to provide ‘...the boundaries between phenomenon 
and context that were not clearly evident...’. Therefore, for this thesis evidence as to what 
the behavioural consistencies are, in the form of cultural practice and norms, would go 
some way to identifying the ‘boundaries of a phenomenon’ and its ‘context’ (Yin 1993, p. 
59). With the extension to multiple-case study design explanations as to ‘.. .reaction[s] 
against behaviourism...’ (Patton 1990, p. 75) and behavioural ‘side-bets’ (Becker 1960) 
could be more clearly defined.
Interviews
Interviews of a narrative and conversation manner, which are based on a multiple-case 
study protocol, sit comfortably with this methodology. For Yin (1994, p. 134), ‘If a 
question-and-answer format has been used for multiple-case studies, the advantages are 
enormous’. To elaborate, Yin (1994, p. 85) speaks of one method of interview inquiry that 
focuses interviews for each participant for a short period of time - an hour for example (Yin 
1994, pp. 84-85). Termed as focused interviews (Merton et al., 1990, cited in Yin 1994, p. 
84) questions ...‘may still remain open-ended and assume a conversational manner, but 
you are more likely to be following certain questions derived from case study protocol’ 
(Yin, 1994, p 85).
Multiple-case study - The objective: culture and commitment in summary
The multiple-case study inquiry will seek to discover the emic-cultural nature of chefs. 
The aim will be to examine evidence of perceptual-mental structures that can when 
correlated, resemble cultural symbolic causes within spheres of attitudinal and behavioural 
commitment. The attitudinal perspective will observe data for evidence of emotional 
attachment(s) i.e. ‘for it’s own sake’ (Buchanan 1974, Meyer and Allen 1984) either to (1) 
the organization or (2) occupation or (3) mutual-equivalence. Using the same analytical 
processes, the behavioural perspective will observe data for evidence of ‘valuables’ 
(Becker 1960, p. 39) either apparent to the cost of leaving or staying. For example, 
expectancy based on opportunity to work elsewhere, or in contrast, evidence for reasons of 
staying.
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Quantitative to qualitative: number o f questions
The interview questions for the qualitative inquiry will be designed to mirror the 
quantitative inquiry i.e. from what was happening to why things are happening. From a 
cultural perspective, constructs for interviews (and subsequent recording of narrative and 
conversational talk) will be streamlined to a multiple-case study protocol of 8 questions.
Questions 1 to 6 of the qualitative analysis will take a restricted narrative and conversation 
manner. The objective for the interviewer is to encourage discussion by a process of limited 
probes where necessary. The method of probes will be confined to the question set within 
the protocol of the multiple-case study design. For example, should a question not be 
perceived as clear then the interviewer would offer a probe as a stimulus to the participant. 
In addition, the term why (to support a question) will be used as a probe to encourage more 
in-depth explanation and/or clarification from the participant. To elaborate, Atkinson 
(1971, p. 74) describes two types of probe categories (1) clarifying and (2) exploratory 
with examples as outlined below:
1. Clarifying probes: [Definition] When it is necessary to find out what the informant’s means
by an ambiguous statement that he has made or when he has spoken implicitly rather than 
explicitly. For example, used a words that have one or two meanings; uses phases that are 
meaningless be reticent on the subject (Atkinson 1971, p.23)
• [Example] ‘Can you explain a little more fully what do you mean by that?’ (Atkinson 
1971, p. 74).
• [Example] ‘In what way?’ (Atkinson 1971, p.74).
•  [Example] ‘.. .do you mean...? -  (with quote word/phrase they have used and one which 
needs clarification) (Atkinson 1971, p.74).
2- Exploratory probes [Definition] when determining the extent or number o f  opinions an
informant [or participant] can express on the same topic. For example, be reticent on the 
subject (Atkinson 1971, p73).
•  [Example] ‘Can you explain a little more fully what you mean about that?’ (Atkinson 
1971, p.26).
Reserved for Question 8, a phenomenological and ad-hoc inquiry will test chef self­
percept for commitment to occupation and organization. For these questions prompts 
will be used freely to examine ad-hoc commentaries and/or phenomenological reasoning 
within talk. The method for the interview process will be to stretch chef self-percept to a
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positioning of commitment. Therefore, in assisting conversation analysis and without 
being too restrictive, prompts will be used when appropriate. Prompts in many cases are 
likely to be subjected to semi-structured format. This will allow conversation analysis to 
flow more freely and is in contrast to structured-interviews, which invariably are based 
on a quantitative format as in, for example, Atkinson’s (1971) interviewers handbook 
designed for population census.
Prompts for Question 8 as an example, would follow this type of format.
Mandatory
• Question 8 e.g. construct for occupation
Probe: [Example] Do you want me to repeat the question?
Probe: [Example] (if answer is ‘no’) then ask: why? .... Listen then move on ... (e.g. 
next question ...).
Probe: [Example] (if answer is ‘yes’) then interviewer repeats question with no 
deviation from the script i f  still unclear to the participant then go to contingent process 
(below).
Contingent
• Prompt [Example]: (<assume conversation is aligned with ‘yes’) -  e.g. so you wouldn’t 
consider another occupation?
Prompt: [Example] (<assume conversation flow with identity in ‘talk9)
Are you more committed to the occupation of chefs or, are you more committed to the 
organization where you work? (assumed conversation).
In some cases, prompts will be used within Questions 1 to 6. However, these will not be 
extensive and would be less radical in technique. As with probes, should prompts be used 
they will be diligently referenced within typed transcripts.
Note: Interview questions including the results o f the pilot study can be seen in Appendix 4. 
Protocol and method for interviewers9 questions
Protocol and method used are, among others, based on the work of Hill (1965). Hill 
(1965) does not claim to be a philosophical expert of causation. However, he uses 
principles of causation to explaining or predicting ‘medical disease’ with ‘environment’. 
In an example, he comments ‘...the decisive question is whether the undesirable event 
[(disease)] ‘B’ will be influenced by a change in environmental feature ‘A” (Hill 1965, 
p.295). Moreover, Hill (1965) looks at a procedural line of inquiry. As an example, the 
first three features are -  ‘the strength of an association’; ‘consistency of the observed 
association’ and ‘specificity of the association’ (Hill, 1995, p. 296-7). Principally, each
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step builds a knowledge for which for example, ’consistency’ can assist a plausible 
direction of inquiry for specificity analysis.
Making minor modifications, Miles and Huberman (1995, p. 146) have adopted the 
principles of Hill’s (1965) work, as a plausible procedural line for a case-study design. 
Therefore as used for this thesis, the interviewer’s questions and responses by 
participants in narrative comments and/or conversational ‘talk’ is to be subjected to a 
procedural analysis based primarily on ‘strength of association’, ‘consistency’ and 
‘specificity’ (Miles and Huberman 1994, p. 146).
With the view of understanding more clearly forms of discourse, the analysis for 
conversational ‘talk’ with meaningful interpretation will be used extensively in 
specificity inquiry.
As the final step, and notably not associated with Hill (1965), conversational ‘talk’ will 
explore cultural - descriptive/phenomenological and ad-hoc lines of inquiries.
For the above inclusions within the multiple-case study design and for noting the premise 
for strength of association, consistency and specificity see Table 4.2, column 5.
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Chapter 4
Application for conversational ‘talk’
Related to self-percept Antaki and Widdicombe (1998, p i7) speak of ‘conversation 
analysis’ (via talk) as:
‘...group membership as a members concern, a matter of how people 
categorize themselves (thus, ‘self categorization’), rather than something 
imposed on them by other peoples definition’.
Drawing from this process (above), the aim will be to research chefs’ identity and their 
commitment and identification to organization and occupation. Conversational ‘talk’ 
will be assisted, where appropriate, with limited probes and prompts. This should allow 
discovery of perceptual reasons for certain thoughts. Put simply, and within a 
commitment context, conversational thoughts can be analytically linked with attitudinal 
and/or behavioural commitment. For example, the former (attitudinal) ‘for the sake of 
the organization- or occupation’, and the latter (behavioural) ‘side-bets’ for certain 
expected undertakings.
Methodological note on conversation analysis
By way of an example, a conversation research occurs with the interviewer (researcher) 
and the participant (e.g. chefs). This apparent simplicity can provide ‘.. .variety in, and 
sometimes outright warfare over, what can reasonably be called ethno- methodology or 
conversation analyse’ (Antaki and Widdicombe 1998, p. 3). The debate manifests 
several kinds of analytical techniques related to conversation analysis to which analogies 
depicting ‘conversational structures’ (Antaki and Widdicombe 1998, p. 3) take the prime 
focus for this research.
Methodological note on discourse
Discourse literature crosses many types of inquiry within social sciences providing 
variant contextual definitions depending on the research being carried out. For example, 
Palmer and Dunford (2002, p. 1047) citing Grant et al., (1998, p. 1) comment, the study 
of organizational discourse ‘incorporates a variety of diverse perspectives and 
methodologies’. Moreover, Palmer and Dunford (2002, p. 1047) continue to comment 
...‘the term ‘discourse’ as being fuzzy’. Thomas (2003, p. 776) comments ‘...many 
definitions of discourse are evident in the literature and no definition can claim to be
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definitive’. Notwithstanding, discourse in the form of analytical discourse markers often 
plays an important role in narrative and conversational analysis. Briefly, *discourse 
markers (*to be discussed further in method and techniques) can provide indicators 
within transcripts for spotting rhetorical tensions and discursive cues.
To provide contextual meaning for discourse in this thesis, the following definition will 
be used which defines discourse as ‘being .. .language use relative to social, political, 
and cultural formations -  its language reflecting social order but also language shaping 
social order, and shaping individuals interaction with society’ Coupland and Jaworski 
(1999, p. 3) cited in Thomas (2003, p. 776). Discourse markers will be used to indicate 
ideational - symbolic and mutual-equivalence and synchronic - functionalist and 
historical parities. Applied to Coupland’s and Jaworski’s (1999, p. 3) definition this 
would infer -  ‘social, political, and cultural’ ...shaping to identity construction based on 
a perceptual interplay to in-group and out-group processes.
Application: narrative(s) and analytical relationship with conversational ‘talk’
The occupation or ‘identity in talk’ via interview is likely, in many cases, to take a 
narrative direction. The Concise Oxford Dictionary defines narrative amongst others, as 
‘...a kind of composition in talk or talk that continues itself...’ (1976, p. 724). 
Narrative analysis will take a categorical content- approach for strength of association 
and consistency analysis. This seeks to define units that can be subjected to ‘statistical 
treatment’ (Lieblich, et al., 1998, p. 112), in this case referring qualitative content and 
categories back to preliminary inquiry. This can be achieved, for example, by referring 
to Hill’s (1965) notes on ‘strength of association’, ‘consistency’ and ‘specificity’ cited in 
Miles and Huberman (1994, p. 146).
Narrative analysis will represent take three principle forms. See Table 4.3 (next page).
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Table 4.3 Narrative forms
Process NARRATIVE (S)
1 Narrative analysis assisted by identifying discourse markers - observing ‘factual or descriptive accounts of 
events, which aspire to objectivity...’ (Gabriel, 1998, p.86) with: strength of association, consistency anti 
specificity- with narrative and conversational ‘talk’ .
2 Narrative analysis assisted by identifying discourse markers e.g. “oh” - observing emotive storytelling, e.g. 
‘stories which represent facts- as-experience’ (Gabriel, 1998, p.101) with:'‘spec/M /.
3 Narrative analysis by observing general ‘phenomenon’ and ‘ad-hoc’ events.
Note: Further explanations are shortly discussed in subheading in: ‘Methodological note on facts or 
factual events and association with belief probability’ (p. 106).
Discourse and prompts
Conversational talk and narrative implications to Questions 1 to 6 will seek, in the first 
instance, ffee-flow compositions in talk without prompts. Prompts are only to be used as 
appropriate, to the specificity phase. Finally, the narrative highlighting specificity is the 
phase where discourse markers including storytelling will be notated. This will include 
grammatical notation as far as possible.
Note concepts for diagnostic application for example, discourse analysis and mutual-equivalence will be 
explained more fully in the next section (4.3) ‘method and techniques’.
Conversational interview process: opinion, fact and knowledge
Question-and-answers can infer identity in talk to views based on (amongst others) 
‘opinion’, ‘fact or factual’ and ‘ knowledge’:
A fact can be:
• ‘Those about a situation that exists at time of the interview and...
• ‘Those about past events; namely memory data’ (Atkinson 1971, p. 58).
An opinion may be:
• ‘...designed to discover the informants’ [or participants’] views on or 
evaluation of the subject matter of the question (Atkinson 1971, p. 60).
Knowledge related to question-and-answer may be examples which...
• ‘...assess the extent of the informants’ [or participants’] knowledge of or the 
information about a given topic’ (Atkinson 1971, p. 60).
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An example of pursuing a response to say, opinion could be demonstrated as a prompt. For 
example, Question 7: “Do you see a chefs role as a profession” may enact an assumed - 
“yes”- response in discussion. In contrast, a prompt may wish to extend an opinion to and 
inquiry of knowledge. Therefore, a further prompt might ask: “Would you say chefs are 
more professional today than they were 15 years ago”? The purpose in this case would be 
to probe chef-culture. For example, subsequent comments by the respondent may indicate 
affective and behaviour states to the occupation and the relationship with organization.
Methodological note on facts or factual events and association with beliefprobability
As noted earlier, emotive events i.e. ‘Stories should not be seen as automatically 
dissolving ‘facts” (Gabriel, 1998 p. 86). For Gabriel (1998, p. 101) narrative analysis can 
become problematic when attempting to provide distinction ‘between description, which 
deals with facts-as-information and stories which represent fact-as-experience for tellers 
and listeners’. To address these issues, this thesis will, at best, separate the analysis for 
factual events to ‘strength of association’ and ‘consistency’ (Hill, 1965).
An analysis for descriptive accounts will lie more within the specificity analysis. Stories 
will be an entity for separate analysis but are likely to hold descriptive connotations as a 
limitation. In particular, emotive events, from a cultural perspective, are likely to occur in 
the analysis concerned within self-percept as a phenomenon or with ad-hoc accounts.
Factual events in this thesis will relate self-percept with belief probability, which seeks to 
notate ‘personal probability’ (Hacking 2001) with identity. To elaborate, Hacking (2001, 
p. 142) comments, ‘People who want to be consistent must have personal probabilities that 
obey basic rules of probability’. Transferred to organization behaviour this provides a 
premise with functionalism and nomothetic reality i.e. organization climate. From the 
ideographic perspective, calculative personal probabilities would be required to enact 
within nomothetic domains. Translated to management theory this would be a process 
closely associated with expectancy theory. From the viewpoint of commitment this would 
transcend, amongst others, Becker’s (1960) side-bet theory.
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Belief probability and limitations
Hacking (2001, p. 142) refers to logical probability (e.g. frequency probability) as the 
opposite extreme to belief-type probability. For Popper, (1959, p. 146) probability lacks a 
satisfactory consistent definition. However, when combining opposites as described by 
Hacking (2001), they can arguably become what Popper (1959, pp. 148-149) portrays as:
‘. . .logico-subjective theory...’ i.e. for Popper, ‘...a newer variant of 
subjective interpretation...’ [that has] ‘...a psychological flavour’ [but in 
addition provide] ‘logical relations’ [with, amongst others] ‘...mutual 
interdependence’ [by which] ‘assertions’ [can form a basis for] ‘logical 
proximity’.
Therefore, for this research, logical probability overall will have strong proximity with 
organization, nomothetic in nature, but with a degree of cultural diffusion given/ 
influenced (in this case) by chef-occupation. In other words, the nomothetic significance 
(general laws, e.g. practices) discovered in the preliminary inquiry is likely to have ‘an 
accommodation’ hidden within occupation. Based on ideographic inferences, the 
integration of frequency with belief-probability provides a ‘likelihood’ which could well 
be instrumental to types of * conditional/interpersonal and evidential probability (e.g. in 
commitment language; enactments of side bets, mutual-equivalence, etc). By implication 
the qualitative inquiry should contribute *relative factual or descriptive evidence to 
explaining why (qualitatively) certain behavioural consistencies are significantly persistent 
with the findings of the quantitative-preliminary inquiry (*Hacking 2001, p. 142).
Interview process: Utterance with conversation
Pomerantz (1984, p. 152) refers to ongoing conversational analysis that will at certain 
stages encounter ‘hesitating noises’ such as Uhs, Urns’. For hesitant remarks probes and 
or prompts may be used for ‘scanning any troublesome word’ (Pomerantz, 1984, p. 152). 
This would manoeuvre hesitant remarks, back to analytical conversation.
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Another problem often encountered is a perceived or presumed shared knowledge by the 
respondent of the interviewer. Where this occurs a separation between the interviewer and 
respondent should occur in order to avoid bias. Pomerantz comments:
T o solve the problem of this order, a speaker [(interviewer)] would go over 
with the recipient the facts and information upon which he or she based the 
assertion’ (Pomerantz ‘Perusinga response’. (1984, p. 153).
These are some of the issues the researcher will be conscious of with regard to the 
conducting of interviews and subsequent analysis of the transcripts. At the analytical phase 
of the transcripts, the researcher will refer to the guidelines offered by Atkinson and 
Heritage (1984). These represent a selection of chapters concerned with conversation 
analysis.
Along with the unavoidable utterances of “Uhs”, “Urns” and other hesitant phrases, the 
research will notate discourses; for example, “well” and storytelling. To be elaborated 
upon as diagnostic and applied conceptual tools, Chapters 7 and 8 inter alia conversational 
discourse markers and grammatical construction will identify reference points to symbolic 
culture and moreover, the impact with chef commitment.
Analytical ‘sensemaking ’
Sensemaking attempts to offer a sense of rational order to given phenomena. 
Conceptualised by Weick (1995), ‘sensemaking’ as an analytical tool, has directly or 
indirectly been widely used within the social sciences. Briefly, sensemaking has seven 
properties (Weick, 1995). They are (1) ‘grounded in identity construction; (2) 
retrospective; (3) enactive of sensible environments; (4) social; (5) ongoing; (6) focused 
on and by extracted cues; and (7) driven by plausibility rather than accuracy’ (Weick 
1995, p. 17). As an analytical tool ‘sensemaking’ can focus on, among others, plausible - 
meaningful and/or significant symbolism to, say, mutual-equivalence of self-percept to 
chef-occupation and organization. Analytically this could be explored for example, wholly 
or partly in conversation and narratives to storytelling.
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Limitations: Nature and nurture - debate on language
For the purpose of recognising limitations to this thesis it is important at this juncture to 
acknowledge the debate on language - attributed to nature or nurture. With recent topical 
interest ‘TIME’ magazine in an article entitled ‘what makes you who you are’ discusses, 
among others Chomsky in his review of Skinner - to which Chomsky argued ‘that it is 
impossible to learn human language from trial and error alone; human beings must come 
already equipped with an innate grammatical skill’ (in Ridley 2003, p. 55). It infers 
people are naturally equipped by language and with it via conversational talk in everyday 
life. Moreover, it implies that through conversation people can confirm and reaffirm their 
socially structured environment. From an innate perspective people are able ‘to put 
together words according to rules in which nouns, adjectives, verbs and so on follow a 
prescribed sequence’ (Stacey 2001, p. 120).
From a research viewpoint, it supports the need to be aware of grammatical constructs 
notably: present and past tenses, passive voice and models. Notwithstanding, it is not 
within the scope of this thesis to debate Chomsky (1957) and later Pinker’s (1994) 
naturalist view to any extent. The limitations within this thesis stay within the boundaries 
based on Stacey (2001, p. 21) who associates Chomsky (1957) and Pinker’s (1994) work 
with ‘inheritance to grammatical and syntactical rules that govern language’.
In contrast to the naturalist view, nurture, from the viewpoint of conversation, can have 
close associations with culture. For example, links to historical-diffusionist domains by 
way of learning culinary traditions. Put simply, chefs develop their profession by learning. 
In a sense, they are nurtured environmentally within in-group -  out-group processes. 
Moreover, they become ‘induced’ (Riley 1981, p. 102) to an out-group culture i.e. the 
occupation of chefs.
In summary, the debate on nature and nurture suggests interplay between heredity and 
environment (Ridley, 2003, p. 57). More importantly Stacey (2001, p. 122) comments that 
‘It does not matter, therefore whether one argues that the rules are grammatically acquired 
or acquired through the process of learning, for in both cases the explanation is 
inadequate’. Notwithstanding, Stacey, (2001, p. 122) goes on to support the view that 
‘...they [i.e. nature or nurture] ...are academic ways of describing language use rather
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than rules to determining language use’. It is this position and path that the analysis to 
conversation, findings and discussion will critically undertake.
Taped recorded interviews
Mindful of the language of innate nature and nurture and limitation described, this emic 
inquiry will take the form of taped-recorded interviews. For Yin (1994, p. 86) ‘tapes 
provide a more accurate rendition of any interview than any other method’. A similar 
sentiment is offered by Sacks for which he comments:
‘I started to work with tape-recorded conversations. Such materials had a 
single virtue, that I can replay them. I could transcribe them somewhat and 
study them extendedly -  how long it might take’. (Sacks, ‘Notes on 
Methodology’ 1984, p. 26).
All taped recorded interviews will be prepared and transcribed in preparation for content 
reading with a theme-analysis based primarily on ‘strength and association’, ‘consistency’ 
and ‘specificity’ (Hill 1965).
The research will draw upon the strength of association’ 1 with identity in talk. For 
example, within the transcripts the researcher would look for dispositions, intentions 
(behavioural) or emotions (i.e. in search for attitudinal accounts) linking propositions to 
which the analysis shows ‘much more of B than A’. This is to be followed by identifying 
and confirming ‘consistency’ 2 i.e. where ‘A is found with B’? The intention is to 
demonstrate ‘specificity’ 3 i.e. ‘a particular link between A and B’. Within the transcripts 
this could be associated with narrative(s). Prompts may assist this process to demonstrate 
degrees of consistency and/or specificity. In addition and within this sequence, due to the 
nature of cultural complexity, transcripts are likely to lead the researcher to processes of 
interpretation and/or ad-hoc analysis. For example, responses from an adversarial account 
or from a strongly culturally complex perspective, which may indicate ‘different attitudes 
to statements indicating attitudes to a phenomenon’ (Kvale 1996, pp. 203-204).
1 2  3Note: references to ’ and refer to method by Hill (1965) and adapted by Miles and Huberman (1995, 
p. 146).
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Why multiple-case study and not ethnographic research?
An ethnographic methodology was considered unsuitable for this study, as the process 
fails to support theory testing with rules of scientific objectivity. Ethnographic method 
can encounter erratic paradigm shifts. In short, ethnographic evaluations are, according to 
(Yin 1993, p. 60), ‘...primarily guided by the assumption of multiple realities that are 
socially constructed, rather than the belief that there is a single, “objective” reality’. This 
method therefore, relies on inducted inquiry that has minimal association with deductive 
inquiry and thus provides a process that would make it difficult to triangulate with the 
quantitative study.
Why not grounded theory?
Grounded theory has most of the characteristics of case study. For example, it follows 
traditional rules of scientific inquiry; considers context as an essential part of the 
phenomenon and favours multiple data-collection; can be used for theory building; and 
uses multiple cases (Yin 1993, p. 64). However, grounded theory, unlike but similar to 
ethnographic inquiry, does not favour theory testing. In addition, in comparison to 
ethnographic inquiry, it would limit room for quantitative inquiry. This would not be the 
position for grounded theory, which relies on qualitative data only (Yin 1993, p. 64).
Overall, the choice of multiple case studies offers greater flexibility in three critical areas. 
It can submit methodology to quantitative/qualitative comparisons and, by doing so allows 
for both theoretical testing and building within traditional rules of scientific inquiry (Yin 
1993, p. 64).
Summary
This section has discussed preparatory research design for both quantitative and qualitative 
inquiries. The preliminary inquiry will measure attitudinal commitment to behavioural 
patterns consistent to organization and occupation structure. The qualitative route will 
question self-percept as to why these attitudinal or behavioural enactments occur. By 
combining statistical scores with the qualitative inquiry this research should be able to 
determine the involvement and attachment chefs give to commitment.
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It was noticed that interviews of a conversational manner, which are based on a multiple- 
case study protocol, sit comfortably within this methodology. Interviews will be 
streamlined to a case-study protocol of Questions 1 to 8. These questions are those 
converted from the preliminary inquiry. The aim via ideographic inquiry, will seek an 
inductive explanation as to why happenings occur.
4.3 Quantitative: method and techniques for the preliminary inquiry
This section provides an overview on methods and techniques applied to this research. The 
methodological process begins with the preliminary inquiry, which seeks to explore issues 
of attitudinal commitment among chefs. The results of the preliminary findings will dictate 
the appropriate interview constructs for the qualitative process. The preliminary inquiry 
main concern is to discover and examine behavioural consistencies with attitudinal 
commitment from perspectives of cultural practice and norms.
Quantitative: the questionnaire
Appendix 2 represents the questionnaire for the preliminary inquiry following results from 
a pilot study. As a result, Table 4.4 (next page) depicts the independent variables 
represented in total 23 constructs, 11 for organization commitment (using principally 
borrowed constructs for attitudinal commitment from Mowday et al., 1979), and 11 for 
occupation commitment.
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Table 4.4 Independent variables for organization and occupation
No Constructs Or Occ
Q4 / am willing to put a great deal of effort beyond that Is normally expected in order to help 
this hotel be successful.
MS*
Q5 This kitchen would run better without usina the ioartie and briaade svstem. R*
Q6 Belonging to a team of chefs who treat their work with pride is the best job forme. *
Q7 1 really care about the fate of this hotel. MS*
Q8 Customers are right to expect a superior culinary service in spite of the limitations put in 
place by management.
*
Q9 1 am proud to tell others that 1 am part of this hotel. MS*
Q10 1 believe chefs should ‘stick together’ even if this means going against others. *
Q11 The hotel management tend to look down on those chefs who leave to work in rival 
hotels.
R*
Q12 1 am of the belief that chefs are more loyal to what they can professionally do best than 
they are to any one-hotel operation.
*
Q13 1 am extremely glad that 1 chose this hotel to work for over others 1 was considering at 
the time.
MS*
Q14 1 really believe that best chefs are those with a classical training (for example, the 
knowledge of French cuisine).
*
Q15 There’s not too much to be gained by sticking with this hotel indefinitely. MS
R*
Q16 Chefs need to move to different hotels if  they are to develop their work-skills and career 
potential.
*
Q17 The hotel management often place restrictions on chefs without fully understanding how 
a kitchen works. R*
Q18 1 am of the view that it takes many years of real-life work experience to become a skilled 
chef.
*
Q19 Waiters who work here are genuinely committed to providing a first class service. *
Q20
Q21
Chefs would likely stay longer and be loyal to one hotel if there are good career 
opportunities.
1 could just as well be working for a different hotel as long as the type of work is similar
*
MS
R*
Q22
Q23
Where possible, chefs should cook with fresh produce and avoid the use of convenience 
foods.
Without the guidance of the executive head chef the brigade would be less of a team.
*
*
Q24
Q25
It is o f my opinion that the hotel management are keen to develop the skill potential of 
their chefs.
It would be unwise for the hotel management to inferior in the running of this kitchen.
*
R*
Q26 In this hotel chefs have a greater status than many other hotel-departmental workers.
Q27 This hotel really inspires the very best in the way of job performance. MS*
Q28 Chefs need to build on their reputation by continuously improving on existing culinary 
skills.
*
Q29 1 talk up this hotel to my friends as a great organization to work for. MS*
Notes: Or = Constructs for Organization; Occ = Constructs for Occupation; * = Construct location. MS* 
Constructs borrowed from Mowday et al., (1979); Organization in 4, 7,9,13,15,21, 27, 29, have been 
substituted to hotel where appropriate. R= denotes negatively reserve score item. The results of the pilot 
study can be seen in Appendix 2. Brigade and Partie = see glossary of terms.
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Application with the dependant variable
Likert anchors for all independent variables are to be achieved with instructions for 
respondents to tick one box only: (i) strongly agree; (2) agree; (3) neither agree nor 
disagree; (4) disagree; (5) strongly disagree. The dependant variable follows the same 
Likert - numerical benchmark as for independent variables. By ticking one box only, the 
respondent chooses from: (i) I  have no plans to leave; (2) I  occasionally think about 
leaving; (3) I  feel uncertain whether to leave or stay; (4) I  am definitely thinking o f leaving; 
(5) I  am actively looking for a new job. Using appropriate statistical tools the aim will be to 
instrumentally validate or invalidate measures of consistency and association with 
attitudinal commitment. The purpose is to discover the behavioural ‘what is’. The 
preliminary inquiry therefore aims to measure chefs-identification towards behavioural 
consistencies demonstrated by cultural practice and norms.
Applied statistical Tools
Gauged on a 5 point -Likert scale, the principle statistical tools for this inquiry were 
Cronbach Alpha; Standard Deviation; Mean and Pearson Correlation-Coefficient. These 
were used to measure degrees of consistency with attitudinal commitment. The aim was to 
discover homogeneity or otherwise with the independent variables for organization 
commitment, occupation commitment and relationship with the dependant variable. The 
objective was to observe behavioural patterns for the purpose of revealing cultural practice 
and norms with dimensions to commitment. It was not within the scope of the quantitative 
inquiry to explore cultural values. This will be applied in the qualitative study based on 
the subsequent findings of the preliminary inquiry.
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Cronbach Alpha
SPSS version 11: Computation
• Analyse
• Scale
• Reliability analysis
• Item, Scale, Scale if item 
deleted, summarise mean,
variance, covariance, a = Level of significance; probability of type error 1
— = Standardised residual 
R
Aim: Cronbach alpha establishes how well variables measure with inter-item 
homogeneity. Latent construct measures for this test are represented by two separate sets 
of independent variables i.e. eleven inter-term scores for (a) organization commitment and 
(b) occupation commitment.
The objective: will be to measure inter-item correlations for both organization and 
occupation commitment. Based on a similar line with Mowday and Steers (1979) and in 
line with the Cronbach alpha test the aim was ‘...to indicate how stable scores are’ 
(Cronbach 1951, p. 298), which in turn called for measures of a ‘coefficient of stability’ 
(Cronbach 1951, p. 298). Reliability is to be statistically demonstrated by the coefficient 
relationship with ‘equivalence’ and thereby ‘showing how nearly two measures of the 
same general trait agree...’ (Cronbach 1951, p. 298). From an organizational perspective, 
these scores were important because the measures were an indication as to consistency and 
inconsistencies with regard to behaviour.
Unless computed otherwise, the SPPS programme for Cronbach alpha is calculated to a 
statistical measure of ‘type error 1’. It subjects a null hypothesis (represented in the 
preliminary inquiry as group-constructs) to a level of significance that is based at 1%; a 
chance of *error type 1 ’. A rejected hypothesis could fall within ‘type error 1’. A ‘type 
error 2’ would increase probability of error to a significance level of 5%. However, a ‘type 
error 2’ is not tested in Cronbach alpha. The resulting test at ‘type error 1’ for occupation 
commitment and occupation commitment constructs would indicate whether the selected 
group-constructs for occupation and organization held validity.
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Sample Standard Deviation
SPSS version 11: Computation
• Standard deviation computations 
to be used for variable split data 
analysis and other tests
s  =
I
n-l
s = Sample standard deviation
The standard deviation gives the dispersion values around the arithmetic mean (Hannagan 
1986, p i60). This statistical tool is viewed as one of the most important measures of 
dispersion in inferential statistics (ICSA 1991, p. 93; Coolidge, 2000, p. 58). Put simply, 
sample standard deviation can show to the researcher data relating to average of averages. 
The greater the dispersion the larger the standard deviation is (Hannagan, 1986, p. 161). 
Related to culture this could provide indicators as to what might be tacit culture to perhaps 
‘indifference’ or ‘non-relevance’. In contrast, the closer the dispersion would indicate 
consistency with behaviour. Such indicators can assist an evaluation of the content and 
construct validity by providing direction for a focused qualitative inquiry.
A sample standard deviation is an estimator of the population value; that is, inferences 
about the population from which they were drawn. Therefore, N-l displayed in the above 
formula makes correction for bias. As with the preliminary inquiry, a sample standard 
deviation offers a useful statistical tool for small sample formula (Coolidge, 2000, p. 59).
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Mean
SPSS version 11: Computation or(b) X  fa
x = ~  Z f• Mean computations to be used for
split for variable data analysis and _  = Sample mean
other tests x
f  = Frequency o f occurrence
The mean measures the central tendency. Frequency mean denoted as fx. The statistical 
symbol Z  (sigma) would denote the sum of all the frequencies in formula (b).
Use o f Means and Standard deviations
Both mean and standard deviation have been used in the Mowday and Steers’ (1979, p. 
230) study as basis for initial indication. For example, ‘they assisted in identifying 
midpoints with the Likert scale and showed an acceptable distribution of responses within 
samples’.
Medium
SPSS version 11: Computation
n =orL = =— th
• Mean computations to be used for ^ 2  2 2
split for variable data analysis and ^ ^ - ' ' ^ ‘Medium is the number of the
other tests s '  ---  centre of the ordered data set. So
if it n is odd” - then the
The medium for continues series  ► For middle item calculation is as above (Supsford
and Jupp 1996 ed 1998). ‘th’ 
refers to the average of the nearest 
two central points
Related the Likert scale, the medium can represent a set of data ‘...from items in 
ascending [(e.g. a ticked one box -  choice 1 to 5)] and r descending order [(e.g. ticked one 
box - choice 5 to 1)] of value...’ (*ICSA 1991, p82). An advantage of the medium would 
be that ‘extreme high and low values do not distort it [data] as a representative of average’ 
Hannagan (1986, p. 142). In comparison, few extreme values would distort the arithmetic 
mean’ (Hannagan 1986, p. 142). Disadvantages of using the medium are that ‘. .. it gives
the value to one item [and] in a continuous series; ...the medium is only an estimate
based on an assumption of values’ (Hannagan 1986, p. 142). In calculating distribution 
and frequencies for both the medium and mean and comparing them should indicate 
consistencies, closeness, or wide parity indicating extreme values.
* ICSA = Institute of Charted Secretaries and Administration.
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Pearson Correlation-Coefficient
SPSS version 11: Computation
r _
• Bivariate
• Pearson
• Significance 2-tailed
r — Pearson product moment correlation coefficient for a sample
Process notation: The term bivariate distribution (in graphical statistics - scatterplot) is the 
correlation process in SPSS for computing Pearson correlation-coefficient. Briefly, 
Pearson correlation-coefficient measures the strength of a relationship between two 
variables.
Interpretation: MacRae, (1994, p.41) speaks of no hard and fast rules about what counts as 
a useful size of correlation. For example:
Correlation coefficient = the strength and correlation between two variables.
r = Pearson product moment correlation-coefficient for a sample
*Commitment indicators
r = + 0.30 or 
-0.30
Fairly unimportant Low
r = + 0.50 or 
-0.50
Offering some useful amount of 
predictability
Medium to Low
r — + 0.70 or 
-0.70
Predictability considered good Medium to High
r = + 0.90 or 
-0.90
Predictability considered excellent High
Figure 4.3 Pearson correlation-coefficient predictors of significance
Source: MacRae, S., 1994. Describing and Interpreting data. The British Psychological Society Unit 2 pp. 1-50 
*Bench mark - commitment indicators pertain to levels of commitment
Note: Based on type error i.e. ‘correlation significant at the 0.01** level (type I error) or 
0.0 5* level’ (type II error) would render Pearson correlation-coefficient - within findings 
for consideration.
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As a yardstick, Mowday et al., (1979, p. 232) reported ‘the range of average correlations 
being .36 to .72’, with noticeably, the lowest recorded score being ... ‘.28’ ... (Mowday et 
al., 1979, p. 233).
This research will assume scores below .29 to .20 (supported by 2- tailed significance of 
0.01 or 0.05) are possible cases for qualitative inquiry - representing less codified cultural 
traits ranging from passive to tacit rather than tacit to passive. Constructs above .29 
scores and ascending, are viewed for the multiple-case study research as possible cases for 
potential tacit or more passive to explicit codification.
Placed within a management setting, scores above +0.3 or -0.3 may well represent 
accounts consistent with types of behaviour commitment reciprocal with organizational 
structure by way of cultural practice and norms i.e. ‘what occurs’.
Extended to a qualitative process these constructs how will be converted to why questions. 
The process would seek cultural inquiry for strength of organization commitment through 
cultural identification within occupation. Similarly, why the research inquiry will seek to 
explore attitudinal and/or behavioural commitment to occupation.
Why use Pearson Correlation-Coefficient and not Spearman Correlation Method?
The Pearson Correlation-Coefficient (based on raw scores) will be. used in preference to 
the Spearman-Brown formula (based on ranked scores). Cronbach (1951, p. 298) is 
critical of using Spearman-Brown. He sees other formulas available that have advantages 
over the Spearman-Brown’s original formula. This criticism has stayed the test of time. 
For example, Coolidge, (2000, p. 127) though not relating to Cronbach’s comments speaks 
of the Spearman-Brown’s formula as being ‘far less common than Pearson’s r ...’. In 
preference, Riley et al., (2000, p. 233) advocate the Pearson formula as it ‘...involves a 
more complex set of calculations by using actual data values and not just ranked scores 
and therefore a more rigorous or discerning test’.
With the view of identifying behavioural consistency, the Pearson formula has capability 
in measuring the strength of the association of two continuous variables. Statistically this 
is represented in paired scores. Thus, for cultural indication the nearer the score say to + 
0.9 or -  0.9 the stronger the predictability.
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Non-directional (two tailed) and directional (one tailed) hypothesis
Cultural complexity relents to constructs as independent variables (Legge, 1995). With 
this in mind, directional outcome, prior to research, would not be easy to predict. 
Statistically, directional one-tailed tests are ‘...reserved for situations where the 
experimenter is relatively certain about the outcome’ (Coolidge 2000, p. 99). A 
directional single tailed test may be more appropriate to a positivistic inquiry that is less 
interrupted by metaphysical combinations, for example, in the more exact sciences, 
chemistry, etc. To recall, the preliminary inquiry represents a commitment within two-sets 
of group constructs i.e. one set for organization and the other occupation. Their objective 
is to measure commitment by examining the outcome with behavioural consistencies, 
which by implication relate to cultural practice and norm(s). This data will be used for 
further research; based on identifying statistical knowledge as to the strength and 
identification chefs’ associate themselves with occupation and organization commitment. 
As the alternative, a non-directional two-tailed test would be more suited for the reason 
that it ‘is less influenced by chance’ (Coolidge 2000, p. 99).
This position is based on combined positivistic and metaphysical intrusions. Transferred to 
management meaning this would infer examples of positivistic- organization structure and 
climate efficiencies along the lines of scientific management, etc, and metaphysical by 
way of out-group to emotions, feelings, etc.
Summary
The selected statistical formulas are the tools to ‘measures of association’ with the view to 
observing behavioural consistency with commitment. The data will represent a sample 
score of a population i.e. ‘chefs working in England and Scotland. The data will indicate a 
pattern of attitudinal commitment based on chefs cultural and occupational identification 
with organization commitment. The results are likely to fall-short as to reasons why 
behavioural patterns as cultural practice and norms(s) occur. However, this data would be 
sufficient in providing an important contribution for a proceeding qualitative inquiry. 
Based on knowing behavioural patterns it should be possible to enhance knowledge for a 
qualitative process. The qualitative inquiry as an indicator, should equate to a greater or
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lesser extent to cultural ‘valuables’ (e.g. Becker, 1960, p. 39), with reasons why 
behavioural commitment occurs. This would enact upon chefs occupational identification 
to cultural practice and norm(s) and would be expressed by processes of behavioural 
and/or attitudinal commitments. Therefore, at best, the preliminary inquiry will reveal 
what occurs in the form of cultural practice and norms in the form of quantitative data.
4.4 Qualitative: method and techniques for multiple-case study design
From Table 4.2, the method and technique for multiple-case study, is to analyse self­
percept to the commitment of what is ‘valuable’ (Becker 1960, p. 39) to chefs. To 
recollect, the conceptual tool mutual-equivalence is to be used to distinguish chef 
commitment between organizational and occupational commitment. The analytical 
process will be to focus narrative and conversational talk on ideographic causes for 
behavioural and/or attitudinal commitment.
For the analysis, the multiple-case study design undertakes the following ordered 
sequence.
• Strength of Association
• Consistency
• Specificity
• Phenomenon and ad-hoc (analysis)
Each sequence (above) is to explore commitment by using eight questions four for 
organizational commitment and four for occupational commitment. These questions will 
be based on construct conversions from preliminary inquiry to multiple-case study.
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Strength of Association
(not beyond probes)
Process: For each case and totalling multiple-case.
Premise: *Much more of ‘B’ with ‘A’ than 
with other possible causes. B
Total = multiple-case
*Hill (1965) adapted in Miles and Huberman (1994, p. 142)
The analysis for strength of association would mainly be numeric in presentation. The aim 
would be to identify components of commitment that are related to either behavioural or 
attitudinal commitment. Data would relate to inductive premises and therefore remain 
predominantly to the psychology of knowledge. The premise however, may have several 
scenarios within spheres of behavioural and attitudinal commitment.
Based on literature, attitudinal may be described as what an individual is prepared to give 
an organization ‘for it’s own sake’ (Buchanan 1974, p. 533). By way of critical extension 
this could equally be applied to occupation commitment. Based on this supposition the 
following premises could evolve for each case and ultimately multiple-case study.
Premise One
.Organization (A)
'ccupation (B)
Premise Two
Occupation (A)
►rganization (B)
Premise Three
Another or (A) 
Others
Another or others (B)
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Both attitudinal and behavioural commitment assume calculative motivations (Legge 1995, 
p. 181). Based on this proposition, chefs are likely to perceive valance or conjecture to 
expectancy. Using the concept of mutual-equivalence (ME) to detect strength of 
association followed by an analysis of consistency it should be possible to identify 
specificity with relationships to cultural practice between organization and occupation. 
These experiences can, for example provide ‘emotional orientations’ in which affective 
commitment can be conceptualised (Meyer and Allen 1984, p. 373).
Note: application of mutual-equivalence is explained in subheading: ‘Specificity - shortly to follow. 
Commitment: analysis process with qualitative inquiry
The strength, identification and association in the form of high, medium and low 
commitment to either occupation and organization may well have a dependency to 
opportunity, side-bets; sunken cost (e.g. Becker and Carper, 1959; Becker, 1960); lack of 
alternative employment opportunities (Allen and Meyer 1990) and lack of attractive 
alternatives McGee and Ford 1987). For example, generally, a notion of ‘high 
commitment’ is considered to be closely associated with affective/attitudinal commitment 
(Gallie et al., 2001, p. 1085). To avoid confusion as to what pertains to attitudinal or 
behavioural commitment, the categorisation of sunken cost side-bets, etc, to forms of 
typologies will not be used. This is in line with Allen and Meyer (1990, p. 4) who prefer 
instead to replace the term as ‘types’ to ‘components’ of commitment. This process 
should assist in ascertaining as to where forms of commitments reside and the relationship 
they have with a reciprocal ‘mutual-equivalence’.
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Consistency
(not beyond probes)
Process:
For each case and totalling multiple-case.
Premise: * ‘A’ is found with ‘B’ by 
many studies in different places.
(Strength of Association)
(Questions/responses)
Case
Case
C Case
Case
B
Case
Case
Case
D
Case
Totals
* Hill (1965) adapted in Miles and Huberman (1994, p.142).
Building on the analysis resulting from strength of association, the consistency analysis 
moves from principally numerical ordering to an analysis of narrative and/or 
conversational talk. The objective will seek to identify what is culturally ‘valuable’ 
(Becker 1961, p.32) to chefs by way of self-perfect.
As with strength of association, the analysis for consistency will be data assisted by the 
conceptual use of mutual-equivalence.
Note: application of mutual-equivalence is now discussed in subheading: 'Specificity * - (next page).
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Specificity
(with probes and limited prompts)
Process: For each case and totalling multiple-case.
Premise* A particular link is shown 
between ‘A’ and ‘B’. **primary and secondary: equivalence structures 
(Wallace 1961, p. 32)
Note: ** Analysis to be assisted with concepts from mutual-equivalence to chef self-percept. 
*Hill (1965) adapted in Miles and Huberman (1994, p.142)
An analysis of strength of association and consistency provides a conceptual template for 
notating transcripts for their specificity. In contrast, this section subjects narrative and
conversational talk to an in-depth discourse analysis. Aided by conceptual mutual- 
equivalence, the objective is to identify the cultural relationship between organizational 
and occupational commitment. This is to be achieved by offering a more in-depth 
analysis, based on specificity explaining why cultural ‘valuables’ (Becker 1961, p.39) are 
symbolically important to chefs.
Notes on mutual-equivalence
Culturally, mutual-equivalence has an association with ideational systems i.e. ‘products of 
the mind’ (Allaire and Firsirotu 1984, p. 197) symbolic in-group and out-group inferences. 
It is possible to conceptualise or better codify ideational culture when there is an 
association given with socio-cultural systems. For example, from a functionalist 
perspective an enactment of ideational culture can be a process to cognitive path or 
mapping process. In commitment terms this could be an accumulation of ‘side-bets’ of 
what is ‘valuable’ to chefs (Becker 1960, p. 39).
A key premise for Wallace (1961) would be to relate symbolic interpretation to material 
relationships. Put simply, Wallace (1961, p. 32) equates ‘symbol’ -  ‘...as a reasonable 
interpretation of the logical relationship of material implication’. Within his model this is 
referred to as ai and bi - representing ‘primary equivalence structure’ (Wallace 1961, p. 
31) - see next page.
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Symbolic forms invariably interact and identify with ‘components of socio-cultural 
systems’ (Wallace 1961, p. 32). This provides for the engagement to ‘secondary 
equivalence structure’ per se (Wallace 1961, p. 31).
Hence, both primary and secondary equivalence structure(s) can form the basis of a 
mutual-equivalence (ME). To briefly explain this can be achieved by identifying 
‘valuables’ (Becker 1960, p. 39) of *ai, a2’ (say, occupation) with relationship with ‘bi, b2 
(say, organization). Referring to the diagram above, Wallace (1961, p. 32) comments 
‘...we may interpret acts ai and bi as instrumental acts (e.g. a path towards obtaining...) 
and a2 and b2 as ‘consummatory acts’ (Wallace 1961, p. 32) (e.g. a path to towards 
achieving/consuming...). Moreover, a2 and b2 can release ‘the instrumental acts of each 
other’ (Wallace 1961, p. 32). Importantly, their bases (a2 and b2) may be ‘...without 
extensive motivational or cognitive sharing’ (Wallace 1961, p. 40). Conceptually, this has 
similar parity to Becker’s (1960) side-bet theory. For example, instrumental acts for 
occupation could be perceived as the likelihood of achieving certain objectives. 
‘Consummatory acts’ (Wallace 1961, p. 32) can infer a perceived valance in terms of its 
value and therefore, the subsequent effort placed on achieving the objective in hand. In 
this sense preference and value could represent the level and distinction of commitment, 
albeit behavioural commitment and/or attitudinal commitment.
Linkages: symbolic interpretation and discourse
Drawing on the concept of mutual-equivalence, the scope of this research seeks symbolic 
cultural interpretation as to what is of ‘meaning’ (Stacey 2001, p. 107). Contextually this 
refers to ‘significant symbols’ (Stacey 2001, p. 106), which are subject to narratives within 
conversation analysis. Significant symbols will be limited to ‘vocal gestures’ (Stacey 
2001, p. 106) within conversation. This is to be achieved by noting gestures to narrative 
and conversational talk, ‘which... cannot be stripped of rhetorical force’... for example, 
‘...such as the discourse maker ‘well” (Samra-Fredericks 2003, p. 156). Overall,
(e.g. Occupation)
(e.g. Occupation) a i ^ (*ME) ^  bl (e.g. Organization)
b2 (e.g. Organization)
Diagram: Mutual-equivalence to be conceptually applied to chef self-percept 
(adapted from Wallace, 1961, p. 32) (*ME) = mutual-equivalence
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significant symbols will be observed through ‘strength of association’ and ‘consistency’ 
(Hill 1965). However, it is likely that they will become more transparent within the 
specificity analysis.
Significant symbols will refer to the discovery of habitable cultural practices and norms 
and values for perspectives of ‘valuables’ (Becker 1960, p. 39). In addition to the more 
explicit they can also represent passive voice connotations. Although acknowledging their 
complexity, the aim with Wallace’s (1961) ‘minimal cognitive mapping’ was to locate 
symbolic meanings (e.g. significant symbols) to ‘reified symbols’ (Stacey 2001, p. 109). 
Conceptually, ‘reified symbol’ represent ‘language’ ‘abstract-systematic ways in terms of 
syntax [(,sentence-construction)] and grammar’ (Stacey 2001, p. 109).
Note: Sentence construction and grammar is to be discussed in Chapter 6 titled: ‘multiple-case study: 
analysis and findings
Symbols and methodological limitation
The research thesis does not seek to explore proto-symbols ‘...feeling expressed in 
formation of bodily responses - often expressed by respondents unconsciously’ (Stacey 
2001, p. 104). Analytically, as proto-symbols they are highly complex and likely to be 
unattainable. For Wallace (1961) proto-symbols is a category called ‘proto-culture’. 
Wallace’s (1961, p. 58) definition ‘...denotes any system of socially learned behaviour... 
irrespective of species, genus, order or even phylum’.
However, the use of proto-symbols or proto-culture for Wallace (1961) represents ‘...the 
vastly greater use of extrinsic symbols by man, making spoken language possible; the 
control of sources of energy outside the human body...’(Wallace 1961, p. 58). Although 
for Wallace (1961, p. 58) ‘both proto-culture and culture phenomena are of the same 
class’, he does see a ‘central difference and importance’ between ‘proto-culture’ and 
‘culture’ (Wallace 1961, p. 59). For example, for Wallace (1961, p. 59) ‘proto-culture 
changes relatively slowly; culture changes relatively rapidly’. It is assumed therefore, in 
this research, that proto-symbols or proto-culture would have been expressed by those 
unconscious to processes of significant and reified symbols; and moreover, (as does 
Wallace 1961, p. 58), their complex representations are in the wider context of culture i.e. 
within ideational and socio-cultural systems.
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Phenomenon and ad hoc analysis
(With probes and prompts)
Phenomenological and ad-hoc inquiry will test chef self-percept for commitment to 
occupation and organization. Prompts will be used freely to examine ad-hoc 
commentaries and/or phenomenological reasoning with conversational ‘talk’. The method 
for the interviewer is to ‘stretch’ chef self-percept to a positioning(s) of commitment.
For Atkinson (1971, p. 69) ‘A prompt is a term that suggests answer in some way’. 
Prompting may be necessary when a question involves a considerable feat of memory or 
for a deeper method of conversation to take pace. Methodologically, the last two questions 
(Question 7 and 8) will address Sacks’s (1971) concerns of interviews becoming too 
restricted with hypothetical data. He cites his concerns by commenting:
‘However rich our imaginations are, if we are to use hypothetical-typical 
versions of the world we are constrain by reference to what an audience, 
an audience of professionals can accept as reasonable. That might not be a 
terrible constraint until we come to look at the things that exactly occur’.
(Sacks 1971. Lecture 1 -  ‘Notes on Methodology’, 1984, p. 25).
This method does not constrain an analysis strictly to one hypothetical assumption but 
rather allows for ‘...naturally occurring situations...’ of typically ‘...everyday 
interaction...’ via narratives to conversation (Atkinson and Heritage 1984, p. 2). Put 
simply, it allows for a clearer and/or a natural expression of identity. Viewpoints on 
commitment, occupation and relevance may allow otherwise tacit cultural accounts to be 
more freely expressed in conversation. The purpose would be to tease out occupational 
imperatives that perhaps would not be revealed unless questioned in a conversational 
manner. For example, deeply rooted culture by nature has a tendency to be ‘ideational’ and 
thus tacitly held within the ‘mind of cultural bearers’ (Allaire and Firsirotu, 1984).
Both probing and prompting will attempt to draw out otherwise less revealing cultural 
viewpoints of the commitment relationship. They provide for a thorough analysis and 
should reveal:
1 A consistent analysis with the preliminary inquiry (analysis not beyond probe 
and in strict alignment with multiple-case study protocol).
2 Rich text analysis assisted by prompts. To tease-out cultural phenomena e.g. 
based on everyday occurring conversation.
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Summary
When method and techniques for multiple-case study use mutual-equivalence, as an 
analytical tool symbolic inferences should emerge. Protocols for strength of association 
and consistency should identify more factual or descriptive accounts as to where 
commitment resides. Protocols with narratives to comments and conversational ‘talk’ 
will, in contrast, identify explicit (and in some cases implicit) passive to tacit cultural 
inferences. Throughout, a self-percept representing cultural ‘valuables’ (Becker 1960, p. 
39) should become apparent. Represented as a series of symbolic-minimal cognitive 
mappings (Wallace, 1961) it should be possible to note the relative strength and 
identification of chef attitudinal and behavioural commitment to organization and/or 
occupation.
4.5 Conclusive remarks (for Sections 4.1 to 4.4)
This chapter has given an explanation as to why quantitative research alone may not be 
sufficient when tackling cultural complexity with attitudinal and behavioural commitment. 
Research of a quantitative nature denotes how things happen but invariably stops short in 
sufficiently explaining why things happen.
Notably, cultural typologies are not static to any one boundary, for example, mutual- 
equivalence has a cultural inference with (among others) symbolic and functionalist 
domains and vice versa.
Situated in the functionalist paradigm, the nomothetic (quantitative) and ideographic 
(qualitative) inquiry is to bring together a co-existence of cultural practices and norm(s) 
with perspectives of what is ‘valuable’ (Becker 1960, p. 39) to chefs.
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Using dual-methodology, perspectives of ‘etic’ and ‘emic’ inquiry address criticisms that 
research for attitudinal commitment can invariably saturate perceptual motives for 
behavioural commitment (Meyer and Allen 1984). This methodology also addresses 
sceptics of the organization’s cultural concept where, for example, analysis can become 
weighted to a unitary concept, (e.g. Pettigrew 1979, Hunt 1989, Abbott 1989, Hassard 
1999). The remedy is to use cultural mutual-equivalence as an analytical tool. As a 
concept it avoids the unitary concept. Guided by Wallace (1961), mutual-equivalence can 
facilitate the examination of both behavioural commitment and attitudinal commitment. 
Furthermore, mutual-equivalence applied methodically to multiple-case study is capable of 
indicating where commitment resides, i.e. cultural inferences -  e.g. conversational ‘talk’ 
and discourse for organization commitment and/or occupation commitment.
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4.6 Explanation of and reflection on the research process
Introduction: quantitative inquiry 
Sample
The questionnaire was a stratified sample, which represented chefs working in 4- and 5- 
star corporate hotels operating in England and Scotland. However, the challenge for the 
researcher was to find a reliable list of executive chefs, including their brigade, who would 
be prepared to participate in this questionnaire. Notably, kitchens are renowned for being 
busy, with some almost constantly providing services 24 hours a day. Due to these 
circumstances many executive chefs are often too busy and are unlikely to give permission 
for their brigade-staff to fill in a questionnaire. To overcome this problem it was 
important for the researcher to network. This was achieved by contacting three 
independent academics in Scotland, Birmingham and London. The strata represented a 
‘sampling frame’ of hotels (Hannagan 1986) derived from the networking list. These 
hotels were subsequently ‘divided into [(two)] categories which are mutually exclusive’ 
(Hannagan 1986) i.e. into 4- or 5- star hotels. Each 4- and 5- star property was 
subsequently divided into their geographical regions. Executive head chefs’ names were 
given with each hotel property. Geography the list of hotels was plentiful. Thus, from this 
perspective a random sample was taken. Here the process enabled steps to be taken to 
ensure that the name of property and chef were at best, chosen by chance.
Questionnaire pilot, preview and research
The questionnaire undertook a pilot study. A detail of this study is recorded in Appendix 
2, Section 2.3 and Appendix 3, Section 3.2 under Researchers diary. In addition to the 
pilot, one more amendment was made to the questionnaire. This resulted from information 
received from the preview. Here the questionnaire was previewed by executive chefs 
and/or food and beverage managers before permission was granted or, in one case, was 
refused. These sequences of events are now explained in more detailed.
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Research encounters and reflection
To begin, each executive chef was contacted by telephone to seek his/her permission. 
These telephone conversions were designed to explain the confidentiality, purpose and 
objective of the questionnaire. In conjunction with the introductory letter, all executive 
chefs had the opportunity to preview the questionnaire via e-mail, should there be a 
request to do so. Several executive chefs took this opportunity before making any final 
decision. Others spoke to management prior to giving either their consent or rejection. 
The process called in some cases for the introductory letter to be sent first, as a preview 
via electronic mail, before sending the final letter, questionnaires and other supporting 
materials by post on 1st September 2000 (see Appendix 2, Table 2.1).
Initial difficulties: the questionnaire
Providing previews of the intended questionnaire proved to be useful. For instance, one 
London hotel had concerns with the word ‘commitment’, which was a sub-section title in 
the questionnaire. The management of one hotel feared that this might encourage chefs to 
reflect negatively towards their organization. Consequently, this particular hotel did not 
participate. However, the executive chef did consent to fill in the questionnaire as an 
independent. Reflecting on this experience, it was noted that this was a similar concern in 
a hotel in Scotland. Subsequently, and before the final despatch of questionnaires, a new 
inscription was made for the caption, which read: ‘You, Your Organization and 
Occupation replacing ‘Your Commitment to Organisation and Occupation \  
Consequently, the questionnaire, prior to sending, was amended to omit primarily, the 
term commitment. The researchers diary reflecting on these events can be seen, with 
correspondence to supervisors, in Appendix 2, Table 2.2.
Tactical change to research introduction
Reflecting on the experience of one hotel refusing to participate and with a possible refusal 
from another, the researcher decided use a contingency path. Thus, in addition to adhering 
to softer connotations for the caption of the questionnaire, the researcher in some instances 
used a three-way communication tactic. Faced with a possible refusal of another hotel,
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the researcher communicated directly to management with permission of the executive 
chef. The communique (see Appendix 2, Table 2.3) also used networking which eased the 
process. Overall, this tactic was successful, with management responding positively and 
consequently, giving permission to proceed with the research (see Appendix 2, Table 2.4).
Reassurance o f confidentiality and interest in research
Confidentiality was a general concern and addressed by some management seeking further 
reassurance (see Appendix 2, Table 2.5).
Overall, there was general interest in the research by many chefs and some managers (e.g. 
see Appendix 2, Table 2.5). The researcher has noted this interest and will make 
arrangements in the future to forward on publications resulting from this thesis.
Administration o f questionnaires at each hotel
All questionnaires were given out to the brigade by the executive chef and thereafter 
collected and posted back to Switzerland via prepaid stamped addressed envelope. The 
brigade size was known beforehand through the initial process when seeking permission to 
undertake this research. This ensured that the exact quotas of questionnaires were duly 
sent to the respected hotels.
Introduction: qualitative inquiry
In many respects, the research process for the qualitative inquiry presented itself with 
different challenges. However, the sampling process and selection was the same as the 
quantitative study i.e. a stratified sample of 4- and 5- corporate properties, but in this case, 
hotels used were only based in the London area. A list of hotels was derived from two 
independent academic sources. Hotels were categorised into 4- or 5- star properties. 
Thereafter, hotels were chosen at random.
Executive chefs were contacted via networking. The majority of executive chefs 
previewed interview questions (Appendix 3, Table 3.2), together with the covering letter 
before committing to participate (Appendix 3, Table 3.3). All executive chefs that were 
contacted agreed to participate in the qualitative research. There were no refusals.
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Positive outcome: the interviewer and the participant
From a cultural perspective, one key criterion for questions 1 to 6 was for the interviewer 
to allow each participant to speak freely without the use of probes or prompts or at best 
minimal use of probes. Overall, participant’s first responses were successfully without or 
not beyond the interviewers assistance of probes and/or prompts. (See Chapter 6, Tables
6.1 and 6.4). Thereafter, probes and prompts could be used more freely for the rapport of 
conversational talk. In contrast to Questions 1 to 6, Question 8 had a different research 
objective. Conducted in methodical order, this was the last question posed to chefs. The 
question had a commitment emphasis based more on a cultural- phenomenological 
content. Moreover, unlike questions 1 to 6, extensive use of prompts was permitted in this 
question. Here, the researcher’s role was to play ‘devils advocate’ in order to test chefs’ 
resolve as to the commitment they would be prepared to give their occupation. The 
technique set out was successfully achieved. Unrealised however, was Question 7, which 
was to have taken a same approach as for Question 8. Instead, Question 7 took the same 
protocol as for Questions 1 to 6 (see Chapter 6, Tables 6.1 and 6.4). On reflection, and 
with hindsight, Question 7 had not been structured in the same way as was for Question 8.
Interviewing process and the challenges encountered
All interviews were carried out on a one to one basis. Notably, the researcher was a chef 
in the early 1970’s and moved into management by the mid 1970’s. This gave the 
researcher an understanding of how a professional kitchen works and was useful when 
putting chefs at their ease before conducting the formal interviews. In most cases a room 
was set aside for the taped recorded interviews or in other properties a comer was 
provided within the reception area.
At one property the researcher had to return the next day, to complete essentially two more 
interviews. Due to staff shortages and the size of the brigade, the remaining two 
interviews were conducted whilst the researcher assisted the brigade prepare for lunch. 
This property was a 4- star hotel. Generally, the brigade size of a 4- star property can be 
significantly smaller in comparison to 5- star property in some cases almost up to 80% 
smaller. Thus, due to their staff shortages chefs could not be easily spared. Despite the
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researcher assisting in the kitchen, the discipline, procedures and protocol of asking the 
questions was strictly adhered to i.e. relying on, where permitted the participant’s first 
response without the use of probes and/or prompts. The interviews took place in the 
executive chefs office during breaks and quiet periods. Understandably, patience and 
empathy was required by the researcher to ensure that the remaining interviews were 
successfully completed. Relating theory with practice, this situation resembled an 
ethnographic encounter, in which Patton (1990, p.47) might describe as ‘getting close to 
sources of data’ through ‘fieldwork’. Notably, for Patton, this ‘involvefd] getting ones 
hands dirty, participating where possible in actual program activities, and getting to know 
staff and participants at a personal level’ (Patton 1990, p. 47). Albeit a short encounter at 
a personal level, the researcher remained resolute to the protocol as laid out in Section 4.2 
for research design and Section 4.4 for methods and techniques.
4.6.1 Conclusion: reflection on the research process
Section 4.6 has provided an explanation of the research from a reflective perspective. 
Overall, there were minimal difficulties. The challenges to the research process can be 
classified on three fronts. First, when initially seeking permission to undertake research, 
the researcher needs to have a contingent rapport with executive chefs or management and 
to use wisely, if required professional networking. Arguably, an initial telephone call by a 
researcher requires the challenge of creating an interest in the research for the chef or 
management. In many cases the researcher has approximately 60 seconds to be effective, 
otherwise an executive chef or management may reject the research proposal. Should 
there be little interest, then empathy and persuasive techniques could be the 
communicative ingredient to encourage chefs or management to preview the research 
questions. Second, for the researcher to be operationally aware that most commercial 
kitchens are stressful work environments. Third, notwithstanding all these challenges, to 
remain true to the methodological philosophy, research design and ultimately the methods 
and techniques in which this research was carried out.
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PRELIMINARY INQUIRY: ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
5 .0  In t r o d u c t io n
The preliminary inquiry has explored chef self-percept with measures of affective 
commitment by using a dual-questionnaire for organizational and occupational 
commitment. The purpose was to associate chefs’ attitudinal orientations towards 
identification of cultural practices and norms. Conceptually, attitudinal commitment, 
as a measure of statistical significance can, to some degree, interact operationally with 
forms of procedural and/or behavioural consistencies for either organizational- and/or 
occupational- commitment. To pursue this criterion, the process is divided into four 
principle sections. Firstly, (5.1) the sample is explained. Secondly, (5.2) the results of 
the analysis and findings are given. Thirdly (5.3), an analysis and discussion compares 
the findings and results with relevant literature on culture and commitment and, where 
appropriate, on identity and climate. Fourthly, (5.4), the conclusion provides a 
reflective account of the findings. Finally, a subsection is to be provided (5.4.1), 
which will discuss the research development for this thesis from the perspective of 
transferring data from the preliminary inquiry to the multiple-case study design.
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5.1 Sample
Table 5.1 shows sample size and the number of returned questionnaires. The sample 
reflects chefs working in 4- and 5- star (UK) hotels.
Table 5.1 Sample: hotels in England and Scotland
Hotel
(Pseudo
identities)
Location Brigade
| | | | § i | | | l | | |
Questionnaire
Returns
Percentage
returns
Hotel
star
1 Perthshire 60 15 25.00% 5
2 London 50 24 48.00% 5
3 Birmingham 23 18 78.82% 5
4 Warwickshire 08 06 75.00% 4
5 Birmingham 14 12 85.57% 4
6 Birmingham 20 13 65.00% 5
7 London 30 11 36.66% 5
8 London 50 1 02.00% 5
9 London 40 Quest/not rec’d Quest/not rec’d 5
10 Ayrshire 38 28 73.68% 5
11 Glasgow 10 07 70.00% 5
Number of responses to the pilot-questionnaire
Forecast returns No. 100
Targeted respondents No. 343
Returned questionnaires No. 135 = 0.393% response rate
Table 5.1 represents 4 and 5 star hotels in England and Scotland. The sample number of 
hotels was 12. The average brigade-size was 28.5 chefs. All but two London Hotels failed 
to participate - except the executive head chef of one of these hotels.
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Intention to stay or leave
Missing
5.2% No. 7
I am actively looking for a new job 
6.7% No.9 (F) 1 (M) 8
I am definitely think about leaving
6.7% No.9 (F) 3 (M) 6 
I feel uncertain whether to leave 
or stay A
11.1% No.15 (F) 3 (M) 12 flj
I occasionally think about 
28.9% No.39 (F) 10 (M) 29
Gender: 109 males 26 females
Age: 19 years and below _29 = No 110
Age: 30 years and above = No 024
Age: missing = No 001
Figure 5.1 Demographics and the intention to stay or leave
Figure 5.1 shows the demographic spread with the intention to stay. The initial picture 
would suggest the majority of chefs’ work within an environment of stable 
employment.
5.2 Results
Introduction
The results of the survey were analysed using the statistical package for the social 
sciences (SPSS) version 11. Noting methodology, the design for the questionnaire 
used 26 independent variables. These were 13 for organizational commitment and 13 
for organizational commitment. The dependent variable (Question 30) was based on 
‘the intention to stay’.
Note: The questionnaire can be observed in Appendix 2.
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Table 5.2 Cronbach Alpha: reliability alphas for organizational commitment
Item score: 13 Question No. Reliability
1 OR4 .3133
2 OR7 .4479
3 OR9 .4847
4 OR11-R .3381
5 OR13 .4361
6 OR15-R .1435
7 OR17 .1489
8 OR20 .1863
9 OR21-R .0611
10 OR24 .2245
11 OR27 .4603
12 OR28 .1317
13 OR29 .4938
Total Alpha = .6570
Table 5.2 demonstrates a 13 item score. For Foster (1998) ‘there are no hard or fast rules 
as to what counts as a useful reliability correlation ... ’ [(for example)] ‘.. .cognitive ability 
(such as intelligence test) reliability coefficients of about 0.8 are usually expected and for 
ability tests 0.7. ...But test for personality often have much lower values’ (Foster 1998, 
ed. 2001, p. 228).
Table 5.3 Cronbach Alpha: reliability alphas for occupational commitment
Item score: 13 Question No. Reliability
1 OC5 .2149
2 OC6 .1753
3 OC8 .1106
4 OC10 .0269
5 OC12 .0377
6 OC14 .3753
7 OC16 .1508
8 OC18 .2913
9 OC19 .1980
10 OC22 .3082
11 OC23 .4060
12 OC25-R -.2824
13 OC26 .0967
Total Alpha = .4165
In Table 5.3 the 13 item score for occupation indicate an unstable predictability score.
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Table 5.4 Cronbach Alpha: reliability alphas to a reduce item score for
organizational commitment
Item score: 11 Question No. Reliability
1 OR4 .3365
2 OR7 .4202
3 OR9 .5282
4 OR11-R .3061
5 OR13 .4692
6 OR17 .1675
7 OR20 .1949
8 OR24 .2201
9 OR27 .4897
10 OR28 .1665
11 OR29 .5902
Total Alpha = .7005
In comparing Table 5.4, literature indicates reliability alphas for organizational 
commitment ranging from 0.68 and, at best, for much research 0.80 or above (e.g. 
Mowday et al., 1979; Morrow, 1983, p. 48; O’Reilly and Chatman 1986, p. 495; 
Peccie and Rosenthal 1997, p. 76; Mathiea and Zajac 1990 p. 176; Yoon and Thye 
2002, p. 109). On comparing this piece of research to the above mentioned work a 
Coronach alpha of 0.70 (reduced to a 11 item score) would seem to indicate a useful 
amount of predictability
Table 5.5 Cronbach Alpha: reliability alphas to a reduce item score for
occupational commitment
Item score: 11 Question No. Reliability
1 OC5 .1298
2 OC6 .1736
3 OC8 .1303
4 OC12 .1553
5 OC14 .3851
6 OC16 .2566
7 OC18 .3679
8 OC19 .0708
9 OC22 .3412
10 OC23 .3732
11 OC26 .2066
Total Alpha = .5515
Table 5.5 shows low reliability with little improvement from Table 5.3
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Table 5.6. Total commitment and splits for organization and occupation
Questions 4 to 29
Correlation splits S B Range Min l|:Max;S| Mean Medium Std.
Deviation
Total commitment 135 1.46 1.54 3.00 2.2929 2.3333 .2940
Organizational commitment 135 1.87 1.46 3.33 2.3585 2.3846 .3745
Occupational commitment 135 1.55 1.54 3.09 2.2255 2.2308 .3396
Max = Maximum 
Min = Minimum
Likert scale: direction of all components = Agree
Table 5.6 (above) show the mean and medium scores for an overall organizational and 
occupational commitment anchored at 2.3 (agree). The standard deviation is tightly 
clustered around the mean. The widest parity is marginally attributed to occupation 
and the narrowest to total commitment.
Table 5.7 Overall commitment: splits by age
AGE Range m m Mean Medium Std.
Deviation
19 years and below _29 
30 years and above
110
24
n = 
134
1.42
1.25
1.58
1.54
3.00
2.79
2.3021
2.2418
2.3267
2.3846
.2779
.3642
Max = Maximum 
Min = Minimum
Likert scale: direction for both components = Agree
Table 5.7 (above) reveals older chefs for mean and medium scores are slightly more 
committed to the hotel they work in than younger chefs. However, the figures do not 
reveal, for example, whether their commitment (older chefs) is based on accumulative 
side-bets or positive or negative sunken costs.
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Table 5.8 Overall commitment: by rooms
ROOMS N Range lllllll lli|faxi|lllllll Medium Std.
Deviation
Rooms below_80 13 1.38 1.54 2.92 2.2327 2.1923 3953
Rooms up to 180 27 1.23 1.77 3.00 2.3929 2.1467 .2769
Rooms up to 280 61 1.34 1.58 2.91 2.2329 2.2400 .2901
Rooms up to 380 33 .81 1.92 2.73 2.3636 2.3846 .2241
Rooms up to 480 
Rooms over481
1
0
n = 
135
.00 1.69 1.69 1.6923 1.6923
Max = Maximum 
Min = Minimum
Table 5.8 generally shows rooms not effecting overall levels of commitment.
Table 5.9 Overall commitment: splits by number of culinary rosettes
CULINARY AWARDS l i l l l l l Range | | p n j | :;^Mean:|i:: Medium Std.
Deviation
No Rosettes 19 .81 1.92 2.73 2.3863 2.4000 .2221 ■
One Rosette 16 .77 2.23 3.00 2.5826 2.5100 .2267
Two Rosettes 80 1.35 1.58 2.92 2.2588 2.2692 .2840
Three Rosettes 
Four Rosettes 
Five Rosettes
20
0
0
77=135
.94 1.54 2.48 2.1286 2.1731 .2702
Max = Maximum 
Min = Minimum
Std. Deviation = Standard Deviation
Likert scale: direction of all components = Agree
Table 5.9 (above) mean and medium scores reveal the more culinary rosettes; the more 
likely chefs are to positively ‘agree’ favourably to overall commitment. Culinary 
rosettes however, are likely to exist in most 5- star properties.
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Table 5.10 22-item score: expectancy -  means and standard deviations
Qt No C o n s tru c ts Construct
abbreviation
|| l e h h | | Medium Std. D
Oc5 This kitchen would run better without usina the Dartie 
and brigade system. BRIGADE 3.96 4.00 1.025
Or11
r
The management of the hotel tends to look down on 
chefs who leave to work in rival hotels. LOOKDOWN 2.89 3.00 1.020
Oc19 Waiters who work here are genuinely committed to 
providing a first class service
Co-SUB
CULTURES 2.77 3.00 .957
Oc26 In this hotel chefs have a greater status than many 
other hotel-departmental workers. STATUS 2.73 3.00 .950
Or17
r
The hotel management often place restrictions on 
chefs without fully understanding how a kitchen 
works.
RESTRICTIONS 2.31 2.00 .996
Or20 Chefs would likely stay longer and be more loyal to 
one hotel if  they can expect good career 
opportunities
OPORTUNTITY 4.04 4.00 .742
Oc14 1 really believe that the best chefs are those with 
classical training (for example, the knowledge of 
French cuisine).
CLASSICAL 2.44 2.00 .997
Or27 This hotel really inspires the very best in me in the 
way 1 perform my job.
INSPIRE
2.43 2.00 .842
Oc8 Customers are right to expect a superior culinary 
service despite the limitations put in place by 
management
SERVICE 4.12 4.00 .786
Or24 It is my belief that the hotel management are keen to 
develop the skill potential of their chefs. BELIEF 2.35 2.00 .901
Or29 1 talk up’ this hotel to my friends as a great 
organization to work for.
TALK-UP
2.26 2.00 .917
Oc12 1 believe that chefs are more loyal to what they can 
professionally do best than they are to any one-hotel 
operation
PROFESSIONAL 2.24 2.00 .815
Or7 1 really care about the fate of this hotel. CARE 2.03 2.00 .716
Oc16 Chefs need to move to different hotels if they are to 
develop their work-skills and career potential MOVEMENT 2.00 2.00 .962
Or13 1 am extremely glad that 1 chose this hotel to work for 
over others 1 was considering at the time 1 joined. CHOICE 1.98 2.00 .859
Oc23 Without the guidance of the executive head chef the 
brigade would be less of a team. GROUP 1.96 2.00 .999
Oc6 Belonging to a team of chefs who treat their work with 
pride is the best job forme. BELONGING 1.72 2.00 .729
0r4 1 am willing to put a great deal of effort beyond what 
is normally expected in order to help this hotel be 
successful.
EFFORT 1.70 2.00 .614
Or9 1 am proud to tell others that 1 am part of this hotel PROUD 1.58 1.00 .686
Oc18 1 believe it takes many years of real-life work 
experience to become a skilled chef. APPRENTICE 1.58 1.00 .723
Or28 Chefs need to build on their reputation by 
continuously improving on existing culinary skills. REPUTATION 1.57 2.00 .593
Oc22 Where possible, chefs should cook with fresh 
produce and avoid the use of convenience foods. TOOLS 1.50 1.00 .847
Std. D = Standard Deviation.
Note It is intended to use the construct abbreviations for the discussion.
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Table 5.10 (pervious page) shows the majority of standard deviations to be tightly 
clustered around the mean. There are only 2 standard deviations at 1.00 and above. For 
the majority, means are anchored to a Likert scale of either: ‘strongly agree’ or ‘agree’. 
The mean score for ‘disagree’ or ‘strongly disagree’ is shown in Question 5, where there 
is support for the brigade system. With regard to chef retention (Question 20) the mean 
(4.04) and medium (4.00) scores reveal chefs are unlikely to stay with one hotel.
Table 5.11 The dependent variable: the intention to stay
Q u e s t io n  30  ‘ T h e  in te n t io n  to  s ta y ’  (D V ) 1111118 Mean Medium %
1 = 1  have no p la n s to leave 56 43.75
2 =  I  occasionally think about leaving 39 30.47
3= I  f e e l  uncertain whether to leave o r  stay 15 11.72
4  =  I  am definitely thinking about leaving 9 07.03
5 =  la m  actively looking f o r  a  new jo b 9 07.03
Total 128 2.03 2.00 1.216
Left blank 7
*DV =  Dependent variable
Table 5.11 (above) reveals a mean and medium score anchored to Likert item score 2 i.e. “I 
occasionally think about leaving”. However, the score is supported by a wide standard 
deviation. It could suggest chefs have tentative thoughts to move should perhaps 
opportunities arise elsewhere. In addition, the statistics infer that 43.75% of chefs are 
positively contented at their place of work. However, it is difficult to reveal in these figures if 
these are representations for attitudinal commitment or behavioural commitment and 
moreover, whether these commitments reside in organization and/or occupation.
Pearson correlations-coefficient
Pearson correlation-coefficient measures the strength of a relationship between two variables. 
Table 5.12 and 5.14 shows the value of correlations between all questions i.e. the dependent 
variable and independent variables represented in this research.
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Chapter 5
Non-directional test: organizational commitment
Table 5.12 (above) for organizational commitment; reveal a significance of three 
independent variables with the dependent variable. These are shown in Table 5.13, 
below.
Table 5.13 Results with the dependent variable
Question 30: Dependent variable: ‘the intention to stay’ "with:
Question Construct Abbreviation Score
Or 13 I  am extremely glad that I  chose this hotel to work for over others 
I  was considering at the time I  joined.
CHOICE .001**
Or27 This hotel really inspires the very best in me in the way I  perform 
my job.
INSPIRE .000**
Or29 I  ‘talk up ’ this hotel to my friends as a great organization to 
workfor.
TALK-UP .001**
N ote: constructs borrowed from M owday et al., (1979). ** = Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
Table 5.13 (above) depicts the three independent variables with their constructs. The 
statistics gives an indication of cultural practice, where chefs think carefully of choice of 
hotel before joining (Question 13). Closely linked, as a key consideration, is the hotel’s 
reputation (Question 29). Moreover, it infers that chefs need to be inspired by the hotel 
should they (as it appears) “talk-up” the hotel where they work. These, as cultural 
practices and norms, offer tentative suggestions (unlike Table 5.11) to a commitment 
relationship of behavioural commitment, which links a ‘mutual-equivalence’ based on 
‘cognitive sharing’ (Wallace, 1961) between occupation and organization.
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Table 5.14 Results with other independent variables
Or29 I ‘ta lk  u p ’ this hotel to  m y friends as a great organization to  w ork  
for.
TALK-UP Score
W IT H
Or4 lam  willing to put a great deal o f  effort beyond what is normally 
expected in order to help this hotel be successful. EFFORT .000**
Or7 I  really care about the fate o f this hotel. CARE .000**
Or9 I  am proud to tell others that I  am part o f  this hotel PROUD .000**
Orll
‘r ’
The management o f the hotel tends to look down on chefs who leave to 
work in rival hotels. LOOKDOWN .007**
Orl3 I  am extremely glad that I  chose this hotel to work for over others I  was 
considering at the time I  joined. CHOICE .000**
Or20 Chefs would likely stay longer and be more loyal to one hotel i f  they 
can expect good career opportunities OPORTUNTITY .006**
Or27 This hotel really inspires the very best in me in the way I  perform my 
job. INSPIRE .000**
Or28 Chefs need to build on their reputation by continuously improving on 
existing culinary skills. REPUTATION .001**
** = Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
Table 5.14 (above) reveal with Question 29 significance levels for predictability with the 
dependent variable (see Table 5.13). The figures show Question 29 as being the most 
significant for organization in comparison to other independent variables - apart from 
Questions 17 and 24. As an example, and in conjunction with Table 5.12, Question 29 
with Question 28 = 1 (paired variables). The correlation [Q29 with Q28] = 0.438. This 
value, which is between 0 and 1, is significant and represents partial correlation. The 
number in both observations [Q29 with Q28] = wl34.
Correlation
As a yardstick, the respected study by Mowday et al., (1979, p. 232) reported an average 
range of correlations with an item total score between ‘.36 to .72’. This study does not 
indicate scores as high as 0.72. Notwithstanding, some scores indicate item scores above 
0.36 with the highest being Question 13 at 0.478 i.e. “I am extremely glad that I chose this 
hotel to work for over others I was considering at the time I joined” [e.g. c h o i c e ]. This was 
marginally higher than Question 2.
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Chapter 5
Non-directional test: occupational commitment - relationship with the dependent 
variable
Table 5.15 for occupation shows little to no significance between independent variables 
and the dependent variable - the intention to stay.
Table 5.16 Results with other independent variables
Ocl8 I believe it takes many years of real-life work experience to become 
a skilled chef. APPRENTICE
Score
WITH
Oc8 Customers are right to expect a superior culinary service despite the 
limitations put in place by management SERVICE .012*
Ocl2 I  believe that chefs are more loyal to what they can professionally do 
best than they are to any one-hotel operation PROFESSIONAL .008**
Ocl4 I  really believe that the best chefs are those with classical training (for 
example, the knowledge o f  French cuisine). CLASSICAL .004**
Ocl6 Chefs need to move to different hotels i f  they are to develop their work- 
skills and career potential MOVEMENT .000**
Oc22 Where possible, chefs should cook with fresh produce and avoid the 
use o f convenience foods. TOOLS .004**
* = Correlation is significant at the at 0.051evel ** = Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
Table 5.16 (above) shows the consolidated scores for Question 18 (from Table 5.15). 
They show a majority relationship score with all other independent variables (but not in 
this case the dependent variable). They give an insight into the occupational 
commitment in terms of cultural practices and norms with regard to skills and the 
length of time (Question 18). Other independent variables indicate competencies 
required, which facilitate the learning with a path for career development in mind (e.g. 
Questions 12 and 16).
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5.3 Analysis and discussion
The data suggests a statistical significance with attitudinal commitment to 
organization. This is in contrast to occupational commitment, where little to no 
significance has been recorded. The results are consistent with the literature, where 
commitment overall mainly refers to organization. However, it should be noted that 
studies pertaining to organization commitment could be contentious with cultural 
literature. Notably, in the literature (Chapter 3) academics of culture are generally 
‘sceptical about the unitary organization culture concept...’(Hassard 1999, p. 561). 
Furthermore, commitment research is seen as a ‘broad-ranging concept that cuts 
across many organizational and sociological domains’ (Yoon and Thye 2002, p. 97). 
Consequently studies of the unitary concept (e.g. organization commitment) have a 
tendency to ignore the socio-psychological perspective of self-percept, which would 
be an important consideration to an out-group’s occupational identity. Instead, 
research for organization commitment has a tendency to focus on nomothetic in­
group (e.g. organization) domains. As a result, the advancement of commitment 
research to an occupation focus has presented current researchers with few studies. 
For example, (as was noted in Chapter 2) literature pertaining to occupational 
commitment and culture, although limited, appears notably in Becker and Caper 
(1956); (1960); Tam et al., (2002) for occupation and commitment; Morrow (1983) 
and Lee et al., (2000) as part of a commitment index depicting occupation; Meyer et 
al., (1993); Blau (2003) and for hospitality, Riley et al., (1998).
Comparative: recent research in the area o f occupational and organizational 
commitment
An example of occupational and organizational commitment can be observed in Tam 
et al., (2002). In contrast to the preliminary findings above, the results in Tam et al., 
(2002) show Cronbach alphas for occupational and organizational commitment to be 
of opposite direction to this thesis, i.e. scores for organization .70 and occupation .55. 
In their research their statistical scores show .82 for occupation and .63 for 
organization (Tam et al., 2002, p. 799). Although research data show different score 
directions, there are however similarities to a ‘...weak correlation between 
organizational commitment and occupational commitment...’ (Tam et al., 2002, p. 
794).
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Although from a different context, i.e. not directly from a cultural context (accepted 
in their field research for organization culture) Tam et al., (2002) applied a 
quantitative and qualitative methodology for measures of occupational and 
organizational commitment in a marketing model representing the social context. 
They have applied ‘postulates’ related to ‘employee commitment and work attitudes’ 
(Tam et al., 2002 p.782). From a market focus, their findings have explained 
amongst others assumed i.e. ‘alleged rivalry between occupations and organizations’ 
(Tam et al., 2002, p.776). Reasons for ‘rivalry’ can be caused by ‘the interplay’ of 
‘two factors’ namely, ‘communication gaps’ and ‘integration problems’ between 
knowledge workers and organization (Tam et al., 2002, p.794). The aforementioned 
findings are also closely linked with ‘pay satisfaction’ and it is where Tam et al 
(2003, p. 794) compare reasons as to the likelihood for a weak correlation between 
organizational and occupational commitment. Using satisfaction and commitment 
constructs have provided two ‘distinct variables’ (Riley 1998, p.2) for their inquiry 
(see Chapter 2).
Although albeit Tam et al’s, (2002) work was published after this research was 
carried out, (1999-2001) the correlation between organizational and occupational 
commitment in their findings provides for useful data and consideration for this 
research. Finally, Tam et al’s, (2002), research (although not explicitly cultural 
focused) is in line with Meyer et al’s (1993) and Blau’s (2003) research, which 
support occupational commitment as being an important multidimensional variable.
Note: For more details on Tam et al., (2002) see Chapter 2.
To summarise at this juncture, at the time of the study, the overall limited availability 
of occupational commitment research in comparison to the wide literature on 
organization commitment (Mowday et al., 1979), in many ways begins to explain 
why this method of research for occupation faced some difficultly in identifying 
statistical significance with occupational commitment.
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Preliminary inquiry findings and comparison with commitment and culture literature
Although the preliminary study was not successful in statistically pinpointing 
occupational commitment, this study has, however, acquired a reliable and valid 
Cronbach alpha of eleven variables to organizational commitment. The data also 
reveals commitment relationships with the dependent variable: the intention to stay. 
For example, three constructs -  (Questions 13, 19, 17) revealed a two-tailed p= 
significance at 0.01 with the intention to stay. Moreover, the scores for these 
constructs remain significantly unchanged when analysed separately to sample 
categories of 4- and 5- star hotels.
Referring to the commitment literature Mowday et al’s, (1979) Organization 
Commitment Questionnaire (OCQ) constructs, collectively infer affective 
commitment, or what Meyer and Allen (1984, p. 373) would term: ‘emotional 
orientations’. However, as a cautionary note Meyer and Allen (1984, p. 378) have 
been critical of affective commitment potentially saturating, as a conceptual tool, 
Becker’s (1959) behavioural side-bet theory (see Chapter 2). Taking on board the 
concern of Meyer and Allen’s research (1984) the question should be asked in this 
research whether the attitudinal commitment of chefs’ to organization commitment is 
in fact, in many cases, a semblance of behavioural commitment? To address this 
question from a qualitative viewpoint, Mowday et al’s, (1979) constructs for 
measures of attitudinal commitment may instead be indictors of structural 
consistencies based on a relationship of mutual-equivalence. For example, the 
cultural concept of mutual-equivalence recognises that differential cognitive sharing 
exists within sub-culture and organization. Therefore, mutual-equivalence as a 
concept should have capability in separating components of attitudinal- and 
behavioural- commitment. This conceptual viewpoint sees culture beyond the unitary 
concept. Instead, this research acknowledges that there exists diverse multiple 
cultures reliant on ideographic needs.
Constructs for attitudinal commitment
Related to the commitment literature it was noted that Porter et al., 1974, Mowday et 
al., 1979 and 1982 ‘Organization Commitment questionnaires’ (OCQ’s) are the most 
recognised and used models for researching organization commitment. However,
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when viewed from the multi-cultural perspective this can bring into question the 
suitability of OCQ’s for seeking attitudinal measures of organization commitment 
should research wish to go beyond the unitary concept. Notwithstanding, the 
preliminary inquiry has shown Mowday et al’s, (1979) constructs to be reliable and 
valid indicators of attitudinal commitment. This is a positive and important finding 
and will assist a qualitative inquiry to clarify more succinctly where attitudinal- 
behavioural- commitment and their components reside; i.e. to organization, 
occupation, or combinations of both.
Based on these analogies, the preliminary inquiry suggests an organizational and 
occupational relationship that is instrumental to organization structure. Put simply, 
behaviour and subsequent commitment can give way to ‘structural property’ (Parker 
2001, p. 49) for example ‘regulatory discourse’. Represented as organizational and/or 
occupational structure, this can facilitate self-development, status and identity within 
occupation and a committed relationship to organization. Moreover, from a 
management viewpoint, this can prompt a behavioural cue for providing a favourable 
organization climate. This can be based on ‘taken for granted symbolic meaning’ 
(Knights and Willmount 1999, p. 69). For example, a positive cultural inference 
would be the accommodation of expectancies and consistencies or procedures 
symbolically required by management and the occupation through sustainable 
mutual-equivalence. In this instance, i.e. the preliminary inquiry, they have provided 
for cultural practice and norms (although still to be interpreted more fully through 
qualitative inquiry) and behavioural consistencies reciprocal to organizational- and 
occupational- commitment.
However, as a cautionary note there exists a deeper underpinning effect to sustaining 
commitment based on value systems. For example, within chef-occupation, culture 
values represent inferences that are passive to tacit and therefore, more difficult to 
codify. To elaborate, positive cognitive behaviours can be said to be a calculative 
process governed by a self-identification and ratified by the out-group concept 
(occupation) with ‘expectancy’ provided by the in-group (organization). From the 
passive to tacit perspective, pleasurable perceptions can lie dormant or be intrinsic, 
(i.e. within and not always revealing), unless negatively aroused. Due to their tacit or 
non- spoken nature, management are less able to control such cultural processes.
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Instead, in this preliminary inquiry, management have, to some degree, influenced 
chef-occupational culture and their values where, for example, organization culture 
has enacted metaphorically as ‘something an organization is’ (Smircich 1983) and 
therefore, accommodating to some degree occupational culture.
To simplify such a phenomenological conundrum, it was noted in Chapter 2 that 
Becker (1960, p. 39) has modified the term ‘values’ to ‘valuables’ to describe 
‘esoteric systems of values that must be understood if commitment of group members 
is to be understood’. Related to this study, explicit ‘valuables’ could arguably 
represent Pearson’s Correlation-Coefficient scores above .30 with passive to tacit 
representing scores below .30 (see Table 5.15). So for example, a commis chef as an 
‘apprentice’ (Question Oc9, Table 5.10) would be required from his/her perspective 
of occupation to give ‘effort’ (Question Oc4) if they are to become part of chef- 
culture as a ‘professional’ (Question Ocl2, Table 5.10). This in turn requires learning 
‘classical’ repertoires (Question Ocl4, Table 5.10). In this study, they all infer 
passive behavioural states. However, should organization commitment be less 
sensitive then ‘intention to stay’ is likely to be negatively explicit.
In this case there appears to be little to no ‘movement’ to leave, replicating instead, a 
behavioural effect - ‘positive to pleasure’ for the majority of chefs. Organizational, 
and subsequently commitment, has been orchestrated to accommodate an integration 
of occupation and corporate needs. Using the sentiment of Becker (1960, p. 34-35) 
and Cialdini (2001), ‘providing individuals with ‘stable needs’ can allow for 
consistent operational behaviour and therefore, if wisely orchestrated, opportunity for 
forms of positive commitment to be enacted.
To summarise, the preliminary inquiry has provided a useful insight into 
organizational commitment from a nomothetic account. Moving closer to 
occupational commitment would undoubtedly require an inquiry that examines 
culturally symbolic -  ideographic cultural codifications. The aim would be to 
examine the cultural significance of both affective (attitudinal) and effective 
(behavioural) states. Such an approach would be rare but is beginning (e.g. as noted 
in Tam, 2002) to be a viable proposition.
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5.4 Conclusion
The preliminary study has aimed to test two constructs in order to predict chef self­
percept against attitudinal commitment and the ‘intention to stay’ for:
• Organizational commitment
• Occupational commitment
The results suggest measure for organizational commitment was reliable and valid 
(Cronbach alpha = .70). Indicators for occupational commitment were less reliable 
and valid (Cronbach alpha = .55). For occupation, apart from ‘passive’ indicators 
there were no significant characteristics statistically, to occupational commitment. In 
comparison, the statistical direction reveals chefs’ favoured the hotel where they 
work. Transferred to commitment theory, this would suggest chefs’ have a semblance 
of attitudinal commitment that is supported by instrumental or calculative 
consistencies. The preliminary inquiry has revealed this to be attitudinal commitment 
to organization. Notwithstanding, tentative accounts infer management have, in the 
first instance, facilitated operational consistencies, which allows chefs’ to generally 
excel within their occupation. In return, this has generally levered the commitment 
process where chefs’ have attached themselves symbolically to positive 
organizational commitment with possibly strong elements pertaining to attitudinal 
commitment. However, should consistencies change then variables that surmise 
attitudinal commitment may change with it. The name of the game suggests a 
symbolic maintenance (passive and explicit) of fair process. Moreover, organizational 
and occupational consistency demonstrates a social construct to in-group and out­
group processes. As group processes they conform to culture and a way of doing 
things.
Finally, by way of chef self-percept to a group-context, the preliminary inquiry has, 
as previously noted, provided nomothetic cues to commitment. However, 
distinctions, albeit appearing as attitudinal commitment, still remain to some degree 
unclear. In order to draw-out constructs’ for attitudinal commitment it will be 
necessary for comparison to explore behavioural distinctions e.g. side-bets and 
sunken costs. As a diagnostic tool, this will be achieved by using the culture
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typology mutual-equivalence within the ideographic qualitative, multiple-case study 
inquiry (the next phase of this thesis). The process is to expose cultural ‘valuables’ 
(Becker 1960, p. 39) to symbolic layers of culture. Within these representations of 
discourse (e.g. rhetoric, identity, in narrative and conversational talk) components and 
their levels of attitudinal and behavioural commitment will be exposed.
5.4.1 Research development
This research will move from a preliminary inquiry to an ideographic inquiry. This 
will take the form of a multiple-case study design as outlined in the methodology 
chapter. The purpose is to address explicit as well as less-tacit states or, at best, 
passive states of culture. The process briefly explained here, will be to proportionally 
convert questions from the preliminary inquiry into qualitative questions of why. 
The focus will be a cultural inquiry based on ‘affective states’ (i.e. pertaining to 
attitudinal commitment) as well as ‘effective states’ (i.e. pertaining to behavioural 
commitment). The results of the preliminary inquiry, together with the pending 
ideographic inquiry, should contribute to hospitality literature. It should assist 
academics of hospitality and practitioners with a clearer insight to the commitment 
relationship that occurs within chef-occupation and organization. This research 
should also contribute in a modest way to the question Mowday et al., (1979) posed: 
‘does behavioural commitment (e.g. effective states) lead to or facilitate attitudinal 
commitment (e.g. affective states) or vice-versa? More importantly and illustrating a 
limitation of Mowday et al., (1979) OCQ, the ideographic inquiry using multiple-case 
study will, via conceptual mutual-equivalence, identify with greater clarity where 
forms of attitudinal- and behavioural commitment reside - i.e. to organization and/or 
occupation.
Footnote
In retrospect to the literature review, questionnaires were posted on the 1st September 2000. All 
questionnaires were received up to the 1st December 2000.
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MULTIPLE-CASE STUDY: ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS (Part one)
6.0 Introduction
This chapter contains part one of the qualitative analysis and findings, representing the two 
steps of four procedural steps in the multiple-case study design.
Step-one
The first section (6.1) represents step-one, an examination of strength o f association. The 
objective is to numerically count data for a cultural identification of chef self-percept to 
organizational- and/or occupational- commitment. To achieve these aims, strength of 
association within narrative case displays, are to be analysed for ‘much more of ‘B’ with 
‘A’ than with other possible causes’ (Miles and Huberman 1995, p. 143-6). For the social 
context, interview questions will explore narratives for conceptual attitudinal and 
behavioural commitment. With respect to affective commitment (a component of 
attitudinal commitment) the multiple-case study design is to contrast Buchanan’s (1979, p. 
533) conception i.e. what an individual is prepared to give the organization ‘for its own 
sake’. However, in addition to organization, and with the conceptual use of mutual-
equivalence, ‘to give  for it’s own sake’ is to be extended to occupational
commitment. To assist this process, the multiple case-study design provides a framework, 
which categorises continuance commitment with Tack of attractive alternatives’ and 
‘sunken costs’ (McGee and Ford 1987), and ‘accumulated side-bets’ and Tack of 
employment opportunities’ (Allen and Meyer’s 1990). Notably, this approach provides an 
analytical capability for identifying chef self-percept to a series of cultural variables where, 
for example, ‘a high degree of behavioural commitment could produce affective 
commitment through a process of dissonance reduction’ (McGee and Ford 1986, p. 640). 
As was noted in Chapter 2, this can be afforded within a participant’s responses ‘through 
side-bets and sunken costs’, (McGee and Ford 1986, p. 640). This conceptual framework, 
as a design, is to assist in preventing Becker’s (1960) side-bet theory of commitment 
[becoming] saturated with affective commitment’ (Meyer and Allen 1984, p. 378). Finally, 
before moving to step-two, a summary will provide a brief account of the findings 
pertaining to strength of association.
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Step-two
The analysis and finding move methodically forward to step-two, which is the consistency 
analysis (6.2). Notably, data from step-one is converted from numerical into narrative 
and/or conversational format. Assisted by this data, transcripts are to be analysed for their 
consistency, based on a premise ‘that ‘A’ is found with ‘B’ by many studies in different 
places’ (Miles and Huberman 1995, p. 142). The objective is to identify chef-percept with 
meaningful symbolic culture. The data is analysed for narrative to a consistency, which 
displays ‘...sets of valuables’. This consideration would be important for Becker (1960) 
‘if the commitment of group members’ i.e. ‘...subcultures, such as those associated with 
occupational groups...’ ‘...are to be understood’ (Becker 1960, pp.38-9). A general 
summary draws from the analysis and finding of both sections. Thereafter, a conclusion 
(6.3) is provided.
Note: Appendix 3, Table 3.1 shows questions converted from the preliminary inquiry for the qualitative 
inquiry.
Appendix 4 provides information on sample size, questions and transcript sizes resulting from each interview 
question.
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6.1 Strength of Association (step one): analysis and findings
(not beyond probes -  unless stated)
Process: For each case totalling multiple-case.
Premise: *Much more of ‘B’ with ‘A’ than
with other possible causes ~  , lA. ,r Total = multiple-case
*Hill (1965) adapted in Miles and Huberman (1994, p. 142).
Introduction
Step one begins the analysis by identifying strength of association (SA) using indicators 
based on frequency and belief- probability.
Attitudinal Commitment
Theoretically, low levels of mutual-equivalence can contextually indicate a stronger 
allegiance to organization and can infer an attitudinal relationship. A notion of ‘high 
commitment’ is considered to be closely associated with affective/attitudinal 
commitment (Gallie et al., 2001, p. 1085). In contrast, high levels of mutual- 
equivalence with occupation can indicate, in most cases, enactments to side-bet theory 
by chefs. In other words, behavioural commitment with organization could well be 
based on a perceived valence e.g. where value or ‘valuables’ are placed... which 
ensures attitudinal realisations with occupation.
Table 6.1 Attitudinal commitment: strength of association (not beyond probes)
Question constructs for: Organization Occupation
Multiple-case = 27.75 participants 
(Total count = 222 from 240)
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q5 Q4 Q6 Q7 Q8 X %
* High attitudinal commitment (ORG) 12 2 07.00 06.30
* Med: attitudinal commitment (ORG) 2 3 1 2 02.25 03.60
* Low attitudinal commitment (ORG) 3 3 1 2 02.50 04.50
* High attitudinal commitment (OCC) 17 14 7 12 17 20 23 22 16.50 59.45
* Med: attitudinal commitment (OCC) 7 9 5 7 2 9 5 1 05.50 19.81
* Low attitudinal commitment (OCC) 1 2 1 5 4 1 02.33 06.30
Beyond probes (BP) (2) (1) (2) (2) (7)
Unanswered Question (MS) (1) (1)
Not detected (1) (1)
Total: multiple-cases = 222 28 30 29 27 27 30 28 23
Key: OCC = Occupation, ORG = Organization, Q = Question, * = (based on participants first response 
without the use of probes and/or prompts)
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By using the concept of mutual-equivalence Table 6.1, above (p. 159), provides an 
overview of strength of association to attitudinal commitment. Initial analysis reveals 
participants when answering Question 3 attribute the highest form of attitudinal 
commitment to organization. Question 3 posed the following construct: ‘Was this hotel 
the first choice to work for, over other hotels that you were considering at the time (..) 
why?’ All other constructs to organization (Questions 1, 2, and 5) referred to 
occupational commitment. Constructs for occupation (Questions 4, 6, 7, 8) showed 
positive attitudinal commitment with occupational commitment.
Table 6.2 Analysis of organizational constructs: attitudinal commitment and age
Streng th  o f A ssocia tion Q 1/
A ge
Q2I
A ge
Q 3/
A ge
Q 5 / 
A g e
Low -attitudinal commitment -occupation Mean 3.00 1.00 1.00 2.00
N 1 2 1 5
SD - .00 - .70
Med -attitudinal commitment-occupation Mean 1.57 2.00 2.00 1.57
N 7 9 5 7
SD .78 .70 .70 .78
High -attitudinal commitment -occupation Mean 1.83 1.78 1.85 2.00
N 17 14 7 12
SD .63 .69 .89 .60
Low -attitudinal commitment -  organization Mean 2.33 2.66 3.00 3.00
N 3 3 1 2
SD 1.15 .57 - .00
Med -attitudinal commitment -  organization Mean 2.00 2.33 1.00
N 2 3 1
SD 1.41 .57 -
High -attitudinal commitment -  organization Mean 1.83
N 12
SD .71
Beyond probes Mean 2.50 - 3.00
N 1 1
SD .70 -
Unanswered Question Mean - 1.00
N 1
SD -
Not detected Mean 1.00 1.00
N 1 1
SD - -
(For all Questions 1,2,3,4,6,7 and 8, n = 30, Mean 1.90,
Standard Deviation (SD) .75) Key: Q = Questions
Table 6.2 (above) illustrates the levels of attitudinal commitment with .
organizational commitment. Mindful not to go beyond probes, participants answering 
Questions 1, 2 and 5 infer attitudinal commitment with occupational commitment. The 
questions used were based on Mowday et al., (1979) i.e. converted qualitative constructs 
to test organizational commitment. Only Question 3 in Table 6.2 provides a high- 
attitudinal significance with organizational commitment, showing a mean of 1.83 and
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standard deviation (SD) of .71. This infers that 95.4% of observations lie within two 
standard deviations (2a) i.e. either side of the mean. Still referring to Question 3, 
measures for ‘medium-attitudinal commitment’ with organization show a closer 
approximation i.e. la  (68.2%) either side of the mean. Overall, high and medium 
attitudinal commitment(s) represent 51% of the sample (excluding missed questions). 
Although the findings seem to be attitudinal to organization, chefs’ motives may still be 
behavioural. For example, chefs often seek gratification and fulfilment with 
occupational worth. Consequently, it suggests that before judgements can be made there 
will be a need to research and compare perspectives with behavioural commitment 
inquiry. To summarise, constructs for organization, and from an ideographic viewpoint, 
indicate means and standard deviations with a prominent significance (i.e. Questions 1, 
2 and 5) to occupational commitment. In contrast to constructs for organizational 
commitment, Table 6.3 (below), illustrates levels of attitudinal commitment with age to 
constructs for occupational commitment.
Table 6.3 Analysis of occupational constructs: attitudinal commitment and age
S treng th  t o f A ssocia tion Q 4
A ge
Q 6/ 
A ge
Q7I
A ge
Q 8 /  
A g e
Low -attitudinal commitment -occupation Mean 2.25 3.00
N 4 1
SD .95 -
Med -attitudinal commitment-occupation Mean 2.50 2.11 2.23 2.00
N 2 9 5 1
SD .70 .78 .83 -
High -attitudinal commitment -occupation Mean 1.64 1.75 1.82 1.81
N 17 20 23 22
SD .60 .71 .71 .79
Low—attitudinal commitment -  organization Mean - - - -
N
SD
Med-attitudinal commitment -  organization Mean 2.00 - - -
N 2
SD .00
High-attitudinal commitment -  organization Mean 2.00 - - -
N 2
SD 1.41
Beyond probes Mean 2.00 - 2.00 2.41
N 2 2 7
SD 1.41 1.41 .69
Unanswered Question Mean 3.00 - - -
N 1
SD -
Not detected Mean -
N
SD
(For all Questions 1,2,3,4,6,7 and 8,n = 30, Mean 1.90,
Standard Deviation (SD) .75) Key: Q = Question
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Mindful not to go beyond probes, participants answering Questions 4, 6, 7, and 8 infer 
attitudinal commitment with occupational commitment. Overall, 75% of the participants 
displayed high-attitudinal commitment to their occupation. This was followed by 15% 
with medium levels of commitment to occupation. 4% displayed low attitudinal 
affiliation and less than 4% displayed response-conversation for attitudinal commitment 
with organization. To summarise and assist inquires further four stacked bar charts are 
presented as examples to demonstrate the relationship of attitudinal commitment to age 
and position beginning with Question 3 followed by Question 1.
Question 3 below, reveals the strongest attitudinal significance with organizational 
commitment. These bar charts representing significance with either chef-position or age 
(Figures 6.1 and 6.2) will be referred to again when compared with attributes for 
behavioural commitment (i.e. Figures 6.10 and 6.11).
Construct for organizational commitment: attitudinal commitment with position
Question Three ‘Was this hotel the first choice to work for, over other
hotels that you were considering at the time (..) and why?’
Mutual-equivalence and position: 4- and 5- star Hotels
3OO
MEQ30R
1 1 Not detected
low-attitudinal-oc 
II1111 med-attitudinal-oc 
H  high-attitudinal-oc 
I I low-attitudinal-or
\///A  med-attitudinal-or 
1 I high-attitudinal-or
POSITION
Figure 6.1 Strength of association with attitudinal commitment and position - Q3 
Key: OC = Occupation, OR = Organization
Findings show division of labour and attitudinal preference with choice of hotel.
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Construct for organizational commitment: attitudinal commitment with age
Question Three ‘Was this hotel the first choice to work for, over other hotels 
that you were considering at the time (..) and why?’
Mutual-equivalence and age: 4- and 5-star Hotels
oO
M E Q 30R
Not detected 
low-attitudinal-oc 
11~ 11 'I I med-attitudinat-oc 
H I  high-attitudinal-oc 
I 1 low-attitudinal-or 
Y //A  med-attitudinal-or 
[ = □  high-attitudinal-or
17 to29 30 to 39 40 above
AGE
Figure 6.2 Strength of association with attitudinal commitment and age - Q3 
Key: OC = Occupation, OR = Organization
Findings show overall, attitudinal preference with choice of hotel.
The graphs on the next page show strength of association for chef-position and age with 
attitudinal commitment. The example represents the results from Question 1, which 
show similar parities with Questions 2 and 5 (see Table 6.1). They confirm a cultural 
significance with mutual-equivalence and therefore suggest a reciprocal relationship 
with behavioural commitment to organization and attitudinal commitment to 
occupation.
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Construct for organizational commitment: attitudinal commitment with position
Question One: ‘How much effort are you prepared to give in order to help this 
hotel be successful (..) and why?’
Mutual-equivalence and position: 4- and 5-star Hotels
6 -
5  -
4  -
3  -
2 -
1 -
O 0
M E Q 1 0 R
I -I beyond probes
low-attitudinal-oc
med-attitudinal-oc
high-attitudinal-oc
low-attitudinal-or
PO S IT IO N
Figure 6.3 Strength of association with attitudinal commitment and position - Q1
Key: OC = Occupation, OR = Organization
Findings show division of labour with high-attitudinal affiliations. Overall, these are 
therefore from perspectives of occupation commitment based on chefs’ efforts to help 
the hotel.
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Construct for organizational commitment: attitudinal commitment with age
Question One: ‘How much effort are you prepared to give in order to help this 
hotel be successful (..) and why?’
Mutual-equivalence age: 4- and 5-star Hotels
M E Q 1 0 R
I » ; I b e y o n d  p r o b e s
I I l o w - a t t i t u d i n a l - o c
m e d - a t t i t u d i n a l - o c
m  h i g h - a t t i t u d i n a l - o c
I ; j l o w - a t t i t u d  i n a l - o r  
1 7  to 2 9  3 0  to  3 9  4 0  a b o v e
A G  E
Figure 6.4 Strength of association with attitudinal commitment and age - Q1 
Key: OC = Occupation, OR = Organization
Findings show age with high-attitudinal affiliations. Overall these are from perspectives 
of occupation commitment based on chefs’ efforts to help the hotel.
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Table 6.4 below, shows frequency counts based on participants belief-probability from 
indicators of side-bet theory (Becker 1960).
Table 6.4 Behavioural commitment with components of attitudinal commitment: 
strength of association (not beyond probes)
Question constructs for: 111® Organization Occupation
Multiple-case = 27.75 participants 
(Total count = 222 from 240)
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q5 Q4 Q6 Q7 Q8 X %
* Side-bets 22 21 21 24 20 22 28 20 22.37 80.18
* Sunken costs (negative) 2 3 4 1 3 5 2 02.85 09.00
* Sunken costs (positive) 1 3 3 1 2 2 02.00 05.40
* Lack of alternative employment opportunities 2 2 1 1 2 1 01.66 04.05
* Lack of attractive alternatives 1 1 1 01.00 01.35
Beyond probes (BP) (2) (1) (2) (2) (7)
Unanswered Question 0) (1)
Not detected (1) (1)
Total to multiple-cases = 222 28 30 29 27 27 30 28 23
Key: Q = Question * = (based on participants first response without the use of probes and/or prompts)
Initial results in Table 6.4 reveal accumulated side-bets in play. In other words, 
indicators suggest a socialisation process based on a relationship to high mutual- 
equivalence and one favoured by chefs to their occupation. Overall, accumulated side 
bets provide a dominant cultural factor based on a perceived expectancy for behavioural 
consistencies between occupation and organization.
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Table 6.5 Analysis of organizational constructs: commitment and age
S tre ng th  o f  A s so c ia tio n Q 1/
A ge
Q 2 / 
A ge
Q 3/
A ge
Q 5/  
A g e
Side bets Mean 1.72 1.80 1.66 1.79
N 22 21 21 24
SD .70 .74 .65 .65
Sunken co sts  (negative) Mean 2.00 2.33 2.75 3.00
N 2 3 4 1
SD 1.41 1.15 .50 -
Sunken co sts  (positive) Mean 2.00 1.66 2.66 -
N 1 3 3
SD - .57 .57
Lack of Alternative Employment Opportunities Mean 2.50 2.50 2.00 3.00
(LAEO) N 2 2 1 1
SD .70 .70 - -
Lack of Attractive Alternatives (LAA) Mean 3.00 2.00 - 3.00
N 1 1 1
SD - - -
Beyond probes Mean 2.50 - 1.00
N 2 1
SD .70 -
Unanswered Question Mean 1.00 1.00
N 1 1
SD - -
Not detected Mean 1.00
N 1
SD -
(For all Questions 1,2,3,4,6,7 and 8, n = 30, Mean
1.90, Standard Deviation (SD) .75). Key: Q = Question
As with Table 6.4, Table 6.5 above, demonstrates overall that there is a strength of 
association for side-bets. The magnitude of side-bets from a positive perspective is 
particularly highlighted within positive sunken costs where for example, chefs have 
achieved transcendence (e.g. identification and status within their retrospective 
brigades) including entrepreneurial creativity and realised expectancy through 
occupational processes of self-actualisation. Consequently, some of these chefs 
demonstrate an continuance- attitudinal commitment to organization and in contrast, an 
affective- attitudinal commitment to their occupation. In contrast, negative sunken 
costs reveal close parities with behavioural- continuance commitment, based on LAA 
and LAEO particularly among older chefs. Overall, with the exception of negative 
sunken costs, standard deviations are within close approximation to their respective 
means i.e. within la  (or 2a) either side of the mean.
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Table 6.6 Analysis of occupational constructs: commitment and age
S treng th  o f A ssoc ia tio n Q 4/ Q 6/ Q7I Q 8 /
A ge A ge A ge A ge
Side bets Mean 1.60 1.86 1.85 1.75
N 20 22 28 20
SD .50 .71 .75 .78
Sunken costs (negative) Mean 2.66 2.20 - 3.00
N 3 5 2
SD .57 .83 .00
Sunken costs (positive) Mean 3.00 1.00 - 2.00
N 2 2 1
SD .00 .00 -
Lack of Alternative Employment Opportunities Mean 3.00 3.00 - -
(LAEO) N 2 1
SD .00 -
Lack of Attractive Alternatives (LAA) Mean
N
SD
Beyond probes Mean 1.00 - 2.50 2.00
N 2 2 7
SD .00 .70 .57
Unanswered Question Mean
N
SD
3.00
1
Not detected Mean
N
SD
(For all Questions 1,2,3 ,4,6,7 and 8, n = 30, Mean 1.90,
Standard Deviation (SD) .75). Key: Q = Question
Table 6.6 shows, as with organizational constructs, a general strength of association for 
side-bets. As with constructs for organization, the magnitude of side-bets from a positive 
perspective is particularly highlighted within sunken costs. In contrast, negative sunken 
costs reveal close behavioural continuance parities with LAA and LAEO particularly 
among older chefs. However, unlike negative sunken costs for organization, chefs infer 
strong affiliation to their occupation, albeit that some chefs have been unable to aspire 
because of lack of opportunity, as they may have wished. Overall, and including negative 
sunken costs, standard deviations are within close approximation to their retrospective 
means i.e. within la  (or 2a) either side of the mean.
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Mutual-equivalence: relationship between attitudinal and behavioural commitment
Referring to discussions for Figures 6.1 and 6.2, participants when answering Question 
3 inferred an attitudinal ‘first choice’ for the hotel where they worked. Analytically, this 
is primarily inline with nomothetic operational reality (e.g. what the hotel offers). In 
contrast, drawing from Table 6.6 above (p. 168) and Figures 6.5 and 6.6 (below), 
participants infer ‘strong credence’ with behavioural side-bets. This supports an 
ideographic reality (e.g. what the chefs want...). As a cautionary note, should the 
analysis of Figures 6.1 and 6.2 and Figures 6.5 and 6.6 be left in isolation it may well 
suggest at first glance a contradiction. However, this is not the case. When linking 
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 (attitudinal) to Figures 6.5 and 6.6 (behavioural) it does go someway 
to explaining a mutual-equivalence relationship that chef self-percept may engage 
between attitudinal commitment and behavioural commitment.
Construct for organizational commitment: behavioural commitment (and components o f  
attitudinal commitment) with position
Question Three ‘Was this hotel the first choice to work for, over other hotels 
that you were considering at the time (..) and why?’
Behavioural commitment and position: 4-and 5-star Hotels
EX Q 3
EZJ N ot d e tec ted  
II I I II LAEO 
I H I  S un k en  c o s ts  (pos) 
S u n k en  c o s t (neg) 
□  S ide-be ts
% V  'V  \
%  x  \  X  \
PO SIT IO N
Figure 6.5 Strength of association: factors for behavioural commitment with position - Q3 
Key: LAEO = Lack of Employment Opportunities
Findings show overall, behavioural preference to choice of hotel.
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Construct for organizational commitment: behavioural commitment (and components o f 
attitudinal commitment) with age
Question Three Was this hotel the first choice to work for, over other hotels 
that you were considering at the time (..) and why?’
Behavioural commitment and age: 4-and 5-star Hotels
N ot d e te c te d  
III  I I I  LAEO
S u n k e n  c o s ts  (pos)
S u n k e n  c o s t  (neg )
1 7 to 2 9  30 to  39  40  ab o v e
A G E
Figure 6.6 Strength of association: factors for behavioural commitment with age - Q3 
Key: LAEO = Lack of Employment Opportunities
Findings show age associated with choice of hotel. For example, ‘sunken costs’ is most 
apparent with age.
Analysis: attitudinal commitment and behavioural commitment with - Question 3
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 highlight Question 3 with behavioural commitment. It should be 
noted that side-bets have significantly influenced chefs when choosing a hotel to work 
for. In answering the question ‘Was this the hotel first choice to work for...?’ chefs in 
the process of ‘identity in talk’ have indicated a mixture of ‘attitudinal choice’ but with 
a behavioural proviso. The findings in many instances confirm chefs search for the hotel 
that best offers opportunity and assists occupational development. Theoretically, by 
linking Figures 6.1 and 6.2 and Tables 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 the findings go some way to address 
Meyer and Allen’s (1984 p. 378) caution for which they comment, with strong
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conviction, that ‘Becker’s side-bet theory of commitment is saturated with affective 
commitment and, as such, does not allow the theory to be tested appropriately. The 
analytical process in this research in many respects adheres to recommendations put 
forward by Meyers and Allen (1984 p. 378) in which they suggest ‘...researchers 
examining this conceptualisation of commitment should use measures that more directly 
assess individual’s perceptions regarding the number and magnitude of side-bets they 
have made’.
By way of critical extension, low-mutual equivalence can suggest strong attitudinal 
affiliation to either organization or occupation. However, without adequate enquiry and 
one based on the social context (as shown in Question 3) there is a danger of resorting to 
a conclusion of ‘what is happening’ rather to then addressing probability with ‘why’ 
cultural enactments occur. In many ways, this argument could be critical of the 
assumption put forward by Gallire et al., (2001) where they suggest with some 
simplicity ‘high commitment’ to a parallel of affective commitment. Notwithstanding, 
Gallire’s et al., (2001, p. 1085) comments can provide for ‘reliable credence’ only when 
the research, as in this case, is applied and subjected to contextual scrutiny, as for 
example purported by Meyers and Allen (1984).
This analysis and others will be further supported and extended in the following sections 
relating to consistency and specificity. However, before moving on to the next step 
Figures 9 and 10 show an example of an overall picture for behavioural commitment 
with organization and occupation constructs.
These graphs show a relationship with chefs’ age and position and strength of 
association with behavioural commitment per se. Question 4, Figures 6.12 and 6.13 
show similar behavioural parities with all other questions (see Tables 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6). 
They confirm a cultural significance with side-bets based on chef-identification that is 
aligned to occupation.
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Construct for occupational commitment: behavioural commitment (and components o f  
attitudinal commitment) with position
Question Four: ‘Do you think your culinary skills assist with the hotels reputation?
Please offer two examples (..) and why. If no, please give reasons 
as to why?’
Behavioural commitment and position: 4- and 5-star Hotels
6 
5 
4  
3 
2 -  
1 -
I  0
I
Spllf
X
\  O •'O & Ov  \  \  \ .
» V  9l %  \%■ V Ox %
EXQ4
U n a n s w e re d  
I ; I B e y o n d -p ro b e s  
1111II  LAEO
■ I  S u n k e n  c o s ts  (p o s )  
i T ' . g j  S u n k e n  c o s t  (n e g )  
□  S id e -b e ts
op­
position
Figure 6.7 Strength of association: factors for behavioural commitment with position - Q 4
Key: LAEO = Lack of Employment Opportunities
Findings show division of labour with overall side-bets. These are from perspectives 
of occupational commitment based on culinary skills and the hotels reputation.
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Construct for occupational commitment: behavioural commitment (and components o f 
attitudinal commitment) with age
Question Four: ‘Do you think your culinary skills assist with the hotels
reputation? Please offer two examples (..) and why. If no, 
please give reasons as to why?’
Behavioural commitment and age: 4- and 5-star Hotels
14 -  
12  -  
10 -  
8  -  
6  -  
4  -
17 to29 30 to 39 40 above
A G E
Figure 6.8 Strength of association: factors for behavioural commitment with age - Q4 
Key: LAEO = Lack of Employment Opportunities
Findings highlight an association with age and overall preference for side-bets from 
perspectives of occupational commitment. The magnitude of side-bets is most apparent 
among older chefs from the viewpoint of positive and negative sunken costs and/or lack of 
attractive alternatives.
Summary
Strength of association provides an overall picture predominantly associated with 
behavioural commitment. Attitudinal commitment on the other hand indicates a strong 
dependence on behavioural consistencies. This reinforces the argument of an earlier 
theoretical supposition that a reciprocal relationship persists between attitudinal and 
behavioural commitment. Moreover, behavioural commitment in these findings reveal a 
dominant force and in many respects address the question Mowday et al., (1979) 
proposed for future research i.e. ‘Does behavioural commitment lead to or facilitate 
attitudinal comments?’ Although this question represents a comment made in 1979, 
some contemporary writers of commitment have arguably not adequately addressed the
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issue. Instead, and as Meyer and Allen (1984) pointed out commitment research tends 
to permit ‘attitudinal’ imperatives that overwhelmingly ‘saturate’ reasoning with 
behavioural integrities. Therefore, mindful to this research the aim was to extend 
attitudinal inquiry by taking attitudinal parities to a ‘magnitude and numbers of side- 
bets. .. ’ (Allen and Meyer 1990, p. 4).
The dominant variable with strength of association highlights a resounding position for 
behavioural commitment. It suggests an interplay for calculative consistencies, which 
in turn has instrumental viability for mutual organization and occupation expectancy. 
Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the unfolding events so far:
Interview constructs for organizational commitment: findings
A (Occupation)
B (Organization)
A (Organization)
B (Occupation)
Question 3 Questions 1, 2 and 5
Predominant attitudinal to organization: Predominant attitudinal to occupation:
Supported and conditional with Supported and conditional with
behavioural parities behavioural parities
Figure 6.9 Strength of Associations: findings for organizational commitment
Interview constructs for occupational commitment: findings
A (Occupation)
B (Organization)
A (Organization)
B (Occupation)
None Questions 4, 6, 7 and 8
Predominant attitudinal to occupation: 
supported and conditional with 
behavioural parities
Figure 6.10 Strength of Association: findings for occupational commitment
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6.2 Consistency (step two): analysis and findings 
(not beyond probes unless stated)
(Strength of Association) (Consistency)
Process: For each case and totalling multiple-case
Premise: *‘A’ is found with ‘B’ by many 
studies in different places.
(Questions/response)
^ r A
Case A
< S .
Case A\
Case a n
Case A—
< s Case A '
Case A
B
Case A
B
Case
Total
A
Multiple-
*Hill (1965) adapted in Miles and Huberman (1994, p. 142).
Introduction
This section is derived from the analysis drawn from strength of association by noting 
multiple-cross-case consistencies within the transcripts. The objective will be to identify 
commitment to ideation and socio-cultural construction. By adopting analytical protocols 
to identity in talk cues can be abstracted based on cultural mindsets with occupational and 
organizational practice. To elaborate briefly, Forray and Woodilla (2001, p. 903) speak of 
‘language or talk ...as a means, by which everyday features of social life are constructed 
and maintained’. Transferred to a management interpretation, the analytical approach 
aims to identify ‘cultural frames’ or layers, which when viewed from occupation infer, 
among others, what is ‘valuable’ (Becker 1960) to chefs. With this in mind, the 
analytical process for consistency begins with attributes, which at this stage tentatively 
reveal primary cultural formulations with symbolic meaning. Thus, the identification of 
cues within talk will begin to emphasize reasoning for occupation/cultural ideation. This 
is likely to be related to chefs’ experiences based on engagements with functionalist 
parities with, for example, organization climate. Moreover, such a relationship is likely to 
occur with mutual-equivalence.
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Multiple-case: Procedure for analysing consistency
Table 6.7 shows the consolidated and analytical format for Question 1 for determining 
consistency patterns. Note: the same process was carried out for Questions 2 to 8.
Table 6.7 Analysis for consistency - Question one
Strength of Association
Transcripts consistent with occupation commitment: 5 - s ta r  h o t e l s
Ref: Consistency Cluster - Theme Response % Consistency Cluster - Theme Response %
A l
A2
Would give one hundred percent & 
abovex08
A lot of effort; 1 give all my effort; 1 do 
all my best
8/13
3/13
Thevhave aiven me ooDortunitv: 
professional your career; If 1 didn’t enjoy it 1 
wouldn’t work so hard; food- produce and 
cooking for life x2; take out the kitchen 
there’s no hotel’; to improve yourself; Myself 
as a goer; 1 enjoy what 1 do; 1 ‘m doing good 
job and the hotel is doing a good job;* 
leader/leadership
10/13
1/13
B1
B2
I’m prepared to give as much as they 
give me
1 enjoy these people 1st (brigade)
1/13
1/13
The v aive a lot of benefits, bonus... 
Don’t like arrogant people
1/13
1/13
Transcripts consistent with occupation commitment: 4 - s ta r  h o t e l s
Ref: Consistency Cluster • Theme Response % Consistency Cluster - Theme Response %
C1
C2
Would give one hundred percent + x2; 
would give; All my effort; any effort; 
everything; whatever it takes; as much 
as possible ready to give; *
Effort: as much as 1 can give; Quite a 
lot; almost all my effort.
7/15
3/15
Opportunity; attitude is my job-100%; in the 
end its because you love what you do (.03) 
and slightly artistic slant; opportunity; If you 
put everything into it-you will get something 
back from the hotel; Because it’s my 
occupation; It’s going to bring my name up 
As long as 1 am gaining; As they are happy 
with my work - I  just want to keep going; 
money they are prepared to invest (...) in 
me as far as my development.
7/15
3/15
D1
D2
If hotel successful -  your success... 
Ninety percent
1/15
1/15
Don’t... want to work in a place not 
success...
Where ever 1 work...
1/15
1/15
Transcripts consistent with organization commitment: 5 - s ta r  h o t e l s
Ref: Consistency Ciuster-Theme Response % Consistency Cluster - Theme Response %
E N/a
Transcripts consistent with organization commitment: 4 - s ta r  h o t e l s
Ref: Consistency Ciuster-Theme Response % Consistency Cluster - Theme Response %
F 1 would admit that 1/15 Very hotel minded 1/15
G hrs wouldn’t bother me; Almost one 
hundred percent 2/15
Ready to retire x 2 2/15
Question One: ‘How much effort are you prepared to give in order to help this hotel be successful (..) and why?’
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To assist the collation of data for Table 6.7, references were made to Tables 6.8, 6.9, 
6.10 and 6.11. Drawn from audio-recordings, these tables represent extracts from the 
fully typed transcript derived. The data in these tables, unless otherwise stated, 
represent participant’s comments based on narrative not beyond probes.
The objective in Table 6.7 was to extract cultural-beliefs related to organizational and 
occupational commitment. In association with commitment, the analytical process (in 
this instance, Question 1) notated narrative to reveal a self-percept with culturally, 
symbolic‘sets of valuables’ (Becker 1960, p.39).
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Chapter 6
Findings
Question one - (within case) narrative responses: Constructs for Organization 
‘How much effort are you prepared to give in order to help this hotel be successful? (..) Why?’
Analytically 75%, which represents 21 chefs, have demonstrated symbolic descriptors 
with occupational commitment. An identity for chef-culture is clearly shown e.g. in case- 
2.10, 3.13 in Table 6.8 and case- 4.18, 6.30 in Table 6.9. For example, chefs for both 4- 
and 5-star hotels mostly demonstrated a commitment to their occupation by identifying 
symbolic references with opportunity, being professional, investment and enjoying being 
‘chefs’. Chef self-percept offered a predominant strength of association by stating they are 
prepared to give ‘hundred percent or above’ or to ‘give every effort’ for the hotel, where 
they work, in order to be culturally satisfied (see Table 6.7).
A minority of 4-star chefs (3) speak of attitudinal attachment with organization. Their 
reasons however, provide for negative lack of employment opportunities and/or in 
negative sunken costs and therefore, behavioural rather than attitudinal for the two older 
chefs (Table 6.10, case- 4.19 and 6.27). However, attitudinal commitment could prevail 
where the chef shows an attachment by being ‘hotel minded’ (Table 6.10, case- 5.24).
Overall, chefs’ commitment for Question 1 is based on a mutual-equivalence relationship 
with each organization. The findings reveal side-bets play an important role, which 
culturally persist a behavioural commitment to the organization with attitudinal 
commitment being reserved for the occupation. For example, in Table 6.8, narratives 
reveal that:
‘I’m prepared to give them as much as they give me’ (case- 1.2); ‘they have 
given me the opportunity to work’ (case- 1.5) or in Table 6.9, ‘. . .money they 
are prepared to invest (...) in me as far as my development’ (case- 5.23) and 
contextually, chefs are prepared to give because the hotel is ‘going to bring 
my name up’ (case- 6.29) or ‘this is my occupation so I have to contribute 
well (case- 6.30).
The overall findings demonstrate a chef self-percept in terms of what is ‘valuable’ (e.g. 
Becker 1960, p.39).
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The commitment relationship is based on behavioural commitment relationship for 
organizational commitment and in contrast, attitudinal commitment, in most cases, being 
reserved for the occupation.
An example can be summed up in the comments revealed by a 17 year-old trainee:
‘It’s not so much the hotel to be successful it’s that (..) I would -I  
do, try to put a hundred percent - to try myself as a goer... but yeah’
(Table 6.17 case- 3.14).
To translate, goer might well infer this trainee is seeking opportunity, cultural 
membership and recognition from others chefs and that he is committed to the occupation 
and is part of that culture.
Consistency and findings with Questions 2 to 8
The consolidation of the findings for consistency analysis (assisted by strength of 
association) can be observed in Table 6.11 below for all questions. To avoid over 
excessive presentation of tabulated tables and figures, the findings for the consistency 
analysis representing Questions 2 to 8 have not been included within the chapter of this 
thesis. However to follow Table 6.11, case referencing for Questions 2 to 8 per se is still 
to be stated and supported with an analysis of findings. Finally, it should be noted that the 
same methodical and systematic analytical format was undertaken for Questions 2 to 8 as 
was for Question 1 (e.g. Tables 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10 stated above).
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Chapter 6
Consistency: Questions 2 to 8
Question two - (within case) narrative response: Constructs for Organization 
‘Would you admit to others that you really care about the fate of this hotel? (..) Why?’
Overall, the majority of chefs would admit to others that they ‘care about the fate of the 
hotel’. However, their motives are based on an expectancy revealing occupational self- 
interest, building reputation and professional performance. For organizational 
commitment, convenience was given by a minority of comments made by chefs 
working in 4-star hotels. For example:
‘...I only live around the comer’ (case- 4.19) Umm (..) well I suppose 
having given 8 or 9 years to (case- 6.26) I have work for (hotel name) now 
for seven and a half years [yeah]. And I have become very (hotel name) 
organised in my mind’ (case-5.25).
In contrast, in 5-star hotels the notion of ‘care’ for a minority of chefs working indicated 
management support for example:
‘they care about their staff, they look after you, they train you, they provide 
you with ah (..) a wonderful work environment’ (case. 1.3) or ‘management 
in this case always supported me’ (case-3.11).
Question three - (within case) narrative response: Constmcts for Organization.
‘Was this hotel your first choice to work for, over other hotels that you were considering at the same 
time? (..) Why?’
Irrespective of whether chefs have demonstrated commitment to organization or 
occupation, it appears that the majority of chefs do not select a specific hotel as a 
condition for first choice. Instead, they search for opportunity. This view is reflected by 
70% of chefs. In contrast, the highest category for ‘first choice’ hotel was reflected in 
4-star hotels. As was noted in Question 1, further scmtiny shows that some 4-star chefs 
have chosen their hotel for convenience e.g. case- 4.18 and 4.19. In other cases they 
have heard good things about the hotel for which they care e.g. case- 4.17 and 5.53. 
Overall, albeit for 4- or 5-star hotels, a chefs search for a hotel was for opportunity and 
reputation. Opportunity demonstrates the strongest force. For example, a 5-star chef 
who was once working for a 4-star chef commented in case- 2.6 ‘I wanted to go for a 
quality 5-star hotel environment, which I knew the hotel could offer’. Another chef
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comments ‘I was working prior to this (name of hotel) ... it was pointless to me, I was 
being wasted’ (case- 2.7). Others referenced first choice to:
‘I want to work in... and I want to put the name... my position to go and 
work for somewhere else... it’s a platform to launch’ (case- 3.13).
Put simply, chefs seek a hotel’s name in order to develop personal reputation based on 
occupation worth. There could be a plausible argument for stating that chefs seek 
'temporal' attitudinal attachment while working at the hotel, but with a proviso for chefs 
to accumulate side-bets. This parity is implied where a 5-star chef commented on first 
choice as being:
‘... because of its reputation umm... its reputation [So you want to be 
here because of its reputation?](.) I want to be here -  get it on my CV’
[(OK)], (case- 3.15)
In contrast, these are similar in narrative to chefs responding to: ‘no, not first choice’ 
(case- 6.29, Question 3). In summary, transcripts overall suggest a low to no attitudinal 
commitment to organization. Overall attitudinal narratives lie instead with occupation.
Question five - (within case) narrative response: Constructs for Organization 
‘ Does this hotel inspire the very best in you? If yes, in what ways?’ .. .Please expand.
Overall, 53% of chefs are not inspired or only up to a certain point. Closely associated 
with hotels not inspiring the very best out of chefs are the long working hours. In 
contrast, it was only chefs working in 4-star hotels who have acknowledged that the 
hotel they worked for inspired them. However, the reasons given infer symbolic and 
salient originations to occupational culture. To elaborate, chefs expressed enactments to 
inspiration and opportunity:
‘it will give you a chance to grow’ (case- 5.22); ‘they increased my 
wages and they even promoted me (..) given me opportunity to go for 
that’ (case- 6.27); and money it doesn’t inspire me- I love my job 
anyway’ (case- 6.29).
Question 5 has a close association with Question 3 when it comes to opportunity. Both 
indicate attitudinal commitments holding symbolic attachment with occupational 
identity. Overall, occupation commitment is high, but a hotel’s ability to inspire chefs 
appears to be low because of long working hours the chefs encounter. Arguably, this
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has a detrimental and contributory effect to how much attitudinal commitment chefs’ are 
prepared to give any one hotel.
Question four - (within case) narrative response: Construct for Occupation
‘Do you think your culinary skills assist the hotel with its reputation? If yes, please offer at least two 
examples... Follow examples with why? If no, please give reason to why?’
The transcripts revealed less teamwork in 4-star hotels. As a rule brigade sizes are far 
smaller in 4-star operations. A typical size brigade for a 4-star hotel is likely to be up to 
approximately ten chefs. In contrast 5-star hotels can be up to 40 to 50 in brigade size 
depending on market, cuisine produced and location. In this multiple-case study the 
statistical mean for 5-star hotel brigades was 55.3 and 4-star hotels 10.3 (in size). It can 
therefore understandable that chefs in 4-star hotels are likely to work more 
independently in comparison to their counterparts in 5-star hotels. However, for both 4- 
and 5-star hotels brigade reputation was paramount for quality minded-chefs, who 
included creativity and wanting experience to learn as reasons for building occupational 
reputation. An example can be seen in the following narrative:
‘I think- my skills- my personal skills I’ve been with them a long time and 
they also train me to be a 5- star chef and believe the job I provide is of a 5- 
star-chef-job-work’ (case-6.25).
The example shows an importance of reputation. The 4-star chef arguably wishes to 
aspire one day to work for a 5-star hotel. Such notions were also carried through to 
minority elements where chefs demonstrated a level of attitudinal commitment to the 
hotel they work for. Notwithstanding, commentaries from participants predominantly 
remained within an occupational setting.
Question six - (within case) narrative response: Construct for Occupation
‘How would you describe to others, in the hotel you work, the definition of a chef? (..) why this 
description(s)?’
Question 6 asked participants to define chefs to others in the hotel they worked in. The 
findings demonstrate chefs undergoing pressure or hard work. This trend has similar 
parities and strong linkages to culinary work and occupation. However, in this question, 
chefs related pressure or hard work through culinary talk e.g. consistency (case- 1.1), 
creativity (case- 5.25) and cooking (case- 1.2, 3.13, 4.17, 5.25, 6.26) or, occupational 
talk e.g. ‘brigade’ (case- 523), ‘psychological’ (case-5.34), ‘sub-culture’ (case- 5.22)
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and reputation (case- 4.19) or profession (case- 6.30). Other chefs (within case) have 
reserved the process where ‘pressure’ (case- 1.1, 2.8, 3.13) and less so hard work’ 
(case- 4.19, 4.20, 5.25). In summary, these categories indicate a pressure to hard work 
based on culinary and occupational expectations. From a cultural perspective, Question 
6 subjects culture to more tacit accountabilities.
Question seven - (within case) narrative responses: Construct for Occupation
‘ How would you describe to others, who do not know the industry - what a chef is? (..) Why this 
description^)?’
Question 7 asked participants to describe to others who do not work in the industry - 
what a chef is. In contrast to Question 6, chefs expressed their chef culture either as 
strength of association to culinary and occupation or vice versa. Chefs appear to 
distinguish their occupation with references to a profession. In a social context 
profession was expressed as a belonging to ‘self (case-2.10), ‘we’ (case- 3.12), ‘team’ 
(case-1.3), ‘structure’ (case-3 11), ‘culture’ (case- 6.30), or to ‘knowledge’ (case- 3.13, 
4.17) a ‘passion’ (case-1.5) and/or being ‘committed’ (case- 3.11). The association or 
strength conferred narrative to a culinary reference within many case displays. For 
example, narrative revealed terms as ‘artist’ (case- 1.1, 1.5, 5.21) ‘craft’ (case- 5.22), 
‘cooking’ or ‘love cooking’, (case- 1.4, 3.15) and ‘prepares food’ (case- 4.17, 4 19, 
4.20). Although similar to Question 6, chefs gave no reference to pressure of work 
however, a number of chefs continued to state long-hours of work and hard work (case- 
1.3,2.7, 2.10,3.12,3.14,4.18).
Question eight - (within case) narrative responses: Construct for Occupation 
‘Is it important to you - that you are a chef? Probes: If ‘no’, why? - If ‘yes why?’
There is a strong commitment by participants that being a chef was important or parities 
such as ‘bom with if  (case- 4.18), ‘always wanted’ (case- 4.16, 4.17), ‘can’t imagine 
...anything else’ (case- 5.22) or ‘would not be anything else’ (case-3.11). These and 
others represented a first response. Only a small minority of chefs sorted a different 
career (approximate 0.05%). Overall chefs associated their commitment to being a chef 
by expressing how much they ‘like’ their work (case- 2.10, 3.11, 3.13, 3.14, 4.16, 4.17, 
4.18, 4.20, 6.29) and/or of the personal ‘importance’ or its ‘important’ being a chef 
(case- 2.6,2.7, 2.8, 3.11, 3.12,4.18,4.20, 5.21, 5.23, 5.24, 6.27, 6.28, 6.39, 6.30).
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Chapter 6
Consistency for organization
Table 6.12 (pervious page) outlines a pattern of consistency. Narratives have shown a 
self-percept strongly related to occupational commitment. This is in spite of 4 
constructs (Questions 1, 2, 3, and 5) being directly focused on organizational 
commitment. Overall, constructs for organizational commitment relate, in many cases, 
to chefs ‘effort’, ‘care’, ‘choice’ of hotel and ‘inspiration’ offered by the hotel. 
Opportunity was the dominant factor rather than the hotel ‘being the first choice to work 
for’ (Question 3) and ‘this hotel inspires the very best...’(Question 4). In many cases 
the chefs searched for instrumental capabilities i.e. what the hotel could offer in order 
for chefs to achieve occupational learning, development and achievement. This for 
many chefs provided for a mutual-equivalence, for which behavioural side-bets are. 
Moreover, personal reputation and brigade-teamwork is closely related to occupational 
commitment rather than hotel (organizational) camaraderie. Organizational commitment 
and in particular Question 5 ‘does the hotel inspire the very best in you... ’ showed lack 
of genuine inspiration by chefs to their hotel. A contributory factor of the lack of hotel 
inspiration is long hours. Although chefs are in not generally shy of hard work and long 
hours, it does appear to dampen a potential for affective commitment to organization. 
However, with reference to an attitudinal commitment to the hotel, it could be argued 
that there may exist at best a temporal process for some chefs; should they be able to 
maintain opportunity to develop personal reputation and status within chef occupational 
culture. This category can be seen with older chefs as a premise of giving attitudinal 
commitment to the organization. However, the commitment they display has, in many 
cases, been formulated by positive behavioural sunken costs.
Consistency for occupation
Questions 6 and 7 were constructs, which asked chefs to reflect on their occupational 
identity. In Question 6, chefs were asked to provide the definition of a chef in the hotel 
where they worked. Chefs made frequent reference to the day-to-day pressure they are 
under. Justification was made, in many cases, as a commitment to culinary skills and 
their occupation. In contrast to Question 7, when chefs were asked to describe to others, 
who do not know the industry, what a chef is, overall participant’s responses reflected 
more on ‘hard work’ rather than ‘pressure’. This in effect places self-percept to 
occupational and cultural norm(s). When asked specifically about culinary skills, as in
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Question 4, and how they assist in the hotel’s reputation, chefs in many cases linked this 
to occupational ‘teamwork’ and their occupational-worth to enhancing the hotel’s 
‘reputation’. With emphasis placed in Question 4 on culinary skills, narratives depicting 
opportunity were less observed. In contrast, in Question 8 ‘is it important for you to be 
a chef?’ emphasis was given to occupation and opportunity and less to culinary talk.
Occupation and organization
Symbolically, the in-group (organization) chefs in most cases see where they work as 
not inspirational. Commitment is, however, maintained by personal reputation and 
opportunity to do well from an out-group viewpoint based on sub-cultural values and 
meeting symbolically occupational norms. For example, when ‘talk’ is related 
specifically to out-group and their commitment to organization, emphasis is placed on 
the pressures of the job but with positive associations and alignment to maintaining 
culinary skills and occupation norms. Noticeably for the majority, all questions for 
organization commitment, with the exception of Question 4, demonstrated chefs 
wanting opportunity irrespective of the place where they work. Opportunity is likely to 
be an important key issue particularly in the functioning of mutual-equivalence between 
organization and occupation. It is such processes that determine cultural reasoning as to 
where the levels of attitudinal and behavioural commitment reside. Supporting this, 
these processes would be to a chefs personal reputation and/or aspiration within strands 
of occupational culture and identity.
The purpose of the consistency analysis was to extract explicit, and to a lesser degree 
passive or tacit out-group sub-culture e.g. emotions to opportunity, occupation and to 
display such cultural facets, within multiple-case, as symbolic indicators as to where 
some of the key cultural valuables lie. In all cases, strength of association and 
consistency related to first response. This has ensured best practice to processes of 
deductive reliability.
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Part one constrained narrative to record data not beyond probes, unless otherwise stated. 
Guided conceptually by Gabriel (1998) and in alignment with step one, the consistency 
analysis sorted data (before probes unless indicated) for...
factual or descriptive accounts of events, which aspire to objectivity rather 
than emotional effects (Gabriel 1998, p.86)
Objectivities and descriptive accounts were observed within-case displays such as...
‘I’m prepared to give them as much as they give me’ (case-1.2); ‘they have 
given me the opportunity to work’ (case- 1.5) or in Table 6.9, ‘...money 
they are prepared to invest (...) in me as far as my development’ (case- 
5.23) and contextually, chefs are prepared to give because the hotel is 
‘going to bring my name up’ (case- 6.29) or ‘this is my occupation so I 
have to contribute well (case- 6.30). re: Question one
In keeping with methodology (Chapter 4), the theoretical discipline of maintaining 
inductive inquiry i.e. part one through strength of association and consistency and later, 
specificity can in their form be regarded as being ‘logico-subjective’, which for Popper 
(1959, pp.148-149), provides ‘a variant with psychological flavour’.
To elaborate, the ‘psychological flavour’ in this study was the basis of cultural 
identification, which analysed self-percept via narrative and conservation with 
organizational and/or occupational commitment. Drawn from the methodology in 
Chapter 4, Hacking (2001) comments:
‘people who want to be consistent must have personal probabilities that 
obey basic rules of probability’ (Hacking 2001, p. 142).
Put simply, meaningful induction was achieved by collating mathematical frequencies for 
strength of association, which revealed a self-percept based on a belief of expectancy and 
their probabilities. Pursued further by the consistency analysis, descriptions or ‘aspiring to 
objectivity’ Gabriel (1998, p. 86) have offered distinguishable features within the 
multiple-case displays for depicting self-percept where affiliations for organizational 
and/or occupational commitment reside.
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Noticeable features
Related to cultural beliefs, data revealed subjectivities with factual events based on a self­
percept for ‘personal probability’ (e.g. Hacking 2001). For instance, the findings for 
strength of association and consistency analysis demonstrated a mutual-equivalence 
grounded in behavioural expectancies. From the commitment perspective, expectancy 
transcended, for the majority of chefs, into side-bets. Notably, the social process for 
chefs, in many cases, is calculative and one based on the perceived probability of 
achieving personal goals. Such calculative processes however, show a dependency to 
forms of the component - continuance commitment. For example, in some cases and for a 
minority, a continuance represents some affective process for organizational commitment. 
In contrast, and for the majority, a continuance is related to a behavioural commitment 
relationship with the organization. Chefs in the majority of cases reserve attitudinal 
commitment for the occupation.
6.3 Conclusion
By linking interchangeably culture and commitment an analysis was made by comparing 
strength of association with attitudinal and behavioural commitment. Attitudinal 
commitment, for which strength of association was collated, represented what an 
individual is prepared to give for the ‘sake’ of the organization (e.g. Buchanan 1974, p. 
374). This was also extended to occupation inferences. Overall, chefs demonstrated 
narrative in favour of attitudinal commitment to their occupation. The relationship to 
organization for the majority of chefs, use behavioural commitment based on an intention 
for an accumulation of side-bets.
Moving to the consistency analysis, the findings revealed behavioural side-bets and other 
commitment components e.g. positive sunken costs to be consistent with a cultural belief 
for opportunity (rank order 1 in Table 6.12). Overall, chef self-percept demonstrated a 
mutual-equivalence with enactment for behavioural commitment. Moreover, they 
represent ‘sets of valuables’ (Becker 1961) which are culturally first and foremost for the 
occupation. Chef-percept and the social relationship with organizations (e.g. nomothetic)
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show functionalist facilitations, which enable opportunities for chefs to aspire to, work in 
a team and to become passionate in what they do. Hotels assist by providing instrumental 
facilitations with organizational structure. This type of social engagement enables chef 
self-percept to choose from a variety of hotels for purposes (accumulating side-bets) of 
fulfilling opportunity. Opportunity however, can be constrained by functionalist realities, 
for example, labour over capital and how far chefs can gain the requisites of experience 
from say, only one or two hotels. In effect, conditions for a continuance commitment is 
rooted within cultural inferences. They surmounted to cultural practice and norms in 
determining for a chef on how long they should stay with any one organization. 
Therefore, for the sake o f opportunity, chefs overall have conferred an attitudinal 
commitment to their occupation with behavioural commitment as an enactment on 
organization.
The inquiry so far has allowed for a ranking system, which culturally symbolises in Table 
6.12 ‘sets of valuables’ (Becker 1961, p.39). The inquiry now moves to Chapter 7, which 
is part two of the four procedural steps in the multiple-case study design. To proceed in 
rank order, the symbolic themes provided by step one and two provide guidance for 
discourses analysis with Cspecificity\ which are to be drawn from narrative based on 
conversational talk.
Footnote
In retrospect to the literature review, tape-recorded interviews were carried out on the 24th June 2002 with 
all interviewing completed by the 28th June 2002.
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MULTIPLE-CASE STUDY: ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS (Part two)
7.0 Introduction
This chapter is part two of the qualitative analysis and findings, representing the 
remaining two of four procedural steps in the multiple-case study design.
Step-three
This section begins (7.1) by examining specificity. The objective is to notate data for 
cultural identification of chef self-percept to organizational- and/or occupational- 
commitment. To achieve these aims of specificity within narrative case displays, they 
will be analysed to illustrate ‘a particular link is shown between ‘A’ and ‘B” (Miles 
and Huberman 1995, p. 141). Three subsections at this stage are introduced. They 
provide firstly, (7.1.1) an explanation for method and analytical relationship between 
specificity, symbolic culture, and mutual-equivalence. Secondly, (7.1.2) a rationale is 
to explain protocol for using discourse markers. Thirdly, (7.1.3) the protocol is 
extended, to show markers within the transcripts for identifying (mood), passive 
voice, past and present tense.
As the template for steps one and two, Table 6.12 in Chapter 6, provides data for the 
specificity analysis. Shown as consistencies these sets of ‘valuables’ (Becker 1960) 
related to culture and commitment. For the specificity analysis, they symbolically 
represent five themes. Noted in ranked order of importance, they are opportunity, 
occupation, reputation, hours/ hard work and skills.
For specificity, using up to, or beyond probes, a discourse analysis and their findings 
(7.2) is represented in five tables. They show self-percept related to specificities 
based on transcripts annotation, which is based conceptually on processes to ‘minimal 
cognitive mapping’ (Wallace 1961).
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In noting for specificity, the process is to identify layers of culture, which by their 
inclination is capable of signifying symbolic reifications of ‘value’ or at best, what is 
‘esoterically valuable’ to chef commitment. By applying the sentiment of (Becker 
1960)...
‘These esoteric systems of value must be discovered if commitment of 
group members are to be understood’ (Becker 1960, p. 39).
Finally, for each table, discourse markers and markers for modals, passive voice, past 
and present tense are to be clearly stated and discussed. The purpose is to assist in the 
sensemaking of meaningful data for the identification of ‘esoteric value’ or’ 
valuables’ (Becker 1961, p.39).
Step-four (Only for Question 8)
This section (7.3) refers to a descriptive inquiry on which the specificity analysis has 
focused. The analysis and findings focuses on phenomenological and on ad-hoc 
interpretation. The interviewer, to encourage more in-depth conversational talk, used 
extensive use of probes and prompts. This technique was used principally for 
Question 8 and only after participants offered their first response to the question set.
This inquiry for most parts treats culture not as a ‘variable’ that could be influenced 
but rather, a culture that ‘is’. The phenomenological inquiry permits the interviewer 
to work on ‘narrative’ in order to ‘capture’ ‘metaphors’, for plausible interpretation 
(Kvale 1996, pp. 203-204). The ad-hoc perspective permits an interpretation based on 
liberal and ‘free interplay of techniques during the analysis’ (Kvale 1996, pp.203- 
204).
Due to cultural complexity, the inquiry is however restricted to narrative and 
conversational talk, which resemble ‘symbolic’ and ‘ideational’ cues (Allarie and 
Firstoru 1984, pp.206-9) i.e. ‘on what people want to believe’ (Gabriel 1991b, p. 
429). The interviewer’s role is to play devils advocate. Prompts based on the 
conversation and within the reflective context of the moment, repeatedly ask why it is 
important to you - that you are a chef? Guided by specificities, the analysis and 
findings (7.3) draws from the transcript annotations, which is represented in three 
tables. Finally, a conclusion (7.4) provides a reflective overview of part two of the 
multiple-case study.
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7.1 Specificity (step three): analysis and findings
(with probes and limited prompts)
ai ^  ^bi
Process: For each case totalling multiple-case.
Premise: * A particular link is shown a2 *  ^  b2
between ‘A’ and ‘B \
primary and secondary: equivalence structures 
(Wallace 1961, p. 32)
(*Hill 1965 cited in Miles and Huberman 1994, p. 142).
7.1.1. Specificity, symbolic culture and mutual-equivalence
Specificity can assist equate symbols (for example, opportunity) with socio-cultural 
systems. Guided by Wallace (1961, p. 32), mutual-equivalence can provide 
structure(s) ‘as a reasonable interpretation of the logical relationship of material 
implication’. Transferred to commitment theory, the analysis of specificity based on 
mutual-equivalence should be able to specify key cultural ‘valuables’ (Becker 1960, 
p.39) as to their meaning and purpose to, for example, behavioural commitment. By 
this process this could assist hotel corporations to better understand enactments of 
chef-culture within 4 and 5 star UK properties. Therefore, to explore further, the data 
will now proceed to annotate ‘conversational talk’ with the additional use of interview 
probes or prompts.
The inquiry continues to draw from Table 6.12 in Chapter 6. To consolidate so far 
with strength o f association and consistency, the questions for organizational 
commitment pertained ‘effort’ (Question 1); ‘care’ (Question 2); ‘choice’ (Question
3); inspired by hotel (Question 5) to a relationship i.e. chefs with a behavioural 
commitment to organization with attitudinal commitment being reserved for the 
occupation.
In contrast questions for occupational commitment pertain ‘culinary skills’ (Question
4), ‘pressure’ (Question 6), ‘occupation’ (Question 7), ‘being a chef (Question 6) to a 
similar relationship i.e. chefs with a behavioural commitment to organization with 
attitudinal commitment reserved for the occupation.
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Protocol: Mutual equivalence
Specificity is the process showing a ‘particular link between A and B \ Related to this 
multiple-case study, this can be facilitated by applying Wallace’s (1961) conceptual 
tool with processes of primary and secondary structures. To elaborate, a primary 
structure among individuals can be considered to be a ‘material implication’ for 
reasonable ‘symbolic’ interpretation (Wallace 1961, p. 32). For example, such 
primary structures have been indicated in the analysis to strength of association and 
consistency. Secondary structures are principally still to be clarified or interpreted 
within this study. These are, for Wallace (1961, p. 32), the identification of 
‘instrumental acts’ with enactments to ‘consummatory acts’. To simplify, in the 
analogies chefs, like others, are consumers within society. As an out-group they hold 
perceived mandatory needs contained culturally within occupation and identity. They 
therefore interact ideographically as an out-group within society. This process 
interacts with components of functionalism, for example, organization. However, 
functionalism is a socio-cultural variable, which seeks a common consensus based on 
nomothetic parities. This relationship therefore manifests itself to local and 
international levels as the in-group (e.g. organization) and its corporate culture. 
Therefore ‘consummatory acts’ have an equivalence relationship within in-group and 
out-group processes. Moreover, for Wallace (1961, p. 32) ‘consummatory acts’ have 
the capability of building and /or sustaining minimal cognitive maps of participants 
within ideational and socio-cultural systems. These can relate to secondary structures, 
which can be reasonably interpreted through ‘conversation or identity in talk’. Just 
before moving on with conversational analysis it is important to clarify what Wallace 
terms as ‘minimal cognitive maps’. Culturally this can refer to ideation and be 
positively or negatively meaningful to the recipient. In Popper’s (1959) terminology 
this can represent the ‘psychology of knowledge’ e.g. what is personal to the 
individual or consensual to the group. Reasoning however, may not necessarily 
hold logic with positivistic-deductive reasoning but rather, in some instances, 
metaphysical parities. By way of critical extension, ‘minimal cognitive maps’ when 
related to a protocol of occupation can be highly tacit. Therefore, for Wallace (1961), 
cognitive maps are manifold and personal in nature. They are also highly complex. 
For example, the number of cognitive maps when connected to socio-cultural systems 
‘are well over a million’ (Wallace 1961, p. 36). Theoretically, they do not have to be
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shared by others (Wallace 1961). However, for an out-group and for the sake of 
solidarity, ‘minimal cognitive mapping’ is likely to occur for the good of the group, 
but in reality for personal individual ends. The premise however, suggests cognitive 
maps will therefore at best be of a modest interpretation to this research. The outcome 
of the conversational analysis will thus take the viewpoint of Wallace (1961, p. 38) in 
that for minimal cognitive mapping...
‘we assume that each participant’s map is valid (‘true’) and we assume 
that the relationship is two-valued (‘yes’ or ‘no’ rather than a probabilistic 
‘maybe’)’ (Wallace 1961, p. 38).
The research outcome therefore is likely to inform on ‘minimal cognitive maps’ from 
a culturally phenomenological stance, but nonetheless will provide a valued overall 
contribution to the findings.
Protocol: Conversation analysis
Guided by the consistency findings the analysis begins with the premise of equating 
‘talk’ findings i.e. categories of occupation, reputation, opportunity, hours of work 
and culinary skills. This analysis will reflect an across-case search as indicated in 
Chapter 6, Table 6.12. One objective is to confirm, or otherwise, primary structures 
and to link secondary structures from findings in identity in talk. Building from this 
objective there will be ‘talk’ evaluations with themes of culture and attitudinal and 
behavioural commitments.
Drawing from contemporary literature of conversational analysis (Antaki 1996, Foray 
and Woodilla 2002, Samra-Fredericks 2003) a starting point would be to use 
linguistic markers for discourse. It should be noted that most of the aforementioned 
research has been influenced by the respected works of the late Harvey Sacks. For 
example an often-quoted study of Sacks is Hotrodders (1979) - see literature review 
chapter. Others are Sacks’s ‘Lectures on Conversation’ (edited by Jefferson 1992) 
and Sack’s ‘Notes on Methodology’ (1984) -  see Chapters 3 and 4.
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7.1.2 Discourse markers
Samra-Fredericks (2003, p. 156) identifies well as signalling forthcoming dissonance 
within conversation analysis. In addition to well there are other discourse markers, 
which are available, for example, on the other hand, which can indicate narratives 
with: contrasting points (Swan 1998, pp. 151-143). Another example mind you or 
still, can denote contradiction (Swan 1998, pp. 151-143). However, the concern here 
will be to use discourse markers to note ‘whether expectations have been fulfilled or 
not’ (Swan 1998, p. 157). These are namely, in addition to well, transcript notations 
depicting words such as: actually, in fact, as a matter offact, and to tell the truth.
Protocol: ‘We’and \I’
Transferred to membership, transcriptions denoting we evokes activeness or 
passiveness to rhetorical talk and infers within identity theory out-group processes. 
This in addition to T  subsequently induces individuals to a self-evaluation and 
ultimately to a social categorisation. Related to the social processes chefs are likely to 
use discourse and rhetoric to state their identity and together their work sub-culture 
and occupation. These cultural cues within conversational talk should assist and 
clarify symbolic layers of culture and moreover, their operational explanation and 
interpretation thus far exhibited within the consistency analysis and findings. Placed 
within the context of conversational analysis this should expose what Woodilla and 
Forray (2002, 903) would refer to as ‘verbal routines’ e.g. ...’aspects of talk [(and)\, 
speaking practices employed by individuals in conversation to establish particular 
qualities of the scene’.
Protocol: storytelling and trouble setting
To further assist extractions for symbolic meanings, conversational analysis in 
addition to ‘we’ and T  will seek context by identifying narratives depicting Oh, 
which ‘occurs regularly in responses informing’ (Heritage 1984, p.300). Narratives of 
this kind can provide indicators for ‘temporary abandonment of ‘storytelling’ with a 
resumption of the story with narratives Oh:: anyway (Heritage 1984, p. 300). In 
contrast, the analysis will also seek to identify stories of ‘trouble tellers’ depicting for 
example, Did you know and/or Oh which is sometimes ‘greeted with’ some ‘laughter’ 
(Jefferson 1984, p. 366). Thus, this will be represented in some cases as an extension
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beyond specificity to a more phenomenological and/or ad-hoc non-structured 
manifestation within ‘talk’. To assist clarity, these will be clearly marked so as not to 
be confused with the findings of specificity.
7.1.3 Additional markers: modals passive voice; past and present tense 
Protocol: Modals
Recognising modals within the transcripts and with forthcoming dissonance can assist 
in identifying mood. Put simply, a modal can denote ‘the mood of a verb’ (Concise 
Oxford Dictionary 1976, p. 701), for example, an action, state or occurrence (New 
Oxford Dictionary, 1998, p. 2053). Swan (1998, p. 344) speaks of two forms of 
modals one representing degrees of certainty e.g. probable, possible, impossible and 
the other, obligations and freedom to act. Analytical notations of this kind should 
assist clarification and meaning with discourse, storytelling and moreover, clarify 
facets with cultural practice(s) and norm(s) with commitment attributes.
Protocol: passive voice; past and present tense
Finally, in addition to noting active discourse, the analysis for conversational talk will 
also search for the passive voice. Passive structures or voice ‘deemphasizes the doer 
of the action and makes the subject the receiver’ (Hodges et al., 1998, p. 80). In 
doing so, probabilities may reveal limited elements of passive to tacit culture. 
Moreover, this type of analysis should provide storylines that form perspectives of 
noting culturally surface occupational values, which indirectly enact with cultural 
practice(s) and norm(s). Furthermore, explanations in talk may offer contributory cues 
as to where attitudinal and/or behavioural commitment resides. However, it is 
recognised that the majority of conversational talk is likely to hold commentaries in 
active voice based on past and/or present tense.
The analysis
The sequence will proceed by identifying and confirming specificity via approaches to 
primary structures (i.e. developing cultural ideation from consistency finding). 
Secondary structures will focus on probable functionalist enactments as a way of 
predicting minimal cognitive mapping to occupational identity. Both structures are
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likely to show symbolic affiliations. Using an identification of discourse markers in 
analysing ‘talk’, for example, ‘well’ (Samra-Fredericks 2003, p. 156) it should be 
possible to expose structure i.e. ‘within the mind of cultural bearers’ (Allaire and 
Firsirotu, 1984). The process should identify a ‘rhetorical force’ (Samra-Fredericks 
2003, p. 156) notably as supported by Fine (1996) in chefs who, for example, see 
themselves among others as quasi-professionals. In addition, the identification of 
passive voice will aim to indicate cultural cues that will identify cultural 
stratifications. This could assist with active discourse as to where attitudinal and 
behavioural commitment resides. The end result will be to link specificities to 
commitment components in terms of occupational ‘valuables’ (Becker 1960).
Table 7.1 (below) show the symbols used in the compilation and annotation of the 
typed transcripts. They have been applied to the proceeding analysis and findings i.e. 
in Tables 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9. These symbols are in addition to 
markers used for discourse, past and present tense, modals (e.g. mood) storytelling 
and ‘troubles telling’.
Table 7.1 Transcription -  notations used in this research
Prefix Identities in talk’: Notations Reference
(■) The shortest hearable pause, less than about 0.2 of a second A
(..)(...) Approximately timed pause: half a second and one second 
respectively
B
(0.03) (2 secs) Examples of exactly timed pause C
[ . . . ] Indicates that material has been left out of extract D
Wo(h)rd (h) denotes ‘laughter’ within word E
lo:ng Colons show that the speaker has stretched the preceding letter or 
sound. The more colons the greater the extent of the stretching
F
( ) Unclear speech or noise to which no approximations is made G
Under (non bold) Underlining indicates emphasis H
[ ] e.g. [May 1 ask 
you why?]
Material in square brackets indicates transcribers commentary (for 
example, Interviewer’s utterance in form of probe or prompt)
1
Source: Antaki, C. and Widdicombe, S. 1998. Identities in talk. Sage publications, London. Original source: 
Atkinson, J, M. and Heritage. J. 1984. Structure of social actions: Studies in conversations analysis. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press.
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7.2 Specificity: discourse analysis and findings
Culturally Table 6.12 in Chapter 6, highlights a series o f ‘valuables’ (Becker 1996, p.39), 
which have been ranked to represent five consistent themes. The specificity analysis 
continues the process by notating among others cultural layers, which are attributed to 
chefs formulating their minimal cognitive maps as to their well being (e.g. mood, 
discourse, storytelling, etc) and therefore, expectancy.
The process will assist in clarifying as to what is culturally valuable to chefs. A cultural 
meaningfulness to sets of ‘valuables’ is to offer clearer understandings as to the 
identification self-percept give to organizational and/or occupational commitment. 
Ranked in order of importance Table 7.2 begins with chefs concern and expectancy for 
opportunity.
Table 7.2 Specificity across multiple-case: rank one, opportunity
Discourse Markers i.e. ‘well’, ‘in fact’ and ‘actually’ including... 
Markers associated to question in bold perse and....
Marker - Past tense indicated by bold italic 
Marker - Present tense indicated by non bold italic 
Marker - (note) pres-per = present-perfect in non bold italic 
Marker - Modals indicated by jboxl format 
Marker - Passive indicated by bold underline
Question Case
1
(Effort) 
Comis chef 
Aged 21 
Male
1
(Effort) 
Chef de 
partie 
Aged 25 
Male
1
(Effort) 
Demi chef 
Aged 25 
Male
1.5
2.8
2.10
Transcript
Well, once I’m in-in work it’s a one hundred percent 
nothing comes before work and I mean that so (..) I give it 
all when I’m here [prompt: why do-why do you do that?] It’s 
my job and umm (..) I feel that (..) they have given m e the 
opportunity to work here so I am going to give it back. 
[Brilliant OK].
w e don’t, i don’t mind well, we have to (...) effort wise, I 
think |we would probably glvel a hundred and twenty the
k itch en  well, and trying to prove to others and I think
it’s because we all work together an so close; its like as 
second family kind of thing.
Ahh in percentage what? [Sorry?] In percentage? [probe: 
You can if you want] Well, yeah basically one hundred 
percent is ah ... as a professional have to be in my 
career.
Marker Line
(well)/ 0.01
present 0.02
0.03
present 0.04
perfect 0.05
0.06
(Well) 0.07
modal 0.08
present 0.09
(Well) 0.10
0.11
(Well) 0.12
0.13
present 0.14
0.15
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1
(Effort) 
Chefde 
partie 
Aged 23 
Male
1
(Effort) 
Executive 
chef 
Aged 38 
Male
3.15
4 .17
I’ll would say, I would put! all my effort to my work [prompt: modal
and you are prepared to do that?] and I am very passive
prepared too that as well [probe: W hy are you prepared to 
do that?] Umm, beca(h)use this is m (h)y ca(h)reer;
(laugher from the respondent) my passion. present
It’s not a question of how hours you put in umm (..) we do present
all the time, ah(..) when /, see opportunity /  think of(..) of present
things we can do
1
(Effort) 
Breakfast 
chef 
Aged 45 
Male
4 .20  You know. So I use to put more effort and ( . . . )  and as I past
put more effort I  saw the success coming through. past
[coming through?] yeah, but its Umm (3secs) it’s well I’ll (Well)
always saw the catering industry as ah (..) being in the  
military you’re got to be fairly strong and fit, mentally and 
physically
2
(Care) 
Executive 
chef 
Aged 38 
Male
2
(Care) 
Demi chef 
Aged 25 
Male
2
(Care) 
Chefde 
partie 
Aged 27 
Female
1.1
3
(Choice) 
Executive 
chef 
Aged 38 
Male
3
(Choice) 
Sous chef 
Aged 34 
Male
3
Choice 
Demi chef 
Aged 25 
Male
2.1
5.22
1.1
2.7
2.10
ah, well I have invested myself in it since pre-opening so I- 
I obviously care about because I have given 4-years of my 
life into the project
ah Well, ah vir-virtually ye::s I would care (..) and why  
becau:::se (..) I’m working for- I’m working in this hotel its 
been slightly different this hotel. Apparently that chef was 
voted the best hotel in London -  5 star hotel in London so
therefore |l ‘d like] to keep the standards up.
well at all (..) and I was very glad to leave went un(hh)der 
(..) and sort of start going down-hill after you have left. (..) 
and you actually feel a sense of -quite terrible (..) a  sense  
of sort-of relief-even (..) to say well leaving that hotel was 
the right thing to do because ( ) (..) and skills like mine 
were valuable and m aybe you felt you weren’t being 
recognised there (..) I know I certainly didn’t feel like I was  
being recognised there (..) so when I did leave
I met with (name of Director) and we met, and (..) the hotel 
was a long w ay-way and I was I..) offered a great 
opportunity and I took that opportunity.
Well I felt like, it was pointless for me, I was being 
wasted. Not wasted that sounds (..) arrogant I guess(..) 
just like (..) I got more to do-give to
Well, umm, yes I saw ( ) I said yeah definitely. I came 
here did my interview (..) Umm yeah. [So really it was 
your first choice?]. Yes, [because of the reputation]. Yes, 
virtually.
(Well)
present
perfect
(Well)
present
past
modal
(well)/
past
present/
(actually)
past
(well)
past
past&
passive
past
passive
(well)/
passive
past
(well)/
past
0.16
0 .17
0.18
0.19
0.20
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.25
0 .26
0 .27
0.28
0.29
0.30
0.31
0.32
0 .33
0 .34
0 .35
0 .36
0 .37
0 .38
0 .39
0 .40
0.41
0.42
0 .43
0 .44
0 .45
0 .46
0 .47
0 .49
0 .50
0.51
0 .52
0 .53
0 .54
0 .55
0 .56
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3
(Choice) 
Chef de 
partie 
Aged 27 
Female
3
(Choice) 
Chef de 
partie 
Aged 25 
Male
5
(Inspires) 
Sous chef 
Aged 34 
Male
5
(Inspires) 
Chef de 
partie 
Aged 27 
Female
5
(Inspires) 
Trainee 
Aged 40 
Male
5.22 Ok, the answer to that is actually no (..) umm, and it’s 
funnily enough, however, I found it to be the best choice.
In particular, the best choice for m e  Well, he rang
around a bit at the tim e- and umm, at the time in my other 
job as I said I wasn’t very happy in my position job- in 
fact I wasn’t happy at ail to be quite honest, which was 
partially the reason why (..) I was looking to get out (..) I 
was feeling I was gaining nothing from that job, there’s 
was no satisfaction in it.
6 .29  Umm, the first choice. No, it was not my first choice. I 
grew to like it. [probe: So what was your first choice at 
the time of looking?]. My first choice was working in a 
very big hotel, a five star, to see how things are going on 
[Yes]. To learn ...
2 .7  I say no, the hotel doesn’t inspire m e (..) the C hef inspires 
you (..) or he inspires m e (..) and Iwould speak] and say  
that’s from everyone in the kitchen (.) the people who are 
delectated to catering and what w e are going Umm, but 
the hotel No.
5.22
5.27
umm, when we do our new menus everyb o dy  is g iven  the 
o pp o rtu n ity  to create their own dishes: and to that it sort
of something of your ow n when it goes out |you can
say, well (.) This is me on a plate basically.
Yeah, Yeah course it inspires  ( ) give me
opportunity to go for that, for continuation with the chefs 
course. ( ) Go for that and make improvements.
present/ 
actually 
(well)/ 
past 
past 
in fact 
past 
past 
past
past
past
past
present
present/
modal
present
present/
passive
modal
(well)
present
present
(Pressure) 
Executive 
chef 
Aged 38 
Male
1.1 So to maintain that consistency day by day, service by present 
service; the room for error is enormous and that-that w ay  
chefs are the way they are; the pressures of the m om ent present
and the responsibility of that you know, is evident every present
time you do it
(Pressure) 
Chef de 
partie 
Aged 34 
Male
(Occupation) 
Demi Chef 
Aged 25 
Male
(Occupation) 
Executive 
chef 
Aged 32 
Male
2.8
2.10
4 .17
because we are under constant pressure you |can’t crack] present/
if you crack that’s it you’ve lost it (.) lose it and that’s the modal
end of the day (.) but- job description I think we are more present
than- we’ve more than just cooks you know, (..) we’ve present
(.03) artists umm, (.02) yeah always thinking new ideas all present
the time, umm
Well, it’s a profession where you are always learning- (well)/
learning where ever kitchen you go or different chefs you present
m eet (.) you will learn different things of everyone really.
So, if you are willing to learn a bit of everyone you [could] present/
become! a really good chef to be perfectly honest. modal
Umm, cooks and prepares ah different type of food and 
then prepare ( ) life-skills and all the other skills that go to 
being about to prepare it and the knowledge and umm. 
That it’s quite an exciting business to be in umm
0.57
0 .58
0 .59
0 .60
0.61
0 .62
0 .63
0 .64
0 .65
0.66
0 .67
0.68
0 .69
0 .70
0.71
0 .72
0 .73
0 .74
0 .75
0 .76
0 .77
0 .78
0 .79
0 .80
0.81
0 .82
0 .83
0 .84
0 .85
0.86
0 .87
0.88
0 .89
0 .90
0.91
0 .92
0 .93
0 .94
0 .95
0 .96
0 .97
0 .98
0 .99
0.100
0.101
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(Important) 
Chef de 
partie 
Aged 29 
Female
(Important) 
Breakfast 
chef 
Aged 43 
Male
1.3 It is im portant that I am a chef. And I think it is more 
important for wom en to say ‘they are’ a  chef than just
m en  Umm [probe: W hy?]. Because w e get a hard
time in a  kitchen. This is definitely a m an’s world. Um m . 
So, I need to prove myself double the amount that any man  
does. Just because-l’ve had a lot of problems in kitchens 
with, you know, really sexist men in my time. Umm, it’s not 
always a good thing, but if |you canl over-come that and try 
and get above it and then, you know, it ’s people say ‘it’s all 
about winning’ well hell, yes it is about winning (..) If I can 
prove myself
4.20 Yes, it is important to me that I am chef [prompt: So
it’s part of your working- do you see a career or a  
profession?]. Mine, mine, a profession. I think I have had 
m y career ( ) .
present 0 .102
present 0 .103
present 0 .104
0 .105
0 .106
pres-per 0 .107
0 .108
modal 0 .109
present 0 .110
(well)/ 0.111
present 0 .112
present 0 .113
pres- per 0 .114
0 .115
0 .116
(Important) 
Trainee 
Aged 40 
Male
(Important) 
Chefde 
partie 
Aged 30 
Male
6 .27  It is very important to be a  chef because for two year I ’ve 
learnt- been learnt in the kitchen for my scholarship (.) be 
observant, seeing them, showing me (.) what to do. 
Som etim es they tell me, ‘this is not right’, I think there is 
instruction. Now I am begging it. I want to continue to be at 
that level. Yeah, to know w hat is right. I know I can m ake it. 
If I have the opportunity and they have given m e the 
opportunity at this hotel.
6 .30  Oh, a hard question. Well, of course it’s important, 
definitely (.) it’s like I said on the first question I ’ve worked 
this always in my mind (.) It’s mv name.
Pres-per 0 .117
0 .118
0 .119
present 0 .120
0.121
present 0 .122
pres-per 0 .123
0 .124
(Well)/ 0 .125
present 0 .126
pres-per 0 .127
Findings for opportunity
The theme of opportunity was expressed in all cases except in Question 4. Arguably, in 
Question 4, chefs needing culinary skills and occupational teamwork substituted other 
themes to that of opportunity. Opportunity within the findings of consistency is ranked 
highest and is of the most concern to chefs. Without minimal opportunity commitment 
and the intention to stay could be low. Therefore, high levels of commitment can be 
maintained in most cases if chefs can experience opportunity. Secondary structure, e.g. 
‘consummatory’ can infer an importance to being a chef (participants comments to 
Question 8). Pressure in most cases is accepted as part of occupational life (participants 
comments to Question 7) but is more accepted if culinary artistry consistent with 
quality and learning is taking place (participants comments to Question 6). From the 
equivalence viewpoint, the secondary structure for chefs would be how favourable the
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instrumental acts are within organization. Put simply, what does the hotel offer in 
terms of opportunity? Clearly for most chefs the hotel needs ‘standing’. However, 
there is some tentative evidence that there could be temporal levels of attitudinal 
commitment, but only to the facilitation of chefs accumulating side-bets. The findings 
reveal hotels do not generally inspire many chefs to the point that they become 
attitudinally committed. One feasible explanation was noted in the analysis for strength 
of association and consistency in which chefs worked long hours (see Chapter 6, Table
6.12 column ‘D’ Question 5). This could be a contributory reason for lack of attitudinal 
commitment with organization. Notably, from a functionalist perspective, this allows a 
greater attachment of commitment to occupation. In contrast chefs use a hotel’s 
reputation as instrumental worth in order to develop their occupational careers (see 
Chapter 6, Table 6.12, Column B). The consistency findings together with the 
specificity analysis have allowed the researcher to modestly identify minimal cognitive 
paths for chefs with regard to their relationship within organization. Identity is highly 
symbolically attached to the occupation. Cultural layers viewed from the perspectives 
of cultural valuables link opportunity to building reputation and importance of being a 
chef from issues of status, equality and profession, to name a few. Overall, the 
transcripts show with plausible reliability that hotels fulfil instrumental facilities for 
chefs’ aspirations. However, evidence suggests that hotels overall fail to inspire chefs 
sufficiently in the long term from an attitudinal viewpoint and one based on 
organization commitment.
Discourse
Chefs use the most active discourse to talk of opportunity. Talk is related to the 
organizational-occupational relationship. For example, terms synonymous with 
opportunity were demonstrated within the framework of specificity through Question 1 
(case-1.1), Question 2 (case- 1.1; 2.1; 5.22), Question 3 (case- 2.7; 2.10; 5.22), 
Question 7 (case- 2.10) and Question 8 (case- 1.3). Overall, conversational talk 
depicts an out-group identity, which reveals the ‘importance’ of being a chef (lines 
0.102, 0.113, 0.117, 0.123) and notations to a profession (lines 0.14, 0.93). Moreover, 
these narratives demonstrate a commitment based on developmental and professional 
growth.
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Discourse marker well
The discourse marker ‘well’ demonstrated positive talk to opportunity from the 
perspective of self-investment (case-1.1, line 0.30). This is often reinforced by 
‘trying to proving to others’ (case- 2.8, line 0.08) the importance of a ‘career’ (case- 
2.10, line 0.15) to avoid ‘being wasted’ (case-2.7, line 0.50) and to avoid ‘gaining 
nothing’ (case- 5.22, line 0.64). Opportunity is about for example, ‘winning and 
proving oneself (case- 1.3, line 0.111). The transcripts concerned with the discourse 
marker ‘well’ provide a clear indication that commitment to organization is 
behavioural and one that is based on the relationship of mutual-equivalence.
Specificity and passive accounts
Alongside well, passive accounts in the past tense showed a few chefs ‘not being 
recognised’ (case- 5.22 lines 0.43-45); ‘being wasted’ (case- 2.7, line 0.50); and 
‘gaining nothing’, (case- 5.22, line 0.64). In the present tense chefs are aware of 
‘opportunity’ (case- 5.22, line 0.77-78), for which they are prepared to ‘give’ (case- 
3.15, line 0.17-18). Passive accounts, although few, provided an insight to 
expectancy e.g. opportunity that have been realised or unrealised. In many respects, 
passive accounts illuminated inverted cultural thinking with an insight of their 
occupational intent.
Specificity and modals
Modals had a tendency to compensate active discourse well. It infers the mood 
partially with cultural practices and norms. Contextually, they provide an insight to 
persistence. For example despite the pressure chefs are under, they demonstrate 
resilience. In the present tense if ‘you can’t crack if  [...] you’ve lost i f  (case- 2.8, 
lines 0.88-89) or learn from others ‘you could become a really good chef (case- 2.10, 
lines 0.96-97); ‘you can overcome’ (case- 1.3, line 0.109), ‘you can say - this is me 
on a plate basically’ (case-5.22, lines 0.78-79).
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Specificity and present-perfect
Narratives have, in limited areas, shown the present-perfect progressive and the present 
tense. This represents conversational talk ‘which started in the past and is still ongoing’ 
(Swan 1998, p. 420). In simple terms the present-perfect tense demonstrates an ‘up to 
now focus’ (Swan 1998, p. 420). For opportunity, chefs seek reputable hotels to work 
for. In Question 3 the present-perfect was demonstrated from the perspective of self­
investment.
‘Was this hotel the first choice to workfor, over other hotels that you 
were considering at the time (..) why? ’
‘I’ have given 4 years of my life into this project’
(case-1.1, line 0.31) or
‘apparently the chef was voted the best chef in London’
(case- 2.1, lines 0.35-36).
This demonstrates attitudinal commitment residing with occupation.
Table 7.3 Specificity across multiple-case: rank two, occupation
Discourse Markers i.e. ‘well’, ‘in fact’ and ‘actually’ including... 
Markers associated with: question in bold perse and....
Marker - Past tense indicated in bold italic 
Marker - Present tense indicated by non bold italic 
Marker - (note) pres-per = present-perfect in non bold italic 
Marker - Modals indicated by [box] format 
Marker - Passive indicated by bold underline
Question Case
5
(Inspire) 
Chefde 
partie 
Aged: 25 
Male
2.8
Transcript
and a lot of people who don’t come from a big 5- S tar 
establishment say it’s I can’t cope with that (..) too a hard 
for me (..) because I’ve - 1 spoke to people, and I hold m e ‘
this is a very hard kitchen’ very, very hard  You
know. I am still inspired bv this place of course [Yes] I 
wouldn’t be here) otherwise, but if they push on staffing a 
little, I think (..) cause we have causal coming in every two 
or three weeks. I jmight as w ell just press that tape recorder
and repeat myself again, explain it again, again, again and 
again, [but you can never] (..) give them (..) jobs to do and 
know they are going to do them probably. ( ) Ivou can ’tl
relax land think his doing this that’s great I will carry on 
doing this (..) [Prompt: So you are teaching really aren ’t 
you?] Well yeah, we are really (..) I mean, you [can’tj-1 don’t 
this kitchen ban run! on just casual staff, because at the  
moment I think there are more casual in our kitchen, than 
there is full time.
Marker Line
1.01
present 1.02
past 1.03
1.04
passive/ 1.05
modal 1.06
modal 1.07
1.08
present 1.09
modal/ 1.09
present 1.10
modal 1.11
modal 1.12
present/ 1.13
modal 1.14
modal 1.15
present 1.16
1.17
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5
(Inspire) 
Demi Chef 
A ged:19 
Male
5
(Inspire) 
Sous Chef 
Aged: 30 
Male
4
(Skills)
Executive
chef
Aged;34
Male
4
(Skills) 
Executive 
Chef 
Aged:32 
Male
4
(Skills) 
Executive 
chef 
Aged: 38 
Male
6
(Pressure) 
Executive 
chef 
Aged: 38 
Male
6
(Pressure) 
Executive 
chefs 
Aged: 46 
Male
3.12 Yeah, the hotel does (..) it does (..) because its so busy (..) present
the hotel in general; which we work harder, faster and the present
expectations are so high we produce good food, [probe: present
So, (..) in what ways does that inspire you ?] (.08) umm (..) present
not sure really
3 .13  I always give a hundred percent (.03). [Probe: W hy might it present
not get the best out of you?]. Because we work too m any present
hours there’s too m any politics that goes on, sam e old (..)
you probably heard a thousand times. Now days people past
don’t want to work 15 hours I’m sure people told you that past
before I don’t (..) I ’m sick o f it. I ’m sick o f working 15 hours present
a  day and being paid for 8. And at the end of the day I am present
30 old (..) I ’m been doing this 12 years present/
perfect
2 .6  I think the kitchen’s moved umm (.) certainly the four years present
since I have been here (.) it’s not due just myself (..) you present/
know, (..) due to the team that’s been around me (..) umm perfect
that food has gone from strength to strength. I’m not saying 
we are the best because we not, but I am certainly very present
proud of what we do send out. present
4 .17  I think if you have umm a chef who passionate about food present
and eating food and ah (..) you know, can do ice- carvings 
and ice scalpers and things like that (..) motivates the team 
specially the team that come in know are very young (..) present
they need direction and ah (..) showing there is a lot of (.) present
skills and flair that can be mound into a profession and it 
just a  case of producing covers on time.
5 .23  Umm culinary skills in respect of (..) training people. If you Modal/
haven ’t got the cu linary  skills then (..) [you can’t] train the Actually
people up to the desired standard you ac tu a lly  want.
1.1 the p ressures of the moment and the resp o ns ib ility  of passive 
that you know, is ev id en t every time you do it. Ah, so I passive 
think that’s why its steel. You have to be a  strong present 
character. I haven’t seen a good chef myself (..) I hate to present/ 
say a w eak character, but I’m sure you understand w hat I perfect 
mean. They have got be able to hold th e ir  ow n am o n g s t present/ 
th e  best of them and not flinch and be to genuinely, perfect 
genuinely care.
3.11 I’m- I’m w ell [I wouldn’t [call myself a  Diplomat because I (well)/
don’t think I am . Ah, but I am a man that makes thing modal/
happen and m ake things work, [prompt: How Iwouldl present
describe then a chef (..) one of your chefs to somebody in 
another departm ent (.) what they did ?]. As a highly- w e ll it Past
would depend |on what level but say, chefde partie these modal/
chefs are highly skilled person who cooks at a very high present
standard and who works aw fu lly  hard for what he earns. present
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1.31
1.32
1.33
1.34
1.35
1.36
1.37
1.38
1.39
1.40
1.41
1.42
1.43
1.44
1.45
1.46
1.47
1.48
1.49
1.50
1.51
1.52
1.53
1.54
1.55
1.56
1.57
1.58
1.59
1.60  
1.61
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(Pressure) 
Breakfast 
chef 
Aged: 43 
Male
4.20
(Pressure) 
Chef de 
partie 
Aged: 25 
Male
(Occupation) 
Chef de 
partie 
Aged: 29 
Female
(Occupation) 
Executive 
chef 
Aged: 34 
Male
6 .29
1.3
3.11
(Occupation) 
Executive 
Chef 
Aged: 50 
Male
6 .26
You got to be a lunatic to start with (Laugher). If you want 
to be a chef you have got to love the job or hate it. It is 
hard work, umm, I had a  young worker with me last. He is 
on a - school learning. [Training ah, release- adult 
training?]. Yeah he wants to a chef and -  I will com e up 
with the nam e of it. He was very keen and I w as just 
helping me to him all the aspects of the job. W hat hours 
you are going to put in, what hard work it is, plus the stress 
you are going to come under. I said, If you think you are 
going to handle all of that and that you and I said, and like 
really like cheffing I said then- then it’s umm, a good job. I 
said I have been doing it 47 year- so I must like it (..) 
otherwise I wouldn’t be in- You know the work experience a  
school boy, he was 16 years old. He was quite willing. 
Everything I told him to do. I think he is going to make a 
good chef.
The definition of a chef well, as you and me know, a chef 
is- they |must have| a  big kitchen like, a big chef, what as a  
chef like who w orks in a kitchen, [probe: Just teli me what 
you- [how would] you describe ah-ah typical chef?]. A  typical 
chef, a you mean-? [probe: To somebody that works 
here?]. That work here (.) a typical chef here, is a chef that 
(.03) you -y o u  have to just know everything inside-inside of 
the kitchen.
Well, I think it goes without saying, I think most chefs are 
pretty (.) passionate w hat they do. Ok, I’ve met a couple 
that weren’t- but they didn’t last very long, [prompt: So  
they have to be part of a-]. Yeah, you need to have som e  
sort of umm, there needs to be a spirit about you or ah, 
you know.
It’s a difficult question because it depends at what level you 
cook doesn’t it. But I think a chef Imust be! a committed
person of what he does. Ah, he Imust be willing |to-to like 
bring at least a one hundred percent the table otherwise it 
will not- will not work. Cause chefs I think are quite strange 
people- it’s not always (.) about how much m o ney th e y  
earn (.) but more kind of p ra ise  th e y  g et f rom people and 
they are support w ithin the structure of an organization.
I ’m a chef, I cook food (..) I ’m quite happy to say that. I’m 
to say that, I don’t (..) I don’t have to say you know, I make 
wedding cakes; I make sugar boxes; I make chocolates ( ) -  
(.02) (..)[prompt: Is- is cheffing an art?]. Definitely. [Why?]. 
Well, you-you creating that is something that is beautiful.
Could be Ivisual. ICould be| vital and ( ) .  [prompt: W hy inst it, 
but surely it is a craft isn’t it not really artist?]. Umm, There  
is a  craft involved. [Yeah]. There a  craft involved so, yes 
y o u ' 1can say, for instance with a cake, m ake a cake. Umm,
you Iwould need [to learn th e  cra ft of how to maybe hold a 
piping bag how to make a piping bag, but what actually put 
on the cake on the end is the art. The craft is usually the 
tools.
present 1.62
pres-pref 1.63
past 1.64
present 1.65
present 1.66
past 1.67
present 1.68
1.69
passive/ 1.70
past- 1.71
present 1.72
perfect/ 1.73
present 1.74
past- 1.75
present 1.76
1.77
(well)/ 1 .78
present/ 1 .79
modal 1.80
present 1.81
modal 1.82
present 1.83
present 1.84
1.85
(Well)/ 1 .86
pres-per 1.87
past 1.88
pres-per 1.89
present 1.90
1.91
Present/ 1.92
modal 1.93
modal 1.94
1.95
present 1 .96
passive 1.97
passive 1.98
passive 1.99
present 1 .100
pres-per 1.102
present 1 .103
present 1 .104
present 1 .105
(Well)/ 1 .106
modal 1 .107
1 .108
modal 1 .109
modal/ 1 .110
present/ 1.111
actually) 1 .112
1 .113
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(Important) 
Sous chef 
Aged 30 
Male
(Important) 
Sous chef 
Aged: 34 
Male
(Important) 
Chefde 
partie 
Aged: 25 
Male
3 .13  [prompt: Are you committed to you’re your occupation, the
occupation of chefs for example, or to any one 
organization?]. I ’m committed to (..) I ’m not committed to 
an organization^.) at all.
[prompt]: Are you more committed to your occupation and
5 .25  to any one hotel?]. Yeah, [probe: To w hat the hotel or the 
occupation?]. To my occupation, [probe: Why?]. 
Because, (..) to me it’s (.03) it’s fascinating the stuff comes 
in and out of seasons; companies com e and go; the 
cooking is always there.
6 .29  I will attempt to come out and go and see how chefs what 
other chefs operate in other places, [probe: For what 
reason?]. Just because of experience (.) that experience- 
m anagem ent experience. I don’t want to be C hef de partie 
for the rest of my life, [prompt/ probe: So, if I say the 
question again, Iwould you! be loyal to your occupation or 
to any one organization- what Iwould you] be?]. I would 
more loyal to my occupation, [prompt: on ( ..) with the 
premise of gaining experience?]. Yeah, the- |l would] be
more loyal to my occupation with the -with the yes, of 
gaining experience in life, yeah.
present 1.114
1.115
present 1.116
1.117
present 1.118
present 1.119
1.120
1.121
1.122
present 1.123
1.124
1.125
1.126
present 1 .127
present 1 .128
modal 1 .129
modal 1 .130
1.131
modal 1 .132
1.133
present 1 .134
Findings for occupation
Chefs demonstrate an identity that is resiliency committed to the occupation. This is in 
spite of chefs’ perceptions of working hard and long hours. Chef expression for their 
occupation is from a culinary stance and one based on team camaraderie. 
Professionalism, passion and artistry are commonly linked with praise and personal 
growth. In particular, a narrative reveals organizations needing to facilitate appropriate 
‘support structures’ (case-3.11, line 199) where, for example, chefs can Team the craft’ 
based on culinary creativities (case- 6.26, lines 1.108-9).
Question 8 allowed the interviewer to play ‘devils advocate’ where prompts related to 
‘why’ it was so important to be a chef. Deliberately designed to be the last question, the 
interviews allowed for some intense and in-depth discussion to identity issues. In some 
instances chefs were put on the spot and asked to state their convictions, for example, ‘if 
you were given the opportunity why not do something else?’ and ‘are you more 
committed to your organization or occupation?’ Narratives revealed ‘I’m not committed 
to an organization (..) at all’ (case- 3.13, lines 1.116-7) or commitment ‘to my 
occupation’ (5.25, line 1.120) or ‘I would be more loyal to my occupation’ (case- 6.29 
linesl.130-1).
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Due to the nature of interviewing these narratives show specificities and 
discursiveness alongside an emotive self-positioning for occupation. In summary, 
this reveals chefs determined to stick to their occupation whatever the circumstances.
In other words, commitment to organization became in many instances their 
secondary consideration.
Discourse
Active discourse from the position of well for occupation was minimal.
Discourse, which depicted well appeared in Question 5, an organizational construct:
‘Does the hotel inspire the very best in you (..) why)? ’
Here a chef complained in terms of there are too-many casuals’
(see case- 3.13, lines 1.14-5).
The marker well appeared again in Question 6 an occupation construct:
‘How would you describe to others, in the hotel you work, the definition of a chef? ’
‘I’m I’m well, wouldn’t’ call my self a diplomat because I don’t think I am’ 
(case- 3.11, line 1.54)
‘ The definition of a chef well, as you and me know [...] must have a big kitchen’ 
(case- 6.29, line 1.78).
and Question 7 also an occupational construct:
‘How would you describe to others, who do not know the industry - what a chef is? ’
‘Well, it goes with out saying, I think most chefs are pretty passionate’
(case-1.7, lines 1.86-7).
‘Well, you are creating something that is beautiful’
(case- 6.26, line 1.105).
Identity o f self-categorisation ‘I ’ and ‘We’ social-categorisation
Overall, chefs spoke in the present tense relating symbolic issues to occupation. 
Chefs spoke in plural terms e.g. ‘we have casuals’ (case- 2.8, line 1.07); ‘we produce 
good food’ (case- 3.12, line 1.20); ‘we work too many hours’ (case-3.13, line 1.24);
‘we are the best...’ (case- 2.6, line 1.35); ‘the team’ (case-4.17, line 1.39); ‘they have 
got to be able to hold there own amongst the best’ (case- 1.1, lines 1.51-2). More 
regularly singular terms were used for occupational pressure and hard work e.g. ‘I am 
sick of working 15-hours a day being paid for 8’ (case- 3.13, line 1.28-9);‘pressures 
of the moment... Ah, so I think that’s why its steel... You have to be a strong
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character’ (case- 1.1, lines 1.47-50); Ah, but I am a man that makes things happen 
(case- 3.11, line 1.55-6); ‘Its hard work I had a young work with me last’ (case- 4.19, 
line 1.63-4); I think chefs are pretty passionate’ (case- 1.3, line 1.86-7) and 
‘occupation ’ e.g. ‘cause chefs I think are quite strange people- it’s not always about 
how much money they earn, but more the praise they get...’ (case- 3.11, lines 1.96- 
8); I’m a chef, I cook food, I’m quite happy about that’ (6.26, line 1.100); ‘ I’m not 
committed to the organization at all’ (case- 3.13, lines 6.1.116-7).
Modals
Modals indicate a mood to standards, tools and learning to do the job with pride. 
Skills underpin occupational standing. A chef expressed ‘you can’t run this kitchen 
on casual staff, indicating there should be time for training (case- 2.8, line 1.13-5). 
Time for learning is an issue e.g. ‘you can’t train the people up to the desired standard 
you actually want’ (case- 5.23, lines 1.45-6) and similar for ‘causal’ staff (case-2.8, 
lines 1.07-16). Standards are of importance e.g. ‘I wouldn’t call my self a diplomat 
because I don’t think I am’ (case-3.11, line 1.54); chefs e.g. ‘must be committed’ 
(case- 3.11, line 1.93) and loyalty e.g. ‘I would be more loyal to my occupation’ 
(case- 6.29, line 1.131).
Passive voice
Passive voice was minimal. However, where noted ‘praise’ was important i.e. ‘I am 
still inspired by this place’ (case- 2.8, line 1.05). A senior describing the ropes to a 
younger chef describes in past-tense describing attributes of a chef as hard work ‘plus 
the stress you are going to come under’, inferring if you can handle that then that’s 
‘cheffing’ (case- 4.20, lines 1.70-3). Related to pressure, occupation would imply 
knowing the moment and taking responsibility to a point that ‘you can’t relax’ (case- 
2.8, lines 1.10-1). In summary passive voice reveals occupational norms to pressure 
and the importance for praise based on their efforts to do well.
Present perfect
In many ways the present perfect gives reinforcement to the passive voice. For 
example an executive chef comments that ... ‘chefs are pretty passionate of what 
‘they’ do [...] there needs to be a spirit about you’ (case-1.3, lines 1.87-90). Success 
however, relies on the team ‘that’s been around you’ (case- 2.6, lines 1.32-3).
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Table 7.4 Specificity across multiple-case: rank three, reputation
Discourse Markers i.e. ‘weir, ‘in fact’ and ‘actually’ including... 
Markers associated with: question -  in bold perse  and.... 
Marker i.e. ‘Oh’ for story telling and troubles telling.
Marker - Past tense indicated in bold italic 
Marker - Present tense indicated by non bold italic 
Marker - (note) pres-per = present-perfect in non bold italic 
Marker - Modal indicated by [box| format 
Marker - Passive indicated by bold underline
Question Case
3
(Choice) 
Commis chef 
Aged.21 
Male
1.5
3
(Choice) 
Executive 
chef 
Aged 34 
Male
3
(Choice) 
Trainee 
Aged 17 
Male
5
(inspire) 
Sous chef 
Aged 34 
Male
5
(Inspire) 
Demi chef 
Aged 20 
Male
2.6
3.14
2.7
5.21
ould
ould
Transcript
It seems to have a good reputation umm (..) [prompt: 
wouldl [you -  would] you prefer (..) say, if there’s an 
opportunity now in this hotel to work to behind the bar what 
your choice be or, be albeit a  commis chef (..) what 
you do? ] I would choose to be in the kitchen, [kitchen 
(..) [can you| tell me why -  roughly?]. I’ve never worked in 
anything else. I don’t think I would be interested in 
anything else.
No, It wasn’t, [probe: M ay I ask you why?] Because it had a 
bad reputation at the time (..) in terms of (..) the kitchen had 
a bad reputation (..) Umm in terms of problems: Umm  
ranging from sort of staff turnover, lack of staff the was not 
m eant to be that great (..) Umm, but I  was in a situation 
where I  was looking for a job (..) I wanted to go in a quality 
5-Star environment, which I knew the hotel could offer.
Yeah, [Why?] because of its reputation umm its reputation 
[So you want to be here for it’s reputation] and I want to be 
here get it on my C V  [OK]. Yeah!
15 hours a days and this is just not me, this is like all the 
Sous chefs’ Oh why do we have to do so m any hours? You  
like (..) if I cite all the law and everything the European law  
directive and everything no body else does. If  they |dld| like 10 
minutes overtime or 10 minutes extra they Iwould be[ up in 
arms (..) Oh, OK, for the chefs and they know how m any  
hours you do (..) we got clocking cards (..) it’s just like, lets 
have rules for everybody. Umm, Iwould th a j work probably 
not? But that not my problem, that’s the hotel’s problem. (..) if 
it not going to work then they will have to compensate the 
people that are doing extra and busting their ass what ever 
(..) umm just to maintain what they got-. Umm |l wouldl- you 
probably say that I was wrong, but if you take all the Sous 
Chefs out of the kitchen, that kitchen |would| collapse.
You watch a lot of people com e into this hotel with a lot 
enthusiasm and unfortunately because it’s (.03 ) positioning 
people in slightly higher positions (..) put in those positions 
to fill-in (..) these positions rather than been put in there  
because they are the right person for the job and it’s 
having a knock on effect all the way down (..) in all 
departments in fact.
Marker Line
2.01
modal 2 .02
2 .03
modal 2 .04
modal 2 .05
modal 2 .06
present 2 .07
perfect 2 .08
past 2 .09
past 2 .10
2.11
2 .12
past 2 .13
past 2 .14
2 .15
2 .16
present 2 .17
2 .18
(O h)/ 2 .19
passive 2 .20
present 2.21
modal 2 .22
modal 2 .23
(Oh)/ 2 .24
present 2 .25
modal 2 .26
2 .27
2 .28  
2 .29
pres-per 2.30
/modal 2.31
past1 
modal
2 .32
present 2 .33
present 2 .34
present 2 .35
passive 2 .36
present 2 .37
2 .38
(in fact) 2 .39
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5
(Inspire) 
Chef de 
partie 
Aged 27 
Female
5.22
4
(Skills) 
Chef de 
partie 
Aged 29 
Female
4
(Skills) 
Executive 
chef 
Aged 38 
Male
4
(Skills) 
Executive 
chef 
Aged: 46 
Male
1.3
1.1
Your head (executive chef) starts spinning and then anoints 
you have to do and the amount of time as of today gets a bit 
overwhelming and to that you exactly live to the occasion. 
And umm it does- it does bring out the best in you, you 
know, and as much as you kick and kick and scream and 
swear at the time you sort turn back at the time and say wow! 
I can’t believe I did that I really did that well and it’s all 
thanks to my Chef and the brigade that I work with- so 
yeah
Oh but definitely, everyone gets involved in that. You can ... 
you also have a weekly special upstairs, which organic 
weekly specials, which we say to the guys in the team right, 
today this w eek you going to do an entree; you going to do a 
desert; and you are going to do a main. And, it’s then you get 
a bit more feedback in the menu as well. If the dish is good 
and it sells, then it will stay on for the dinner menu as well.
T h e .... (hotel) is gaining the reputation for not being (..) 
fantasy but for doing things well and doing them simply and 
hopefully being very consistent at that. That something we do 
very well.
Second reason is (..) I think we employ a lot of good chefs. 
We have lot of good qualitative chefs that come to us. We 
have Chefs from 3 star restaurants. From Marco Pierre-W hite  
(Nam ed Chef) ...all over
3.11 Yeah must be. I think it must be to assist the hotel with their
reputation because I think first exam ple we got a thriving 
restaurant and the second example we’ve got a thriving 
banqueting area so ah [we must! be doing something right I 
think umm
present 2 .40
passive 2.41
present 2 .42
/modal 2 .43
present 2 .44
present 2 .45
present 2 .46
/past/ 2 .47
present 2 .48
(Oh)/ 2 .49
present 2 .50
2.51
present 2 .52
present 2 .53
passive 2 .54
2 .56
present 2 .57
2 .58
present 2 .59
2 .60  
2.61
present 2 .62
present 2 .63
2 .64
modal 2 .65
pres-per 2 .66
pres-per 2 .67
model 2 .68
2 .69
Findings for reputation
Question 5 ‘Does this hotel inspire the very best in you?’ are constructs, which inquire 
upon organizational commitment (adapted from Mowday et al., 1979). Notably, 
conversational talk associated with ‘troubles-telling’ (Jetterson 1984, p. 366) has 
highlighted long working hours as a storyline which does not encourage chefs to be 
inspired by the hotel (e.g. case- 2.7, line 2.19). Although ‘troubles-telling’ may be the 
case, personal reputation is still paramount. For example, ‘.. .if you take all the Sous 
Chefs out of the kitchen, that kitchen would collapse’ (e.g. case- 2.7, lines 2.31-2). This 
analysis provides an insight of the Sous Chefs intention to maintain the brigades 
reputation. With narrative representing the beginnings of the storyline (e.g. case-2.7 
lines 2.19-2.32), it is possible to observe an in-group (organization) and out-group 
(occupation) interplay.
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Highlighted by behavioural and cognitive structure(s) i.e. to consummatory and 
instrumental acts, a self-percept for organization and occupation has been inferred as 
in case- 2.7 a suppression of behavioural commitment to the organization. Instead, 
maintaining notions of self-professionalism prevails attitudinal preferences to the 
occupation in which the organization benefit. However, the situation is more 
complex, firstly, as storyline narratives are emotionally culturally symbolic. This is 
brought out by the constraints placed on the chef, particularly from the viewpoint of 
organizational climate and the dominance it has over occupational groups. For 
example, the chef in case- 2.7, ‘fifty hours a day and that just not me, this is like all 
Sous chefs Oh why do we have to do so many hours...’ (case- 2.7, lines 2.19-20) It 
demonstrates how enactments of chef culture engaged in functionalist parities such as 
in this case, organizational climate and the relationship with labour over capital.
To summarise so far, symbols by their very nature formulate meaningful 
interpretations. Moreover, they can facilitate a commitment position, as shown 
above. Culturally they can provide a perceptual underpinning for the out-group. 
These can transcend the ‘conditional’ and can draw from deeper cultural roots within 
occupational values; or in Becker’s (1960) terminology ‘what is valuable’. For 
example, the Sous Chef in this ‘troubles telling’ (case- 2.7) feels strong enough to 
principally defend and sustain the brigade’s reputation i.e. ‘...kitchen would 
collapse... ’ (line 2.32). This is a constant theme throughout all the cases displayed 
above from the point of view: ‘we’ (occupation) ‘.. .we have a lot of good quality 
chefs...’ (case- 1.1, line 2.61); ‘...we must be doing something right...’ (case- 3.11, 
line 2.68). Examples of ‘self or ‘I’ are along similar lines ‘...I want to go to a good 
quality 5-star hotel...’ (case- 2.6, line 2.14) and for skills, ‘...I can’t believe I did 
that well and it’s all thanks to my Chef...’ (case- 5.22, lines 2.46-7).
Discourse
Symbolically, reputation as expressed in ‘inspire’ offers a mixture of past and present 
tense. The discourse marker ‘in fact’, clearly shows dissatisfaction to the occupation 
with experiences of a younger chef struggling for recognition and status from his 
occupational peers (case- 5.21, lines 2.33-9). In contrast case- 5.22 (lines 2.40-2.48) 
demonstrate how a younger chef becomes induced to chef-culture. In many respects 
these narratives support Salaman’s (1974, p. 23) observation on status within
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occupation ‘satisfying others of the right to this title’. These parities, although hard 
work for the younger chefs, indicate the commitment required for that sub-culture. 
It is arguably an attitudinal one for which younger chefs should excel if they are to 
successfully earn recognition and ultimately reputation within that culture. The 
paradox to Question 5 ‘inspire’ in these cases have little to no attitudinal affect to 
organizational commitment.
Present tense
In the present tense, reputation holds a close association with opportunity. 
Reinforcing an occupational premise, the beginning of a storyline offers an insight 
into skills and occupational teamwork (case- 5.22, lines 2.49-2.53).
Passive voice in association with discourse marker ‘in fact ’ and storyline ‘Oh *
There are four examples of passive voice. However, three examples demonstrate 
specificity, which is strongly linked to hierarchy. Drawing on the discourse marker 
in-fact a narrative reveals chefs’ positions are being filled not because of competence 
but rather due to chef shortages. They have, in the passive ‘been put in there’ [...] 
and the discourse [...] ‘and it’s having a knock on effect all the way down, in all 
departments in fact’. For the remainder, passive voice depicts hierarchy as ‘your 
head chef starts spinning and then anoints... (and in the passive) ... you have to [...] 
you exactly live the occasion and umm it does- it does bring out the best in you’ 
(case- 5.22, line 2.40-2.34) and finally, based on the marker Oh e.g. as a team, ‘Oh 
but definitely every one gets involved ...’ [...] (and the passive) ‘you get a bit more 
feedback’ (case-1.3, lines 2.49-56).
Modals
Chefs reveal obligation to assist their hotels reputation either directly e.g. .. .it ‘must 
be ... assist the hotel with their reputation...’ (case-3.11, lines 2.65-6) and indirectly 
‘.. .kitchen would collapse... ’ (case-2.7, line 2.32).
Present perfect
The present-perfect reinforces a chefs commitment to occupation. For example, ‘to 
maintain what ‘they got’ (case- 1.5, line 2.30), and ‘I’ve never’ worked in anything 
else. I don’t think I would be interested in anything else’. .. (case-1.3, lines 2.07-8).
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Table 7.5
Q uestio n
5
(Inspire) 
Demi chef 
Aged 25 
Male
5
(Inspire) 
Chefde partie 
Aged: 25 
Male
5
(Inspire) 
Sous chef 
Aged: 34 
Male
6
(Pressure) 
(Inspire) 
Chef de partie 
Aged:25 
Male
6
(Pressure) 
Chefde partie 
Aged: 27 
Female
6
(Pressure) 
Trainee 
Aged: 40 
Male
Specificity across multiple-case: *rank three, hours/hard work
Discourse Markers i.e. ‘well’, ‘in fact’ and ‘actually’ including... 
Markers associated with: question in bold perse and.... 
Marker i.e. ‘Oh’ for story telling and troubles telling.
Marker - Past tense indicated by bold italic 
Marker - Present tense indicated by non bold italic 
Marker - (note) pres-per = present-perfect in non bold italic
Marker - Modal indicated by [box format
Marker - Passive indicated by bold underline
Case Transcript well
in fact 
actually 
(PP)
2.10 OK, it d oes  in fa c t insp ire  me, yeah, up to a certain point passive
(..) certain environment within the 50 and 60 hours the 
most. After you are doing over 60 hours it gets a bit too present
much (..) you get a bit too much stress (..) and after you present
have to (..) if you really busy you keep doing present
2 .8  (..) and its hard, the moral down in the kitchen present
som etim es- but, because there only a  few  of us w e  all present 
work together and w e  just try and get on with it Umm. present
[prompt: W hy do you think people go then - the not- ] present
M v -m v  own my honest opinion I think when people apply present 
for a job and com e here and they just (..) they see the present
standard the standard is good, but when they see how the present
kitchen (..) so bus::sy, and you like, you never, never get present
time you know, like I say, rest almost, like eas::sy, easy  
times, (..) th e re ’s n ever easy  tim es  it’s alw ays go , go, present
go
5.25 this hotel has only 89  rooms but it is w ay m ore h a rd e r present
than my job in Frankfurt ever was past
2.8
5.22
[prompt: Is there a  passion there?]. Oh yeah, there has 
to be, if not a  passion it’s- (.04) you have some kind of 
passion there if you Iwantl to do that cause (..) there isn’t 
your just working following orders [Yeah] all the time it’s-1  
couldn’t! do that you all try prove better- sets you up goals.
O h, (laughter)-(.02) there crazy. [Crazy. Say, 
housekeeping or somebody at the bar -  so what does a 
chef do then?]. Yes I know what you mean. I think a lot of 
people- other people have described us a crazy as well. 
Because there (..) Iike(.) how [could! keep(.)such hours.
(Oh)/
present
modal/
present
modal/
present
(Oh)
present
pres-per
modal
6 .27  somebody will and come back and say, oh that food that (Oh)/
you prepared for me was excellent, you can ( ). The past
customer like it. I get these places (..) so that take of food present 
preparation. Ultimate care, m ake nice food, well cooked.
So, when the customer go they will come back again, that 
your main duty.
Line
3.01
3 .02
3 .03
3 .04
3 .05
3 .06
3 .07
3 .08
3 .09
3 .10
3.11
3 .12
3 .13
3 .14
3 .15
3 .16
3 .17
3 .18
3 .19
3 .20
3.21
3 .22
3 .23
3 .24
3.25
3 .26  
3 .37  
3 .28
3 .29
3 .30
3.31
3 .32
3 .33
3 .34
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(Occupation) 
Commis chef 
Aged:18 
Male
4.16
(Occupation) 
Chefde partie 
Aged: 27 
Female
(Occupation) 
Demi chef 
Aged: 19 
Male
5.22
3.12
‘Oh his c h e f Its really good! You know, that’s what 
people think. I don’t know but that’s what I think. You 
know. But you know, somebody thinks his a  chef it’s a 
really good job ah, that Iwould |l think it’s a really good job  
but |l can’t |... [prompt: But you see it -  do you see it as a
career in it?]. Yeah I do. I think, l-l see that I am going 
somewhere far one day into something- into 
something good that l-i see myself doing it, you know] 
i’ll work hard, keep my head down, you know can see
that, you know, not just saying in one, you know, not just 
saying in one (.) like not just stay here for the rest of my 
life but to move around (.) maybe go into ah, into ah, 
Euro, you know learn cooking over there, [prompt: Do 
you think it is Important travel to get experience -  In terms 
of developing your career?]. Not necessarily. It is in a w ay  
its good (.) because you are going to learn different 
things.
Any other profession i’ve seen. Umm, for instance my 
boyfriend is a psychiatric nurse and I adore him, I love 
him to pieces, but I remember not long ago he turn 
around to me and said to me ‘Oh Not feeling to well I’m 
going to take the day off today’. So I thought he must be 
really sick. ‘Oh no, no, I’m really that sick’. And I 
thought, your not really that sick and you are still taking 
the day off. |You can’t ] do that it’s not fair you know. He 
said, ‘so actually I’m taking tomorrow of as well’ I said 
like no, no, no, actually no, no, no. So in that way, I
would likel to think we are very professional (..) we take a 
lot of pride in what we do we lot of effort in what we do 
umm, on top of that just a  general approach to things.
Oh, All pretty much the sam e, (as in question 6) but 
naturally you talk a bit. [Go on then talk it-up]. W e work so 
hard and you’re stressed on the hours you work; the 
time you work. You tell them about the kitchen you say, 
‘we do this and we do that’. W e  shout we have 
arguments all the time and you need to work very-very  
fast. We do a lot of talking like that (..) because to you 
make yourself look bigger.
(Oh)/
present
modal
present
present
present
/modal
present
present
present
present
passive 
present 
pastI 
(Oh) 
(Oh)/ 
past 
present 
/modal/ 
past 
(actually) 
/modal 
present
(Oh)/
present
passive
present
present
present
present
3.35
3.36
3.37
3 .38
3.39
3.40
3.41
3.42
3.43
3.44
3.45
3 .46
3.47
3.48
3.49
3.50
3.51
3 .52
3.53
3 .54
3 .55
3 .56
3 .57
3 .58
3 .59
3 .60
3.61
3 .62
3 .63
3 .64
3 .65
3 .66
3 .67
3.68
3 .69
3.71
3 .72
3 .73
(Note: * rank three - similar importance to reputation)
Findings for hours of work and hard work
Equally ranked 3 with reputation, ‘hours of work and hard work’ suggests they are 
linked variables. For example, case- 5.22 (lines 3.55-59) offer stops-and-starts of small 
‘storytelling’ with commitment to work. Here, a female chef sees herself as a quasi­
professional. She compares her occupation to another professional. By virtue she 
reveals commitment as an obligation to her occupation. This is stated by the term ‘we’ 
inferring occupation and ‘on top’ as hard work (case- 5.22, lines 3.63-4).
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In comparison, hard work can reveal rhetoric for status e.g. ‘ we shout’... because to 
you [it] make[s] yourself look bigger’ (case- 3.12, lines 3.69-73). Hard work is also 
seen as an apprenticeship to learning and to some degree opportunity. This can be 
seen in case- 4.16, line 3.43 i.e. I ’ll work hard, keep my head down’. Hard work 
however, coupled with long hours can create for many chefs a stressful work 
environment. For example, case- 2.10, (line 3.03) ‘...60 hours it gets a bit too much 
(..) you get a bit too much stress’. Overall, such narratives provide plausible reasons 
as to why chefs are not totally inspired by the hotel where they work (Question 5). 
Notwithstanding, chefs show a consistent pattern to the theme that they are 
committed to their occupation and hard work is the name of the game for chefs to 
aspire to occupationally. Symbolically, long hours and hard work are underpinned 
by pressure and a commitment with the emphasis on occupation. This, by 
consequence, reduces inspiration to the hotel.
Discourse
Transcripts indicate low discourse. Despite some emotive storylines within other 
tables, working long hours and hard work would appear to be an occupational norm. 
However, when compared to being inspired by the hotel, excessive long hours in 
particular appear to be a discretionary variable that could reduce any potential of 
attitudinal commitment to organization (e.g. case-2.10, line 3.03).
Storytelling
Symbolically, there are beginnings of storylines, which relate to long hours and hard 
work. However, from a commitment perspective, long hours and hard work is 
associated with ‘passion’ (case- 2.8, line 319-20), and development i.e. ‘I’ll work 
hard and keep my head down’ (case- 4.16, line 3.40-3.44).
Passive voice
From perspective of passive voice, working long hours and hard work have provided 
narrative of mood. Based on the present tense, this can manifest active discourse 
should hotel-organizational climate incur excessive pressures on chefs. For example, 
to Question 5 a chef comments: ‘OK,’ it does inspire me, yeah, up to a certain 
point...’ (case- 2.10, line 3.01). This can transcend to occupation for example, ‘we 
work so hard and you’re stressed on the hours you work...’ (case- 3.12, lines 3.66- 
67).
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Modals
Mood expressed by modals in a way reinforces long hours to be an accepted fact of 
occupational life. This is expressed by a chef commenting ‘... people have described us
as crazy as well Because there (..) like (.) ‘how could’ (.) keep such hours up’ (
case 6.27, lines 3.37-8). Another chef comments ‘ ...so in that way, I would like to 
think we are professional’ (case- 5.22, lines 3.61-2).
Table 7.6 Specificity across multiple-case: rank four, skills
Discourse Marker i.e. ‘well’ and ‘actually’ including... 
Markers associated with: question in bold perse and.... 
Marker - Past tense indicated in bold italic 
Marker - Present tense indicated in non bold italic 
Marker - (note) pres-per = present-perfect in non bold italic 
Marker - Modal indicated within lbox| format 
Marker - Passive indicated in bold underline
Question Case Transcript
4
(Skills) 
Executive 
chef 
Aged: 38 
Male
4
(Skills) 
Sous chef 
Aged: 30 
Male
4
(Skills) 
Pastry chef 
Aged: 30 
M 
ale
1.1
3.13
1.2
My? [Can you| repeat it again? [prompt: Your skills, assist 
enhance the hotel reputation?] I sure believe that yes, yes 
[Can you give me a couple of exam ple of w hat you do to 
contribute?] For example, /- / work very fast. |l can do| things
would say
wouldl do plenty of things
that som e umm people doing longer hours and pan do itl in 
a short time and will produce the sam e taste (..) not in a  
cowboy w ay but fast way. I’m fast that all. 
then- if time is there you know, 
know myself.
W ell, the reputation  of the hotel has obviously co m e from  
people who have been here before. [Yeah] so they have 
obviously come here, sometimes and 
requested certain dishes (..) certain things like, I don’t 
know (..) Umm, Peach Melba and stuff which are real 
(hotel) classics.
Yeah they do: Two exam ples Umm. [your personnel 
culinary skills assist’s in the reputation of the hotel...?] 
Yeah w e-w e-w e get a lot of reviewers in and quite often 
they mention deserts on the menu (the reviewers) (..) 
and (..) things like and it’s just good you-you hear of 
people who have come and they have asked specifically 
asked for something that you:u:: created or something 
that you have made and (..) It’s nice to know that. They  
have read about it in an interview or seen it on a paper or 
something and they want to try it.
Marker Line
modal/ 4.01
present 4.02
present 4.03
present 4.04
/modal 4.05
modal 4.06
present 4.07
modal 4.08
4.09
(Well)/ 4.10
passive 4.11
pres-per 4.12
past 4.13
present 4.14
4.15
present 4.16
4.17
present 4.18
4.19
present 4.20
pres-per 4.21
past 4.22
pres-per 4.23
4.24
present 4.25
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6
(Pressure) 
Pastry chef 
Aged: 30 
Male
1.2
6
(Pressure) 
Demi chef 
Aged 27 
Male
5.24
6
(Pressure) 
Breakfast 
chef 
Aged 43 
Male
4.20
knowing what ingredients go w ell together, knowing how to 
pair things even things that [you would not [normally 
associate (.) together, you compare them by preparation, 
or umm, I don’t know. I been told it’s an art form but I’m not 
sure [prompt: W hy don’t you think your not sure?]. Umm, 
cause it som ething you ban learn|. (..) And it is something 
you lean pick|-up by w atch in g  others, which I guess in 
aw ay is (.) a w ay is learning an art (.) but I don’t know I 
think it is more of a skill a bit of a ( ) sometimes.
[People that know the industry, how iwould yo u ldescribe a 
chef, they |may not knowl what a chef does but 
they work in the industry?]. The role of a chef is to make 
sure that the food is provided in the restaurant or where  
ever outlet of the hotel is top quality and m ake sure that 
the customer (.) is happy of what the product he is having 
(..) and to improve it all the time to so to (.) actually study 
to improve it (.) sometimes is not only the customer it’s 
also the other people working with you (.) cause eating  
your food is one of the biggest part of your life and a big 
distinction (.) if you are not happy when you sit down with 
it (.) your probably not happy for the rest of the day. It’s a- 
of psychological thing (.) it’s just- plus it’s also an artist. I 
consider a chef as an artist because he actually creates 
something from -from -from  a basic product you have to 
create something (..) he takes a bit of ( ) bit f  ( ) like an 
artist especially when it com e a special thing tasting the 
product. It’s a mix of psychological, artist, hard worker- 
[W hat do you mean by psychological?]. Yes, he does 
provide something, material to our guest which is food but 
at the sam e time he has to make sure the guest is happy 
(..) with his feelings because (..) with his experience  
actually, so as he works a bit -  when he create 
something you have to- you thing about- it has to taste nice 
but he also make you happy. So / guess it he to be a  brain 
thing. I don’t know it’s a bit complicated
[prompt: So what is the making of a good chef. If I ask you 
to give me four- four points of makings of a good chef -  
what qualities would they need to havel]. (prompt derived 
from previous talk on an older chef speaking of a trainee) 
On a trainees The willingness to run. I think that ah, 
nothing is too small. If you talk to them and say, umm, 
you have got top do this; he does it straightaway. And, 
he must ah, use his way. [Think?] and think yeah. In so far 
as, I want you to do this and he says well ‘why do I have to 
do it? And, then I will tell him this is required for such and 
such. You know, why it’s got to be done. By that he is 
going to learn. Umm, his attitude to learning
present 4 .26
/modal 4 .27
present 4 .28
pres-per 4.29
present 4 .30
modal 4.31
modal 4 .32
present 4 .33
4 .34
Present 4 .35
/modal 4 .36
present 4 .37
pres-per 4 .38
4 .39
present 4 .40
(actually)/ 4.41
present 4 .42
present 4 .43
4 .44
present 4 .45
present 4 .46
4 .47
present 4 .48
/(actually) 4 .49
present 4 .50
present 4.51
4 .52
present 4 .53
present 4 .54
present 4 .55
4 .56
present 4 .57
/actually 4 .58
present 4 .59
4 .60
present 4.61
4 .62
present 4 .63
4 .64
present 4 .65
present 4 .66
present 4 .67
present 4 .68
(well)/ 4 .69
pres-per 4 .70
pres-per 4.71
present 4 .72
Findings for skills
The final rank represents specificities to occupation constructs (re: Questions 4 and 6). 
Both constructs probe culinary orientations. In Question 4, specificity confers 
questions to culinary skills as assisting the hotel’s reputation.
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For example, working fast and leading is seen to enhance reputation.
‘Do you think your culinary skills assist the hotel with its reputation? ’ 
(Participant -Executive Head Chef)
‘My? [Can you| repeat it again? [prompt: Your skills, assist enhance the hotel 
reputation?] I  sure believe that yes, yes [Can you give me a couple of 
examples of what you do to contribute?] For example, I-I work very fast. §
can do] things that some umm people doing longer hours and [can do it| in a 
short time and will produce the same taste (..) not in a cowboy way but fast 
way’ (case-1.1, lines 4.01-7).
Notably culinary skills assists in hotel’s reputation:
‘Do you think your culinary skills assist the hotel with its reputation? ’
(Participant -Pastry Chef)
‘Yeah we-we-we get a lot of reviewers in... ’ (case-1.2, line 4.18).
Culinary skills are also associated with tradition:
‘Do you think your culinary skills assist the hotel with its reputation? ’
(Participant Sous Chef)
‘Well, the reputation of the hotel has obviously come from people who have 
been here before. [Yeah] so they have obviously come here, sometimes and 
requested certain dishes (..) certain things like, I don’t know (..) Umm, 
Peach Melba and stuff which are real (hotel) classics’ (case- 3.13, lines 
4.10-15).
The last two cases (above) show demands by critics and consumers manifest culinary 
passion. These attributes become symbolic. In other words, chefs seek praise not only 
from the consumer but also from fellow chefs.
Question 6 asks participants to describe to others, who do not know the industry, what
a chef is. This was explained by chefs knowledge of their craft.
‘How would you describe to others, in the hotel you work, the definition of a chef? ’ 
(Participant - Pastry Chef)
‘Knowing what ingredients go well together, knowing how to pair things
even things that you would not normally associate’ (Case-1.2, lines 4.26).
Within the ethos of ‘knowledge’ there is, amongst others the need to provide top 
quality, continuous self-improvement, artistry, creativity and hard work (see Case- 
5.24, lines 4.35 lines 4.35-60). For another chef it’s rising to the culinary challenge, 
such as for trainee ‘...the willingness to run’[....] with an ‘attitude to learning’ 
(Case- 4.20, lines 4.65-72).
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Present and present-perfect tense
Skills are spoken very much in the present tense. They represent active on-going 
working experiences. As noted above skills infer working fa st’ (case- easel. 1, line
4.07 and case- 4.20, line 4.65). Classics from the past and enhancing reputation for 
the present are also important e.g. the days of Grandee Chef Escoffier (1845-1936) 
‘Peach Melba’ (case-3.13, line 4.14), skills assisting reputation for the ‘reviewers’ 
(case-1.2, line 4.18). Skills synonymously infer that professional cooking is a quasi­
art form (e.g. case-5.24, line 4.52). For the young chef, there should be (viewed by an 
older chef) ‘a willingness to run’ (line case-4.20, line 4.65). This example 
demonstrates younger chefs being induced into the culture. In comparison to 
occupational commitment there was little evidence to suggest that attitudinal 
commitment persists within organization.
Modals
There is a cultural mood to learning. For example ‘something you can learn’ (case- 
1.2, line 4.31) or ‘ you can pick-up’ (case-1.2 line 4.31).
Discourse ‘actually’
The discourse marker actually highlights a close association with learning. For 
example the need to ‘actually study and improve it’ (case- 5.24, lines 4.41-2), 
‘actually creates something from-from-from a basic product...’ (case- 5.24, lines 
4.48-9).
Storyline with discourse marker ‘actually ’
Case- 4.20 begins to tell a story of an older chef describing what is required for a 
younger chef in terms of skills and learning. It gives an insight into the 
communication by the experienced chef and the ‘why’ questioning of the younger 
chef. The notation of the discourse marker well can be seen as an experienced chef 
giving the younger chef his instructions followed by the perceived commentary of the 
younger chef questioning ‘he say well, why do I have to do it?’ And then I will tell 
him this is required for such and such’ (case 5.24, lines 468-70). This example shows 
the importance to occupational learning.
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Summary
A self-percept demonstrates a condition for symbolic work practices. These 
perceptual structures as ‘cultural valuables’ (Becker 1960, p.39) represent minimal 
cognitive mapping (Wallace 1961). By their implication, they set the conditions for 
behavioural and attitudinal commitment and moreover, where commitment resides to 
occupation and/or occupation. Due to the rich data, the analysis and finding for tables 
per se is non-exhaustive. However, to summarise briefly here, narratives show layers 
of culture (across tables) for chefs requiring communicative ‘feedback’ (Table 7.4, 
case- 1.3, line 2.54) or albeit, feedback that gives a sense that ‘we must be doing 
something right’ (Table 7.4, case- 3.11, lines 2.68-69). Work practices demonstrate a 
need to ‘create’ and experiment with new menus (Table 7.6, case- 2.1, lines 4.21-24,) 
as well maintaining classical dishes (Table 7.6, case- 3.13, line 4.13). Narratives and 
conversational talk begin to reveal the relationship between organization and 
occupation. When conceptually applied to mutual-equivalence, organizations become 
facilitators for ‘instrumental acts’. Operationally this is supported by organizational 
structure, which provides a functionalist path for chefs to obtain ‘consummatory’ 
(Wallace 1961, p. 32) gratifications.
For the hotel the instrumental line is to permit a work environment, which allows 
opportunity for chefs to develop. For example in Table 7.2 chefs show a need to 
‘prove to others’ (case- 2.8, line 0.09), or a perceptual learning to ‘improve myself 
(case-1.3, line 0.112) or a passion to be ‘better’ by setting ‘goals’ (Table 7.5 case-2.8, 
line 3.23); ‘having’ to improve (Table 7.6 case- 5.24, line 4.40). Chefs are likely to 
avoid a hotel with a ‘bad reputation’ (Table 7.4 case- 2.6, line 2.11) preserving career 
over any particular hotel would be paramount. Synonymous to proving to ‘self and 
others reveals a need to be ‘recognised’ (Table 7.2 case- 5.25, line 0.44); not being 
‘wasted’ (Table 7.2 case- 2.7, line 0.50); and maintaining ‘consistency’ under 
pressure (Table 7.2, case- 1.1, line 0.83). Finally pressure, hard work and long hours 
are, for the majority of chefs, accepted as part of the occupation. As a paradox hard 
work and long hours are indirect requisites to acquiring for example, professional 
reputation, learning and status.
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7.3 Descriptive - Phenomenon and ad-hoc inquiry (part four): analysis and findings
Cultural Phenomenon: Phenomenology studies the subjects’ perspectives on their world...’ (Kavle
1996, p. 53). ‘The aim of phenomenology is thus to describe conceptual 
structures and processes. A central notion is that of ‘intentionality’. This 
refers to the fact than an object and the consciousness which apprehends it 
are not to be treated as two separate entities but as a single phenomenon. 
Thus the object in itself does not exist apart from the manner in which it is 
constituted by consciousness’ (Macmillan Dictionary of Anthropology 
1986, p. 222)
Question 8 allowed the interviewer to play devils advocate by exploring the concept of 
chef culture as a phenomenon and only after participants offered their first response to 
the question set. This line of interviewing was conducted only after Questions 1-7 per 
se had been answered. This technique allowed the interviewer to ‘reduce the 
experiences to a central theme’ (Ceswell 1998, p. 236) i.e. ‘Why be a chef? From the 
commitment viewpoint, Question 8 seeks to test chefs’ conviction to their occupation. 
The interviewing method explored ‘speculative interpretations of the text .. .in contrast 
to condensation and categorisation’ (Kvale 1996, p. 192) by way of phenomenological 
and meaningful interpretation. This process was also intended to Question 7, but to a 
lesser degree. However, the events of the interview process used less prompts and 
therefore was more in line with Questions 1 to 6.
Theoretically and from a cultural viewpoint, this section subjects conversation to the 
single phenomenon which in some cases is likely to offer interpretation or reasoning to 
a lesser form of sensemaking. Base on this premise, it was not necessary to annotate 
transcripts with past, present, passive tenses or modals. However, to offer some 
reasonable analysis discourse markers will indicate appropriate forms of rhetoric.
Application
Using prompts, the interviewer sought to ask ‘why be a chef? Prompts were used to 
drawn on conversational explanations. The examples below (next page) show three 
types of prompts used for the process.
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Prompt A: along the theme - [Are you more committed to your occupation or to the 
organization where you work?].
Prompt B: along the theme - [What about working in a bank?] or
Prompt C: along the theme - [Could I persuade you to take another career. If I said
to you there’s an opportunity to be a pilot would you take it?
Table 7.7 Descriptive: phenomenon and ad-hoc inquiry - Prompt A
Question 8 ‘Is it important that you are a chef? ’ (..) I f  ‘no why? (..) I f  ‘yes why?
Assisted by prompt A: along the theme - [Are you more committed to your 
occupation or to the organization where you work?].
Case
1.4
Sous Chef 
Aged:30 Male
5.25
Sous Chef 
Aged: 43 
Male
Transcript
[Prompt A: Are you more commitment to the occupation- 
sorry - Are you co m m itted  to the occupation or to any  
one hotel?]. Umm, co m m itted  to my self really, to being 
a chef. [P rom pt: To  being a chef the occupation?] yeah, 
[so the occupation more important than any loyalty to any  
one hotel -  I’m not practically talking about this hotel it’s a 
generalisation]. The occupation I would think. [Prom pt: 
W hy do you think that’s the case-because it helps 
develop your skills- move around or-?]. Yeah, umm, you 
don’t know what in your future something might come up.
fPrompt A: Are you more co m m itted  to your occupation 
and to any one hotel?]. Yeah, [Prompt To what the hotel 
or the occupation?]. To my occupation. [Probe: Why?]. 
Because, (..) to m e it’s (.03 ) it’s fascinating the stuff 
comes in and out of seasons; companies come and go; 
the cooking is always there. No matter what happens in 
the world (..) someone has got to eat (..) and there 
always going to be someone there to provide something 
to that person. So why not me. [Prompt: Do you think 
chefs need to move from one hotel to another?]. Yes  
[Probe: Why?]. Because if you- as I’ve seen Like in 
Germ any I worked there for 4  and a half years. I’ve saw  
guys who have done their apprenticeships there (.) and 
stayed another 4  years. They new nothing, only what that 
hotel can do.
Marker Line
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
6.26
Executive Chef 
Aged: 50 
Male
Prompt A: Are you more loyal to anyone organization, 
than your occupation]. Hum-hum [or are you- are you 
more co m m itted  to your occupation or organization to 
anyone organization?]. (.06) No, I’m co m m itted  to 
keeping to employment. Prompt A: Are you your 
vocation?]. No umm, [Prompt: As a chef?]. Not vocation 
[Prompt: No, occupation as a chef?] Oh as a chef yeah. 
[Prompt: Is that more important to you than working in 
any-any one organization?], how do you m ean- [Prompt A: 
W ell, I am trying to work- work out is do chefs- are chefs
Oh
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
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more loyal to their profession to any one establishment?]. 35
Umm. Chefs definitely have a bound. [Probe: Meaning?]. 36
Chefs are ah, very loyal to each other. I feel all my chefs 37
probably more loyal to m e than to the organization. Umm, 38
but this inst-instinct, I been here for nine years, I’m pretty 39
loyal to this company, because umm, I feel that I get the 40
sam e sort of thing back. 41
3 .13 rPrompt A: Are you co m m itted  to you’re your occupation, 42
Sous chef the occupation of chefs for example, or any one 43
Aged:30 organization?]. I’m co m m itted  to (..) I’m not co m m itted  44
Male to an organization (..) at all. The Savoy an organization 45
but I could leave here tomorrow and not worry about it. 46
[Prompt: W hat about the occupation?]. I’m com m itted  to 47
that because- somebody at one point has got to make a  48
stand and say, this wrong (.) you got to change it. 49
Because it’s spiralling out of control at the moment. 50
[Prompt: How long does it take to become (..) a chef that 51
you would deem  a person with experience that you would 52
rightfully say this person is a chef?]. I would say you 53
would need 5 years in a  good hotel. [Prompt: From 54
commis upwards?]. Yeah, and it’s taken m e 11 years to 55
go from an apprentice to Senior Sous Chef (..) 56
Findings: To begin, prompt ‘A’ asked chefs where their commitment resides. In the 
four examples, the overall theme directs chefs to commitment to their occupation and 
not to the hotel. This infers a behavioural relationship based on side-bets as shown in 
Table 7.7.
To test the phenomenological stance that chefs are overall committed to the occupation, 
‘devils advocate’ as a technique attempted to sway chefs to contemplate other career 
opportunities. Prompt ‘B’ tried to persuade chefs to work in other services areas e.g. 
banking. Table 7.7 attempts to link prompt A the commitment issue with this proviso.
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Table 7.8 Descriptive: phenomenon and ad-hoc inquiry - Prompt B and A
Question 8 ‘Is it important that you are a chef? I f  ‘no why ? (..) I f  ‘yes why?
Assisted by prompt B atom the theme - [What about working in a bank?] and 
in some cases including prompt A: along the theme - [Are you more 
committed to your occupation or to the organization where you work?].
Case
1.1
Executive Chef 
Aged:38 
Male
1.4
Sous chef 
Aged: 30 
Male
1.5
Commis Chef 
Aged ;21
Transcript
I love being  a  c h e f [Probe: W hy?]. Umm [W hy not, why 
not um m -]. I can express- Prompt B: W hy not work in a 
bank or- or doing some other creative-?]. Quite simply, 
probably never been very good at anything and when I 
started cooking (.) for the first time in my life I found that 1 
was actua lly , you know, pretty good at something (..) 
almost like, I mean God gives everybody gifts in one 
form and another. I was fortunate to find mine in cooking 
and to m ake a ca ree r of it (..) and it’s basicall- ( ) 
nurses; artis ts  whatever. [You couldn’t see yourself 
doing nothing else?]. No, I have lots of o p p o rtu n ity  to 
do other things. In fa c t not a  year goes by where I don’t 
get asked to do something (..) and no, I really enjoy- 
being a head chef as w ell. I like working with team s and 
I like working with good chefs. I want chefs around who 
will push the boundaries and that just keeps the whole 
thing fresh every year, rprompt A: Would you say you are  
more co m m itted  to your occupation as a chef than to 
anyone hotel or is it a partnership sort of thing?]. It’s  a  
p artn ersh ip  you can’t be good of what you are doing 
unless you-the support and beliefs of the sam e things. 
They are- have to be fundam entally linked. [Prompt: And 
this hotel you work gives that’?]. Very much so, umm, 
and the hotel is bricks and monitor, it’s very much the 
people ( ) it’s very much the people, which supports you 
back you give you the freedom; give you the resources 
to do it (..)
fPrompt B: W hy not work in a bank or be a racing driver 
or something]. I d o n ’t  know  it never appeals  to  m e to  
be anyth in g  else. W hen I was umm, I say at school, I 
was asked earlier on third grade what would you like to 
becom e. I would said: a  chef. And I still have that in my 
yearbook. [Yeah] until now. [Prompt: So you wouldn’t 
consider another occupation?] No, no. fPrompt A: Are you 
m ore commitment to the occupation- sorry - Are you 
co m m itted  to the occupation or to any one hotel?]. 
Umm, com m itted  to my self really, to being a chef. 
[Prompt: To being a chef the occupation?] yeah, [so the 
occupation more important than any loyalty to any one  
hotel - I’m not practically talking about this hotel it’s a  
generalisation]. The occupation I would think.
[Prompt: W ould you consider anything else other than a 
chef?].Um m , I don’t think so. fPrompt B No, you wouldn’t 
work for a bank, would vou?l. No. I couldn’t stand it fTell
Marker
actually
In fact
n/a
Line
57
58
59
60 
61 
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80 
81 
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
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Male work for a bank, would you?]. No, I couldn’t stand it [Tell 101
m e way?]. I don’t know, there’s nothing creative about it- 102
[Nothing creative about it-?].You have to be doing 103
something and making something up (..) being creative 104
in general. Prompt A: Are you more committed to the 105
occupation; chefs culture, than to any one hotel (..) or do 106
you see a difference?]. Than with in different hotels? 1° 7
[Yeah and-?]. I think where I am working I am going a- 
take pride of my work and be that I am working in the 
best place.
2.6 Prompt B: So, if I said to you, I can give you a job in a  110
Executive chef bank -  would you take it as a senior bank person or 111
Aged:34 something else?]. As much as I would have thought in 112
Male the past of changing my career, I don’t think I would do 113
it. [probe: W hy?]. It’s like giving up. I don’t give up. So 114
it’s a certain amount of pride in there. [Prompt A: Are H 5
you more loyal to your occupation, occupation of chefs or 11®
to any one or to any one hotel?]. Whilst I am at the hotel 117
I will be loyal to it. W hen am not there anymore I wont be 1
loyal to it. So I would say, well I am loyal to myself I H ®
would say, ah and to the fact that I know up to a certain 120
point where I want to be, umm so yes, I would say I am 12 ^
more loyalty lies to the occupation than it does to the 122
hotel. 123
Table 7.8 demonstrates chefs are attached to their occupation. For instance, working in 
a bank was not for them. Chefs spoke of: not being ‘creative’ (line 102); ‘fortunate to 
find ‘mine’ in cooking’ (line 64); ‘always wanting to be ‘a chef (line 89). Prompt A -  
commitment refers back to a behavioural relationship with organizations i.e. ‘It’s a 
partnership’ (lines 75-76) ‘Umm, committed to myself really, to being a chef (line 94); 
‘pride’ in work, ‘working in the best place’ (lines 108-109), loyal to 
myself.. .occupation’ (line 121-123).
The final table below (next page) is the persistence by the interviewer to play devils 
advocate by attempting to sway chefs to a more exciting career opportunity i.e. prompt 
‘C’ to be an air pilot. Using also prompt ‘A’ the scenario followed the similar pattern to 
Tables 7.7 and 7.8.
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Table 7.9 Descriptive: phenomenon and ad-hoc inquiry - Prompt C and A
Question 8 ‘Is it important that you are a chef? ’ (.) I f  ‘no why ? (..) I f  ‘yes why?
Assisted by prompt C [Could I persuade you to take another career. If I said to 
you there’s an opportunity to be a pilot would you take it? -  and in some cases 
prompt A: along the theme - [prompt A Are you more committed to your 
occupation or to the organization where you work?].
Case
2.10
Demi chef 
Aged: 25 
Male
5.25
Sous chef 
Aged:34 
Male
Transcript Marker
rPrompt C: So would you take my offer up, if I said Michael,
I could change your job and-and train you to be a pilot?].
That’s a difficult question actually, that’s a very difficult 
question ant-it. Ah, I don’t know to be honest. I don’t 
know. I think I am comfortable where i am. [Ok] Let’s 
put it that way. [Prompt: The reason I am asking you that 
question because I am asking whether you would do a 
career change or will you stick to cheffing- are you happy 
with cheffing?]. Yes I’m happy yes, yes, but I am the type 
of person who believes in changing sometimes. [Right] I 
don’t know wh- [Outside the industry?]. Ah, [Yes or No].
No, no-no (..) I like to make customers happy and I like to 
know that I make people happy
[Prompt C: If I said you umm, you got a grant to train to be 
an air pilot or something that you really like- would you do 
it and change from being a chef?]. No. [Probe: Why?].
Because it’s like in my life my parents are quite wealthy, I 
don’t have to cook. I can run my family firm in Australia. It 
doesn’t interest me, I like cooking because I can travel 
the World; I can eat the finest of foods; I drink the finest of 
wines and I don’t always have to pay for it, because the 
firms do it. [You can’t contemplate ah, doing any other job 
than this?]. Well my family have been farmer’s teachers Well 
and everything, to me that’s a boring life style. Prompt A:
Are you more committed to your occupation and to any 
one hotel?]. Yeah, [To what the hotel or the occupation?].
To my occupation. [Probe: Why?]. Because, (..) to me 
it’s (.03) it’s fascinating the stuff comes in and out of 
seasons; companies come and go; the cooking is always 
there. No matter what happens in the world (..) someone 
has got to eat (..) and there always going to be someone 
there to provide something to that person. So why not me.
[Do you think chefs need to move from one hotel to 
another?]. Yes [Why?]. Because if you- as I’ve seen Like 
in Germany I worked there for 4 and a half years. I’ve saw 
guys who have done their apprenticeships there (.)
Line
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160 
161 
162
6.30
Chef de partie 
Aged:30 
Male
[Prompt: Do you see being a chef a job for all your 
career- your entire working career?]. Yeah, at the moment 
yes indeed. Yes indeed. [Prompt C: What. If I said to you 
umm, (..) I’m going to give you the opportunity to train to 
be an air pilot, would you give up your up as chef?]. Not- 
not now no, no [Probe: Why?]. Like I said, it’s (laugher by 
the respondent). It’s so hard to be a chef, its very hard. 
Believe me it’s very hard (.) [Yes]. Believe me it’s very
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
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hard. Hard, cook all day, you burn yourself (.) look you 171
see my arm (.) this is the chef (.) we burn we still carryon 172
working, working, the stress inside. It’s very hard being a 173
chef because it’s not very assessable hours (.) the 174
payment of the chef is not good- [Prompt: So, why do 175
you do it?]. Because all of it-1 like the art, because this 176
art not a profession. fPrompt A: Ok, are you more loyal to 177
your occupation- would you be more loyal to your 178
occupation than to anyone hotel?]. Yeah. My-my 179
occupation you me? [Yes]. To be a chef 180
2.8 [Prompt C: If I said to you there’s an opportunity to be a 181
Chef de partie pilot would you take it? (..) Why? Or something like that]. 182
A9yd|25 ^ ot Pass'on rpr°be Not got the passion?] No, 183
umm, I think the only thing (.04). I think money has got a 184
lot to do with it as well. I think we could earn a lot more. I 185
think we should earn a lot more money of course. I think 186
most people don’t realise what work is involved in 187
being a chef. It’s-it’s a skill. People don’t realise it’s a 188
skill. I don’t know if they do but it my opinion - umm, we 189
just need to be recognised a bit more. ( ) fPrompt: But 19®
you couldn’t see yourself doing any other type of career 191
other than culinary cookery?]. I think this is what I want 192
to do. [Prompt A: Umm, would you say that you are more J93
loyal to the occupation of chefs, the occupation or to a j94
hotel?]. The occupation. [Probe: Why?]. Cause it (.03) T?
It’s what we do really and ( ) Being a chef in a hotel but 
the occupation wise you need (..) as you can move 
anywhe-go in any hotel, but you just need to have the 
opport- the skills there in you to do the job. fPrompt Is it 2Qq
important top move to different hotels?]. Yeah I think so. 2oi
Umm, it’s just I think it’s more of a learning process you 2o2
have to, because if you stay in one-one place at one 2q^
length of time that’s all you are going to know. If you 2q^
go somewhere else. ( ) I’m not saying moving every 2qq
couple of months, but you should move around so you get 2qq
a -  gives you more ideas and you see more and of 2q7
course more experience means higher position- higher 2qq
positions means money and ah that’s the way it is. For 2gg
me, I have been here nearly more than four years now. 2^q
It’s time for me to move on soon
Throughout observing all cases for Question 8 only two cases considered being an air 
pilot. Overall, as demonstrated in the examples above, chefs were not swayed to 
reconsider their commitment to the occupation. Comments revealed, T’m comfortable 
where I am’ (line 129); ‘I like cooking because I can travel’ (line 144); ‘It’s hard work 
to be a chef... (line 169).... It’s very hard being a chef. . .(line 173)....[prompt: So why 
do you do it?] ‘I like the art...’ (line 176); ‘most people don’t realise what works 
involved [....] we just need to be recognised a bit more’ (lines 186-191).
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Summary: Descriptive- phenomenon and ad-hoc
All three Tables (7.7, 7.8, 7.9) demonstrated a commitment to occupation. In almost all 
cases chefs could not be deterred to follow another career despite complaints in some 
cases of the hard work. The phenomenological perspective suggests the existence of a 
strong out-group culture rooted to customs and portrayed within synchronic-diachronic 
practices and norms. As a sub-culture determined work ethic has a phenomenological 
pull making mandatory, in many cases, attitudinal commitment to the occupation. One 
explanation is that chef culture is an induced enactment with customs i.e. a synchronic 
and diachronic parody with the brigade system of which commitment becomes 
synonymous with occupation.
7.4 Conclusion
Guided methodically by the strength of association and consistency of findings, the 
procedure for specificity moved to a less constrained method of analysis, which allowed 
transcripts to be explored beyond probes, and where required, assisted by prompts. It 
allowed markers such as ‘well’ to identify discourses, including commentaries with 
rhetoric i.e. through ‘storytelling’ and ‘troubles telling’.
Using the consistency analysis as a template, the research for specificity was able to 
identify layers of culture in association to core themes, namely and in ranked order of 
importance: (1) Opportunity (2) Occupation (3 =) Reputation (3 =) Hours/Hard work 
(4) Skills (Table 6.12, Chapter 6). Conceptually, layers of culture provide an improved 
understanding of processes depicting minimal cognitive mapping. For example, 
selectively culture layers (e.g. the need to prove oneself, or passion) can form the basis 
of an expectancy and the likely outcome of achieving it.
It should be noted however, that minimal cognitive mapping is psychologically 
complex. Moreover, it forms part of the mutual-equivalence process. The concept is 
limited here to cultural interpretation and ‘tip of the iceberg’ interpretation aimed at 
tacitly associating cultural valuables with cultural practices and norms. Table 7.10 
shows examples of cultural layers and are to some extent surface manifestations for 
behavioural side-bets.
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Table 7.10 Symbolic-cultural layers attributing to minimal maps
Culturally S vm b olic: co lla ted -com o aratives  to  * ‘reified symbols’
O ccu pation R eputation Opportunity Hrs/Hard W ork Skills
C u ltu ra l la y e r s
A ttributing to  m inim al co g n itiv e  m aps: co lia ted -com p aratives  to: ‘s ig n ifica n t s y m b o ls ’
T eam w ork O ccu pation G ive a  hundred  
p ercen t
P a ss io n C reativity
Skills A spire C are P rofess io n a l Artist
P r essu r e Tradition O pportunist P r essu r e Craft
Important to  b e  
a  c h e f
K n ow led ge F reed om C o n sis ten cy Q uality
(to nam e a few) (to nam e a few) (to nam e a  few) (to nam e a few) (to nam e a  few)
Note For reference *‘reified symbols’ (Stacey 2001, ppl08-109) were discussed in Chapter 4, 
section 4.4 under for example, ‘linkage: symbolic interpretation and discourse’.
As Wallace (1961) pointed out, minimal cognitive maps can be infinite in number. 
Thus, to maintain a manageable context the findings have revealed key symbolic 
specificities and their consequences to out-group culture that chefs exhibit in forms of 
commitment to organization and occupation.
Overall, the analysis and findings have exposed rich data to issues of culture and 
commitment. As an occupation chefs are in many cases highly committed. Attitudinal 
commitment to organization is limited mainly because many chefs seek opportunity for 
occupational growth and one hotel can only offer minimal experience. Gaining 
culinary experience is a factor paramount for the majority of chefs. Subsequently, chefs 
in many analytical cases aspire to their occupation but, as was demonstrated in Question 
5, are not inspired by the hotel.
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The long hours compel chefs to low attitudinal commitment with organization. Overall 
chefs enjoy hard work as long it can improve culinary skills. Notwithstanding, long 
hours do reduce the hotel’s ability to inspire the very best in chefs, at least attitudinally 
to the hotel. As a paradox, chefs stay professionally or culturally attitudinally 
committed to their occupation at face value it may appear attitudinal commitment is to 
the organization.
Overall, the socio-cultural relationship portrays a nomothetic relationship for 
organization for the aspiring chef, there are hotels to choose from. The ideographic 
relationship for occupation provide for a chef personal standing, occupational growth 
and respectability. Overall, it suggests a commitment relationship with labour mobility. 
This in itself provides for a behavioural commitment relationship with organization. In 
a sense a preset climate exists for organizational and occupational commitment and 
would therefore be grounded in mutual-equivalence. For example, based on 
functionalist parities there appears to be in play a self-percept which is career-minded 
and reliant on accumulating behavioural side-bets.
The body of these finding will now be used to provide a critical account to the 
discussion chapter, where these findings are to be compared with the preliminarily 
findings and to this thesis overall.
In Chapter 8 there will be a discussion, which is to combine among others, significant 
features for both the preliminary (quantitative) and idiographic (qualitative) inquiries.
Footnote
In retrospect to the literature review, tape-recorded interviews were carried out on the 24th June 2002 with 
all interviewing completed by the 28th June 2002.
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DISCUSSION
8.0 Introduction
Research issues
This thesis has researched chef commitment within 4- and 5- star UK hotels. The 
study has, from a cultural perspective, explored self-percept with components of 
attitudinal and behavioural commitment. The research was applied to organizational 
and occupational commitment. However, in order to proceed, a key objective of this 
thesis has been to address commitment inconsistencies that were pertinent to the 
research of chef commitment. With this in mind, Chapter 2 in Table 2.1 identified 
five research items, which were subsequently addressed. Here, the first research item 
identified a way in which components of attitudinal and behavioural commitment 
could be observed. The second item in Table 2.1 (supported by Chapter 2, Section 
2.2) tackled contradictions in mainstream commitment literature as to where 
components of continuance commitment resided. While addressing these endeavours, 
it was important to note that research for occupational commitment is currently much 
under-researched (see Chapter 2, Section 2.1). In the limited literature available, it 
was however noticed that debates between attitudinal and behavioural commitment 
(e.g. Meyer et al., 1987) have been rekindled. Previously, this area of research was 
referred, in most cases, to organizational commitment.
Research items
The research challenge was to link the relationship of continuance commitment with 
attitudinal and behavioural commitment (Chapter 2, Table 2.1). This was achieved by 
the successful use of the dual-methodology. As such, the methodological process 
served to address the remaining four research items - outlined in Table 2.1. Briefly, 
with Table 2.1 incorporated into Table 3.7 (the cultural framework), these issues were 
then applied to a series of research techniques. These were, for example, ‘strength of 
association’; ‘consistency’ and discourse analysis within ‘specificity’ (see Chapter 4). 
Represented through a multiple-case study design, the qualitative inquiry was capable 
of identifying where components of attitudinal and behavioural commitment resided. 
For example, when applied to conceptual mutual-equivalence (Table 3.7), and through
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analogies for continuance commitment, it was possible to observe, in some cases, a 
reciprocal relationship between attitudinal and behavioural commitment. In contrast 
to quantitative methods, this approach was successful in addressing Meyer et al’s, 
(1984) critical concern, that more often, ‘Becker’s side-bet commitment theory is 
saturated with affective commitment and, as such, does not allow the theory to be 
tested appropriately’ (Meyer and Allen 1984, p. 378).
Importance and implications o f side-bets
In evaluating Becker’s side-bets the researcher was mindful of Meyer et al’s, (1993) 
comment. In their analysis they revealed findings:
‘...consistent with H.S. Becker’s (1960) suggestion that “the existence of 
generalised cultural expectations provides penalties for those who violate 
them,” and therefore serves as a type of “side-bet”’ (Meyer et al., 1993, p. 
547).
Arguably their citation of Becker’s (1960, p.36) was somewhat reinforced when it was 
observed in their research that:
‘...correlations between affective commitment and continuance commitment 
were consistently negative... and small’ (Meyer et al. 1993, p. 547).
Notably, problems in research for continuance commitment continue to persist in most 
current research findings for occupational commitment (Meyer et al, 2001, Lee et al., 
2000, Blau 2003).
Paradoxically, these results seem to confirm an earlier observation by Allen and
Meyer (1990, pp. 6-8) who commented that:
‘...the CCS (continuance commitment scale) is relativity independent of both 
ACS (affective commitment scale) and NCS (normative commitment scale). 
The OCQ (Organizational Commitment Questionnaire) correlated significantly 
with ACS but not with CCA, thus providing evidence of the convergent 
validity of the former and for the discriminant validity of the latter (Allen and 
Meyer 1990, pp. 6-8).
Note: OCQ was used in this thesis (Mowday et al., 1979). See Chapters 2,4 and 5.
What is noticeable in all of these research papers is an attempt by academics to 
separate components of continuance commitment for purposes of improving validity
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in survey measures. However, concurrent to these papers is the uphill challenge 
researchers face in finding quantitative research solutions for continuance 
commitment. Moreover, related to occupational commitment, the research problem is 
likely to persist, due to the complexities arising from ‘idiosyncratic’ behaviours 
(Meyer et al., 2002). Pointedly, this is often aggravated by ethnocentrism, which is 
frequently inspired by the existence of sub-cultural being. As this discussion chapter 
will reveal, by using a dual-methodological process, a solution to these issues is 
offered by this thesis.
Key issues addressed: the analytical process
Four principle sections are now introduced. They are to relate to the aforementioned 
research issues by providing an account of the research outcomes achieved in this 
thesis. First, (8.1) there is a review of the preliminary inquiry i.e. the quantitative 
analysis and its implications for the research of chef commitment. The section 
identifies cultural cues, with subsequent implications for commitment. Second, the 
section (8.2) details the multiple-case study i.e. the qualitative analysis providing a 
review of narrative and conversational talk for cultural and commitment analogies. 
The third section (8.3) provides an evaluation of the research outcomes, which were 
achieved by using the dual-methodological process. The assessment presents a 
critique from the perspective of attitudinal and behavioural commitment. Here, 
discussion refers back to the literature chapters, using Table 2.1 (Chapter 2) and Table
3.7 (Chapter 3) as a critical reference point. As a result of this analysis a components 
table related to commitment is presented. This table summarises both the quantitative 
and qualitative research outcomes with indicators for reliability and validity.
Thereafter, the chapter progresses to a fourth section (8.4) which provides a series of 
evaluations including: the method used for strength of association and consistency 
(8.4.1); the method used for consistency and specificity, evaluated for narrative or 
conversational talk (8.4.2) and the method used for phenomenological and ad-hoc 
interpretation, assessed from the perspective of customised culture (8.4.3). The 
chapter ends (8.5) by providing a summary with conclusions.
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8.1 Quantitative analysis: the preliminary inquiry, methods, results, findings 
and implications
Method
Drawing from the commitment literature, reliable constructs for attitudinal- 
organizational commitment were borrowed from the Mowday et al., (1979) study. 
Although Mowday et afs (1979) research is now over 23 years old their 
questionnaire constructs, alongside the Likert scale, are still widely used by many 
researchers for measuring attitudinal commitment (Mathews 2002). With a minor 
amendment of substituting ‘organization’ for ‘hotel’, a total of 8 Mowday et al’s, 
(1979) constructs were used to measure chefs’ attitudinal commitment to 
organization. In the preliminary inquiry there were a total of 26 questionnaire 
constructs, 13 for organizational commitment and the remainder for occupational 
commitment. The preliminary inquiry received 135 unspoiled questionnaires. The 
sample represented chefs from London, central England and Scotland. The inquiry 
proceeded to identify, from the perspective of culture, chefs’ strength and 
identification with attitudinal commitment and behavioural commitments to both 
organization and occupation.
Results, findings and implications
The findings of the preliminary inquiry provided an important step in identifying 
cultural phenomenon with behavioural instrumental acts. The research has depicted 
behavioural cues to enactments of cultural practices and norm(s). Metaphorically, this 
has enabled research to describe chef-organizational commitment to a culture ‘as 
something an organization has’ (Smircich 1981). Put simply, the research was 
offered from a nomothetic, i.e. unitary perspective as to ‘what is happening’. The 
inquiry identified chefs’ routines within their organization. Notably, the research 
confirmed the existence of attitudinal commitment. Furthermore, the findings showed 
in most cases, an attitudinal commitment to organization. However, such a statement 
would have provided a premature conclusion at this stage. Although the results 
confirmed with high-reliability that attitudinal commitment existed, it should not be 
presumed it represents commitment to organization.
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Key points
Based overall on Mowday et al’s (1979) constructs, the data revealed chefs’ 
commitment to their organization. Moreover, for organizational commitment the 
Cronbach alpha held a validity score of .70. This related to an ‘item score’ of 11. As 
noted, although reliant on Mowday et al’s (1979) ‘Organizational Commitment 
Questionnaire’, these results were to be tested for falsification. To begin this 
discussion, Table 8.1 (below) for organizational commitment, depict the highest 
scores to Questions 13, 27, and 29. These scores show notable significance with 
dependent variable (Question 30) ‘the intention to stay’.
Table 8.1 Significance - Question 30: the dependent variable and Questions 
13,27,29 (independent variables)
Question 30: Dependent variable: ‘the intention to stay’
Question Construct Abbreviation Score
13
Organization
1 am extremely glad that 1 chose this hotel to 
work for over others 1 was considering at the 
time 1 joined.
C H O IC E .001 **
27
Organization
This hotel really inspires the very best in me in 
the way I perform my job.
IN S P IR E .00 0 **
29
Organization
1 ‘talk up’ this hotel to my friends as a great 
organization to work for.
TA LK -U P .0 0 1 **
** Significance level at 0.01 or below
Discussion
It might appear from the above results that chefs’ attitudinal commitment resides with 
organization. By implication, to confirm falsification or otherwise, it was important to 
extend this research to the prescribed ideographic inquiry. By doing so, it enabled 
research to explore chefs’ self-percept with the interplay of occupational and 
organizational commitment. This subjected ‘why’ constructs to chef out-group 
culture. Put simply, the research has moved beyond the unitary concept. 
Subsequently, chefs are to be viewed theoretically as an out-group and therefore, by 
implication direct research to the acceptance of sub-cultures, which metaphorically 
describes a cultural relationship ‘as something an organization is’ (Smircich 1981).
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Summary
Similar to this preliminary inquiry, academics continue to use either the 1974, 1979 or 
1984 Organizational Commitment Questionnaire (OCQ) provided by Porter and his 
associates, albeit that these constructs invariably saturate potential analysis for 
behavioural commitment. On a positive note, the quantitative data has provided an 
important starting point for this thesis. For example, the data was successful in 
identifying functionalist consistencies in which commitment could be associated with 
cultural practice(s) and norm(s). However, the statistical measures related to ‘the 
intention to stay’ (measure of continuance) were unable to move beyond assumptions 
for attitudinal commitment. Therefore, there is an overall shortcoming in quantitative 
research. What is still needed is the analytical separation of attitudinal and 
behavioural commitment or at best knowing the reciprocal relationship between both 
components. Using components of continuance commitment, these issues were 
addressed by subjecting chef self-percept to a qualitative multiple-case study design. 
These discussions now follow in Section 8.2 below.
8.2 Qualitative analysis: the multiple-case study, methods, results, findings 
and implications
Method
According to Miles and Huberman (1994, p.30) multiple-case study can include 15 to 
20, or an optimum of 30 individual cases. This research used a multiple-case study of 
30 individual cases representing three 4-star and three 5-star London hotels. In each 
hotel a total of 5 chefs were interviewed. Chefs answered eight open-ended questions, 
4 construct inquiries for organizational commitment and 4 for occupational 
commitment. All interviews were tape-recorded. The total was 238 out of a target of 
240 answered questions. In all, transcripts by narrative annotation analysed the 
strength of association and consistency. This provided the extension within specificity 
to narratives of discourse and storytelling in conversation in talk. In all, transcripts 
amounted to 67,064 spoken words.
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Results, findings and their implications: method and techniques used
Derived from the methodology (Chapter 4) the multiple-case study design took an 
inductive approach. By using method and techniques representing strength of 
association, consistency and specificity it was possible to recognize important cues 
associated with chef commitment. Noting discourses in narrative and conversational 
talk, it was possible to identify where chef commitment resides. Thus, the qualitative 
research revealed overall chefs’ attitudinal commitment to be attached to the 
occupation rather than the organization. In addition, the findings were able to identify 
chefs use of mutual-equivalence and moreover narrative associations given by chefs 
to describe their behavioural commitment. The research results brought to the 
forefront Becker’s (1960) accumulated side-bet theory and other commitment theories 
such as: ‘sunken costs’, Tack of perceived alternatives’ (McGee and Ford 1980) and 
Tack of alternative employment opportunities’ (Allen and Meyer 1990). Notably 
these concepts were applied to continuance commitment, which did not categorise 
any conceptual allegiance to either attitudinal or behavioural commitment (see Table 
2.1, research items 1 to 4, Chapter 2).
Led by conceptual mutual-equivalence, Table 3.7. (Chapter 3) provided the 
appropriate cultural framework, which successfully addressed the commitment issues 
raised in Table 2.1, Chapter 2. Thus, in the analysis for strength of association, 
consistency and specificity, Wallace’s (1961) conception of ‘minimal cognitive maps’ 
enabled the researcher to distinguish with greater clarification where chef 
commitment resides. This in turn revealed minimal symbolic cultural layers, 
attributed to cognitive mapping (see Table 7.10, Chapter 7). Resulting from the 
findings, these tables were useful conceptual tools in highlighting what was 
‘valuable’ (Becker 1960) to chefs in terms of their commitment.
In contrast, the literature on identity theory was able to clarify constructs associated 
with attributes of occupation, sub-culture and organization. For example, the 
conceptual use of in-group (e.g. organization) out-group (e.g. occupation) processes 
enabled indicators within the conversational narratives to show where commitment 
resides. Moreover, identity theory is able, for example, to link self-percept i.e. the 
individual to the group-concept, which is in this case associated with ‘self providing
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social categorisation and the level of commitment to occupation and organization. 
This was greatly assisted by noting what represented distinctive components of 
attitudinal commitment (Buchanan 1974) and how they are different, albeit to a 
reciprocal relationship (Mowday et al., 1979), from attributes of behavioural 
commitment (Meyer and Allen, 1984; Allen and Meyer 1990).
Data confirms the technical term ‘generalisation’ within the cross-case displays for 
both 4-5 star hotels. Acting as a technique to this thesis, Miles and Huberman (1994, 
p. 173) describe generalisation to be verification with ‘...relevance or applicability of 
...findings to other similar settings’. This research showed narratives with similar 
patterns from respondents in different hotels.
Generalisation was observed in the initial stages through the findings pertaining to 
strength of association and consistency and later reinforced in the specificity findings. 
The results showed where components of commitment reside and to some degree their 
intensity i.e. low, medium or high. Moreover, the results provided a platform noting 
regularities ‘in talk’. Symbolically, this represented all eight questions and has 
identified a ranking order with ‘minimal cognitive maps’ (Wallace 1961). This in turn 
assisted the specificity analysis as it allowed discourse and storytelling to be 
pinpointed along cognitive maps. In contrast, synchronic and diachronic reliability 
was achieved by extracting functionalist and historic domains, by noting why and how 
chefs describe their events as they exist albeit described as a mixture of the past, 
present tense, modals (e.g. mood) or in the passive voice. From a cultural viewpoint, 
the analytical search for synchronic and diachronic reliability is synonymous with the 
themes and patterns associated with symbolism.
Concerning symbolic culture, the above procedural processes would address 
conceptual concerns forwarded by Ott (1984 cited in Turner, 1986) and elaborated by 
Turner (1986), and further reinforced by Hassard (1999, p. 561), who metaphorically 
provide a distinction between honest grapplers’ i.e. researchers, who use symbolic 
methodologies likened ‘to social sciences...’ (Turner 1986, p. 104) in comparison to 
‘pop culture magicians’ i.e. ‘academically minded management consultants ...who 
have little knowledge of the implications of the terms which they use’ (Turner 1986, 
pp. 104,108). Identifying with the former category the symbolic identification through
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multiple-case displays has allowed layers of culture to surface in the form of symbolic 
meaning.
From the research perspective of an ‘honest grappler’ the multiple-case study has 
revealed ‘talk’, i.e. meaningful ‘significant symbols’ to cognition. This is what Stacey 
(2000, p. 109) would categorise as ‘reified symbols’. For Stacey (2000, p. 109) ‘... 
they represent a reality in an abstract way ... but from a cognitive definition that 
identifies the symbol with the word’. Noticeably, for Stacey (2000, p. 109) this 
conceptual position ‘...ignores the gesture response structure and therefore, the proto 
and significant forms of symbol’ (please see acknowledged limitations in 
methodology chapter). Notwithstanding, based on talk, narratives with conversation, 
demonstrated symbolic cues to chefs self-percept and their occupational and 
organizational social environment. To elaborate, conversational analysis in this 
research, has provided what Zimmerman (1984) has termed as . . .‘social interaction 
‘loosely-coupled’ with social structure...’ (cited in Widdicombe, edited in Antaki and 
Widdicombe 1998, p. 196). These analytical processes have, by implication, shown 
overall elements of explicit and less-explicit cultural enactments and the interplay this 
has shown with components of commitment.
Extending the analysis to specificity, discourse markers and storytelling has enabled 
ranked symbolic themes. This has been achieved through chefs depicting minimal 
cognitive mapping to explain their cultural relationship with commitment. Table 8.2 
(below) demonstrates the importance of opportunity to chefs.
Table 8.2 Specificity across multiple-case: importance of opportunity
RANK ONE-OPPORTUNITY WITH DISOURSE MARKER ‘Well’ INCLUDING EXTRACTS OF STORYTELLING
Question Case Transcript Marker Line
1 1.5 W ell, once I’m in-in work it’s a one hundred percent (.) (Well)/ 0.01
(Effort) nothing comes before work and I mean that so (..) I give present 0 .02
c it all when I’m here [probe: why do-why do you do that?] 0 .0 3omm.s |>s my job and umm (..) I feel that (..) they have given m e present 0 .04
Anprf. 91 the opportunity to work here so I am going to give it back. perfect 0 .05
Male [Brilliant OK]. 0 .06
Question 1: ‘How much effort are you prepared to give in order to heip this hotel be successful (..) probe: why ?’
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2
(Care)
Chefde 
partie 
Aged 27 
Female
5.22 ... did not treat m e well very w e ll at all (..) and I w as very (well)/ 0 .38
glad to leave went un(hh)der (..) and sort of start going past 0 .39
down-hill after you have left. (..) and you ac tu a lly  feel a present/ 0 .40
sense of -quite terrible (..) a  sense of sort-of relief-even (actually) 0.41
(..) to say (.) w e ll, leaving that hotel was the right thing to past/(well) 0 .42
do because ( ) (..) and skills like mine were valuable and past 0 .43
maybe you felt you w eren’t being recognised there (..) I past& 0 .44
know I certainly didn’t feel like I was being recognised passive 0 .45
there (..) so when I did leave 0 .49
Question 2: Would you admit to others that you really care about the fate of this hotel (..) probe: why?’
3
(Choice)
Sous Chef 
Aged 34: 
Male
2.7  W ell I felt like, it was pointless for me, I was being (well)/ 0 .50
wasted. Not wasted that sounds (..) arrogant I guess(..) passive 0.51
just like (..) I got more to do-give ... past 0 .52
Question 3: ‘Was this hotel your first choice to work for, over other hotels that you were considering at the 
same time (..) probe: why?’
(Occupation) 
Demi Chef 
Aged: 25 
Male
2.10 W ell, it’s a  profession where you are always learning- (well)/
learning where ever kitchen you go or different chefs you present
m eet (.) you will learn different things of everyone really.
So, if you are willing to learn a  bit of everyone you could present/
becom e a  really good chef to be perfectly honest. modal
0 .93
0 .94
0 .95
0 .96
0 .97
Question 7: How would you describe to others, who do not know the industry - what a chef is (..) probe: why
this description(s)?)
Here, in Table 8.2 it can be observed that there are multiple-case similarities based on 
chefs minimal cognitive mapping. To facilitate their significance, Samra-Fredericks 
(2003, p. 156) offers an important comment by explaining that the ‘discourse marker 
‘well’ ...cannot be stripped of a rhetorical ‘force” . Placing this within the context of 
chefs as an occupational force, the profession is often departmentalised due to the nature 
of the hotel industry. To elaborate, in the hotel industry chefs will often either express 
themselves as ‘self or collectively as an out-group to forms of rhetoric. It should be 
noted, as shown in the cases above, that rhetorical talk can perceptually offer positive 
and negative connotations either as a combined conversational interplay or in it’s own 
separate retrospective form. Ideally, rhetoric has provided demarcation for commitment.
Conversational rhetoric as a player within social and cognitive construction has allowed 
for, in many respects, meaningful deconstruction of complex discourses. For example, 
to begin, the discourse marker well and the rhetoric have underpinned connotations with 
opportunity in this research. From a rhetorical source, this represents the primary 
expectancy for the majority of chefs.
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The storylines along with discourse well have shown ‘minimal cognitive mapping’ to 
expectation with positive career progression. This can be observed, when chefs describe 
directly or indirectly commitment(s) to ‘profession’ (line .093); ‘I got more to do-give’ 
(line 0.52) ‘did not treat me well very well' (line 0.38,) ‘weren’t - aren’t being 
recognised’ (line 0.44); ‘always learning’ (line 0.93). By way of critical extension there 
is significance to commitment in the association of age and career. In the cases shown 
in Table 8.2 chefs cannot afford to give way to sunken costs, as they still have to mature 
their retrospective career paths. Expectancy is grounded with outcome for opportunity to 
be realised. If they were to yield at this juncture in their careers they would encounter 
negative sunken costs.
From the perspective of their age and current position, they perceptually view 
opportunity and expectancy on the horizon. In other words, side-bets are accumulated 
in the form of ‘consummatory acts’ (Wallace 1961). As the accumulation of side-bets is 
constantly on the horizon it is important that they remain active.
These cases represent an overall consistent strand that is common to all the findings. It 
demonstrates significance with attitudinal commitment i.e. ‘for the sake o f  (Buchanan 
1974) the occupation and not the organization. Therefore, the relationship with the hotel 
is a behavioural one. Symbolically a chefs relationship to the organization is 
instrumentally conditional and based on a self-percept of opportunity and occupation. 
Moreover, it confirms the preliminary inquiry that attitudinal commitment does exist but 
not to the organization, rather to the occupation. To summarise thus far, by noting 
discourses and storylines, symbolic cultural layers have become apparent in tackling 
explanations as to ‘how things happen’ (see Table 2.1, research items 1 and 5, Chapter 
2).
Functionalist and historical domains within storytelling
Symbolically, narratives have demonstrated behavioural discourses where for example 
‘functionalist and historical’ domains compete (Geertz 1957). Conceptually, the 
dilemma for functionalist (an agent of organizational climate) is to determine what is 
past and part of history, and what aspects of functionalism remain (Cameron 2001,
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p. 108). From an applied perspective, ascertaining functionalist and historical happening 
to conversational analysis has been achieved through storylines.
As a conceptual aid, Boje (1991, p.106) speaks of storytelling as an attempt ‘to keep the 
organization from repeating historically bad choices’. For Boje (1991, p. 106), ‘old 
stories are recounted and compared to unfolding storylines’. Thus, from the narratives 
which were presented in the analysis and findings chapter, the researcher was able to 
present comparatives of tradition and chefs attitudes to synchronic ‘current events’ 
(Boje 1991, p.l 13). Table 8.3 below, demonstrates both synchronic and diachronic 
domains.
Table 8.3 Specificity across multiple-case: synchronic and diachronic domains 
Rank three REPUTATION: (equal rank with hours, hard work): EXTRACT OF STORYTELLING WITH DISOURSE MARKER ‘Oh’
Question
5
(Inspire) 
Sous chef 
Aged: 34 
Male
Legend Markers associated with: question -  in bold perse and.... 
Marker i.e. (oh’ for story telling and troubles telling.
Marker - Past tense indicated in bold italic 
Marker - Present tense indicated by non bold italic 
Marker • (note) pres-per = present-perfect in non bold italic 
Marker - Modal indicated by [box] format 
Marker - Passive indicated by bold underline
C ase T ran scrip t
2.7 15  hours a  day  and th is  is ju s t not m e, this is like all the
Sous chefs’ Oh why do w e  have to do so many hours? You  
like (..) if I cite all the law and everything the European law  
directive and everything no body else does. If they [did] like 
10 minutes overtime or 10 minutes extra they Iwould be| up 
in arms (..) O h, OK, for the chefs and they know how m any  
hours you do (..) we got clocking cards (..) it’s just like, lets 
have rules for everybody. Umm, [would thatl work probably 
not? But that not my problem, that’s the hotel’s problem. (..) 
if it not going to work then they will have to com pensate the  
people that are doing extra and busting their ass w hat ever 
(..) umm just to maintain what they got- . Umm |l would!- you 
probably say that /  was wrong, but if y ou take  ail th e  S o u s  
C hefs  o u t o f th e  k itchen , th a t kitchen [wouldl co llapse .
Marker Line
(Oh)/ 2.19
passive 2.20
present 2.21
modal 2.22
modal 2.23
(Oh)/ 2.24
present 2.25
modal 2.26
2.27
2.28
2.29
pres-per 2.30
/modal 2.31
past1 2.32
modal
Question 5: Does this hotel inspire the very best in you (..) why?
Here, it was important (as with all narratives) to notate the past and present tense, as 
well as modals and the passive voice. To follow the diachronic and synchronic 
storylines the analytical - syntactical and grammatical markers have been left in the 
transcripts for the reader to follow. Within the storyline, syntax structures can observe
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the arrangement of words. Links to syntactical accords can demonstrate for example, 
induced culture or out-groups with ‘membership’ (Sacks 1979) and identification as to 
who they are. In a way, a syntactical system accepts ‘only those linguistic inputs that 
conform to it’ (Chomsky 1957, in Stacey 2001, p.121). Not to dwell on the nature and 
nurture debate, the objective here was to simply identify the culture and commitment of 
chefs in terms of their tradition and function.
Referring to Table 8.3 the cultural relationship of both historical (past) and functionalist 
(here and now) events can be observed. Related to Question 5 the issue of long hours 
demonstrates passive discourse (line 2.20) and generally throughout modals depicting 
mood. Here, due to long hours the sous chef was not inspired by the hotel. His 
commitment is therefore behavioural. From a syntactic viewpoint with a historical 
perspective, the sous chef comments, ‘50 hours a day and this is just not m e...’ (line 
2.19). Therefore, reference is made to other sous chefs inferring that this is an 
occupation-organization problem ‘... like all the sous chefs’ Oh, why do we have to do 
so many hours?’ (line 2.20), and goes on to say, ‘...let’s have rules for everybody’ (lines 
2.25-2.26). These comments refer to a functionalist reference point and an occupational 
solace to organizational climate. Paradoxically, long hours are known to be a cultural 
trait with chefs. Therefore there is a historical storyline also in play. Notwithstanding, 
the sous chef goes on and gives rhetorical reference to ‘European Law’ (line 2.21). In 
this case, from the sous chef perspective long hours are clearly ‘the hotel problem’ (line 
2.27). Overall, hard work and long hours go together. Working long hours is a 
contention for many chefs. This was clearly shown in the analysis of strength of 
association and consistency. Reputation appears to be threatened by chefs working long 
hours. Perceptually, they fear professional competence could be compromised through 
exhaustion. Historically it is an occupational hazard and synchronically provides an 
occupational desire for change.
In another example, historical domains can be observed with process to reputation. In 
this example, the chef thinks within the present, albeit if some skills need to be learned 
from the past, see next page.
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Table 8.4 Specificity across multiple-case: historical domain
Rank four SKILLS - AN EXTRACT WITH DISOURSE MARKER ‘Well’
Well, the reputation of the hotel has obviously come from people who (Well)/ 4.10
have been here before. [Yeah] so they have obviously come here, passive 4.11
sometimes and (customers) requested certain dishes (..) certain things pres-per 4.12
like, I don’t know (..) Umm, Peach Melba and stuff which are real (hotel) past 4.13
classics. present 4.14
Question 4 Do you think your culinary skills assist the hotel with its reputation? If yes, please offer 
at least two examples... Follow examples with why? If no, please give reason to why?
4 3 .13
(Skills)
Sous Chef 
Aged: 30 
Male
Conversation other than storytelling
Chefs’ conversations in talk, other than what is said in ‘storytelling’, suggest they enjoy 
hard work. By way of ratifying consistency (Chapter 6, Table 6.12) chefs fear 
exhaustion and the effect this may have, among other things on personal reputation (e.g. 
Table 8.4). As observed in Table 8.3, a chef, expressed as self-percept, yearns for 
change. For example, hotels wishing to ferment genuine attitudinal commitment to the 
hotel would need to find solutions, which allowed hours say, below 50 hours to be 
monitored with fair consideration. Although long hours are an occupational norm it 
does present a pertinent across-case variable to occupation, reputation and opportunity.
Table 8.5 Specificity across multiple-case
Rank two OCCUPATION
Question Case Transcript Marker Line
5 3 .13  I always give a hundred percent. (.03). [Prompt: W hy might present 1 .23
(Inspire) it not get the best out of you?]. Because w e work too m any present 1 .24
hours there’s too many politics that goes on, sam e old (..) 1 .25
you probably heard a thousand times. Now days people past 1 .26
don’t want to work 15 hours I’m sure people told you that past 1 .27
before I don’t (..) I’m sick of it. I’m sick of working 15 hours present 1 .28
a day and being paid for 8 . And at the end of the day I am present 1.29
30 old (..) I’m been doing this 12 years present/ 1 .30
perfect
Question 5: Does this hotel inspire the verv best in vou L I whv?
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Question 5 in Table 8.5 by means of its consistency, can be observed across symbolic 
ranking, for example, occupation. In case- 3.13 the sous chef is prepared to give 
‘hundred percent’ (1.23). Narratives as in previous examples show a historical line. In 
this case it is from an occupation viewpoint wanting change (lines 1.26 and 1.27). 
Commentaries show the sous chefs are under pressure i.e. depicting a consistency with 
rank three. Long hours and hard work are related to the sous chefs position within the 
brigade system. He/she is the most senior chef other then the executive chef. It is a cry 
to maintain a personal-reputation, (i.e. equal symbolic ranking order with hard work and 
long hours), that ensure opportunity for personal career growth.
Occupation culture and the tacit sensemakingfor long hours and hard work
Paradoxically, from a diachronic-traditional line, long hours aspire young chefs in junior 
positions to prove themselves to others. In Table 8.6 the storyline begins with ‘Oh’. 
Using the present passive tense, a demi chef comments, ‘... you get stressed on the long 
hours you work...’ - (lines 3.67-8). This example demonstrates young chefs being 
induced to the occupation culture. From a ‘sensemaking’ perspective an induced culture 
can look back to ‘retrospect’. Importantly, it is tacit culture to an outsider. However, 
more explicit lines of culture can be observed within the storytelling to narratives for 
which the chef refers to ‘talk’ - (line 3.66) and ‘talking’ - (line 3.72). From a 
commitment perspective, attitudinal commitment resides based on conversational ‘cues’ 
to occupation. The reason in this case is an occupational inducement to learn that 
culture, For example, a deeper analogy shows discourse storytelling with: ‘abstract’, 
‘orientation’ ‘evaluation’, ‘conflicting action’ and ‘resolution’ (Bell 1991, ed. Jaworski 
and Coupland 1999, p. 283). For example, in case 3.12, the narrative beings with: ‘Oh’ 
-  (line 3.65); ‘orientation’ (line 3.66); ‘evaluation’ (lines 3.68-3.71); ‘resolution’ (line 
3.73). It confirms Riley’s (1981, p. 102) observation ‘that a distinctive culture can 
induce people to learn that culture’. Thus, drawing on Riley’s comment and using 
Weick’s (1995), conceptual ‘sensemaking’, conversational analogies to chef-identity 
can been seen to sustain symbolic stratifications that are ‘plausible’, ‘ongoing’, 
‘enactive’, ‘cultural and social’.
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Table 8.6 Specificity across multiple-case: storytelling and ‘Oh’- example
Rank three HOURS/ HARD WORK: (equal rank with reputation)
Question Case Transcript Marker Line
(Oh)/ 3.65
present 3.66 
passive 3.67 
present 3.68 
present 3.69 
present 3.71 
present 3.72 
3.73
Question 7: How would you describe to others, who do not know the industry - what a chef is (..) why ? 
Interpretation: phenomenological and Ad hoc perspective.
This addressed conversational talk mainly to the last question - ‘Is it important to you 
to be a chef (Question 8). The phenomenological stance analyses interpretation with 
‘central meaning and experiences’ (Mousatakes 1994 cited in Creswell 1998, p. 236). 
Conversational structures provided a way to explore an interpretation as to ‘why’ 
chefs have attachment and commitment to occupation. Culturally, chefs expel customs 
paradoxically within synchronic and diachronic domains. This can be seen with the 
past i.e. the partie system and brigade cultural ethic modified to accommodate a 
functionalist present. This section of the research shows phenomenon to out-group 
cultural customs. They are habitable (Wallace 1961, p. 10) and ‘enforced by social 
sanctions’ (Tseng 2003, p. 30). From the out-group and commitment perspective, 
commitment via customs manifests ‘responses and behavioural potential’ (Wallace 
1961, p-30). Customs can therefore provide conditional enactments if cultural 
practices and norms are to function effectively. In many ways this is achieved by 
chefs accumulating side-bets along lines that socially categorises and maintains the 
occupation of chefs to a quasi-profession. Based on notion and career Question 8 and 
a series of 3 prompts debated chefs’ resolve and commitment to occupation. They 
were persuaded to consider another profession or occupation. Moreover, they were 
quite clear in the responses, that for the majority their commitment in the first instance 
was to occupation. Drawing from the analysis and findings Table 8.7 (next page) 
demonstrates phenomenon meaning and experiences to tacit combinations such as a 
value system with customs.
7 3 .12  Oh, All pretty much the sam e, (as in Question 6 ) but
(Occupation) naturally you talk a bit. [Prompt: Go on then talk it-up].
D -iC h ef W e  work so hard and your stressed on the hours you
A|VHI work; the time you work. You tell them about the
ae kitchen you say, ‘w e do this and w e do that’. W e
shout w e have arguments all the time and you need to 
work very-very fast. W e  do a lot of talking like that (..) 
because to you m ake yourself look bigger.
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Table 8.7 Phenomenon and ad-hoc: across multiple-case
Customs
Case Marker Line
2.8
Chefde partie 
Aged: 25 
Male
Transcript
rP rom pt A : Umm, would you say that you are more loyal 
to the occupation of chefs, the occupation or to a hotel?].
T h e  occupation . [Probe: W hy?]. Cause it (.03 ) It’s what 
w e do really and ( ) Being a chef in a hotel but the 
occupation wise you need (..) as you can move anywhe- 
go in any hotel, but you just need to have the o p p o rt- the 
sk ills  there in you to do the job. fP rom pt is it important 
top move to different hotels?]. Yeah I think so. Umm, it’s 
just I think it’s more of a  learning process you have to, 
b ecause if you s ta y  in one-on e  place at one length of 
time th a t’s a ll you  a re  go ing  to  know .
Question 8 Is it important that you are a chef?’ (..) If ‘no’, why(..) If ‘yes’, why (* tenses and discourse 
markers not applicable for phenomenological inquiry)
The phenomenological line revealed chefs are, in many cases, not interested in 
considering an alternative career e.g. why not work in a bank or be a racing driver?
Table 8.8 Phenomenon and ad-hoc: across multiple-case 
Considering an alternative career?
P193
P 194
P 195
P 196
P 197
P 198
P 199
P 200
P201
P 202
P 203
Case Transcript
1.5
Commis 
Chef 
Aged; 21 
Male
(as above)
1.4
Sous chef 
Aged: 30 
Male
(as above)
[Prompt: Would you consider anything else other than a 
chef?].Umm , I don’t think so. rPromot B No, you wouldn’t 
work for a bank, would you?]. No, I couldn’t stand it [Tell 
m e way?]. I don’t know, there’s nothing crea tive  about it-
 Prompt A: Are you more com m itted  to the
occupation; chefs culture, than to any one hotel (..) or do 
you see a  difference?]. Than with in different hotels? 
[Yeah and-?]. I think where I am working I am going a - 
take p ride of my work and be that I am  w o rk in g  in th e  
best place.
fPrompt B: W hy not work in a bank  or be a  racing  d riv e r  
or something]. I d o n ’t  kn ow  it n ever appea ls  to  m e to  
be anyth ing  else.
fPrompt A: Are you more commitment to the occupation- 
sorry - Are you co m m itted  to the occupation or to any  
one hotel?]. Umm, com m itted  to my self really, to being 
a chef.
Marker Line
P 99
P100
P101
P102
P 105
P106
P 107
P 108
P 109
P110
P 85
P 86
P87
P91
P 92
P93
P94
Question 8 ‘Is it important that you are a chef?’ (..) If ‘no’, why(..) If ‘yes’, why (* tenses and discourse 
markers not applicable for phenomenological inquiry)
(Or) .. .Why n o t... a pilot...? see Table 8.9 -  (next page)
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Table 8.9 Phenomenon and ad-hoc: across multiple-case
Why not be an air pilot?
Case Transcript Marker Line
2.10 FPromDt C: So would vou take mv offer ud . if I said Michael. P 125
Demi chef 1 could change your job and-and train you to be a  pilot?]. P 126
Aged: 25 That’s a  difficult question actually, that’s a very difficult P 127
Male question ant-it. Ah, 1 don’t know to be honest. 1 don’t P 128
know. 1 th in k  1 am  co m fo rtab le  w h e re  1 am . [Ok] P 129
6.30 [Prom pt: Do you see being a chef a  job for all your P 163
Chefde career- your entire working career?]. Yeah, at the P 164
partie m oment ves indeed. Yes indeed. rPromDt C: W hat. If 1 said P 165
Aged:30 to you umm, (..) I’m going to give you the o pp o rtu n ity  to P 166
Male train to be an air p ilot, would you give up your up as P 167
chef?]. Not-not now no, no P 168
6.30 Chef Prompt A: Ok. are vou more loval to vour occuDation- P 177
de partie: would you be more loyal to your occupation than to P 178
Aged: 30 anyone hotel?]. Y eah. M y-m y occupation you mean? P 179
Male [Yes]. T o  be a  c h e f P 180
Question 8 ‘Is it imDortant that vou are a chef?’ L I If ‘no’. whvLl If ‘ves’. whv (* tenses and discourse 
markers not applicable for phenomenological and ad-hoc inquiry)
The multiple-case study inquiry has revealed the concept of ‘self and attitude to work 
to an identity with ‘out-group’ occupation. It is clearly distinctive from the in-group 
(organization). Instrumentally, the occupation and the customs they represent are 
institutionalised with hotel industry culture. For example, the hotel sustains the partie 
system and the labour market facilitates structures for mobility essentially for 
professional growth. Symbolically, these facilitate for chefs minimal cognitive 
mapping i.e. opportunity, skills, reputation, skills and occupational worth. From an 
identity perspective, customs are so strong that it appears ‘once a chef always a chef. 
Overall, chefs are reluctant to change their career focus from anything other than 
being a chef. From a commitment perspective, this phenomenon reinforces the 
inquiry of strength of association, consistency and specificity.
Ad-hoc
Using associated prompts, the ad hoc perspective with phenomenological inquiry 
confirms reliability with consistency inquiry. In other words, the phenomenon chef 
metaphorically represents a cultural force to something that ‘is’. Put simply ‘it’s 
there’ and as an occupation it has a presence. As a quasi-profession it is powerful 
enough to sustain symbolic meaningfulness to the occupation with attitudinal 
commitment.
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8.3 Research outcomes: dual-methodology
Quantitative and qualitative methods: a critique from perspectives o f attitudinal 
commitment and behavioural commitment
The qualitative inquiry raises the issue as to the reliability of Mowday et al’s (1979) 
Organizational Commitment Questionnaire (OCQ) model for measuring chefs’ 
attitudinal commitment to organization. The multiple-case study in comparison 
clearly demonstrates chefs’ attitudinal commitment to occupation. In contrast to the 
dual-methodology, the research shows Mowday et al’s (1979) OCQ to be a valid 
instrument for indicating attitudinal commitment but not, in the case of chefs, to where 
this commitment resides. Therefore, satisfying the validity for attitudinal commitment 
to organization, the preliminary inquiry showed at best Tow’-reliability. Evidence, 
supported by the multiple-case study, demonstrated strength of association, 
consistency and specificity by analytical process, with attitudinal commitment residing 
in occupation.
The findings at this point, critically reveal complexities of culture. It reflects critical 
commentaries made by academics that question the unitary conceptual use of culture 
within organizational culture. Authors such as Pettigrew (1979), Abbott (1989) and 
Hassard (1999) infer this type of framework invariably provides limited analysis to 
organizational sub-cultures.
Using the unitary cultural concept to organization has confirmed similar tendencies in 
the preliminary inquiry by either ignoring critical points (e.g. commitment effects on 
occupational culture) or, at best, paying little attention to sub-cultural entities within 
organizational culture.
Moreover, as with organization culture, it suggests that Mowday et al’s (1979) model 
as an instrumental measurement for organizational commitment could be flawed when 
contemplating ideographic inquiry with sub-cultures. Put simply, the use of the 
Organizational Commitment Questionnaire (OCQ) by Mowday et al., (1979) as an 
applied model, shows a premise for the unitary concept and one that has close parity to 
organizational culture. Notwithstanding, the Mowday et al., (1979) OCQ has 
provided a good reliable and valid indicator for attitudinal commitment within overall 
organizational culture.
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To address the unitary concept of culture the qualitative inquiry, unlike the 
preliminary inquiry, was able to identify components of commitment as to their 
strength of association, consistency and specificity with and between organization and 
occupation.
Comparison with commitment literature: occupation and profession 
Some limited quantitative research is available which considers commitment to either 
occupation and/or profession. Here it is possible to compare research clues that were 
derived from the preliminary inquiry. By way of contrast Greenhaus (1971, p. 209) 
explored perceived importance of career salience within occupation. His research 
confirmed positive correlation with varying degrees of self-occupational congruence 
attained in occupational choice Greenhaus (1971, p.209). Contextually, career 
salience ‘is the idea that one’s vocation has a temporal progression (i.e. in stages) or 
requires an extensive time period to achieve proficiency’ (Morrow 1983, p. 490). 
When compared to this thesis the qualitative inquiry supports these conjectures. In 
other words, chefs do as Wood (1997, p.87) describes ‘flit from one establishment to 
establishment’... particularly for the young. Therefore, drawing from Greenhaus 
(1971) ‘career salience’ and Wood’s (1997) notions of ‘labour mobility’ would 
support tentative explanations as to ‘why’ chefs are not (in many cases) attitudinally 
committed to the organization. Moreover, the multiple-case study has supported the 
notion of side-bets where chefs frequently use the labour market to fulfil their 
occupational aspirations.
Returning to the preliminary inquiry the evidence did not support chefs frequency of 
use in the labour market. In stark contrast Mowday et al’s (1979) Organizational 
Commitment Questionnaire has paradoxically implied chefs’ career minded approach 
to resemble attitudinal commitment to organization. It infers a favourable intention to 
stay on the part of the chefs. This begins to explain why chefs appear, in the 
preliminary inquiry, to be attitudinally committed to organization. Therefore, in 
support of questions of ‘why’, the reality suggests, by in-depth inquiry of multiple- 
case study, that chefs enact identity of ‘self with an occupational bias.
Qualitatively, Wallace’s (1961) conception of minimal cognitive mapping showed in 
this research a consistency with behavioural aspirations inter alia with opportunity,
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reputation and skills. Chefs are shown to be ‘wanting’ to give, in many cases, ‘a 
hundred percent or above to their work’. The findings revealed the relationship 
between organization and occupation to be one of mutual-equivalence. Therefore, the 
relationship to organization is in many cases reciprocal to behavioural commitment. 
In contrast to the preliminary inquiry chefs’ career salience has, for example, related 
opportunity with attitudinal commitment to occupation. This refutes the preliminary 
inquiry, which directs overall attitudinal commitment unintentionally to organization.
Overall summary
To summarise, the preliminary inquiry confirms structural consistencies. Confirmed 
by the qualitative inquiry the relationship is one of mutual-equivalence in most cases. 
The results from the preliminary inquiry does however, reflect reservations in Meyer 
and Allen’s (1984) critical observation, to Becker’s (1960) side-bet theory. For 
example, it was noted in Chapter 3 that behavioural commitment could be ‘saturated 
with affective (attitudinal) commitment and, as such, does not allow the theory to be 
tested appropriately’ (Meyer and Allen’s 1984, p.378). This problem within 
quantitative inquiry was addressed in the multiple-case study, which found from a 
behavioural perspective, that chefs use hotels as a stepping-stone for personal 
development. Moreover, the research confirms that chefs are, in the majority, 
professionally or quasi-professionally minded (Fine 1996a). This can be closely linked 
with opportunity and occupation (e.g. Table 8.2) despite (if solely relying upon a 
quantitative analysis) the misconception that attitudinal resides, for the majority of 
chefs, to organizational commitment.
By way of critical extension chefs have inferred ‘the intention to stay’ based on 
occupational/professional commitment. Multiple-case study revealed attitudinal 
commitment dependent on maintaining professional credibility. Moreover, chefs’ 
‘intention to stay’ to one organization for any length of time has a symbolic 
relationship with opportunity.
A case for behavioural commitment with: organization.
Continuing to use the limited literature available for comparison, Sheldon (1971) 
conducted research on professional commitment. He enacted testable propositions
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drawn from Becker’s (1956, p.341) paper entitled ‘Elements of Identification with 
Occupation’. By taking examples from Becker’s (1956) work Sheldon (1971, p. 143) 
states (among others) a research assumption that ‘as profession becomes more highly 
valued, one begins to internalise the ideology of the occupation’. Related to levels of 
commitment, Sheldon’s (1971, p.147) findings disclosed for ‘those with low 
commitment to the profession, there was a strong linear relationship between length of 
service and commitment to the organization’.
Low levels of commitment, via multiple-case study, compared some chefs displaying 
behaviour to negative sunken costs. These chefs experienced either Tack of attractive 
alternatives’ (McGee and Ford 1987) or lack of alternative employment opportunities 
(Allen and Meyer 1990). A following example can be observed in Table 8.10 - based 
on the strength of association and consistency analysis.
T a b le  8.10 Strength of Association across muitiple-case
Behavioural commitment and the intention to stay in association with:
‘Negative ‘sunken costs’ -  lack of attractive alternatives’ (M cG ee and Ford 1987) 
‘Lack of alternative employment opportunities’ (Allen and Meyer 1990)
Case Question Narrative: Pastry Chef aged: 59 Strength of
association
4 .1 9  1 Hundred percent [probe: Can I ask why?]. Almost hundred percent. Strength
Well, I enjoy working here.
I did re-re try-try to retire... Association
2 I think it’s a nice hotel Strength
I only live around the com er Association
3 No, I first went to the umm (named hotel) Strength
3 I didn’t umm (.03) enjoy it so (..) I applied to come into (named hotel) Association
hotel and I’m glad I did and the::ee drop in my wages (.03) ah, I did get 
a drop in my wages coming to work here back here (..)...
5 Umm, yes it does because and why it inspires me is people notice what Strength
you do.
5 I haven’t had many complaints over the two and a half year of being Association
production chef, not at all so basically, I have survived.
[Consistency: e.g. different narratives but similar for cases 4.20 
and 5.54 breakfast chef aged: 43 and trainee aged 40 respectfully]
Constructs- Questions for organizational commitment:
Question 1 How much effort are you prepared to give in order to help this hotel be successful?(..) why?
Question 2 Would you admit to others that you really care about the fate of this hotel? (..) why?
Question 3 Was this hotel your first choice to work for, over other hotels that you were considering
at the same time? Probe why
Question 5 Does this hotel inspire the very best in you? Probe: If yes, in what ways? ...Please expand.
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Table 8.10 demonstrates behavioural commitment with the ‘intention to stay’ with the 
organization. However, the findings are more common to older chefs at the end of 
their career path. For example, they are chefs who have experienced lost 
opportunities i.e. with personal unrealised career development. The relationship with 
the organization they work for demonstrates low-mutual equivalence. It is not 
therefore, as it might imply, attitudinal commitment to the organization.
A  case for attitudinal commitment with: organization
In contrast to low commitment Sheldon (1971, p. 147) found that ‘for those with high 
professional commitment, the relationship with length of service and commitment was 
curvilinear [(and is in contrast to)] ...those with medium length of service having 
lower commitment with the organization’.
The outcome(s) of this research, reveals chefs who have acquired sufficient side-bets 
to be comparable with wanting opportunity. This begins to explain the reasons for 
chefs ‘intention to stay’ or length of service with one organization for example. 
Moreover, this could be reflected together with factors for negative/positive cost 
reasons for continuance (intention to stay) and not as revealed in Table 8.1 the 
preliminary inquiry as representing solely affective commitment. This can be seen as 
an example of how behavioural commitment could be mistaken for forms of 
attitudinal commitment, that in some cases, would not be an attitudinal commitment 
truly for the sake of the organization (Buchanan 1974, p. 533). The social context 
suggests that chefs will only stay for a sufficient time if they can recognise 
opportunity. The relationship with the hotel is therefore, likely to be one of 
behavioural commitment. In contrast, divergent forms of attitudinal commitment are 
likely to fall within positive sunken costs, while others if left solely to Mowday et al’s 
(1979) OCQ could result in some misconceptions with some chefs indicating positive 
‘intention to stay’ but based on the premise related to Tack of perceived- or attractive 
alternatives’ (McGee and Ford 1987, p. 640) as seen in Table 8.10 above.
The multiple-case study has contributed to identifying medium to high levels of 
commitment that were attitudinally attributed to occupation. In other words for most 
chefs, particularly the executive chef, expectancy and the ‘accumulation of side-bets’
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(Allen and Meyer 1990) have been realised. Positive notions based on ‘the intention 
to stay’ have manifested behavioural commitment to organization. A conversion 
through a mature career path has accommodated ‘self to positive ‘sunken costs’ 
(McGee and Ford 1987).
By way of critical extension, narratives in Table 8.11 (next page) link commitment to 
a sequel based on a timeline with career development. It can be observed that there is 
out-group interplay with accumulated side-bets. Here, the executive chef shows some 
form of transformation as to where his commitment resides. With behavioural 
commitment realised, the executive chef gives elements of attitudinal commitment to 
organization. This behaviour supports McGee and Ford (1987, p.640) who 
commented that behavioural commitment could in some cases ‘produce affective 
[(attitudinal)'] commitment through a process of dissonance reduction’.
Table 8.11 Strength of Association across multiple-case
Accumulated side-bets and transformation to: positive ‘sunken cost’ (e.g. McGee and Ford 1987).
Question Narrative: Executive Chef: aged 38 Strength of 
Association
1 Hundred percent (.) love the people - with similar philosophies - 
professional life.
Strength
1 Do everything can to buy the loveliest produce. Association
2 Oh yes, Strength
2 ah, well 1 have invested myself in it since pre-opening so l-l obviously 
care about because 1 have give 4-years of my life into the project
Association
3 1 met with Simon Hurst and we met, and (..) the hotel was a long way­
way
Strength
3 offered a great opportunity and 1 took that opportunity. Very happy with. Association
5 Umm yes it does. Umm, (..) It gives me a lot of freedom to be the 
person 1 perhaps can be. But within that there’s great accountability 
and responsibility.
Strength
5 These days in a modern kitchen is becoming 1 immerse - That means 
any other responsibilities you have has be de done outside that 8 hours, 
so (..) the commitment and dedication you have has to be large to be 
significant
Association
[Consistency: e.g. similar to a greater or lesser degree in cases 
4.17,3.11 and 5.23 executive chefs aged: 32,46 and 38 respectfully].
Constructs - Questions for organizational commitment:
Question 1 How much effort are you prepared to give in order to help this hotel be successful? Probe why?
Question 2 Would you admit to others that you really care about the fate of this hotel? Probe why?
Question 3 Was this hotel your first choice to work for, over other hotels that you were considering at the same time? Probe why 
Question 5 Does this hotel inspire the very best in you? Probe: If yes, in what ways? ...Please expand.
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Table 8.11 is an example of executive chef behaviour. It demonstrates a clear 
significance with opportunity and success. Narratives show commitment between 
occupation and organization to be sociologically and culturally complex. Moreover, it 
reinforces the need for a dual quantitative and qualitative methodology required to 
discover where components of commitment reside. Evidence here shows attitudinal 
commitment with organization has occurred as the executive chefs career has matured 
and is based on expectancy and outcome realised. Up to this point behavioural 
commitment by way of expectancy continues to hold supremacy over attitudinal 
commitment, where organizational commitment is concerned. It is only at a point 
where there are enough accumulated side-bets that the executive chef concedes his 
attitudinal commitment to organization. The sociological process supports that 
behavioural commitment and attitudinal commitment has a somewhat reciprocal 
relationship. Moreover, attitudinal commitment appears to be forthcoming from chefs 
as career paths mature with opportunity realised.
Reliability and validity
Drawing on research theory, reliability and validity in large samples for quantitative- 
nomothetic inquiry is capable of revealing well thought through data with high- 
reliability and low-validity. Small samples are generally used in qualitative- 
ideographic inquiry, which in contrast, is capable of revealing well thought through 
data with low-reliability and high-validity (Hussey and Hussey 1997, p. 54). 
Indicators for reliability and validity are demonstrated in Table 8.12 (next page) for 
both the research inquiries. Moreover, this table provides a plausible template to 
discuss both deductive and inductive accountability to both nomothetic and 
ideographic inquiries.
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Table 8.12 Commitment: a summary for reliability and validity
Preliminary Inquiry and commitment: the quantitative analysis
Attitudinal with: Mutual-equivalence.
High- High - Reliability Reliability Reliability Reliability Reliability
reliability reliability
n/a n/a n/a n/a
Intention to Attitudinal Not detected Sunken Sunken Lack of Lack of
stay Commitment Accumulated costs costs attractive alternative
exist Side-bets (positive) (negative) alternatives employment
opportunities
Low- Low- Validity Validity Validity Validity Validity
validity validity
n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Contained - Altitudinal
instrumental commitment 
consistencies exist
n/a ( not applicable) = questionnaire not directly designed for this purpose 
Comparative with multiple-case study: the qualitative analysis
Attitudinal and behavioural with: Mutual-equivalence.
‘Low- “Prominent’- ‘Prominent’- ‘Prominent’- ‘Prominent’- ‘Prominent’- ‘Prominent’-
reliability reliability reliability reliability reliability reliability reliability
Intention to Attitudinal Accumulated Sunken costs Sunken costs Lack of Lack of
stay Commitment 
to occupation
‘Low’ - 
reliability
to Attitudinal 
Commitment 
to occupation
Side-bets (positive) (negative) attractive
alternatives
alternative
employment
opportunities
High-validity High-validity High-validity High-validity High-validity High-validity High-validity
Attitudinal Behavioural Attitudinal Behavioural Behavioural Behavioural
Premise based commitment Commitment Commitment Commitment Commitment Commitment
on to to to to to to
opportunity occupation organization 
On going and 
behaviourally 
conditional
organization 
Near end of 
career path
organization 
Mid to Near 
end of career 
path
organization 
Near end of 
career path
organization 
Near end of 
career path
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8.4 Key evaluations
The next section provides a series of evaluations, synthesised in four subsections 
Research issues for discussion include:
• (8.4.1) Strength of association and consistency: deductive and inductive 
accountability. Quasi-professionalism, quasi-artist and the cultural effect this 
has on occupational and organizational commitment.
• (8.4.2) Consistency and specificity: self-percept - ‘minimal cognitive mapping’ 
(Wallace 1961) for opportunity - including narrative/conversation and equated 
to ‘discursive acts with reality’ (Chia 2000) and ‘ideas of rightness’ (Hardy et 
al., 2000)
• (8.4.3) Phenomenological and ad-hoc interpretation - an evaluation for 
customised culture.
8.4.1 Strength of association and consistency
Deductive and inductive accountability within strength o f association and consistency
Deductive-inductive comparatives to strength of association and consistency analysis 
avoided rich data based on discourse and storytelling. The objective here was to 
annotate transcript findings to a simple format with components of commitment, 
which were based on frequency counts. This was further assisted by using either ‘no 
probes’ or, in some instances, the assistance of ‘probes’ by the interviewer within 
conversational talk.
Frequency counts annotated commitment into two distinctive types. Attitudinal 
commitment was principally based on Buchanan’s (1974, p.536) definition of 
affective [(attitudinal)] commitment. Transcripts were therefore identified for 
‘affective attachment’ by chef-percept. In line with Buchanan (1974, 533), the 
analysis for affective commitment relates self-percept to ‘.. .the goals and values of an 
organization, to one’s role in relation to the goals and values, and to the organization 
for its own sake, apart from its purely instrumental worth’ (Buchanan 1974, p.536). 
By way of critical extension, this principle was also applied to occupational 
commitment.
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Separating attitudinal commitment from behavioural commitment was made possible 
by distinctive identification to side-bets, sunken cost, lack of alternative employment 
opportunities and lack of attractive alternatives. This procedure enabled transcripts to 
be methodically attributed, which in addition facilitated a degree of inductive 
accountability.
The preliminary inquiry converted how questions to why questions for the multiple- 
case study. Applied to frequency counts, responses overall to Questions 1-8 per se 
demonstrated attitudinal commitment to occupation.
Worker perceptions, from the viewpoint of identity, often see themselves as quasi­
professionals (Poulter 1998, p. 22). Mindful of this notion and from an applied 
research perspective, this does question Mowday et al’s (1979) questionnaire as a 
suitable instrument for attitudinal commitment to organization. Moreover, this 
research is cautious in criticisms based on premature proclamations based upon 
idealisms that view culture as a unitary concept. Therefore, by offering the 
ideographic findings from the multiple-case study, it was found that the preliminary 
inquiry with statistical significance based on chef-attitudinal commitment to 
organization was refuted.
When relating commitment to a contemporary workforce i.e. ‘today’ the construct 
validity of Mowday et al’s (1979) questionnaire as a suitable instrument for measuring 
attitudinal commitment to organization, becomes problematic. For example, Raelin 
(1985, ed. 1991) has demonstrated statistically the notions of quasi-professional 
idealism among individuals. Such a position would arguably move attitudinal 
commitment to the ‘profession’ rather than any one organization. Raelin (1985, ed. 
1991) also noted in the US the growth of quasi-professionalism has since the 1990’s 
become a continuing trend. In contrast, workers in the UK have become increasingly 
conscious of their work identity and ‘what it stands for’ within society (Rose and O’ 
Reilly 1997). Thus from a contemporary stance, societies in the developed economies 
have moved away from the yesteryears of blue-and white-collar identities. The 
argument for discontinuous change with modem management practices e.g. the 
learning organization (Senge 1990) and empowerment has changed managerial and 
worker perceptions. To elaborate, from a historical perspective, Whalley and Barley
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(1997, p.26) comment, ‘In the pre-industrial world most work was organized
occupationally occupational system was best developed, however, among the
skilled crafts’. Arguably, occupations are no longer viewed as they were up to the 
mid late 1980’s. In these times workers in many cases were restricted in status. 
Opportunity was perceptually paradigmatic to blue- or white- collar worker 
entrenchments. Transferred to chefs their culture was traditionally seen as an 
occupational craft. These references were observed in transcript conversations 
particularly in Question 7 but generally throughout in an ad-hoc fashion as shown in 
Table 8.13, below.
Table 8.13 Strength of association and consistency: Art or craft?
Question 7
1-1 Its much more niche, so I supposed we are specialist we are artisans. I think 1
“ e food can become an art, when it’s at its best. Way before that it’s craft. 2
Aged:38
Male
31 \ [Prompt: Do you see chefs’ work as an art?]. I think at its extreme sort of 4
EXchefVe extreme e^ve' can &e other than that I see it as a craft.[Prompt: Can you 5
Aged 55 9've ma a distinction between an art and a craft?]. I think a craftsman umm, 6
Male umm, is able- a highly skill person who has a great technical knowledge can 7
turn something out, very consistently over a period of time and retain a 8
certain level ah, ah, easily that’s ah, ah, my idea of a craftsman. If you take 9
that a little further then you go into sort of in the realm of creativity and than it 10
becomes like an artisan. 11
3.14 [Prompt: Do you see- do you see cooking or cheff::ing as an art?]. Yeah, it 13
J ra'ne,e7 is. [Prompt: Why is it an art?]. Because I don’t, know art is like- art is the way 14
Maie y °u exPress yourself and of course you can express yourself in food. From 15
recipes to presentation. [Why isn’t it a craft then, or is it a chef]. It’s a bit of 16
both. [Prompt: Does craft and Art mean the same thing?]. A craft that is - 1 17
don’t know if it- [Well, years ago people who cooking as a craft- it’s part of 18
the craft industry?]. I think it’s- if craft what I think it reckon it is (.) they come 19
into each other? [Prompt: They come into each other- how do they come into 20
each other?]. The way is the art- the way you can express yourself so, does 21
craft mean like Umm, your industry sort of thing or- [Prompt: Well, craft 22
could be pottery; it could be ah, a craftsman of you know sculpture or 23
something like this- it’s the tools]. Yeah, I think it would be more of a craft- on 24
the craft side of things. Art only comes into it when your (..) higher up in 25
rank. [When your higher up?]. You can do more things-freedom sort of. [Ok]. 26
Question 7 How would you describe to others, who do not know the industry - what a chef is? Probe:
Why this description(s)?
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From a traditional and contemporary standpoint, perceptually most chefs saw cooking 
as a passionate occupation. Cuisines represented creativity and flair together with 
artistic temperament. In many cases cooking was seen to be an ‘art’ rather than a 
‘science’. Such perceptions give rise to explanations about chef occupation. For 
example, chef-percept sees their cookery or rather ‘cuisine’ as a specialist field -  
hence the need for opportunity, personal growth and reputation. These connotations 
have reflection in the wider society in that chefs see themselves as quasi-professional. 
Overall, conversational tables confirm why chefs are attitudinally committed to 
occupation. Therefore, related to ‘modem organization’ the combined methodology 
has provided a premise, which confirmed the existence of attitudinal commitment to 
be true. Although true, the conclusion, indicated in the preliminary inquiry, 
purporting attitudinal commitment to be attributed to organization was, for the 
majority of chefs, found to be of low-validity and at best not representing ‘high’ 
reliability. This was supported by comparing outcomes provided in the multiple-case 
study from perceptual viewpoints of ‘strength of association’ and ‘consistency’ and 
findings from the preliminary inquiry. Notwithstanding, the combined methodology 
does confirm, with high-reliability, the existence of attitudinal commitment. 
However, in comparison to the preliminary inquiry, the ideographic inquiry justifies 
attitudinal commitment, with significance based on high or ‘prominent’ reliability to 
occupation rather than organization.
8.4.2 Consistency and specificity
Specificity inquiry followed chronologically after ‘strength of association’ and 
‘consistency’ analysis. This explored conversational talk in discourse and storytelling. 
The data identified chefs’ mindsets with symbolic processes. When applied to 
questions per se, it allowed chefs to express self-percept to valuables in the form of 
practice(s), norm(s) and expectancy. As the data was collected it showed a series of 
minimal cognitive maps. Through identification of discourse and storytelling it 
enabled the pulse of organizational and occupational climate to be felt conceptually 
and operationally. Table 8.14 (next page) shows an example of minimal cognitive 
mapping processes for opportunity.
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Table 8.14 Specificity: minimal cognitive mapping - Opportunity 
Across case (examples)
3 1.1
(Choice)
Executive 
chef 
Aged 38 
Male
5
(Inspires) 5.22
Chefde 
partie 
Aged 27 
Female
I m et with (name o f Director) and w e  met, and (..) the 
hotel was a long way-way and 1 w as (..) o ffered  a great 
o pp o rtu n ity  and I took that opportun ity .
umm, when we do our new menus everyb o dy  is g iven  
the opportunity to create their own dishes: and to that it
sort of something of your own when it goes out |you
say, w e ll (.) This is m e on a plate basically.can
past 0 .46  
passive 0 .47  
0 .49
present/ 0 .76  
passive 0 .77  
modal 0 .78  
(well) 0 .79
8 6.27
(Important)
Trainee 
Aged 40 
Male
It is very im portant to be a  chef because for two year 
I ’ve learnt- been learnt in the kitchen for m y scholarship 
(.) be observant, seeing them, showing m e (.) w hat to 
do. Som etim es they tell me, ‘this is not right’, I think 
there is instruction. Now I am begging it. I w ant to 
continue to be at that level. Yeah, to know what is right. I 
know I can m ake it. If I have the o p p o rtu n ity  and they 
have given m e the o pp o rtu n ity  at this hotel.
Pres-per
present
present
pres-per
0 .117
0 .118
0 .1 1 9
0.120
0.121
0.122
0 .123
0 .1 2 4
Specificity was used with probes and prompts to analyse discourses including 
‘syntactical and grammatical rules of the language’ (Stacey 2001, p i2).. The 
conversational analysis demonstrated how chefs were using richness of rhetoric with 
operational reality. Narratives were identified for Well an indicator for discourse 
(Samra-Fredericks 2003, p. 156) Oh, for regular occurrence or storyline (Forray and 
Woodilla 2002, p. 903) and Anyway ox Actually for troubles telling.
Chef discourse as to what was ‘valuable’ can be observed for example within 
discourse markers depicting ‘in fact’, ‘actually’ and/or ‘Oh’ for storytelling. Such 
characteristics of language can demonstrate ‘...discursive acts of reality-construction’ 
(Chia 2000, p. 513). Table 8.15 (below) was typical of this assertion by chefs.
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Table 8.15 Specificity: ‘discursive acts of reality construction’ (Chia 2000, p.513)
Across case (examples)
5 27 50 hours a  d ays  and th is  is ju s t not m e, this is like all (Oh)/ 2 .19
(Inspire) the Sous chefs’ O h whv do w e  have to do so manv passive 2.20
Sous hours? You like (..) if 1 cite all the law and everything the present 2.21
chef European law  directive and everything no body else modal 2.22
Aged 34 does. If they did like 10 minutes overtime or 10 minutes modal 2 .23
Male extra they would be up in arms (..) O h, OK, for the chefs 
and they know how many hours you do (..) we got
(Oh)/ 2 .24
2 .25
clocking cards (..) it’s just like, lets have rules for present 2 .26
everybody. Umm, Iwould that work probably not? But 
that not my problem, that’s the hotel’s problem.
modal 2 .27
2 .28
3 5.22 Ok, the answer to that is actually no (..) umm, and it’s present/ 0 .57
(Choice) funnily enough, however, I found it to be the best actually 0 .58
Chef de choice . In particular, the best ch o ice  for m e ..........W e ll, (well)/ 0 .59
partie he rang around a bit at the tim e- and umm, at the time past 0 .60
Aged 27 in m y other job as I said I wasn't very happy in my past 0.61
Female position job- in fa c t I wasn’t happy at all to be quite in-fact 0 .62
honest, which was partially the reason why (..) I w as past 0 .63
looking to get out (..) 1 was feeling 1 was gaining past 0 .64
nothing from that job, there’s was no satisfaction in it. past 0 .65
Here, the use of Oh (case 2.7) reveals an emotional state line 2.20 (Schiffrin 1999, ed. 
Jaworski and Coupland, 2002, p.275). A shift in orientation in line 2.24 shows in 
particular where the problem lies -  line 2.27. ‘Instructional discourse’ is also in play 
to forms of ‘function framing’ (Bernstein, 1996, ed. 2000 p. 13). In both cases they 
show sequences supported by ‘regulatory discourse’ (Bernstein, 1996, ed. 2000) i.e. 
‘pedagogic’ (Bernstein, 1996, ed. 2000) to inferences with occupation.
In other instances, chefs push discursively using accumulative side-bets. Symbolic 
minimal cognitive mapping can be seen to be present with expectancy. This can relate 
to forms of discourse, where the discursiveness persists e.g. ‘...ideas of rightness’ 
(Hardy et al., 2000, p. 1234). For example chefs have displayed rhetoric as a 
communicative tool for explaining the basis of a behavioural commitment relationship 
to organization. This can be observed in Table 8.16, below.
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Table 8.16 Consistency /Specificity:
‘valuables’(Becker 1960) and ‘ideas of rightness’ (Hardy et al., 2000, p. 1234)
Across case (examples)
1 4.17 It’s not a question of how hours you put in umm (..) present 0.21
(Effort) we do all the time, ah(..) when /, see opp o rtu n ity  I present 0 .22
Executive think of (..) o f things w e  can do 0 .23
chef 
Aged 38 
Male
2
(Care) 
Executive 
chef 
Aged 38 
Male
3
(Choice) 
Sous chef 
Aged 34 
Male
5
(Inspires) 
Sous chef 
Aged 34 
Male
1.1 ah, w e ll I have invested myself in it since pre­
opening so l-l obviously care about because I have 
given 4-years of my life into the project
2.7 W ell I felt like, it was pointless for me, I was being  
w a s te d . Not wasted that sounds (..) arrogant I 
guess(..) just like (..) I g o t m ore to  do-g ive  to
2.7 I say no, the hotel doesn’t inspire m e (..) the C hef
insp ires you (..) or he insp ires m e (..) and would
speakl and say that’s from everyone in the kitchen 
(.) the peop le  w h o  are delectated  to  catering  
and what w e are going Umm, but the hotel No.
(Well) 0 .30  
present 0.31 
perfect 0 .32
(well)/ 0 .50  
passive 0.51 
past 0 .52
present
present/
modal
present
0.71
0 .72
0 .73
0 .74
0 .75
As can be noted in the above cases chefs perceived outcome is monitored on an 
expectancy of mutual-equivalence. They base their thinking symbolically by 
describing their environment using minimal cognitive mapping.
Plausible sensemaking would suggest self-percept takes pride in being a member of a 
profession. Chefs look for opportunist cues for reputation albeit using their 
occupation and the hotel-organization. Based on what is valuable to them they enact, 
in many cases, a behavioural commitment around accumulated side bets. The aim is 
to acquire ‘cultural and symbolic capital’ (Bourdieu 1991 ed. 2002). It has been 
shown in this research for cultural and symbolic capital that attitudinal commitment is 
attributed to the occupation, whereas in contrast behavioural commitment is attributed 
to the organization.
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In all, ‘specificity’ has reified the frequency counts shown in ‘strength of association’ 
and ‘consistency’. These research techniques have offered explanations as to why 
things happen. In methodical order, they show accountabilities reflected in the 
preliminary inquiry as to enactments of occupational and organizational climate based 
on how and what is happening. For example, qualitative conversational talk has 
provided explanations to the preliminary inquiry as to ‘why’ chefs have demonstrated 
positive significance with ‘the intention to stay’. Based on side-bets plausible 
explanations can be found. To elaborate, chefs’ ‘intention to stay’ is closely linked to 
variables, which offer provisos for learning and opportunity. A chef may stay with 
one hotel-organization for say, up to 1 or 2 years or more and this would be dependant 
on the perceived accumulated side-bets realised. This would provide a reliable 
explanation as to why the preliminary inquiry showed a statistical significance that 
was positive to ‘the intention to stay’ despite chefs’ regular usage of the labour 
market. Significantly however, if  the results were based on Mowday et al’s (1979) 
questionnaire constructs then the premise would have offered a false conclusion with 
chefs having overall attitudinal commitment to ‘organization’. This research however, 
has produced a different result that supports attitudinal commitment, but to 
‘occupation’.
8.4.3 Phenomenological and ad-hoc interpretation
This section of the inquiry moulds the occupation to its phenomenological customs. 
By moving across multiple-cases, chefs’ transcripts show their commitment to their 
occupation. The interpretive view is that over time they become customised to their 
culture. Evidence shows that they are strongly committed to stay in that culture despite 
being offered conceptual alternatives as in Question 8. From a sensemaking 
perspective it is possible to observe ‘retrospect’, which demonstrates chefs’ 
attachment via commitment to their out-group cultural community (Wallace 1960). 
Therefore, staying in one occupation is ‘ongoing’ (Weick 1995) with lived 
experiences. It is about their identity and what it represents, and reinforces 
experiences as a form of cultural ‘inducement’ i.e. the need for ‘more of that culture’ 
(Riley 1981). From an ad-hoc perspective it goes to reinforce the recurring symbolic 
identifications across multiple-case in that there is a consistent pattern albeit with
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‘strength of association’, ‘consistency’ or ‘specificity’. This provides an explanation 
as to why chefs are predominantly committed attitudinally to occupation and have 
levels of behavioural commitment to organization.
8.5 Summary with conclusions
In terms of importance ‘opportunity’ is at the top of the ‘conversational list’ for most 
chefs (see Chapter 6, Table 6.12). This is followed by a self-percept for reputation, 
occupation, hard work and long hours and skills respectfully. Not necessarily always 
in ranking order, individual chefs interact their conversational talk around these 
‘themes’. Instrumentally, hotel-organizations provide functionalist amenities for chefs 
to realise or aspire to towards their goals. With the exception of positive sunken cost, 
chefs were only likely to give attitudinal commitment to any one organization, subject 
to opportunities being realised. For the majority of chefs, attitudinal commitment 
tends to be ‘for the sake of their occupation’.
Culturally, chefs have described their environment from two perspectives. The first is 
from the perspective of ideation. This can be symbolic, and therefore meaningful and 
significant. The intermediary for chefs is the cognitive application of mutual- 
equivalence, which ideationally enacts with the second perspective i.e. synchronic 
socio-cultural parities. The majority of conversational talk was spoken in the present 
tense, which represented synchronic-functionalist parties. Retrospectively, diachronic 
references were also observed in the past tense, which represented historical- 
diffusionist domains. Noticeably, historical domains are not in confrontation with 
synchronic enactment of talk. This suggests functionalist parities such as equivalence 
between organization and occupation represent a climate closely aligned to consensus, 
with perhaps one apparent exception being long working hours. Symbolically, 
organizations demonstrate ‘symbolic capital’ parities to ‘economic capital’ (Bourdieu 
1991 ed. 2002, p. 14). In contrast, chefs through their occupation have demonstrated 
‘symbolic capital’ (Bourdieu 1991 ed. 2002, p.14) i.e. to commitments based on 
‘valuables’ (Becker 1960). For many chefs this is not based on economic 
capitalisation but instead on ‘cultural and symbolic capital’ (Bourdieu, 1991 ed. 2002, 
p. 14) i.e. symbolic layers of culture associated with a commitment to opportunity,
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occupation, reputation, hard work and skills. In all, occupational sub-culture reveals 
symbolic - ‘regulatory discourse’ (Bernstein 1996, ed. 2000).
Chefs: commitment realities
In this research, attitudinal commitment and behavioural commitment via mutual- 
equivalence has a reciprocal relationship. To elaborate, attitudinal commitment exists 
for the chefs’ ‘own sake’ e.g. accumulated side-bets which enable expectancy to be 
perceived as outcomes based on personal occupational success. Many chefs achieve 
this by the process of commitment interplay that is facilitated by mutual-equivalence. 
These cultural realities, for example, were consistently elaborated upon in the 
‘specificity’ analysis via enactments of rhetorical discourse and storytelling. This 
research reveals chefs value their occupational identity. It is an occupation with craft 
traditions but is perceptually seen by many chefs in today’s society as an art with 
quasi-professional standing. Examples of such ethnocentrism are what Becker (1960) 
has termed ‘valuables’. Chefs have developed cognitive schemas to occupation, 
which are, in order of importance; opportunity, reputation, occupational worth, hard 
work and long hours and skills. As an in-group (e.g. organization) and out-group (e.g. 
occupation) relationship they provide for an out-group culture, where commitment is 
constrained by competing ‘symbolic’ discourses to organizational commitment. 
However, research has revealed that there is a mutual-equivalence in play to which 
chefs enact behavioural commitment to organization. Although a relatively complex 
process, Table 8.17 (next page) provides a simple illustration to their competing 
forces.
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Chapter 8
Implication with cultural valuables
In many cases cultural valuables are less operationally obvious. They are, in many 
cases, passive to tacit cultural enactments, which are shown at the extremes of 
cultural valuables and norms (see Table 8.17 - previous page). From this 
perspective, this research has revealed a number of important considerations. 
Listed as bullet points and drawing from Table 8.17 they are as follows:
Cultural valuables with norms: passive to tacit
• Attitudinal commitment for the majority of chefs resides with 
occupation, although not always operationally obvious.
• For most chefs the relationship to organization is one of behavioural 
commitment. This is based on an accumulation of side-bets, although 
not always operationally obvious.
• To achieve expectancy and outcome with side-bets chefs, for the 
majority, enact with perceptual cognitive schema. For many, they have 
a symbolic visionary path based on an aspiration to succeed and 
develop their occupational careers.
Cultural practices and norms: explicit and normative
Unlike passive to tacit cues the most explicit cultural practices and norms enact 
with policy, goals and objectives. Organizations, knowingly or otherwise, facilitate 
opportunity with labour turnover. This does not provide attitudinal commitment to 
organization. Instead, for the majority of chefs, it provides consistent instrumental 
stepping-stones for chefs to encounter. How long a chef stays at any one 
organization is determined by how much value or (valuables) chef-percept is 
experiencing at any given hotel. These consequences to commitment are indicated 
as critical points in Table 8.17. In not any necessarily preferable order, they can 
represent a perceived expectancy based on passive to tacit and/ or explicit 
aspirations. This can be summed up as follows:
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• Overall, chefs experience attitudinal requisites to occupation via his/her 
cognitive schema i.e. minimal cognitive mapping and second,
• Organizations provide for behavioural consistencies that allow for 
occupational growth. Moreover, the social context permits for most 
chefs a behavioural commitment to their organization, with attitudinal 
commitment reserved for their sub-cultural occupation.
The social context provides an acceptable level of labour turnover, which in 
comparison is in equilibrium with the intention to stay. Overall, a chef is likely to 
work with one organization only up to a point in time when he/she feels they can 
no longer occupationally develop. Viewed from the occupation, hotels provide 
functionalist accommodations. From an organization standpoint hotels, through 
their mutual-equivalence, achieve assisted corporate symbolism through a means 
of economic capital via the leadership of the executive chef. This takes the form 
of culinary skills, which serve consumer demand. Hotels wanting commitment 
beyond a behavioural relationship would arguably need to provide a human 
resource programme that provides chefs with intra-organizational opportunities, 
nationally, internationally and globally. Human resource programmes would need 
to allow opportunity for occupational growth. This however would require a 
strategic human resources process to ensure that diverse organization and 
occupation ‘symbolic capitals’ are met. Strategic human resources would 
therefore need to be aware of passive to tacit dimensions of chef-occupational 
culture. In concluding, Table 8.17 has shown contrasting capabilities in both the 
preliminary inquiry and multiple-case study. Moreover, it highlights the 
effectiveness of the qualitative inquiry used in this thesis. For example, the table 
indicates how continuance commitment can be deconstructed via minimal 
cognitive mapping, to a point where it can meaningfully be attributed to either 
attitudinal and/or behavioural commitment. As a result, a qualitative route was 
successful in this thesis in addressing certain commitment inconsistencies. These 
were namely tackling the attitudinal and behavioural conundrum for which in 
certain areas, i.e. continuance comment, mainstream quantitative research has yet 
failed to achieve.
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This chapter has analytically brought together the research outcomes of dual- 
methodological process. Moreover, it has given a critical account of the 
commitment and culture relationship. In identifying the relevant commitment 
consistencies pertinent to chef research, it was possible to categorise the research- 
items (Table 2.1) that were either under researched or showed gaps in the 
commitment literature. This provided the challenge for Chapter 3, which after the 
review provided for a cultural framework (Table 3.7) for which commitment 
issues in alignment with methodology could be addressed. Throughout, the 
research items highlighted in Table 2.1 (Chapter 2) have been significantly 
addressed.
With appropriate methods the discussions have shown that principally, attitudinal 
and behavioural commitment can to a certain point be separated for analytical 
research. It was noted that continuance commitment does not categorically 
belong to either attitudinal or behavioural commitment. However, most side-bets, 
until they have been amply accumulated, are likely to show more significance to 
behavioural commitment (see Table 2.1, research items 1 to 5, Chapter 2). 
Finally, chef commitment in most cases hold attitudinal (cultural) inferences to 
occupational commitment. Thus, to illustrate the outcome of this chapter *Table 
8.18 (next page), indicates within the methodological process where the 
commitment research-items have been addressed.
* Adapted from Table 2.1
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Table 8.18 Outcome: commitment inconsistencies with identified research items
= Applied to organizational and occupational commitment (incorporating Table 3.7)
Research
items
Description
Identify components of attitudinal 
and behavioural commitment.
Distinguish continuance 
commitment to analytical 
components capable of 
classifying cultural attributes to 
either attitudinal commitment 
and/or behavioural commitment.
Avoid, by using a qualitative 
method, a potential problem of 
data saturation between potential 
research findings for attitudinal 
and/or behavioural commitments;
Address as to what is ‘valuable’ 
(Becker 1960, p. 31) to chefs;
Apply an appropriate cultural 
framework capable of identifying 
where components of attitudinal 
commitment and behavioural 
commitment reside i.e. to 
organizational commitment and/ 
or occupational commitment.
Qualitatively, unravel 
continuance commitment from 
perspectives of both attitudinal 
and behavioural commitment.
Subject chef research to 
discourse analysis. This type of 
process could facilitate the calls 
for different research approaches 
- one being the exploration of 
‘cultural experiences’ (Lee and 
Allen 2000, p. 808).
Area of under- 
researched
Gaps in the 
literature
V
(Qualitative
method)
V (in 
occupational 
commitment)
V (from 
cultural 
dimensions)
V
(discourse 
not 
researched 
in this field)
V (Chefs, 
commitment 
and cultural 
experience)
Addressed 
In Preliminary 
inquiry
Only attitudinal 
commitment but 
had false 
premise 
Detected in a 
far as the 
intention to stay
Not achieved 
(limitation within 
overall 
quantitative 
surveys)
Not achieved
Up to 
consistencies 
which could 
identify cultural 
practices and 
norms
Addressed in 
Muitiple-case study 
design
Addressed, 
achieved and 
identified
Addressed and 
achieved - 
Identified as 
achieved as either 
side-bets or 
positive/ 
negative sunken 
costs,
‘LAA’, 
‘LAEO’ 
Addressed and 
achieved
Addressed, 
achieved - 
identified as
e.g. via mutual- 
equivalence, 
narrative, 
conversational and 
discourse analysis 
including and Hill’s 
(1965) ‘S o A ’, ‘S’, 
‘C’ & ‘PA’ 
framework
Achieved but in 
some areas can be 
open to 
interpretation
Addressed, 
achieved - 
Identified as to 
what was 
’valuable’ by noting 
layers of culture 
and to a symbolic 
ranking of 
importance
Key: ‘LAA’ = Lack of Attractive alternatives, ‘LAEO’ = Lack of Alternative employment opportunities, ‘S o A’ = 
Strength of Association, ‘C’ = Consistency, ‘S’ = Specificity, ‘PA’ Phenomenological-Ad hoc analysis.
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CONCLUSION
9.0 Introduction
This final chapter presents the main conclusions to the thesis. First, (9.1) a summary 
of all chapters is provided. Second, (9.2) the research process through a series of 
conclusions demonstrates how this thesis has contributed to the knowledge and 
understanding of chefs’ occupational and organizational commitment. Third, (9.3) a 
reflective evaluation of the strengths and limitations of the thesis is outlined. The 
chapter will conclude (9.4) by noting the addressed research inconsistencies within 
mainstream literature, which were pertinent to chef commitment. This discussion 
proceeds to address the continuing research challenges ahead. The chapter comes to a 
close by stating the contribution this thesis has made to both commitment and chef 
research (9.4.1). Finally, this is followed by recommendations for future research 
(9.4.2).
9.1 Summary of chapters
• Chapter 1 sets the research scene and thereafter introduced the aims and 
objectives, which underpinned the research title for this thesis. Thereafter, the 
introduction provided the framework for the research to proceed. The objectives 
were set for each chapter in preparation for researching professional chefs working 
in 4- and 5-star UK Hotels.
• Chapter 2 reviewed the commitment literature. The analytical process untied 
commitment from the viewpoint of observing inconsistencies, gaps and/or under­
researched areas. The review particularly noted that components for attitudinal 
commitment, primarily focused on organizational commitment. Although not 
always obvious, a key under-researched area continues to be with behavioural 
commitment. Only recently, in studies for continuance commitment i.e. ‘side- 
bets’ or ‘lack of alternative employment opportunities’, has behavioural 
commitment made some indirect comeback to contemporary research (e.g. Meyer 
et al., 2002 and Blau 2003). The problem however, is compounded by some
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academics who have viewed continuance commitment as a research component for 
attitudinal commitment, leaving little regard in their analysis for behavioural 
commitment. Indeed, there is here some confusion in the literature as to where 
continuance commitment resides i.e. attitudinal or behavioural. Thus, these 
notable inconsistencies, together with minimal research on occupational 
commitment provided the necessary research challenge for Chapter 3.
• Chapter 3 provided the theoretical background for culture. Moreover, this assisted 
the research method. The goal was to provide a cultural framework that could 
address the aforementioned commitment issues noted in Chapter 2. This objective 
was successfully realised.
The review resulted in, among others, the conceptual use of ideation i.e. a self­
percept based on cultural mutual-equivalence which included within this theory, 
symbolism and cognition. Applied to chef identity, these analogies offered a 
clearer operational distinction of occupational culture and occupational 
commitment. Moreover, self-percept was subjected to climate via functionalist 
parities, which in turn showed how chefs were likely to express themselves (e.g. 
Fine 1987; 1990; 1996).
In giving a cultural focus, relevant inconsistencies, gaps, and under-researched 
areas noted in the commitment literature, were addressed. To begin, the review 
(Chapter 3) had highlighted the importance of avoiding a unitary cultural concept 
acknowledging that chefs are likely to view their occupation as a quasi-identity. 
More importantly, if culture were to be accommodated, there would be a need to 
conduct qualitative inquiry to commitment, which would be in addition to a 
quantitative inquiry. Subsequently, these critical areas as an applied process, 
opened commitment research to mutual-equivalence. As such, it provided a 
capability in analysing consecutively both attitudinal and behavioural 
commitment. Overall, the cultural framework (Table 3.7) had the ability to observe 
where attitudinal and behavioural commitment resides i.e. in occupational 
commitment and/or organizational commitment. In other cases a reciprocal 
relationship between attitudinal and behavioural commitment could be observed.
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Culturally, the use of symbolic and cognition had facilitated this research through 
discourse analysis to identify what was ‘valuable’ (Becker 1960, p.39) to chefs.
• Chapters 2 and 3 conceptually assisted Chapter 4 in the methodological discussion 
and identification of philosophical considerations. This in turn assisted rationale 
and alignment with methodological appropriateness, together with subsequent 
methods and techniques for the intended research. Alongside commitment 
analogies and due to cultural complexity, methods and techniques provided for 
methodical process, while at the same time allowing softer meaningful cultural 
inferences to be expressed and successfully analysed.
• The task for Chapter 4 was to move beyond predominantly mainstream research 
methodologies, which invariably categorise commitment to quantitative research. 
In particular, it was noted that traditional research methods for attitudinal 
commitment can more often unwittingly saturated potential analysis for 
behavioural commitment (Meyer and Allen 1984, p. 378). Therefore, such 
reflective accounts derived from Chapters 2 and 3 reinforced the research 
justification for this thesis to conduct a dual-methodology. It incorporated both a 
traditional nomothetic- quantitative approach and a subsequent innovative 
idiographic- qualitative inquiry that was based on a multiple-case study design.
Consequently for the qualitative inquiry, the method and techniques adopted for 
the multiple-case study used, amongst others, discourse analysis, which in turn 
analysed commitment for cultural mutual-equivalence and symbolic inferences. 
Represented as the social context, this data was methodically placed alongside an 
analytical structure for strength of association, consistency, specificity and 
phenomenological ad-hoc inquiry. Inclusive in this methodological technique 
was the conversion of commitment questions from the quantitative to qualitative 
inquiry. The objective from the perspective of culture and commitment offered, 
among others, a qualitative explanation as to why in the quantitative inquiry 
behavioural consistencies have occurred in the way they have. Thereafter, the 
chapter (Section 4.6) referred to and reflected on the research process encountered 
in this thesis.
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• Chapters 5 to 7 provided the analysis and findings for both inquiries. In Chapter 5 
a low Cronbach alpha was noted for occupational commitment. In contrast, 
measures for organizational commitment were reasonable. Moreover, they 
demonstrated behavioural consistencies, and as such can be related to cultural 
practices and norms. The results quantitatively have therefore revealed 
commitment to consistencies i.e. to what is occurring, but were unable to explain 
why these consistencies occur (including cultural practices and norms). The 
quantitative results for occupational commitment were disappointing. Arguably, 
the low alpha has culturally reflected on the idiosyncratic nature of occupational 
commitment. Exploring the why factor was the role for Chapters 6 and 7 based on 
the multiple-case design outlined in Chapter 4. The results revealed that 
behavioural commitment, for the majority of chefs, resided with organization and 
attitudinal commitment to the occupation.
• Chapter 8 provided a thesis overview. It incorporated and addressed the research 
issues identified in Chapter 2. Discussions identified cultural cues including the 
relationship they have with commitment. The chapter then proceeded to evaluate 
the research outcomes, which were achieved by using a dual-methodological 
process. Thereafter, Table 8.12 (Chapter 8) summarised research outcomes with 
indicators for reliability and validity. A series of evaluations were conducted to 
assess and reflect on:
• deductive and inductive accountability;
• identity, expectancy and the cultural impact on commitment;
• narrative or conversational talk, that has expressed ‘minimal cognitive 
mapping’ (Wallace 1961) for opportunity;
• associated talk with ‘discursive acts with reality’ (Chia 2000) or ‘ideas of 
rightness’ (Hardy et al., 2000)
• customised culture where, for example, chefs have tailored their belief-system 
for ‘more of that culture’ (Riley 1981).
Finally, Table 8.18 indicates within the methodological process where the 
commitment research-items have been addressed.
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9.2 Research process and contribution to knowledge: conclusions
This thesis has demonstrated that chefs, in the majority of cases, are attitudinally 
committed to their occupation and not to their organization. In contrast, the most 
significant outcome of this research discloses chefs enact a behavioural commitment 
relationship to organization. Conceptually, chefs show a mutual-equivalence without 
necessarily cognitive sharing to organization. Put simply, chefs have revealed 
cognitive schemas that are ‘valuable’ as single-discourse(s) that are in many cases in 
favour of their occupation. Moreover, single-discourse(s), in contrast to multiple- 
discourses, demonstrate a mutual-equivalence, which culturally favour realities of 
behavioural commitment to organization. To support these findings a dual­
methodology was used to ensure a degree of reliability and validity testing. 
Methodologically, this represented a research approach to ‘nomothetic method’ for 
quantitative-deductive inquiry and ‘ideographic method’ for qualitative-inductive 
inquiry. The preliminary inquiry, the nomothetic approach, identified common- 
practices among chefs in organizations. This process revealed recurrent behavioural 
consistencies of commitment with organizational culture. Culturally, the preliminary 
inquiry provided deductive cues to chefs cultural practices and norms from an 
‘organizational premise’. To achieve reliability with consistency, the nomothetic 
process used constructs borrowed from Mowday et al’s (1979) ‘Organization 
Commitment Questionnaire' (OCQ) model. Moreover, these constructs per se are 
considered by the literature to be a reliable instrument as measures for attitudinal 
commitment to organization commitment. The results showed chefs anchored their 
commitment positively to ‘the intention to stay’ (i.e. dependant variable). 
Subsequently, the data overall revealed chefs to be attitudinally committed to their 
organization (i.e. correlations with independent variables OCQ).
The preliminary findings and implications
From a critical position a nomothetic approach, without the use of an ideographic 
inquiry, may conclude chefs attitudinal commitment to organization stands for high- 
reliability and low-validity. However, it should be noted that from a philosophical 
standpoint, nomothetic method favours knowing outcomes based on, in this instance, 
rulings to societal-organizational governance and/or a consensus for the good of the
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majority (e.g. in-group corporate culture). For chefs this approach to the questionnaire 
was therefore analytically focused on attitude. In many ways chefs have responded to 
the OCQ based on functionalist ‘macro’ and ‘general rule’ making events within 
organization. The process provides ‘etic’ objectivity, which has inadvertently led 
chefs to respond to questions based on ‘in-group’ rationality. The nomothetic premise 
has demonstrated chef commitment to a consensus that demonstrates inferred 
multiple-discourses. These discourses represent cultural practices and norms, which 
interplay with organization climate i.e. for general rules - how it is to be. Put simply, 
the results reveal a climate of ‘what is happening’, rather than an understanding of 
perceptual reasons as to ‘why such happenings occur’. Consequently and seemingly 
importantly, the preliminary inquiry has reflected chef attitudinal commitment to 
‘overall’ organization culture. However, this should not be confused as being a 
reflection of chefs attitudinal commitment to organization because chefs are also (as 
considered here) a ‘sub-culture’ within ‘organization culture’.
From preliminary inquiry to ideographic inquiry
As was noted, unintentionally or otherwise, organizational culture and more profound 
corporate culture strongly links organizational commitment to a unitary concept. 
Conceptually therefore, as well as operationally, the unitary viewpoint is capable, by 
default, of concealing sub-cultural reality. Research has tended to show that the 
unitary dimension of culture can lead, in many cases, to a lack of analysis and in 
consequence can suppress perceptual sub-cultural reality. Markedly therefore, like 
organizational culture, organizational commitment can easily become restricted if 
constrained by a single - unitary concept, which by nature is functionalist and 
nomothetic to organizational culture and /or to corporate culture. Based on this 
premise it cannot be said with high-reliability that chefs are attitudinally committed to 
organization. Instead, the preliminary inquiry can only go so far towards confirming a 
high-reliability and low-validity, to the notion that attitudinal commitment exists, but 
not where it resides. In comparison, the ideographic study demonstrated ‘prominent’ 
reliability and high-validity for attitudinal commitment to occupation. This finding 
was important to the research process in addition to identifying behavioural 
consistencies in cultural practices and norms.
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Despite being conclusive in confirming from the preliminary inquiry that attitudinal 
commitment exists, the thesis needed to take into consideration criticisms put forward 
by academic writers of commitment theory. A particular contention was that affective 
(attitudinal) commitment research frequently saturates components of behavioural 
commitment. Methodologically, it was important to address this issue in the 
ideographic inquiry. As a result, behavioural commitment was found to assist in the 
process of ‘confirming’ or ‘refuting’, or at best showing ‘low-reliability’, the premise 
that in the majority chefs are attitudinally committed to organization. Concepts of 
commitment, therefore offered a research opportunity for close inquiry of chef self­
percept. This was achieved by converting OCQ and constructs (including constructs 
for occupation) from questions of how to why questions. In all, they represented eight 
questions, four for organization and four for occupation. As face-to-face interviews 
per se totalling thirty participants (five chefs interviewed in each hotel) they 
permitted ‘conversation’ and ‘talk’ exploration into the commitment relationship with 
in-group (i.e. organization) and out-group processes (i.e. occupation). For research 
purposes, the ideographic inquiry, as representative of the multiple-case study, was 
shown to be capable of connecting conceptual analogies alongside the preliminary 
inquiry.
Commitment: cultural- symbolism, mutual-equivalence andfunctionalism
The multiple-case study linked perceptually (e.g. ideation) and symbolically 
meaningful and significant layers of culture to socio-cultural structures. This was 
achieved by applying cultural stratifications to conceptual mutual-equivalence. It 
allowed symbolic culture(s) to be revealed through talk. For example, layers of 
culture could be seen as facets of corporate culture and occupation culture. 
Transcripts were able to reveal ‘consummatory acts’ to nomothetic stratifications e.g. 
organization and society, and ideographic e.g. self and occupation. From the 
functionalist perspective, consummatory acts coexist with instrumental structures that 
serve society. Chefs, for example, take advantage of a strong internal labour market 
for opportunity and intra-occupational career growth. In short, conceptual mutual- 
equivalence is a process of identifying consumables that are important to chefs. In a 
way, this demonstrates notions of single-discourse by way of ‘self with accumulated 
‘side-bets’. Self-percept symbolically engaged ‘expectancy’ within functionalist
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parities (e.g. nomothetic). The expectancy for chefs is calculated along cognitive 
schema to a process of ‘minimal cognitive mapping’. As a basis of conversational 
talk, chefs stay with an organization as long as they consume an expectancy to a series 
of accumulated side-bets. Paradoxically, this can be an engagement with multiple 
discourses, which can disclose the intention to leave or to stay, as demonstrated within 
the findings and discussion of this thesis. As a calculative process, side-bets represent 
in many instances a behavioural commitment to organization. The findings show 
attitudinal commitment is reserved for the occupation for the majority of chefs. As a 
behavioural commitment, side-bets are seen to demonstrate in talk what is ‘valuable’ 
(Becker 1960) to chefs.
As a contribution to the literature, the conceptual use of Becker’s (1960, p. 39) 
‘valuables’ were found to be represented in this thesis as ‘surface’ cultural values. 
They have been expressed in the narrative of discourse analysis to be either explicit 
and/or tacit (e.g. passive) cultural inferences. Culturally, these have been found to be 
important. Symbolically, they strengthen ‘specificity’ to what are occupational 
practices and norms. As a culturally collective whole, they provide for chefs a 
behavioural commitment relationship to organization. As a result of the multiple-case 
study, they were demonstrated to be a series of ‘minimal cognitive maps’ reliant on 
layers of culture representing opportunity, occupation, reputation, hard work and long 
hours (e.g. diligence), and skills.
The ideographic inquiry was able to facilitate chef self-percept and sub-culture 
identity by subjecting ‘unitary parts’ (each chef as a sample) of organizational culture 
to reveal percept of symbolic encounters. This was achieved by annotating transcript 
frequencies to ‘strength of association’, ‘consistency’ and discourse with 
conversational analysis. For inductive reliability and validity, the analysis for 
‘strength of association’ and ‘consistency’ noted chefs’ responses without the 
interviewer using prompts. With the exception of limited probes, the process captured 
chefs’ responses to each of the questions 1 to 6. This approach allowed for inductive 
reasoning in the form of ‘belief-probability’ (e.g. attitude). This was conducted by 
annotating narratives of ‘talk’ to frequencies of ‘strength of association’ and 
thereafter, consistency.
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By condensing data to succinct texts (strength of association) and annotating long 
statements to reduce to simple categories (consistency), the researcher has been able to 
apply with clarity the ‘specificity’ phase of the analysis. Using specificity analysis 
where appropriate, prompts, and in other cases relying on naturally occurring 
utterances, the researcher was able to observe discourse markers within storytelling 
and troubles telling. This depicted, among others, discursive enactments to what it is. 
It gave the researcher an opportunity, via transcripts of tape recordings, to observe 
enactments of chef-culture in 4-5 star hotels. It allowed commitment theory i.e. 
attitudinal and behavioural commitment to be more thoroughly explored against ‘self­
percept’ and ‘operational reality’.
The phenomenological and ad-hoc inquiry within the multiple-case study process was 
mainly attributed in Question 8. Representing the last two questions respectively 
prompts were freely used, which on occasions played devils advocate in order to 
draw-out how far chefs are committed to what they do.
As ‘collective data’ the multiple-case study revealed chefs use of rhetoric to sustain 
and/or reinforce occupational position as an out-group. This however, was essentially 
required in order to maintain opportunity for personal career growth. Therefore, 
collectively and symbolically, it is in their interest for the majority of chefs to stay 
attitudinally committed to their occupation. Moreover, the identity of chefs through 
use of rhetoric, within 4- and 5- star UK hotels, clearly defined self- to a social- 
categorisation. For example, it indirectly alerts organizations to the fact that culinary 
passion and aspiration are very important to chefs and their occupation.
Commitment: culture and discourse
Chefs have demonstrated conceptual use to ‘minimal cognitive mapping’ for 
sustaining sub-cultural property such as maintaining opportunity for developing 
culinary skills foremost to occupation. Supported by symbolic layers of culture (e.g. 
passion and aspiration), chefs are able to sustain a cultural-force and equivalence, 
which attributes chef-occupational identity to a perceptual footing based on ‘quasi­
professional and/or artist’ status (Fine 1996). It confirms a sub-culture to which chefs 
are clear as to whom they are and how they are to be represented as an occupation 
within society. In other words identity for chefs was seen to be extremely important.
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Here, discourse revealed a strong intra-social order within the occupation. For 
example, storytelling was mainly in the present tense. With young chefs, storylines 
demonstrated how they had become induced to occupation culture. It showed cultural 
‘valuables’ as an important symbolic process for which chefs use cognitive schema as 
a minimal mapping process for accumulating side-bets with opportunity.
Culturally, the context for this thesis conferred single discourse to occupational 
culture (out-group) and multiple discourses to the organization (in-group). From the 
viewpoint of self-percept, research considerations for discourse in relation to 
occupation can arguably be applied to the conceptual framework offered by Bernstein 
(1996, ed. 2000), i.e. ‘pedagogic’ for single discourse and ‘regulative’ for a series of 
single or multiple discourses (see Chapter 3, Tables 3.4.and 3.6). Bernstein does not 
directly relate these types of discourses to occupation. However, from a narrative 
viewpoint, pedagogic and regulative discourses, when related to this thesis, can 
characteristically be observed throughout Chapter 8 (see for example subsection 
8.5.2).
Summary
This thesis reveals that it is not within a designed competence of one organization or 
one corporate organization to provide all the necessary requisites for chefs to develop. 
Therefore, unlike nomothetic inquiry which has its methodological roots in the logic 
of knowledge, ideographic method culturally attributes chefs as ‘self to a socio- 
psychological percept (e.g. their occupational world). As a philosophical premise, 
ideographic method therefore provided a microanalysis of occurring events. From this 
viewpoint occupations are seen to have their own identity and uniqueness. Thus, 
ideographic method has shown a representation of perceptual as well as subjective 
parities to socio-cultural phenomenon. These represent important operational realities 
with single discourses, which connect as mutual-equivalence to multiple-discourses 
(i.e. inteijecting with in-group discourses). Therefore, as an occupation, no one unitary 
policy can govern the uniqueness and diversity of that sub-culture. Notwithstanding, 
corporate policies can influence or suppress sub-cultures accordingly. 
Ideographically, the more cultures share common values the more positive the mutual- 
equivalence will be. Applied to this study, the preliminary inquiry does support
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positive behavioural consistencies. This was also confirmed to be valid in the 
multiple-case study, with the exception of discourse in which chefs complain of long 
working hours. Overall, this thesis substantiates cohesiveness between nomothetic 
parities (e.g. society and organization) and ideographic (e.g. society and occupation) 
representation. Put simply, there are instrumental consistencies in place which 
facilitate chef self-percept and can function with relative ease within the society which 
organizations serve.
9.3 Thesis strengths and limitations
The quantitative inquiry was only able to indicate behavioural consistencies with 
attitudinal components. The nearest conclusion for culture is that such consistencies 
can be observed as cultural practices or norms for organizational and occupational 
commitment. Anything further, renders cultural dynamics as nebulous in meaning. 
This, for example was noted in Chapter 2, where the commitment and cultural 
relationship within quantitative studies for organizational commitment or job 
satisfaction were shown to be problematic in Deery and Shaw (1997) and Taipei and 
Bartlett (2002). Moreover, for continuance commitment, idiosyncratic causes were 
reasons given for possible weak statistical data (Meyer et al., 2002) albiet that 
continuance commitment was separated to express two dimensions (Meyer et al., 
2002, p. 26, in Table 1). With a view to exploring the problem Blau (2003), in a 
separate study, used a fourth dimension to measure components for continuance 
commitment. This was however based on Meyer et al’s (1993, 2002) three-component 
conceptualisation of commitment where continuance commitment was extended to 
‘accumulated cost and occupational investment’ (Lee 2003). On a similar theme and 
indeed one of the strengths of this thesis, is the qualitative multiple case-study design, 
which used as research techniques ‘strength of association, consistency and 
specificity’ (Hill 1965, adapted by Miles and Huberman 1994, p. 146). As a method for 
analysis, the author sought to pursue amongst others, continuance with 
‘positive/negative sunken costs’ (McGee and Ford 1987) and Tack of alternative 
employment opportunities’ (Allen and Meyer 1990) and Tack of attractive 
alternatives’ (McGee and Ford 1987, p. 640). Moreover, qualitative data, which links 
culture and commitment, was able to provide clearer distinctions as to the relationship 
behavioural commitment has with conditions for attitudinal commitment. Notably,
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having a broad picture of how things happen allowed qualitative data to explain 
conditions for organizational commitment and its climate. This is considered to be an 
important contribution to literature. However, the methodology that set the pace for 
achieving the objective is in itself considered to be a significant contribution in this 
area of research.
Limitations
Quantitatively, for occupational commitment, the results revealed reliability alphas for 
affective commitment to be low, which subsequently, resulted in a low score for 
validity. In contrast, for organizational commitment, statistical significance resulted 
in reasonable validity. It demonstrated the research used reliable measures for 
organizational commitment such as Mowday et aPs (1979) Organizational 
Commitment Questionnaire, which has been proven over time. This however, was 
not the case for measures used for occupational commitment. A weakness for low 
reliability for occupational commitment was arguably that the questions per se were 
rooted in cultural inferences, which by their nature may have been too strong for 
quantitative inquiry (see Chapter 4, Table 4.4).
On critical reflection, a limitation appears to be the closer quantitative research moves 
to side-bet theory (Becker 1960), albeit for occupational and organizational 
commitment, the more problematic the research issue becomes. For example, as was 
noted earlier, continuance commitment and the apparent idiosyncratic dissonance were 
the possible explanations given by Meyer et al., (2002, p. 42) to both paucity of 
studies and weak correlations of their research, which incidentally is recognised by the 
authors as a gap within existing literature.
Moving aside the idiosyncratic or cultural conundrum, the research for this thesis 
should have taken more note of Meyer et al’s (1993) three components for attitudinal 
commitment (affective, continuance and normative). For example, if this thesis had 
borrowed Meyer et al’s (1993) tested measures for at least affective commitment, the 
results may have given higher reliability and validity scales for occupational 
commitment. This, for occupational commitment may have at least provided for 
stronger analogies than perhaps currently exists in Chapter 5 between organizational 
commitment and occupational commitment. Moreover, although a test model at the
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time, Meyer et al’s, (1993) research did show that ‘occupational commitment’ made
some ‘albeit small prediction of organization-relevant outcomes’ (Meyer et al.,
1993, p. 549).
9.4 Chef commitment: research inconsistencies addressed and the continuing 
research challenges ahead
Meyer et al’s (1993) three-component commitment model, in recent research for 
occupational commitment, has been subjected to the constant improvement of survey 
measures (e.g. Lee et al., 2000, Meyer et al., 2002, Blau 2003). This is a similar 
research approach concurrent with organizational commitment. While considered an 
important research direction, most research for occupational commitment has 
nonetheless been reluctant to tackle out-group cultural issues. Instead, occupational 
commitment more often stops short at ‘meta-analytic work-related variables’ (Lee et 
al, 2000) based on, for example ‘job-focused attitudes such as job involvement and job 
satisfaction’ (Lee et al., 2000, p. 808).
In allowing for theoretical reflection, the literature for occupational commitment is 
likely to direct research interest towards a dual-methodological process, which 
arguably would include a stronger presence of culture theory. Although tentative at 
this stage, comments recognising the plausibility of cultural presence have emerged in 
recent literature for occupational commitment. For example, there have been some 
admissions in quantitative research that continuance commitment may be too 
‘idiosyncratic’ to test (Meyer 2002). Notwithstanding, researchers such as Blau 
(2003) are still pursuing the problem using the quantitative route. In an attempt to 
overcome the problem Blau (2003) suggests a four-dimension approach to Meyer et 
al’s (1993) three-component approach for occupational commitment. However, the 
idiosyncratic conundrum still persists and thus, continues to provide inconsistencies 
within mainstream literature. For example, in ‘separating’ components for 
continuance commitment’ it was noted (Chapter 2, pp. 22-23) that Blau (2003) ‘found 
a consistent correlation between normative [(commitment)] and accumulated costs’ 
but for their explanation he could only ‘speculate’ (Blau 2003, p. 484).
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Dual-methodological processes: commitment and culture
Focused on organizational commitment, the nearest commitment research comes to 
culture is with empirical research that deals with questionnaire constructs for national 
culture. Literature within this area is active, with tailored questionnaire constructs 
translated to accommodate that culture (Lee et al., 2002, Wasti 2003). As a particular 
note Wasti (2003, p. 303) dealt with the culture issues partly by conducting a 
qualitative inquiry, which in turn, assisted the quantitative process.
For occupational commitment, such dual-methodological processes are rare, but can 
be observed in Chapters 4 and 5 in Tam et al., (2001). Although not culturally 
focused, the paper provides as with Wasti (2002) two good examples of a dual- 
methodological process for exploring organizational and occupational commitment.
Behavioural and attitudinal commitment: continuing inconsistencies and challenges
It is clear that behavioural commitment in the research for organizational and 
occupational commitment has a presence. Currently however, behavioural 
commitment has been under-researched. Thus, the overall quest in literature for 
attitudinal commitment has in effect caused components of behavioural commitment 
to be under-researched. As such, this continues to provide a literature gap and 
subsequently, inconsistencies between behavioural and attitudinal commitment. 
Notably, in relation to occupational commitment, continuance commitment still poses 
certain research challenges. Problematic to research is the apparent effect behavioural 
inferences such as ‘side-bets’ have in the research for continuance commitment. For 
example, it was noted in recent research data that behavioural inferences have 
unwittingly saturated a potential or intended analysis for attitudinal commitment 
(Meyer et al., 2002, Blau 2003). In contrast, and in past studies for organizational 
commitment (see Chapter 2, Table 2.1) these symptoms, when analysed, were shown 
in some studies to be reversed (Meyer and Allen 1998).
However, in the study of occupational commitment, a key challenge for many 
researchers is the acceptance that continuance commitment can conceptually have a 
presence in either behavioural and/or attitudinal commitment. Thus, for future
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researchers it would be advisable to note that side-bets are more often directed in the 
first instance, to behavioural commitment. Although earlier research infers this, such 
conceptual acceptance has not been forthcoming in contemporary research. As a 
consequence, research problems in mainstream literature have arisen. Therefore, 
findings for continuance commitment have thus, given uniformity or weak 
correlations in quantitative data for attitudinal commitment (Meyer et al., 2002, Blau 
2003). As a recommended way forward this thesis was able to confirm (via a 
qualitative route in Chapters 6 and 7) chefs’ ‘personal investments’ were, in many 
cases, ethnocentric to their occupation. Therefore, in comparison to the quantitative 
research, cultural inferences may begin to explain reasons for ‘weak correlations...’ 
found in continuance commitment, which according to Meyer at al., (2002, p. 42) 
‘...presumably develops as individuals make “side-bets”’. Importantly, accumulated 
side-bets can form an array of expectancies through time (e.g. a chefs career path).
Researchers wanting to identify components of continuance commitment would 
therefore be advised to analyse what components are more inclined to be behavioural 
and importantly, at what stage some might convert to attitudinal. This was achieved 
through the qualitative route of this thesis. For instance, it was noted in conversational 
talk that once accumulation of side-bets have been realised, they became to some 
chefs a self-percept of ‘positive sunken costs’. As such, they converted to a form of 
attitudinal commitment to either their organization and/or occupation. These findings 
strongly align with the assumption made by McGee and Ford (1986, p. 640) in which 
‘a high degree of behavioural commitment could produce affective [{e.g. attitudinal)] 
commitment through a process of dissonance reduction’ (see Chapter 2). More 
pointedly, due to the nature of sub-cultural inferences, it is unlikely that quantitative 
research, which uses a traditional research path such as surveys, could reveal in 
comparison such rich qualitative data e.g. resulting from this thesis.
Research challenges ahead: a way forward
As was the case in this thesis, it is generally rare to observe commitment and culture 
literature being used as a combined force for the purposes of tackling commitment 
research. For academics, culture is known for its diversity and complexity and as 
such, may deter some researchers to consider this route. Notwithstanding, this line of
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research has shown capability in unravelling some of the commitment inconsistencies 
noted between attitudinal and behavioural commitment. This was successfully 
achieved by subjecting commitment to a self-percept from a perspective of what was 
culturally ‘valuable’ (Becker 1960) to chefs.
Interestingly, the concept of what is ‘valuable’ derives from commitment literature 
(Becker 1960), but appears not to have been sufficiently developed by academics. 
Becker’s concern was to invite researchers to focus on the commitment of occupations 
(Becker 1959, 1960). Thus, for further research and similar to this thesis, it is 
recommended that the analysis for attitudinal commitment takes into account what is 
symbolically ‘valuable’ (Becker 1960), based on explorations of sub-cultural values. 
Mainstream literature in management and organizational behaviour offer few 
comparable research methodologies in this area. Subsequently, the relationship of 
culture values or, at best, cultural ‘valuables’ with attitudinal commitment has 
generally been ignored. Addressing this issue, the research of this thesis observed 
concepts for attitudinal commitment to have, in addition to cultural practices and 
norms, strong stratifications in sub-cultural values. It appears evident that these are 
deeply rooted and in many cases codified only to the out-group. It is acknowledged 
therefore, that culture values are highly tacit and in many cases cannot be adequately 
decoded. Put simply, they represent cultural phenomena. However, as demonstrated 
in this thesis, outer layers or surface areas to cultural values can, with a methodical 
research approach, reveal implicit- explicit- symbolic parities as to what is ‘valuable’ 
to chefs. For organization, ‘valuables’ provide powerful symbolic representations and 
are among others, key requisites for identifying components of what constitutes 
attitudinal commitment. In contrast, cultural practices and norms to both organization 
and occupation set the premise for mutual-equivalence. From a wider socio-cultural 
perspective, cultural practices and norms provide a consensus, which in turn is ‘etic’ 
and governed by nomothetic equilibrium. As such, perceptual disequilibrium in the 
case of chef-identity is ‘emic’ in representation. Moreover, it is based on a self­
percept in which chefs elicit expectancy to ‘valuables’. If they are not understood, 
then their rhetoric reminds them who they are. As a rule this would not always be 
from an explicit stance but also from a tacit perspective. Consequently this manifests 
itself by the attitude that is expressed within both cultural and commitment realities.
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Chefs have done this by demonstrating their relative strength and identification of 
behavioural commitment to organization and via what is ‘valuable’ and therefore an 
attitudinal commitment to occupation. Theoretically, and from a positive standpoint, 
the weaker the mutual-equivalence, and notwithstanding positive or negative sunken 
costs, the closer attitudinal commitment would seem to reside within the organization. 
Therefore the premise for attitudinal commitment is not so much based on routines of 
cultural practices and norms but rather, on the cultural values or, at best, ‘valuables’ 
which persist between organization and occupation. If cultural valuables are realised 
then it may be possible to untie the commitment complexity as to the reciprocal 
‘affects’ of attitudinal commitment and ‘effects’ of behavioural commitment as an 
operational tool, and this may become a lasting reality.
9.4.1 Contribution to research
In incorporating the research challenges noted above, it has been possible in this 
research to identify both organizational and occupational commitment to a self-percept 
of behavioural and/or attitudinal commitment. As such, this thesis was able to provide 
in chef research:
1. a better understanding of the reciprocal relationship between behavioural and 
attitudinal commitment;
2. an avoidance in the research process (aided by conceptual mutual-equivalence) to 
ensure analogies for attitudinal commitment did not inadvertently saturate data for 
behavioural commitment and vice versa. This was achieved, while at the same 
time ensuring attitudinal commitment could be freely expressed.
9.4.2 Recommendations for future research
It is in items 1 and 2 above that this thesis has made a contribution. Principally, the 
success of this thesis anchored on the research methodology (Chapter 4), which 
provided for the philosophical considerations, methodological appropriateness and 
finally the articulation of methods and techniques to be used. Viewed as the collective
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process, this was achieved by modelling commitment inconsistencies as items to be 
researched (Table 2.1, Chapter 2) and thereafter, to provide a ‘cultural framework’ 
(Table 3.7, Chapter 3) designed to address the relevant commitment issues. This 
paved the way for multiple-case study design. As one in a series of techniques, Hill’s 
(1965) analytical premise for strength of association, consistency and specificity 
provided for a step-by-step process, capable of noting among others, softer cultural 
inferences. Moreover, based on the conceptual mutual-equivalence it was possible to 
link narrative and conversational talk to discourse analysis to attitudinal and 
behavioural commitment and subsequently, their relationships with either 
organizational- and/or occupational commitment.
Finally, as a contribution to literature and as a way forward for future research, this 
thesis has provided a methodological foundation in which commitment and culture 
may be more closely explored.
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1.1 Structuralist
Structuralism refers to ‘unconscious processes and organization’ (Smircich 1983, p. 
342). This theory ‘assumes that the human mind has built-in constraints by which it 
structures psychic and physical content. Since we are unaware of this set of constraints 
or structures, they can be labelled the unconscious infrastructure’ (Rossi 1974 cited in 
Smircich 1983, p. 351). This is based on the notion of 'kinship' whereby people 
unconsciously share values and beliefs. From an organization perspective, they can 
unconsciously borrow infrastructure for which interpretation is likely to be explained 
contextually in phenomenological terms. To reinforce this viewpoint Smircich (1983, 
p. 352) argues that there has been little development in the concept of structuralism and 
this therefore currently offers limited scope in management practice.
From the standpoint of sub-cultures, Boisot (1997, p. 2) comments ‘...there are 
potentially as many types of culture as there are ways of grouping people together and 
these are often overlaid’. In a structuralist - ideographic context, sub-cultures are 
synonymous with unconscious infrastructures. In a similar vein Boisot (1997, p. 2) 
speaks of ‘instantaneous communication’ which can bring to the fold ‘local villages’ or 
sub-cultures to global corporate infrastructures thus, coining the phase ‘think global but 
act local’ Boisot (1997, p. 2). Moreover, global corporatism can diffuse influences on 
local villages with innate universal characteristics. However, this also has a reverse 
process. For example, organizations serve local cultures and therefore incorporate 
‘unconscious infrastructure; psychic and physical content’ (Levi-Strauss 1997), which 
are often in the form of rituals, artefacts, customs, beliefs and values.
Transferred to organization theory, sub-cultures exist within organization culture. 
Consequently as sub-cultures they will manifest an out-group identity within 
organization. Characteristically, as in chef culture, out-group tendencies as a form of 
identity are likely to be ethnocentric to that occupation. From the context of this 
research, ‘globalise corporatism’ for hotels would be to promote their wares within the 
categorisation of being (among others) 4 or 5 star hotels. Thus from a global, or more 
modestly an international perspective, chef-culture becomes inclusive in those corporate 
identities. Paradoxically, as an occupation they resemble the local village concept in 
that chefs exhibit an identity. In other words, chefs working in 4 or 5 star hotels have an
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identity retrospective to inter-out group. Put simply, they still maintain their occupation 
identity within organization culture. Therefore, from these assumptions chefs working 
in 4 -5  star hotels will in all probability persist similar manifestations reciprocal with 
unconscious infrastructure.
From a different perspective, but nonetheless an important one, is the subject of 
‘cooking’. For Levi-Strauss, cooking albeit with symbolic reorientations different 
perceptions to modes of cooking, ingredients, customs, rituals, religion ‘.... is with 
language a truly universal form of human activity’ (1997, p. 28). By way of critical 
extension ‘cooking’ coupled with the commercial world, i.e. capital over labour, 
facilitates a working environment for chef -occupational culture to exist and moreover, 
flourish. As an out-group the culture therefore has its own customs, work ethic and 
perpetual processes. Based on this premise this undoubtedly would include unconscious 
infrastructure within realms of self-percept and occupation.
Table 1.1 offers a summary where it can be argued that universal psychic have 
applicability to both in-group (e.g. organization) and out-group (e.g. occupation) 
processes. Both forms can ‘contribute to organization theory’ e.g. ‘to the development 
of transformation theory’ in terms of complex human vision’ (Smircich 1983, p. 353). 
As a management concept the culture represents ideational forms. Therefore, themes to 
global-corporatism have, among others, unconscious encounters with ‘ myths and 
symbolism’ (Seymour-Smith 1986, p. 270) for purposes of ‘formation and 
transformation of superstructures’ (Seymour-Smith 1986, p. 270).
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Appendix 1
1.2 Functionalist-structuralist or (Radical-structuralist)
This cultural typology has close similarities to the functionalist typology. The 
difference however, is that this typology seeks radical change which often moves 
away from the aspects of ‘present practices’ that have now been perceived by society 
to be redundant.
Smircich (1983, p. 342) sees ‘structuralist-functionalism’ as a cultural typology 
functioning as an ‘adaptive-regulatory mechanism by uniting individuals into social 
structures’. Burrell and Morgan (1979) frequently refer to Radcliffe-Brown’s 
structuralist-functionalist theory to explain radical sociological reforms that often 
create a new order.
Socio-culturally this paradigm is similar in some parts to functionalism in that its 
processes are ‘.. .realist, positivist, determinist and nomothetic’ (Burrell and Morgan 
(1979, p34). However, from a functionalist perspective a sense of urgency coupled 
with a consensus would be too slow for the radical-structuralist. Instead the emphasis 
is on ‘structural conflict, modes of domination, contradiction and deprivation’ (Burrell 
and Morgan (1979, p. 34).
For Radcliffe-Brown, structure and function can change ‘day by day’ (1952, p. 192). 
Therefore, approaches to society can be seen as radical implication. To elaborate the 
position to radical or sudden functional-structural change Radcliffe-Brown comments:
‘Throughout the life of an organism it’s structure is being constantly 
renewed; and similarly the social life constantly renews the social 
structure. Thus the actual relations of persons and groups of persons 
form year to year, or even from day to day’ (Radcliff-Brown 1952, p.
192).
To demonstrate processes of functionalist-structuralism ‘in action’ an illustration can 
be observed with the British government in the 1980’s and their intention to 
deregulate certain employment laws. Under the leadership of Margaret Thatcher, the 
government’s aim was to develop a national workforce that could be flexible and 
adaptive to natural market forces. As an example, Section 15 of the Employment Act 
(1982) removed protective rights against tort within the context of trade dispute
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(Fabian Society 1985, p. 16). This and other employment law reforms effectively 
weakened the trade unions in the UK. Over the course of time, employment 
deregulation has indirectly empowered employers to apply greater scope by 
accelerating recruitment and selection practices towards greater financial, functional 
and numerical flexibility.
From a functionalist-structuralist perspective a movement towards ‘individualism’ as 
opposed to past ‘collectivism’ effectively weakened individual worker’s protective 
rights and subsequently, the occupations they represented. In shifting the traditional 
psychological contract, workers’ occupational solidarity became threatened.
Radical change criteria have always been with organizations. What is different today 
is the sense of speed and time compression. This has been accelerated with the advent 
of new technologies, communication, globalisation and fierce competition ‘to get there 
first’ by means of core-capabilities and competence.
From perspectives of socio-technical systems and related to chefs, kitchen brigades 
have adapted to what they were in the 1960’s, 1970’s 1980’s and 1990’s. In some 
cases radical change to the partie system has occurred as a result of technologies to the 
cook-freeze and cook-chill systems, which by technical implications have centralised 
kitchen production for markets such as conference facilities. These principles are no 
different from management thinking with ‘contingency theory’. The implications are 
however, that cultural aspects are seen in time as being discontinuous. A problem for 
organizations is that over time, certain skills can be lost forever. This arguably does 
not appear to be a problem should it evolve at its own natural pace. The dilemma 
occurs when functionalist or radical-structuralist processes require the return of skills. 
However, some of these skills in terms of knowledge may have been lost.
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Appendix 1
1.3 Ecological-adaptationist
Ecological-adaptationist can characteristically resemble texts by Eisner (1993).
‘The world has changed since Copernicus told us how it worked. The world 
has changed since Tycho Brae provided a picture of the heavens. The world 
has changed since Newton, Einstein, and Bohr gave us versions to use it. I 
suspect it will continue to change’ (Eisner edited in Hammersley 1993, p. 55).
Eisner’s (1993) comment demonstrates examples of culture, which diachronically and 
ecologically evolve and innovate through time. From an ecological perspective, and in 
relation to organizational theory, culture and society by their actions are diachronic and 
thus, subject to humankind historical development. Transferred to chef-occupation this 
could infer ‘evolving cuisines’ (Durand et al., 2002) or their spin-offs that have been 
continually modified. For example, although not explicitly mentioning ecological- 
adaptationist, some relevance to this cultural viewpoint can be observed in Durand, et 
al’s (2002) study in which they have observed ‘identity movements of elite French 
chefs moving from classical cuisine to nouvelle cuisine’, for which this cuisine 
advocates, among others, leaner ingredients e.g. less use of butter and cream.
Perceptually, ecological change in terms of generation to generation is often gradual 
despite overt influences placed on society through the functionalist, radical-structuralist 
design. Organizations as members of a wider society ‘take on various forms as they 
adapt to environmental characteristics they seek to be ‘products of dialectic interplay 
with their environment...they will proceed to reflect to a varying degree the values and 
culture of society’ (Allaire and Firsirtou 1984, p. 201). From organization perspective, 
ecological-adaptationist has managerial interplay, with among others contingency theory 
and socio-technical systems (Allaire and Firsirtou 1984). This is similar to functionalist 
parties. However, for ecological-adaptationist cultural inferences remain diachronic 
normally gradual and developmental whereas functional-structuralist remain synchronic; 
uncompromising, determinist and conflicting.
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Appendix 2
Quantitative: Questionnaire
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2.1 Questionnaire: notes on pilot testing
A pilot was tested on fluent English speaking chefs working in Switzerland. The 
purpose was to test constructs for occupation commitment as well as overall design of 
questionnaire.
Outcome from pilot study
Using a follow-up protocol, questions read by informants were understood for both 
organization and occupation. However, the word ‘hotel’ within constructs was 
substituted for ‘organization’. Question length was shortened to some occupation 
constructs. Line coding on the questionnaire was made clearer for the preparation of 
SPSS {Statistical Package for the Social Science) analysis. For respondent ease, a 5 -  
point Likert scale was considered preferable to a 7-point scale. In addition, on the 
facing page for each questionnaire was a standard introductory phase explaining to 
participants the overall purpose and confidentially of the research.
In addition to the pilot study and before despatching questionnaires one other 
amendment was made to a caption phrase. For more information see Chapter 4, 
Section 4.5. See final questionnaire below:
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2.2 Quantitative questionnaire
INRODUCTION
May I  6egin, by saying thanf  ^you in advance fo r your 'participation in 
completing this questionnaire.
lUis questionnaire investigates the occupation o f chefs wording in 4 and 5 star 
hotels. Your active participation w ill contribute to a wider research study o f 
chefs, on a national basis.
Yhe questionnaire has been designed to tale roughly 10 minutes to complete. 
Most questions therefore, require a ticki to a boic and on occasion a written 
answer o f no more than a few  words.
<1he information you provide w ill be treated in the strictest confidence. Any 
research published w ill not enable individual respondents be identified.
On completion, please return the questionnaire to the executive head chef.
Oeref^Cameron
Log: /
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ABOUT YOU Chefs Operating in 4 and 5 Star Hotels within the UK
Q i How old are you? Q2 Are you: Q3 Job Title:
l
□  19 yrs and below 1 □ Executive head chef
2
□  20-29 1 □  Male 2 □ Sous chef
3
□  30-39 3 □ Chefpatissier
4
□  40-49 4 □ Chef de partie
5
Q  Over 50 5 □ Chef saucier
2 Q  Female 6
7
□
□
Commis chef 
Another title: please state
YOU, YOUR ORGANISATION 
AND OCCUPATION
Please tick one box onlv for each statement
1
Strongly
Agree
2
Agree
3 4 
Neither
Agree Disagree 
Nor 
Disagree
5
Strongly
Disagree
Q4 I  am willing to put a great deal of effort 
beyond that is normally expected in order to 
help this hotel be successful.
a a □  □ □
Q5 This kitchen would run better without usim 
the partie and brigade system. □ □ □  □ □
Q 6 Belonging to a team of chefs who treat their 
work with pride is the best job for me. a a □  □ □
Q 7 I  really care about the fate of this hotel. a □ □  □ □
Q8 Customers are right to expect a superior 
culinary service in spite of the limitations 
put in place by management.
□ □ □  □ a
Q9 I  am proud to tell others that I  am part of 
this hotel. a □ □  □ □
Q10 I  believe chefs should ‘stick together’ even 
if this means going against others. □ a □  □ □
Q l l
Q12
The hotel management tend to look down on 
those chefs who leave to work in rival 
hotels.
I  am of the belief that chefs are more loyal 
to what they can professionally do best than 
they are to any one-hotel operation.
□
□
a
□
□  □  
□  □
□
□
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(Continued): YOU, YOUR 
ORGANISATION AND OCCUPATION
Please tick one box onlv for each statement
l
Strongly
Agree
2
Agree
3
Neither
Agree
Nor
Disagree
4
Disagree
5
Strongly
Disagree
Q13 I  am extremely glad that I  chose this 
hotel to work for over others I  was 
considering at the time.
a a a □ a
Q 14 I  really believe that best chefs are those 
with a classical training (for example, 
the knowledge of French cuisine).
□ a □ a a
Q15 There's not too much to be gained by 
sticking with this hotel indefinitely. a a a a □
Q16 Chefs need to move to different hotels if 
they are to develop their work-skills and 
career potential.
a a a □ a
Q 17 The hotel management often place 
restrictions on chefs without fully 
understanding how a kitchen works.
a □ □ a □
Q18 I  am of the view that it takes many years 
of real-life work experience to become a 
skilled chef.
a □ □ □ a
Q19 Waiters who work here are genuinely 
committed to providing a first class 
service.
□ □ □ □ a
Q20 Chefs would likely stay longer and be 
loyal to one hotel if there are good 
career opportunities.
□ □ a □ a
Q21 I  could just as well be working for a 
different hotel as long as the type of 
work is similar.
□ □ □ a □
Q 22 Where possible, chefs should cook with 
fresh produce and avoid the use of 
convenience foods.
□ □ □ a □
Q23
Q24
Without the guidance of the executive 
head chef the brigade would be less of a 
team.
It is of my opinion that the hotel 
management are keen to develop the 
skill potential of their chefs.
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
Please turn over
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(Continued): YOU, YOUR ORGANISATION 
AND OCCUPATION
Please tick one box onlv for each statement
1
Strongly
Agree
2
Agree
3 4 
Neither
Agree Disagree 
Nor 
Disagree
5
Strongly
Disagree
Q25 It would be unwise for the hotel 
management to inferior in the running of 
this kitchen.
a □ a  □ □
Q26 In this hotel chefs have a greater status than 
many other hotel-departmental workers.
a □ □  □ □
Q27 This hotel really inspires the very best in the 
way of job performance.
a a □  □ □
Q28 Chefs need to build on their reputation by 
continuously improving on existing culinary 
skills.
□ a □  □ □
Q29 I  talk up this hotel to my friends as a great 
organisation to workfor.
□ a □  a a
Q30 Which of the following statements most 
clearly reflects your personal feelings about 
your future with this hotel?
Please tick one box onlv
Q31 Are ‘Culinary Rosettes ’  held within 
the hotel in which you are 
currently employed?
Please tick one box onlv
□ No Rosettes.
i
□ I  have no plans to leave. i □ 1 Rosette.
2
a I  occasionally think about leaving. 2 □ 2 Rosettes. 4
a I  feel uncertain whether to leave or stay. 3 □ 3 Rosettes. 5
□ I  am definitely thinking about leaving.
4
□ 4 Rosettes.
6
□ I  am actively looking for a new job. 5 a 5 Rosettes. 7
□ I  have no plans to leave.
6 a Being considered. 8
□ I  have no plans to leave.
1
□ Other -  Please state below. 9
Q32 At a later stage in the research we would wish to interview a sub-sample of respondents in greater detail. 
Please indicate below i f  you would be vrevared  to varticivate in this follow un survey.
1 I  would be prepared to be interviewed at a later date in a follow up survey. Q
2 I  would not be prepared to be interviewed at a later in a follow-up survey. Q
THANK YOU FOR YOU CONTRIBUTION
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2.3 Quantitative: researcher diary
Introduction
This section provides an explanation and reflection of the research process. 
Specifically, Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 give an insight into the researcher’s 
diary. More detailed analytical commentary for these tables are found in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.5.
Planning process
Table 2.1 shows the preview and introductory letter. It was compiled in August 2000 
and used to show executive chefs and management the content and research process. 
The letter was often electrically mailed with a preview of the questionnaire. 
Subsequently, on the 1st September 2000 all participating hotels received by post the 
appropriate number of questionnaires with the introductory letter (see Table 2.1 - 
below).
Table 2.1 Researchers diary: Preview letter: throughout August 2000 and 
introductory letter sent 1st September 2000
Dear....
Thank you for your participation in this questionnaire. The questions refer to occupation and organisation 
culture.
All information will be treated in the strictest confidence. The identity of the hotel and participants will therefore, 
remain confidential. No public reference will be made to any particular hotel without first, prior consultation 
with yourself and second, your permission to approach the hotel directorate for written authorisation.
This research is in association with The University of Surrey. The university has a honourable reputation for
their confidentiality and integrity. As an example, please find a recent article on chefs written by the
undersigned with three other academics. This was published in the: International Journal of Hospitality 
Management -  September 1999.
I really appreciate your assistance with this survey. The research and their results will take time. Should you 
wish, I would be more than happy to post any official-interim publications relating to this research.
Finally, the contents of this package are as follows:
•  Covering letter
•  XX Questionnaires
•  Stamped addressed envelope for the return of all questionnaires
•  Attached form re: ‘official-interim publication(s)’.
I would be most grateful if you could return all questionnaires soon after completion ideally within two weeks if 
possible.
Thanking you most sincerely.
Derek Cameron
XX Questionnaires = would denote the number of questionnaires sent - depending on brigade size
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Reflective processes
Table 2.2 (below) demonstrates tactical rethinking. It provides an insight as to the 
challenges this research faced when finding a ‘best approach’ for effectively seeking 
permission to undertake research. Dilemmas are often caused where executive chefs, 
in some cases, would expect to be consulted in the first instance. From their 
viewpoint, it would be their decision whether to consult management or not.
Table 2.2 Researchers diary: 1st August 2000
Reflection: discussion with PhD supervisors (e-mail correspondence)
The Executive Head Chef of the XXX (on his request) wanted to preview the questionnaire in order to pass it 
through the hotel management.
On inspection, the hotel management felt that the questions posed could insight disloyalty to the organization. I 
am going through a similar process with XXX -  Scotland, (not sure on that outcome yet - learning from the above, 
my communication strategy is now different - I'm hoping they will accept the questionnaire).
Interestingly, some executive chefs have agreed to facilitate the research with their brigades - without asking me
to see the questionnaire before hand.
I hope in these hotels the management (if the executive head chef decides to tell them) will accept the 
questionnaire - in principle once received (i.e., without an initial preview).
The conundrum is difficult - if you speak to management before the executive head chef (EHC) then the EHC will
likely to reject the questionnaire. The way forward, I believe, is through the EHC and then management e.g. if the 
EHC (with out prompting from me) decides to consult them. Should this be the case - then this would be the 
communication process (management) to follow.
Note: XXX = name(s) taken out to protect identity and confidentiality
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Communication: adjustment process
Table 2.3 (below) demonstrates a tactical rethinking in the presentation of the quantitative 
research.
Table 2.3 Researchers diary: 17th August 2000
Research process: revised letter of introduction before submitting preview letter 
(e-mail correspondence)
Dear.....
My name is Derek Cameron, I am a lecturer in Switzerland at IHTTI Hotel School of Management and a researcher 
with the 'University of Surrey'. I am conducting a questionnaire with regard to chefs in the field of organisation and 
occupation culture. XXX from XXX University recommended I contact you, in hope that your hotel will be one of the 
participating 5-star properties for the XXX region.
I have initially spoken to XXX your Executive Head Chef would be happy to participate, with the brigade, as long as 
management approve. In meeting this objective I have enclosed a copy of the questionnaire for you to preview 
(please see file attachment: pilversionTWO-1aaa).
This research is part of a long-term study. All information will be treated as confidential.
Any publications that may follow would not identify any individual participant.
I hope the brigade will be able to participate.
Finally, please find enclosed a letter (file attachment: cover-letter), which addresses confidentiality, intended 
contents and the purpose of research.
Best regards,
Derek Cameron
Note: XXX = name(s) taken out to protect identity and confidentiality 
Outcome: response
Table 2.4 (below) represents an electronic mail response resulting from the revised 
letter above.
Table 2.4. Researchers diary: 19th August 2000 
Electronic mail response revised letter of introduction
Derek,
Apologies for being so elusive.
I have no problems at all with Andy participating in your research and whatever we can be of assistance in we will.
Look forward to hearing from you.
My very best regards,
XXX
Food and Beverage Manager
Note: XXX = name(s) taken out to protect identity and confidentiality
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Reassurance o f confidentially
Table 2.5 (below) demonstrates management concerns for confidentiality.
Table 2.5 Researchers diary: 13th September 2000
Letter received re: a re-emphasise on the need for confidentially
13th September 2000
Dear Mr Cameron,
Thank you very much for your letter that I received last week with respect to the questionnaires. I am delighted to 
confirm that these questionnaires have been distributed and they will be forwarded in due course.
I cannot re-emphasise enough the need to treat the responses with the strictest confidence. We shall look 
forward to receiving the details of the results, if I can be of any further assistance please do not hesitate to 
contact me on my direct line.
Yours sincerely,
XXX
Food and Beverage Manager
Note: XXX = name(s) taken out to protect identity and confidentiality
Despatched questionnaires
Table 2.6 (below) shows sample size and geographical distribution of questionnaires. 
The total unspoiled returned questionnaires represented 135 respondents. For more 
details see Chapter 5.
Table 2.6 Sample: Hotels in England and Scotland (targeted- questionnaires)
Hotel 
(Pseudo Identities)
Location Brigade Size Hotel star SPSS reference 
(Masked code)
Distribution
(Prefix)
1 Perthshire 60 5 021 1 to 60
2 London 50 5 022 1 to 50
3 Birmingham 23 5 023 1 to 23
4 Warwickshire 08 4 024 1 to 08
5 Birmingham 14 4 025 1 to 14
6 Birmingham 20 5 026 1 to 20
7 London 30 5 027 1 to 30
8 London 50 5 028 1 to 50
9 London 40 5 029 1 to 40
10 Ayrshire 38 5 030 1 to 38
11 Glasgow 10 5 031 1 to 10
Potential Sample Size 343
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Appendix 3
Qualitative: Multiple-case study design
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Table 3.1 Construct conversions from preliminary inquiry to multiple-case study
Nomothetic method: emphases on 
Quantitative - preliminary inquiry
Objective: to identifying commitment through 
behavioural practice and norms to questions 
of: ‘how1 and what is
Question 
4 (Or)
7 (Or)
9 (Or)
29 (Or) *-»
13 (Or)
*
28 (Or)
27 (Or)
12 (Oc)
Construct
I am willing to put a great deal of effort 
beyond what is normally expected in 
order to help this hotel be successful. 
(MS) *key conversion construct
I really care about the fate of this hotel. 
(MS)* I am proud to tell others that I am 
part of this hotel. (MS)*
I ‘talk up’ this hotel to my friends as a 
great organisation to work for. (MS)*
*Key conversion construct
I am extremely glad that I chose this 
hotel to work for over others I was 
considering at the time I joined. (MS) * 
key conversion construct
Chefs need to build reputation by 
continuously improving on existing 
culinary skills.
This hotel really inspires the very best in 
me in the way I perform my job. (MS) * 
Key conversion construct
I believe that chefs are more loyal to 
what they can professionally do best than 
they are to any one-hotel operation.
Ideographic method: emphases on 
Qualitative - Multiple-case study inquiry
Objective: to identify commitment by through 
symbolic values or ‘valuables’ to: questions of: w hy’
Order of 
Questions
Construct
How much effort are you prepared to give in order 
to help this hotel be successful?
Probe whv?
Would you admit to others that you really care 
about the fate of this hotel?
Probe whv?
Was this hotel your first choice to work for, over 
other hotels that you were considering at the same 
time?
Probe whv?
Do you think your culinary skills assist the hotel 
with its reputation?
If yes, please offer at least two examples... Follow 
examples with why? If no, please give reason to 
why?
Does this hotel inspire the very best in you? 
Probe: If yes, in what ways? ...Please expand.
How would you describe to others, in the hotel you 
work, the definition of a chef?
Probe: Why this description(s)?
18 (Oc) I believe it takes many years of real-life
++ work experience to become a skilled
chef.
How would you describe to others, who do not 
know the industry - what a chef is?
Probe: Why this description(s)?
18 (Oc) I believe it takes many years of real-life
++ work experience to become a skilled
chef.
16 (Oc) Chefs need to move to different hotels if
they are to develop their work-skills and 
career potential.
Is it important to you - that you are a chef? 
Probes: If ‘no’, why?
If ‘yes ‘why?
Notes; (MS) = Constructs from Mowday and Steers (1979); (Disorganisation; Oc = Occupation;
* = Statistically the most significance with the dependant variable ‘the intention to stay’;
++ = Statistically the most significance with all other independent variables for occupation;
+ = Statistically the most significance with all other independent variables for organisation.
Questions 1 to 8 represent the sequence in which the questions will be asked.
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3.1 Notes on pilot testing: multiple-case design
The interview questions were piloted on two fluent English-speaking chefs working in 
Switzerland. These were not the same chefs who undertook the pilot for the qualitative 
questionnaire.
Overall, questions were understood. As conversation developed, probes and prompts 
were used within accordance to methodology.
Generally, participants gave a first response. On one or two occasions the question was 
repeated (as written) but not probed or prompted by the interviewer.
3.2 Qualitative: researcher diary
Table 3.2 (below) are the preview of questions should they be requested.
Table 3.2 Researchers diary: period end of April tol 8th May 2002 
Preview of questions (multiple-case study)
Order of 
Questions
Construct
1 How much effort are you prepared to give in order to help this hotel be successful? 
Probe whv?
2 Would you admit to others that you really care about the fate of this hotel? 
Probe why?
3 Was this hotel your first choice to work for, over other hotels that you were considering at the 
same time?
Probe why?
4 Do you think your culinary skills assist the hotel with its reputation?
If yes, please offer at least two examples... Follow examples with why? If no, please give 
reason to why?
5 Does this hotel inspire the very best in you? 
Probe: If yes, in what ways? ...Please expand.
6 How would you describe to others, in the hotel you work, the definition of a chef? 
Probe: Why this description (s)?
7 How would you describe to others, who do not know the industry - what a chef is? 
Probe: Why this description(s)?
8 Is it important to you - that you are a chef? 
Probes: If ‘no’, whv?
If 'yes ‘why?
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Table 3.3 Researchers diary: period end of April to 18th May 2002 
Qualitative inquiry: letter sent to all participating hotels
IHTTI School of Hotel Management, 
Avenue de la Gare 15-17 
CH-2000, Neuchatel 
Switzerland
To XXX Date: 18th May 2002
Reference: Letter of Authenticity and Confidentially 
Researcher: Derek Cameron
Dear...,
I am very grateful for your permission to proceed with the discussed research study. Please accept this letter; 
written on formal headed paper, which confirms the writer - Derek Cameron - as a bona-fide PhD researcher 
at Surrey University. Should you wish to verify the validity of this research please do not hesitate to contact 
Dr. Julie Gore on 01483 876375 or Dr. Terry Desombre on 01483 686367 at any time. In addition, I would 
like to reassure you that all documentation will be treated with the strictest confidence. The identity of the 
hotel and participants will therefore be anonymised.
I look forward to visiting the hotel on ...June 2002 and arriving at the agreed time: ...am/pm. As mentioned in 
our telephone conversation, I confirm the research represents a case study that refers to organisation and 
occupation culture. Thus, each interview would be tape-recorded, last 30 to 45 minutes and requires the 
participation of 5 to 6 chefs, (different positions/levels of experience if possible) including the executive head 
chef.
I really appreciate your assistance with this research.
Thanking you most sincerely,
Derek Cameron
PhD Researcher (Hospitality) University of Surrey
Note: XXX = name(s) taken out to protect identity and confidentiality
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Appendix 4
Multiple-case study design:
Sample size 
Interview constructs and transcript size
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Multiple-case study
4.1 Sample size
Brigade profiles with age and rank can be observed in tables 1 and 2
Table 4.1 Age with 5- and 4-star hotels
Breakdown 5 star hotels 4 star hotels Total
17 to 29 
30 to 39
40 and above
Initial observations reveal the presence of experienced chefs i.e. representing 
age group 30 and above. Noticeably, chefs profiled aged 40 and above are fewer 
in 5 star hotels.
T able 4.2 Division o f labour with age
Rank order
5 star hotels
No. Age and Range
4 star hotels
No. Age: and Range
Executive chef 3 38, 31,46 3 32,38, 50
Sous chef 3 30, 30,34 2 34,30
Chefdepartie 3 29, 25,23 2 27, 25
Pastry chef 2 30,43 - -
Production chef (similar ranks) 1 59
Demi chef 2 25,19 2 20,27
Breakfast chef - - 2 45,43
Commis chef 1 21 2 18, 32
Trainee 1 17 1 40
In comparison to 5 star hotels, there is a higher proportion of chefs’ aged 40 and 
above. Initial observations reveal that age does not necessarily represent senior 
rank.
5 5 10
8 5 13
2 5 07
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4.2 Interview constructs and transcript size
The preliminary inquiry (Chapter 5) provided a quantitative examination for 
attitudinal commitment. For organization commitment, the majority of constructs 
were borrowed from Mowday et al., (1979) Organization Commitment 
Questionnaire (see Chapter 4, table 4.4). Questionnaire constructs for occupation 
were drawn from literature in Chapters 2 and 3.
These constructs for the quantitative inquiry, is to explain statistically, how 
attitudinal commitment occur with a consistency to practice. These constructs 
have now been converted to represent qualitative inquiry, which is to 
ideographically explore why enactments of commitment occur.
Table 4.3 shows the why constructs and the transcript word count, representing 
participants’ response to questions per se.
Table 4.3 Questions and word count with tape-recorded transcripts
Question: Constructs Word count
Question 1 How much effort are you prepared to give in order to 
help this hotel be successful (..) why? *(M)
5,616
Question 2 Would you admit to others that you really care about the 
fate of this hotel? (..) why? *(M)
5,309
Question 3 Was this hotel your first choice to work for, over other hotels 
that you were considering at the same time (..)why? *(M)
5,711
Question 4 Do you think your culinary skills assist with the hotels’ 
reputation (..) why?
6,027
Question 5 Does this hotel inspire the very best in you (..) why? *(M) 6,892
Question 6 How would you describe to others, in the hotel you 
work, the definition of a chef (..) why?
7,762
Question 7 How would you describe to others, who do not know 
the industry - what a chef is (..) why?
12,140
Question 8 Is it important to you - that you are a chef (..) why? 17,607
Total 67,064
* = (M) constructs borrowed from Mowday et al., (1979) -  for organizational commitment
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The transcripts resulting from interviews to question per se (table 4.3) are to be 
analysed in two phases. Represented in Chapter 6, the analyses and findings will 
represent in almost all cases participants’ comments but not beyond probes. The 
purpose will be to ensure discipline with inductive method based on the principle 
of frequency with belief-probability from conceptions of culture. Chapter 7 will 
extend the analysis beyond probes with relevant examples based on ‘identity in 
talk’.
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